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Thesis Summary

Methane is, after water vapor and carbon dioxide, the third most potent greenhouse gas in
the atmosphere at present. Its concentration has strongly increased in the 20th century and
reached a concentration exceeding any value ever measured over the last 800’000 years. For
the effort to mitigate climate change, it is important to understand the dynamics leading to
the atmospheric methane concentration. The atmospheric methane level is a balance between
sources and sinks. While the present global total source and sink are relatively well known,
the partition between the different contributors is not well understood. To be able to predict
future CH4 atmospheric levels it is important to understand the size of the different CH4

sources and sinks and their reaction to climate change. As current observations are limited
or only cover a small time window of climate and environmental change, past ice core ob-
servations in CH4 and δ13CH4 are of great value to validate models. Global wetlands are
the largest natural emitters and very climate sensitive. Their feedback to a future warming
is believed to be positive. Therefore, it is among many other things important to improve
the process-based modelling of northern peatlands that are an important part of wetlands
and a source of methane with a considerable uncertainty, variability and sensibility to cli-
mate change. Taking the isotopic composition of a source into account provides a further
constraint in this difficult task. This thesis contributes to the effort of understanding the
methane cycle by improving and enhancing a methane model embedded in a dynamic global
vegetation model and by newly implementing and calibrating a methane isotope routine into
this model framework.

This thesis is structured along 5 major chapters, while an outlook at the end of this thesis
highlights research challenges and further topics to be addressed in future work.

Chapter 1 provides an introduction giving some general information about the global meth-
ane budget in the past and present, an overview on the important sources and sinks, and
details on the role of wetlands and in particular peatlands. The processes leading to methane
emissions in peatlands are discussed, as well as the importance of methane isotopes. The
required notations are introduced as well.

In Chapter 2 an introduction to climate modelling is provided. Further, the model used in this
thesis is presented in detail with a special focus on its methane routine and the implemented
isotopes. At the end of the Chapter, site simulations are discussed in detail to illustrate the
implemented mechanisms and explain the produced output like the methane emissions, iso-
topic signature or the soil profile. Note that for the simulations done during this thesis, two
different versions of the model were used which are discussed separately. A first development
step was to implement, improve and calibrate the methane module WHyMe (developed by R.
Wania in Bristol) into Bern-LPJ. Bern-LPJ is a dynamic global vegetation model that simu-
lates plant distribution and carbon stocks and flows. Methane isotopes were missing at that
point. The simulations in the peer reviewed studies presented in Chapter 3, 4.1 and 4.2 were
conducted with this model version (LPJ-Bern). A second version (called LPX) with general
model improvements outside the methane routine as well as in the methane routine itself
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including the implementation of methane isotopes was used for the simulations discussed at
the end of Chapter 2 and in Chapter 5.

Chapter 3 presents a model application in a study about the impact of an abrupt cooling
event on methane emissions in northern peatlands. Rapid changes in temperature and pre-
cipitation are paralleled with substantial variations in atmospheric methane concentrations
as documented in ice cores. Most studies attribute a change in methane concentrations to
emission changes from boreal and sub-tropical wetlands and boreal peatlands are believed to
be the dominant and most directly responding ecosystem. The calibration of the model with
modern site data is described (this was redone for LPX and summarized in the Appendix).
The results of the methane emission simulations in reaction to an abrupt climate change
are presented including sensitivity test to model parameters and climate input data. The
main result is that if the simulated changes in climate are taken as an analogy to the 8.2 kyr
event, boreal peatland emissions alone can only explain about 23% of the 80 ppb decline in
atmospheric methane concentrations.

Chapter 4.1 shows the results of a model inter-comparison project (WETCHIMP) where the
present ability to simulate wetland extend, characteristics and corresponding methane emis-
sions is investigated. LPJ-Bern was one of ten models taking part in the comparison. A
common experimental protocol was used to drive all models with the same climate forcings.
Chapter 4.2 is the follow-up paper to the WETCHIMP paper and provides technical details
for the six experiments that were conducted and about the models that took part in the
study. The major conclusion is that the models demonstrate a great disagreement in their
simulations of the wetland areal extend and methane emissions in space and time and it is
stressed that we presently do not have sufficient wetland methane observations to evaluate
model fluxes.

Chapter 5 presents applications of the implemented isotope routine. NH peatland runs for
present day were performed and discussed. The sensitivity of the isotopic signature of meth-
ane emissions to the different plant types simulated in the peatland area are investigated
as well as to input parameters like temperature or precipitation. Further, the correlation
between the emitted signature and model parameters are investigated. The simulated emis-
sion signatures for present day are in the range of peatland methane emission measurements.
Finally, a simulation of NH peatland methane emissions from the LGM till present was per-
formed to assess the variability of δ13CH4 and the possible contribution to the atmospheric
signal during the Holocene.



Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Methane (CH4) is one of the most potent and influential greenhouse gases in the atmosphere
at present. It traps heat by absorbing long wave radiation emitted from the ground and
contributes ∼20% (0.5Wm−2) to the total radiative forcing from all of the long-lived green-
house gases (IPCC, 2007; Dlugokencky et al., 2011). Besides the direct effect, CH4 also acts
indirectly on Earth’s temperature due to its chemical reactions, e.g. with the hydroxyl rad-
ical ·OH (∼0.2Wm−2) (Dlugokencky et al., 2011; Hansen & Sato, 2001; Lelieveld et al., 1998).

Over the last 800 kyr, ice core records indicate that the abundance of CH4 in the Earth’s at-
mosphere fluctuated between lows of about 350 ppb during glacial periods to highs of about
750 ppb during interglacials (Loulergue et al., 2008; Spahni et al., 2005). Ongoing measure-
ments show that the atmospheric CH4 concentration has strongly increased during the 20th
century (Fig. 1.1), reaching about 1800 ppb in 2008 (Dlugokencky et al., 2009; Forster et al.,
2007), exceeding any of the peak concentrations during the past six glacial-interglacial cycles.
In 2009-2011, the concentrations stayed almost constantly high at 1794 ±2 ppb (Kirschke
et al., 2013) (Fig. 1.2).

Atmospheric CH4 concentrations are a balance between CH4 sources and sinks. The total
global CH4 source and sink is relatively well known but the strength of each source com-
ponent and their trends are not (Forster et al., 2007). There are two different approaches to
model CH4 emissions for present day: bottom-up models that represent the processes leading
to CH4 emissions in a mechanistic way (e.g., Cao et al., 1996; Walter et al., 2001; Wania
et al., 2010; Ringeval et al., 2010) and top-down or inverse models, which use observations
of atmospheric CH4 concentrations and transport models to quantify CH4 emissions (e.g.,
Houweling et al., 1999; Pison et al., 2009; Bergamaschi et al., 2009). For past times, where
no direct spatial monitoring is available, only bottom-up models can be applied. To better
estimate the future level of atmospheric CH4 it is - among other things - necessary to improve
process-based modelling of the important CH4 sources including their isotopic composition.

This chapter provides an introduction to the global CH4 budget and the role that natural
peatlands play within this budget. Further, background will be given about CH4 emissions
from natural peatland and their isotopic composition.
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Figure 1.1: Atmospheric CH4 concentration
over the last 1000 years. Measurements over-
lap from recent atmospheric measurements (Cape
Grim) via firn air (CE08-2 firn) to ice core samples
from Law Dome (Etheridge et al., 1996).

Figure 1.2: Rise of the atmospheric CH4 concen-
trations from the Industrial Revolution till ∼2000
and stabilisation in the period 2000-2011 (NOAA
global air sampling network).

1.2 Global methane budget

1.2.1 Present

CH4 sources can be of anthropogenic and natural origin. The anthropogenic sources include
rice agriculture, livestock, landfills and waste treatment, some biomass burning, and emis-
sions related to fossil fuel exploration, distribution and combustion. Natural CH4 is emitted
from sources such as wetlands, forests, fire, termites and geological reservoirs. About half of
the current CH4 emissions are natural (40-51%, see Fig. 1.3), while 49-60% are anthropo-
genic (Kirschke et al., 2013).

Emissions of CH4 from most of the biogenic sources involve ecosystem processes that result
from complex sequences of events beginning with primary fermentation of organic macro-
molecules to acetic acid (CH3COOH), other carboxylic acids, alcohols, CO2 and hydrogen
(H2), followed by secondary fermentation of the alcohols and carboxylic acids to acetate, H2

and CO2, which are finally converted to CH4 by the so-called methanogenic Archaea (Conrad,
1996). The two major pathways are acetate fermentation (eq. 1.1) and carbonate reduction
(eq. 1.2):

CH3COOH → CH4 + CO2 (1.1)

CO2 + 4H2 → CH4 + 2H2O (1.2)

Natural wetlands are the largest individual source, as well as the source with the largest un-
certainty (Fig. 1.3). They are estimated to contribute 140 to 260TgCH4 yr−1 to the annual
global budget (Melton et al., 2013). Denman et al. (2007) estimate wetlands to contribute 15
to 40% of the total present day source budget, Kirschke et al. (2013) estimate about 30% in
their synthesis of 9 inversion systems and 8 bottom-up models for wetland CH4 emissions.

Sinks for CH4 are the chemical oxidation in the troposphere (500TgCH4 yr−1 or more, Den-
man et al., 2007), oxidation in aerated soils (30TgCH4 yr−1, Ridgwell et al., 1999; Curry,
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2007) and loss to the stratosphere (40TgCH4 yr−1, Denman et al., 2007). Oxidation in the
troposphere is by far the largest sink (∼90%); CH4 reacts with the hydroxyl radical (OH)
and, after several intermediate reaction steps, ends up as either carbon monoxide or carbon
dioxide (Lelieveld et al., 1998). The lifetime of CH4 varies with the hydroxyl concentration
in the troposphere. It is estimated to be 8.4 yr (Denman et al., 2007). Oxidation by chlorine
atoms in the marine atmospheric boundary is suggested as an additional sink of possibly
about 19TgCH4 yr−1 (Denman et al., 2007). The chlorine sink varies seasonally with a
minimum in the late summer mainly due to removal by the hydroxyl radical. The seasonal
OH variation with minimum in winter can be related to annual and semiannual variations in
ozone and water vapor, and to the annual variation in solar intensity due to the eccentricity
of the Earth’s orbit (Spivakovsky et al., 2000; Canty & Minschwander, 2002).

1.2.2 Past

Direct atmospheric measurements of CH4 only started in 1978. But air enclosures in polar
ice cores allow for the reconstruction of CH4 variations in the past. They show that CH4 has
varied in synchrony with northern hemisphere temperature during glacial/interglacial trans-
itions (Loulergue et al., 2008) as well as during rapid climate variations. Examples of abrupt
variations are the 8.2 kyr event in the early Holocene (Blunier et al., 1995; Chappellaz et al.,
1997; Spahni et al., 2003; Kobashi et al., 2007), the Dansgaard-Oeschger events (D-O-events)
in the glacial period (Chappellaz et al., 1993; Brook et al., 2000; Blunier & Brook, 2001;
Flückiger et al., 2004; Huber et al., 2006; Baumgartner et al., 2012) or the Younger Dryas
(YD) cooling event (Chappellaz et al., 1993; Baumgartner et al., 2012). In warm interglacial
or interstadial periods, atmospheric CH4 concentration was high, while in cold glacial peri-
ods, atmospheric CH4 concentration was low. The origin of atmospheric CH4 variations is
not completely clear. Most ice core studies attribute a change in CH4 concentration in the
past to a change in CH4 emissions from both boreal and sub-tropical wet ecosystems (Chap-
pellaz et al., 1997; Fischer et al., 2008). Part of the CH4 concentration changes could also be
explained by atmospheric sink changes. Sinks can modify the tropospheric CH4 budget, as
trace gases like volatile organic compounds are competing for the major reactant, the ·OH-
radical. Additionally, the changing global atmospheric CH4 concentration itself feeds back
on its lifetime. For the period from the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) to the pre-industrial
era, the change in CH4 is believed to be almost entirely source driven (Levine et al., 2011).
Levine et al. (2011) examine with an atmospheric chemistry-transport model the main factors
affecting OH during the LGM which is by far the greatest sink. These factors are assumed to
depend only on air temperature and emissions of non-methane volatile organic compounds
from vegetation. They find that their net effect is negligible, implying the change in CH4

was almost entirely source driven. A concentration gradient with higher values in the north-
ern hemisphere during warm stages was reconstructed from ice core data from Greenland
and Antarctica. This gradient indicates stronger sources during warm periods located in the
northern hemisphere (Baumgartner et al., 2012).

1.2.3 Future

The limitations of poorly quantified and characterised CH4 source strengths inhibit the pre-
diction of future CH4 atmospheric concentrations (and hence its contribution to radiative
forcing) for any given anthropogenic emission scenario, particularly since both natural emis-
sions and the removal of CH4 can be influenced substantially by climate change. Since CH4

emissions from natural wetlands seem to play a key role in governing fluctuations of atmo-
spheric CH4 concentrations (Bousquet et al., 2006), it is important to improve the modelling
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Figure 1.3: Sources, sinks and atmospheric budgets of CH4 (TgCH4 yr−1) summarized by Kirschke et al.
(2013) from 9 top-down inversion and 8 bottom-up models for the last three decades.

of natural wetlands. The feedback between wetlands and climate - wetlands are believed
to be sensitive to climate changes and wetlands influence climate by CH4 emissions - has
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led global wetlands to be highlighted as an area of concern for potential large increases in
CH4 emissions under future warming climates by the US Climate Change Science Program
(CCSP, 2008).

1.3 Natural wetlands and peatlands

1.3.1 Wetlands

A wetland is a vegetated land area that is either permanently, seasonally or irregularly sat-
urated with water. Wetlands can be distinguished from other landforms or water bodies by
their water table that stands near the land surface and the types of plants that thrive within
them. They arise when inundation produces soils dominated by anaerobic processes. This
forces flora (particularly rooted plants) and fauna to adapt to flooding. Wetlands are found
at every altitude and every climatic zone: they range from the high Arctic to the tropics and
from low-lying coastal areas to high altitude plateaus. Floodplains, marshes, bogs, swamps,
fens and shallow lakes and wet meadows all are examples of wetlands (Aselmann & Crutzen,
1989; Matthews & Fung, 1987). The water found in wetlands can be saltwater, freshwater,
or brackish. The largest wetlands in the world include the Amazon River basin and the West
Siberian Plain.

In the last three decades, different research groups have compiled information on wetland
distribution, based on vegetation or soil types, lake distribution or landscape classification
derived from satellite data (Matthews & Fung, 1987; Aselmann & Crutzen, 1989; Prigent
et al., 2001; Tarnocai et al., 2009). More recent studies have reconstructed the location and
initiation of peatlands in the past (MacDonald et al., 2006; Yu et al., 2010). Ground based
monitoring of wetlands at present is difficult: the extent is subject to fluctuations due to
seasonality and some wetlands are inaccessible or scattered. This makes surveys at ground
level or from space, difficult, time-consuming and expensive. Nevertheless, recent studies by
Prigent et al. (2007) and Papa et al. (2010) are promising and capture the distribution of
inundated areas and their seasonality (Fig. 1.4).

1.3.2 Peatlands

The definitions of peatlands follows the definition of wetlands but includes additional qualifi-
ers. First and foremost while wetlands can be seasonal or temporary, peatlands are permanent
wetlands. The second requirement is that the soil accumulates organic matter at a higher
rate than the rate of decomposition, so peatlands are building up soil (Wieder, 2006). In
terms of areal coverage more than half of all wetlands are peatlands (Roulet, 2000; Gorham,
1991). They cover about 3-4 × 106 km2 north of 40◦N (∼10% of the land) (Matthews &
Fung, 1987; Aselmann & Crutzen, 1989). Fig. 1.5 shows a global map of peatland regions
(Yu et al., 2010).

Peatlands are extremely important in terms of carbon storage. They contain 200-600PgC
or ∼10-20% of the total global soil carbon (Gorham, 1991; Roulet, 2000; MacDonald et al.,
2006; Yu et al., 2010; Yu, 2012), almost entirely as peat (organic soil). Frolking & Roulet
(2007) estimate the overall present day radiative effect of peatlands on the climate to be a
net cooling between -0.2 and -0.5Wm−2 as the sequestration of carbon outweighs the effect
of the emitted CO2 and CH4.

Peat accumulation is mainly dependent on the water table position, the soil temperature and
the net primary production (NPP) (Rouse et al., 1997). Peat deposits form under anaerobic
conditions where decomposition rates are slower than accumulation rates. But it is not only
the sequestration of carbon that makes peatlands interesting for climate science. There is
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Figure 1.4: Global map of the annual maximum surface water extent (average over 1993-2004) derived from
multisatellite method by Papa et al. (2010).

Figure 1.5: Global map of peatland regions and peatland study sites with basal peat ages found by Yu et al.
(2010). Colors showing the ages of peatland initiation: black: <8 ka, red 8-12 ka and blue >12 ka.

also a large quantity of CH4 emitted by peatlands. Zhuang et al. (2004) estimate the present
emissions to 51TgCH4 yr

−1 in high-latitude soils of the Northern Hemisphere and summarize
recent studies that find 31 to 106TgCH4 yr−1. Methane emissions from northern peatlands
are predicted to rise under a future climate warming due to direct temperature effects on the
production or indirect effects on vegetation, hydrology and thawing of permafrost.
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Besides playing a key role in the global carbon cycle as one of the largest soil carbon stocks
on Earth, peatlands are an important paleoenvironmental archive. They combine relatively
rapid accumulation rates, copious in situ organic material, hydroclimatic sensitivity, and di-
verse paleoenvironmental proxies to provide a rich store of environmental history over much
of the globe.

Two functional layers can be distinguished in peatlands: the uppermost layers with pre-
dominating oxic conditions and a lateral flow of water (acrotelm), have a higher biological
activity than layers further down (catotelm) where the peat becomes anoxic and water is
stagnant. The acrotelm is a thin layer of about <0.4m overlaying a much thicker (usually
several meters) catotelm (Hayward & Clymo, 1983; Clymo, 1984). On most peatlands the
surface has a distinct microtopographical pattern of elevated hummocks alternating with
depressions, in bogs designated as hollows and in patterned fens as flarks.

Bogs are ombrotrophic, which means they receive their water and nutrients from precipitation
as they are hydrologically isolated. Since the rain is acidic and very low in nutrients, they are
dominated by organisms such as Sphagnum mosses that are adapted to acidic, low-nutrient
environments. In contrast, minerotrophic environments are those where the water supply
comes mainly from streams and springs. They have a higher nutrient level and reduced acidity
as the water has flown through rocks and other minerals, acquiring dissolved chemicals. Such
mires are dominated by sedges, shrubs and Sphagnum mosses.

1.4 Methane emissions from peatlands

A dynamical balance between microbial CH4 production and oxidation processes in different
peat layers, as well as the transport in between the peat layers and into the atmosphere con-
trols the CH4 flux from wetlands (see Fig. 1.6). Climate is the main driver of CH4 emissions.
It influences soil temperature, thaw depth and water table position (WTP), and thus ve-
getation composition, net primary production (NPP) and heterotrophic respiration (RH). In
order to model CH4 emissions it is therefore important to understand vegetation dynamics,
as well as water and heat transport in the soil.

Methane production requires a suitable carbon source (Valentine et al., 1994) and anaer-
obic conditions (Segers, 1998). The responsible microorganisms are methanogenic archaea
(Whitman & Boone, 1992). It is valid to assume that methanogenesis in peatlands occurs
universally below the WTP, as these microorganisms can also be found in oxic environments
where they remain inactive until anoxic conditions dominate again. The produced CH4 can
be oxidised in the soil by methanotrophic bacteria above and slightly below the water table
and near the roots. This process has a strong regulatory effect on CH4 emissions. The root
exudates by plants promote CH4 production, which increases with the photosynthetic activity
of plants (Whiting & Happell, 1991). Changes in substrate availability and redox conditions
are suggested to control the growth and death of methanogenic bacteria. An increase in
temperature enhances CH4 production rate but the substrate availability strongly affects the
temperature response (Valentine et al., 1994). Temperature control has been suggested to be
less important for oxidation than for production (Dunfiel et al., 1993).

The organic substrate available to methanogens is a mixture of carbonaceous substances de-
rived from the decomposition of root exudates, litter and soil carbon (Wania, 2007). The
quality and quantity of the substrate is determined by the vegetation composition and pro-
ductivity. The decomposition into CH4 is dependent on the substrate and climatic conditions.
Soil temperature regulates CH4 emissions via the activity level of the bacteria for methano-
genesis and oxidation, as well as via its influence on soil decomposition rates and transport
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pathways (affecting the diffusivity of gases and concentration thresholds for ebullition). The
vegetation is not only important for the substrate availability. It plays also an important
role for the transport of CH4 to the atmosphere and oxygen into the soil via aerenchyma
(gas-conducting tissues) (Ding et al., 2005). There are two other possible ways for CH4 to
reach the atmosphere: diffusion through the soil and ebullition events (Chanton & Martens,
1988). Methane that is emitted via plant transport and diffusion can be oxidised on its way,
while ebullition events represent a fast out-gassing.

Figure 1.6: Schematic representation of CH4 production, oxidation, different transport pathways and influ-
encing factors. Adapted from Wania (2007).

1.5 Methane isotopes

Generally, CH4 can be formed from organic matter or from inorganic matter in hydrothermal
vents. There are two sources of natural CH4: bacterial activity and thermogenic processes
(for example geothermal vents, coal gases, biomass burning). The knowledge of the isotopic
composition, also called signature, of the different CH4 sources gives additional information
about sources and flux strengths to better understand the global CH4 cycle. The individual
emission signatures of sources are determined by the physical and chemical processes that
generate or transform them. By comparing the isotopic signature of the atmosphere with
flux-weighted isotopic composition of the sources and sinks, one gets a further constraint on
the individual source strength.

The isotopic signature or isotopic fingerprint is the ratio of stable or unstable isotopes of a
particular element. The notation for the 13C-signature of 12C in this dissertation uses the
following definition:

δ13C = (
(13C/12C)sample

(13C/12C)PDB
− 1)× 1000 (1.3)

where (13C/12C)PDB = 1123.75 × 10−5 and PDB is the Pee Dee Belemnite carbonate stand-
ard. Values of δ13C are conveniently given in permil (�). A δ-value of a sample <0 stands
for a depletion of the rare isotope in the sample relative to the international standard, while
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a δ-value >0 represents an enrichment with respect to the international standard.

The separation of a compound of molecules into parts of heavier or lighter isotopic composi-
tion, where the heavier molecules are enriched and the lighter are depleted in heavy isotopes,
is called fractionation. This separation can occur when molecules transfer into another com-
pound or phase or are transported by diffusion and is described by the fractionation factor
α.

αB−A =
(13C/12C)B
(13C/12C)A

(1.4)

As isotope effects are rather small, α ∼ 1, a new term has been introduced, the fractionation
ϵ [�]:

ϵB−A = (αB−A − 1) · 1000 (1.5)

ϵ , representing the new isotopic composition compared to the old, can be approximated as:

ϵ ≈ δA − δB = ϵ · ( δA
1000

+ 1) (1.6)

Fractionation of stable isotopes in CH4 in peatlands occurs at each stage of the process where
either microorganisms, plants or physical diffusion are involved. CH4 produced in wetlands
has an extremely wide range of isotopic composition. δ13C values range from -90� to -
45� (Bowes & Hornibrook, 2006). Factors that affect the isotopic signature of biologically
produced CH4 are the isotopic composition of the starting material: C3 plants have lower
signature (-27.5 to -24 permil) than C4 plants (-18.7 to -12.6 permil). Then the kinetic isotope
effect (KIE). The KIE is the fraction of the rates of a reaction of the light isotope compared
to the heavy isotope. Isotopic rate differences are most pronounced when the relative mass
difference is greatest. Also temperature, which is correlated to the KIE, as heavier CH4 is
being emitted at higher temperatures, is a factor and finally, Gibb’s free energy change (∆G).
The fractionation may be dependent on the reversibility of the enzymatic reactions involved.
The more they are reversible, the more fractionation occurs (Gallego-Sala, 2010; Hornibrook,
2009). A further difference in the signatures of the produced CH4 originates from the two
different methanogenic pathways that occur in the soil: carbon dioxide reduction and acetate
fermentation, which also depend on temperature, substrate availability and methanogenic
community in the soil (Fey et al., 2004). CO2 reduction (αc = 1.031-1.082) fractionates much
stronger than acetoclastic methanogenesis (αa = 1 - 1.032) (Conrad, 2005). Depending on
the transport pathways and oxidation, the isotopic composition is modified further on (Fey
et al., 2004).

For example, minerotrophic mires produce CH4 that is more 13C enriched than ombrotrophic
wetlands. Methane produced in ombrotrophic bogs is more depleted because of poor dissoci-
ation of acetic acid or absence of methanogenic archaea capable of metabolizing acetic acid
under low pH conditions (Hornibrook & Bowes, 2007). The trends in 13C-CH4 values of CH4

in pore water is that the signature becomes more positive with depth in rain-fed bogs and
more negative with depth in fens. Hornibrook (2009) explain this by a predominance of acet-
oclastic methanogenesis in shallow peat in minerotrophic mires with greater 13C-depletion
of CH4 occurring at depth because of a transition to CO2/H2 methanogenesis due to lower
temperature and a lack of labile substrate. While CO2/H2 methanogenesis is prevalent in
ombrotrophic bogs throughout the entire peat profile which explains the much smaller range
of signatures and the more negative δ13C(CH4) values. The inverse trend in bogs is yet not
completely understood - different plausible explanation exist (changes in signature due to un-
favorable energetics and substrate availability, acidic conditions created by Sphagnum mosses
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and the lack of buffering capacity of mineral-rich ground water, higher O2 and SO2−
4 avail-

ability near the surface (Hornibrook, 2009)). The most important zone for methanogenesis
is located at shallow depths in both types of peatland and consequently, 13C values of CH4

emitted from ombrotrophic bogs are more negative than from fens (Hornibrook & Bowes,
2007). An other reason for the more positive 13C-CH4 values in pore water in fens is the
abundance of graminoids: they contribute to the enrichment through the release of root ex-
udates which promotes acetoclastic methanogenesis, through rhizosphere oxidization of CH4

causing localized enrichment of 13C, and through the preferential export of 12CH4 through
aerenchyma, which also enriches pore water (Hornibrook, 2009). Penning et al. (2005) and
Hornibrook (2009) note that the effect of a largely negative ∆G on CO2 reduction (i.e. highly
favorable energetic conditions) can make the resulting signatures indistinguishable from CH4

formed by acetate fermentation and therefore, CO2 reduction can not be totally excluded in
fens.

The difference in 13C for emissions of wetlands range from -100 permil (gas transported
through aerenchyma of vascular plants) (Chanton et al., 2002), to -42 permil for residual
CH4 after loss of 12CH4 due to methanotrophy or diffusion through plants (Hornibrook &
Bowes, 2007). This large range can not only be explained by the difference from degrada-
tion of mostly C3 plant material (-30 to -24 permil). The 13C enrichment is dependent on
the amount of oxidation and the distribution to the different transport pathways that have
different fractionation factors.

While 13C measurements help to separate between the different biogenic sources and between
biogenic and other CH4 sources, measurements of 14C-CH4 help to quantify the contribution
of fossil CH4 to the total source mix (Lassey et al., 2007).

1.6 Outline of the Thesis

Given the importance of simulating the contribution of global peatlands to the total CH4

emissions in the past and in response to future climate change, this thesis describes the
implementation and improvement of a CH4 routine into LPJ-Bern, discusses applications
and limitations and finally presents the implementation of CH4 isotopes that give a further
constraint to better understand the processes leading to CH4 emissions in peatlands and to
quantify the strength of this source.
The theory part in Chapter 2 gives a short overview of climate modeling in general and a
description of the model used for the simulations presented in this thesis. Details about the
CH4 routine, as well as about the new implementation of the CH4 isotopes are given. Site
simulations are discussed to illustrate the implemented processes and compared to recent
measurements. The third Chapter is about an application and test of the CH4 routine: the
simulation of CH4 emissions during an abrupt climate change. It includes an evaluation
and sensitivity test of the CH4 routine. This application has been published in a paper in
Biogeosciences. Chapter 4 present published results from a model intercomparison project
(WETCHIMP) where the performances of 10 different CH4 models are compared to estimate
our present ability to simulate large scale wetland characteristics and corresponding CH4. All
models were driven with the same climate and CO2 forcing datasets and the simulated global
wetland extend and the corresponding CH4 emissions were investigated. The fifth Chapter
is about a model application for CH4 isotopes. Global runs are performed and discussed and
sensitivity tests are presented. To conclude, a short summary and an outlook is given.
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Chapter 2

Theory

2.1 Climate modeling

There are three different approaches to derive global CH4 emissions: process-based model-
ling (bottom-up) (e.g., Cao et al., 1996; Walter et al., 2001; Wania et al., 2010; Ringeval
et al., 2010), inverse modelling (top-down) (e.g., Houweling et al., 1999; Pison et al., 2009;
Bergamaschi et al., 2009) and extrapolation from direct flux measurements. For top-down
approaches, a series of assumptions and inputs are necessary to estimate the sinks and distin-
guish between different sources, while the other two approaches suffer from large uncertainties
due to temporal and spatial variations of observed fluxes and prevalent conditions. Combin-
ing all methods helps to narrow down the uncertainties of global wet ecosystem CH4 emissions
(Spahni et al., 2011).

The first wetland CH4 models were established about 25 years ago by Matthews & Fung
(1987). They combined vegetation, soil and inundation maps with estimates of CH4 flux
intensity to estimate wetland emissions. Process-based modeling followed about 10 years
later: For example, Cao et al. (1996) and Walter et al. (2001) modelled production, oxidation
and transport pathways. At present, many different models attempt to simulate wetland and
peatland characteristics and resulting CH4 emissions mechanistically (see also Chap. 4.1 and
4.2). Various studies were conducted to investigate the recent past (Ringeval et al., 2010;
Spahni et al., 2011), the distant past (Hopcroft et al., 2011; Singarayer et al., 2011) and to
estimate future emissions in reaction to a climate change (Bohn et al., 2007; Ringeval et al.,
2011; Stocker et al., 2013).

2.2 General model description

2.2.1 LPJ-Bern

For this thesis, LPJ-Bern, a dynamic global vegetation model was used and enhanced. It
is a subsequent development of the Lund-Potsdam-Jena dynamic global vegetation model
(LPJ DGVM Sitch et al., 2003; Gerten et al., 2004) that combines process-based, largescale
representations of terrestrial vegetation dynamics and land-atmosphere carbon and water ex-
changes in a modular framework. The LPJ-Bern grid cell is applied on various resolutions:
3.75◦ × 2.5◦, 1◦ × 1◦, 0.5◦ × 0.5◦. Vegetation is defined by plant functional types (PFTs)
each with its own set of parameters describing growth, carbon uptake and mortality. PFTs,
thus, occupy different environmental niches defined by bioclimatic limits and physiological
optima and compete for resources such as light and water. This resource competition and
differential responses to fire between PFTs determines the simulated vegetation composition
year to year. The model includes feedbacks through canopy conductance between photosyn-
thesis and transpiration. Interactive coupling between these and other ecosystem processes
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such as resource competition, tissue turnover, population dynamics, soil organic matter and
litter dynamics are included as well. Photosynthesis, evapotranspiration and soil water dy-
namics are modelled on a daily time step. In our version of LPJ, the calculation of the gross
primary production (GPP), net primary production (NPP), heterotrophic respiration (RH)
or the new CH4 routine are also executed on a daily basis. Fig. 2.1 shows a flowchart de-
scribing the original LPJ version by Sitch et al. (2003). LPJ has been applied previously in
paleo studies (e.g. Joos et al., 2004; Gerber et al., 2004) and in simulations assessing the an-
thropogenic climate perturbation and the impact of human induced landuse (e.g. Joos et al.,
2001; Strassmann et al., 2008; Stocker et al., 2011).

2.2.2 Integration of LPJ-WhyMe into LPJ-Bern

A CH4 module for boreal peatland based on LPJ-WhyMe (Wetland Hydrology and Methane;
Wania et al., 2009a,b, 2010) was implemented. The following section was largely adopted
from Wania (2007).

This new module simulates the peatland C-cycle and CH4 emissions from peatlands. The
CH4 routine is a separate module coupled to the terrestrial C-cycle and derives all its input
data directly from LPJ-Bern. LPJ-Bern itself needs spatially-resolved input data, such as
a land mask, a soil type map, as well as monthly resolved climatic input for temperature,
precipitation, cloud cover and number of wet-days per month. For the CH4 simulations, a
map with peatland distribution, given as the fraction of peatland per area, is additionally
needed. Changes in vegetation composition or changes in decomposition rates affect the CH4

routine. The basic concept of the CH4 model is that a potential carbon pool for methanogens
is created proportional to RH (Wania, 2007). For non-peatland grid cells, the decomposed
carbon is directly turned into the atmospheric carbon flux as RH.

There are five carbon pools per PFT, representing leaves, sapwood, heartwood, fine roots
and exudates. Further, there are an above-ground and a below-ground litter pool and two
soil carbon pools, which receive input from litter of all PFTs. All this pools contribute to
RH. The substrate for methanogenesis is then distributed over all soil layers, weighted by
the root distribution. The C production flux is split into CO2 and CH4. In order to model
CH4 emissions in a mechanistic, process-based way, it requires the representation of the fol-
lowing key processes in soils after the allocation of the substrate: the production of CH4, the
oxidation of CH4 and the transport of CH4 to the atmosphere (described in Subsection 2.4.1).

New features for grid cells with a (prescribed) partition of peatland include the following
changes in LPJ-Bern by including WhyMe (Wania et al., 2009a,b):

1. 8 soil layers for all soil types (mineral and peat soils) with depths of 0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.2,
0.2, 0.3, 0.5 and 0.5 m (total depth: 2m)

2. permafrost dynamics with freezing and thawing and a soil temperature solver to simu-
late temperature as a function of depth, which is very important especially in permafrost
area

3. a peatland hydrology: active layer depth, evapotranspiration and water table position
(WTP); WTP can only fluctuate in the acrotelm (+10 to -30cm depth), the catotelm
is assumed to be always water saturated

4. an improved snow module (now changes in snow thermal characteristics due to increases
in snow density with snow age are taken into account)
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Figure 2.1: A flowchart describing the order of individual processes (modules) in LPJ performed in each grid
cell during one year (Sitch et al., 2003). Shaded areas are called on a monthly or daily time step.

5. peatland vegetation as two additional PFTs for high-northern latitude peatlands: flood-
tolerant C3 graminoids and Sphagnum moss that are adapted for water saturated or
inundated environments (any generic PFT can establish in peatland depending on the
inundation status)

6. a slow-down of decomposition under inundation

7. the addition of root exudates: after subtracting plant growth and maintenance respira-
tion, a fraction (17.5%) of C from NPP is transformed to exudates in the rhizosphere.
The reduced NPP is then allocated to plant C pools as leaves and stems for Sphagnum
mosses, leaves and roots for graminoids, and leaves, roots, sapwood and heartwood for
trees

8. assignment of specific soil C pools to the acrotelm, a near surface soil layer with varying
water table, and the catotelm, a deeper soil layer with permanent water saturation

9. simulation of the carbon balance of the peat, thus the soil carbon stock, carbon accu-
mulation and decomposition rates

10. soil carbon serves as a substrate for methanogenesis parameterised as a fraction of soil
heterotrophic respiration (RH). CH4 is transported to the surface by plant mediated
transport, by diffusion through the soil or by ebullition. CH4 is oxidised under aerobic
conditions in the soil layer and during diffusive transport

To this version, several changes and additions were made which will be described in the
following paragraphs.
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2.3 Modifications and improvements to LPJ-Bern - transition
to LPX

The modifications to LPJ-Bern with integrated LPJ-WhyMe can be separated in two steps.
In a first step, modifications to the CH4 routine itself were made compared to the original
LPJ-WHyMe version (Wania et al., 2010): A more mechanistic ebullition mechanism (see
Chap. 2.4.1.6) that includes also the partial pressure of CO2 for triggering an ebullition event
was included and the carbon balance over all layers is now preserved after every gas diffusion
time step (t=1/10 d), whereas in LPJ-WHyMe the carbon balance was closed at the end of the
year with a correction factor. This version is called LPJ-Bern throughout this thesis and was
used for the simulations presented in Chap. 3 for the simulation of an abrupt climate event
(Zürcher et al., 2013), in Chap. 4.1 and 4.2. In a second step, a new peatland module was im-
plemented in LPJ-Bern. It features a dynamic nitrogen cycle, a dynamic C transfer between
peatland acrotelm (the upper oxic layer) and catotelm (deep anoxic layer), hydrology- and
temperature-dependent respiration rates (Spahni et al., 2013). This version is called LPX and
was used for the simulation in Chap. 2.6.2 and 5. In addition, further improvements to the
CH4 routine were added in LPX: the routine separates between dissolved and gaseous CH4 for
diffusion and ebullition processes and the ebullition parametrisation was changed. Further,
the behavior during freezing was changed. In the old version, when a layer was frozen, the
transport via diffusion for layers below was inhibited and the layer could stop the exchange
of CH4 for these layers below: In some cases, diffusion is the only transport pathway for the
deeper layers: Ebullition and plant transport require positive temperatures, roots (for plant
transport) and more (unfrozen) water content (for ebullition; see also Tab. 2.3). In the case
the top layers were frozen, but not the layers beneath, it was possible in the model that CH4

was still produced and could accumulate over time. Another case was that when production
in the upper layer is high in summer and autumn, CH4 gets transported via diffusion into
the deeper layers which are still quite cold so as no other transport pathway is active and
therefore accumulates there. To prevent this accumulation in (sporadically) frozen layers, a
new daily check was added: if a layer is frozen, 90% of its gas content is added to the next
unfrozen layer above. If no layer is thawed up to the surface, the flux is directly added to the
atmosphere as ebullition (Mastepanov et al., 2008). Finally, the isotopic composition of CH4

was included throughout the CH4 routine including all relevant fractionation processes.

All changes in the CH4 routine itself will be described in the next section (Chap. 2.4) which
is separated in two parts. The first describes the CH4 routine used in the model version of
LPJ-Bern, the second the additional changes done in LPX. General changes throughout the
whole programm (leading from LPJ-Bern to LPX) are discussed in the next subsection.

2.3.1 LPX

Fig. 2.2 shows a scheme of peatland carbon pools and associated C and N fluxes in LPX
(Spahni et al., 2013). The substrate for CH4 comes from NPP or organic matter turnover of
both plant functional types: Sphagnum mosses and graminoids (including all other vascular
plants). While in LPX leaf and wood turnover C enters the aboveground litter pool, root
turnover C is added to the belowground litter pool. Thus, the fractional plant cover and
related NPP of Sphagnum mosses versus graminoids directly modulate the proportion of C
input to these two litter pools (Spahni et al., 2013). Both litter pools undergo oxic and anoxic
organic matter decomposition, where C is partially respired to the atmosphere and partially
moved to the soil C pools. For peatlands the acrotelm is identified as the intermediate soil C
pool, while the anoxic catotelm is represented by the slow soil C pool. Aerobic and anaerobic
decomposition of exudates, litter and soil C is parameterised by individual rates that are
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Figure 2.2: Scheme of peatland carbon pools and associated C and N fluxes in LPX (Spahni et al., 2013).
There are two plant functional types (PFT): Sphagnum mosses and graminoids (including all other vascular
plants). C fluxes originate from NPP or organic matter turnover of both PFTs. The water table varies in the
range between acrotelm depth (0.3m) and the maximum of standing water above the surface (0.1m). For the
litter pools ”ag” and ”bg” denote aboveground and belowground, respectively.

modified by soil temperature and water-filled pore space (Spahni et al., 2013), whereas the
acrotelm decomposition rate is dependent on hydrology.

LPJ-WHyMe had a constant acrotelm-to-catotelm C transfer rate of 12 gCm−2yr−1 (Wania
et al., 2009b). The new version has a dynamic C transfer depending on actual accumulation
and decomposition rates in the acrotelm described in Spahni et al. (2013). If the acrotelm
C respires due to dry climatic conditions, the flux from acro-to-catotelm is negative and C
is transferred from the catotelm to the acrotelm. Therefore, peatland can also shrink and
could even disappear if conditions are too dry. Changes in peat bulk density and decom-
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position rates of C returning from the catotelm compared to the overlying acrotelm layers
are not considered. Simulated decadal acrotelm-to-catotelm C fluxes vary between -20 and
+50 gCm−2yr−1 over the Holocene (Spahni et al., 2013).
LPX does not simulate lateral water transport within or between grid cells. Thus, no explicit
distinction between fens and bogs are made. But atmospheric N deposition and an implicit N
source as N input to peatlands are included. The latter can be interpreted as N2 fixation and
other N input processes that allow LPX to simulate conditions as in minerotrophic ecosystems
(Spahni et al., 2013). Model simulations with the dynamic N cycle show a down-regulation
of average modern NPP over peatlands by about 50%.

Fig. 2.3 shows the flowchart of LPX with the new modules.

2.4 Methane routine and improvements

2.4.1 The methane routine in LPJ-Bern

2.4.1.1 Overview of the routine

The important steps in the CH4 routine are the allocation of available carbon substrate to
methanogens, the production of CH4 (and CO2), the oxidation of CH4 and the transport of
CH4, CO2 and N2 to the atmosphere and the transport of O2 into the soil. The sequence in
the code is the following:

1. CH4 and CO2 production

2. O2 exchange between atmosphere and first soil layer

3. O2 diffusion between soil layers (Crank-Nicolson-method)

4. O2 transport through aerenchyma

5. CH4 diffusion between soil layers

6. Oxidation CH4 + O2 → CO2

7. CH4 exchange between atmosphere and first soil layer

8. CH4 transport through aerenchyma

9. CO2 diffusion among layers and atmosphere-first layer, plant transport

10. Ebullition of CH4, CO2 and N2

All these processes are described in detail in the following sections (for CH4 only; the pro-
cesses for O2 and CO2 are implemented in the same way, but with their according constants).
Production, oxidation and plant transport in LPJ-Bern (and LPX) are adapted from Wania
et al. (2010); the diffusion routine is modified for LPX and the ebullition routine was com-
pletely exchanged first for LPJ-Bern and a second time for LPX. The description of the
unmodified parts closely follows the description in Wania (2007).

2.4.1.2 Substrate for CH4 production and production of CH4 and CO2

NPP of peatland vegetation is used as the exudates and biomass pool; part of the biomass
is transferred into the litter pool; the exudates and litter pool are decaying into the RH pool
which serves as the potential pool for methanogenesis. Parts of the decomposition of the
litter pool directly go into the RH pool (70%), a smaller part (30%) flows into the fast and
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Figure 2.3: A flowchart showing the new modules (green) in LPX; subroutines with a daily timestep are
indicated in pink; the interaction between the different subroutines is mostly daily, sometimes yearly: the
first block (exchanging information on a daily basis) is calculation of GPP, soil temperature and albedo. The
second is calculation of NPP, reproduction, turnover, litter degradation, RH.

slow carbon pools. RH is calculated based on the size of the litter and soil pools, regulated
by soil moisture and soil temperature at a depth of 25 cm. It depends on the mass of each
individual carbon pool and the associated turnover rates.

The pool for methanogenesis is then distributed to the 8 peat layers according to the root
distribution (froot = fraction of root biomass), where it is used to compute CH4 production.

froot = Croote
−z

λroot (2.1)

z is the vertical coordinate increasing with depth, λroot = 25.17 cm is the scaling length and
Croot = 0.025 is a normalisation constant to give a total root biomass of 100% within 2m
depth (Wania, 2007). If the first layer is frozen through the total year, no roots are allocated.
Also, the allocation of roots to layers beneath frozen layers is prevented.

This dependence is also used for the flood-tolerant C3 graminoid plant functional type to
derive the root distribution needed for the plant transport of O2, CO2 and CH4. The moss
PFT does not have any roots and therefore does not contribute to the below ground litter
pool (see also Fig. 2.2). Nevertheless, it contributes indirectly to the potential carbon pool
for methanogenesis as it feeds into the exudates, above ground litter and soil carbon pools.
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Therefore, the parametrisation in eq. 2.1 for the root distribution is here used to distribute
all the RH (from graminoids and mosses). This is certainly a model simplification.

In each layer CH4 production (CH4(prod)) is calculated as the product of RH [gCm−2d−1],
the root distribution froot, the ratio of CH4 to CO2 production under anaerobic conditions
(fCH4/CO2), and the anoxity of the soil for each soil layer:

CH4(prod) = RH · froot · fCH4/CO2 · anoxity (2.2)

The decomposed carbon is mainly turned into CO2, but a fraction is reduced to CH4. The
molar ratio between CH4 and CO2 production varies from 0.001 to 1.7 in anaerobic conditions
and is difficult to predict (Segers, 1998). Therefore, fCH4/CO2 is an adjustable parameter
(Wania, 2007) which is determined via site evaluations (see Chap. 3). anoxity is defined as
1 - Fair, where Fair is the actual fraction of air in each layer. It is determined by the soil
porosity and the fraction of water and ice in a layer (see also eq. 2.10). As the production
factor is applied to anoxic conditions, anoxity weights the effect of the production factor for
a mix of oxic and anoxic conditions.

In case a layer is completely frozen, the transport mechanisms, production and oxidation are
prohibited. Nevertheless, the potential substrate is added to the next unfrozen layer above.

2.4.1.3 Methane oxidation

O2 gets into the soil by diffusion and plant-mediated transport (described below). The trans-
port depends on the WTP, the soil temperature, and the actual root distribution. The
fraction of O2 that can be used for oxidation (fO2) is not fixed a priori and represents a
second adjustable parameter. Microbiological activity attached to roots consumes oxygen
itself and non-methanotrophic organisms can further reduce the amount of O2 available for
CH4 oxidation.

It is assumed, that if enough oxygen is available (the stoichiometric balance requires two
moles of oxygen for each mole of CH4 oxidised: CH4 + 2O2 −−→ CO2 + 2H2O ), all of the
CH4 is oxidised within 1 day. If less O2 is available than required, then all O2 is used up in
oxidising CH4:

CH4(oxid) = min(CH4, 0.5 · fO2 ·O2 · cmass) (2.3)

CH4(oxid) being the amount of oxidized CH4 [gCm−2d−1 per layer], CH4 the amount of CH4

[gCm−2 per layer], O2 the amount of oxygen [mol m−2 per layer], cmass the molar mass of C
(=12.01 g/mol).

2.4.1.4 Diffusion

Diffusion of O2, CH4 and CO2 is simulated in the soil by numerically solving the diffusion
equation for gas transport via molecular diffusion by a Crank-Nicolson numerical scheme
(Wania, 2007). The time step in the Crank-Nicolson scheme is set to one tenth of a day.

If the gas volume per layer is less than 13% of the total available layer volume (= porosity),
the diffusivity of each gas is calculated in water (Lerman, 1979), otherwise in air (Broecker &
Peng, 1974). The diffusion calculation itself does not separate between diffusion in water or
air. In both cases, the surface available for the exchange is the same (the whole surface) and
the concentration varies with the available, unfrozen water volume. To take account for the
effect of porosity, the Millington-Quirk approach is used (Millington & Quirk, 1961; Iiyama
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& Hasegawa, 2005; Wania, 2007) to modify the diffusivities respectively.

The Crank-Nicolson routine solves the following equation for each gas for the exchange
between the soil layers:

∂C

∂t
=

∂

∂z
(D(z)

∂C

∂z
) (2.4)

with C(z, t) being the concentration of a gas per unfrozen water volume [mol m−3], D the
diffusivity [m2 d−1], z the depth [m], t the time [d]. In the Crank-Nicolson discretisation, a
forward Euler scheme (i.e. using values at the current timestep to calculate spatial derivat-
ives) and a backwards Euler scheme (using values at the next timestep to calculate spatial
derivatives) are calculated and the mean value of the two Euler schemes is used for the time
derivative. A detailed description of the procedure can be found in Wania (2007).

The diffusivities per layer for CH4 are calculated as follows (here in [cm2s−1]) :

Dair
CH4 = 0.1875 + 0.0013 · T (Lerman, 1979) (2.5)

Dwater
CH4 = (0.9798+ 0.02986 · T + 0.0004381 · T 2) · 10−5 (Broecker and Peng, 1974) (2.6)

where T is the temperature [K] in a soil layer.

In the acrotelm: If enough gas is present (Fair > 0.13, Fair the actual gas fraction per layer),
the diffusivity is calculated via:

DCH4 = F
10
3

air/Φ
2 ·Dair

CH4 (2.7)

with Φ being the overall porosity (Millington-Quirk model Millington & Quirk, 1961; Iiyama
& Hasegawa, 2005).

Otherwise

DCH4 = Dwater
CH4 (2.8)

In the catotelm:

DCH4 = Dwater
CH4 (2.9)

Generally, the soil is divided into a fraction of ice (Fice), (liquid) water (Fwater) and air (Fair)
per layer. These three fractions are equal to the porosity which is 0.9 in the acrotelm and
0.8 in the catotelm.

Fair + Fwater + Fice = porosity = 0.9 in acrotelm or 0.8 in catotelm (2.10)

Vy = Fy ·Dz, y = air, ice, water (2.11)

V ′
y =

Vy

m2
(2.12)

The partition between water, ice and air is dynamic. Dz is the thickness of the according
layer. Vy are the according volumes for these fractions in m3, V ′

y the same volumes per m−2.

A difficult aspect of modelling gas diffusion is setting up boundary conditions at the water-air
interface where diffusivities change by at least four orders of magnitude. A robust way to
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calculate the flux F from the top water layer (or an unsaturated soil) into the overlying air
layer is as

F =
kx
dz

(Csurf,x − Ceq,x) = −dCx

dt
(2.13)

with kx being the gas exchange coefficient with units of velocity [m d−1] (piston velocity

Wania, 2007), dz [m] = Vavailable
1m2 [m

3

m2 ], Vavailable ( = Fwater ·Dz) the water content per layer,
Ceq,x the equilibrium concentration [mol l−1](Henry’s Law) of a gas x in the atmosphere,
Csurf,x [mol l−1] the concentration of the same gas measured in the surface water (McGillis
et al., 2000). For simplicity, Csurf,x is called Ct and the index x is not written in the following
derivation; C0 is a constant in [mol l−1].

∆C

∆t
=

−k

dz
(Ct − Ceq) =

Ct+∆ t − Ct

∆ t
(2.14)

Ct+∆ t = C0e
−k·(t+∆ t)

dz + Ceq (2.15)

Ct = C0e
−k·t
dz + Ceq (2.16)

Ct+∆ t − Ceq

Ct − Ceq
=

e
−k·(t+∆ t)

dz

e
−k·t
dz

= e
−k∆ t
dz (2.17)

Therefore, for each time step t, the new concentration for the uppermost layer is calculated
as for gas x (x = O2, CH4 or CO2):

Cx,(t+∆ t) = Ceq,x + (Cx,t − Ceq,x) · e
−kx
dz

∆t (2.18)

with

Ceq,x =
Pgas,x

Hx
·RT

Eq. 2.18 is a stable analytical solution to eq. 2.13. The gas transfer velocity kx [m d−1] is
calculated via the Schmidt number (Wania, 2007) and the equilibrium concentration via
Henry’s law. With Pgas,x [Pa] the partial pressure of a gas x, Pgas [Pa] the total partial
pressure and Hx the dimensionless Henry constant (ratio of aqueous to gaseous phase; see
also Chap. 2.4.2.1), T the temperature [K] , R the universal gas constant.

In the LPJ-Bern version, the total CH4 layer content diffuses (depending on the water content
with a different diffusivity), while in the LPX version CH4 is separated into dissolved and
gaseous CH4 content (see Chap. 2.4.2).

2.4.1.5 Plant transport

Another possible pathway to exchange CH4, CO2 and O2 between the soil layers is transport
through vascular plants. Vascular plants are adapted to inundation. They developed aer-
enchyma - gas filled tissue in roots, stems and leaves that enable the transport of CH4 and
carbon dioxide to the atmosphere as well as the delivering of oxygen to the roots. Here, only
the dominant passive flux (gas flux follows the concentration gradient) is considered and not
any active pumping (Cronk & Fennessy, 2001). The main factors for plant transport are the
abundance of aerenchymatous plants, their biomass, the phenology of the plants and their
rooting depths. In the model, plant-mediated transport only occurs via the flood-tolerant C3

graminoid PFT, with the gas flux through vascular plants being related to the cross-sectional
area of tillers available to transport gas. Estimates to determine the tiller radius (rtiller) for
the grass PFT are described in Wania (2007). As rtiller controls the transport capacities of
this pathway, it is the third sensitivity parameter in the CH4 routine (see Chap. 3)
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The new concentration in a layer is calculated similarly as described in the section about
diffusion (Sec. 2.4.1.4; exchange between uppermost layer and atmosphere). Here, every soil
layer is in direct contact with the atmosphere. For gas x (x = O2, CH4 or CO2) as:

Cx,(t+∆ t) = Ceq,x + (Cx,t − Ceq,x) · e
−kx

Vavailable/tillerarea
∆t

(2.19)

The plant transport is weighted by the area of porous root cross-sections (Wania, 2007).
Tillerarea = (rtiller)

2 · π [m2]. For C(t+1) >Ceq, the calculated amount of exchanged gas is
directly transported to the atmosphere.

2.4.1.6 Ebullition

Dissolved and gaseous CH4 can escape to the atmosphere either by diffusion or through plant
tissue (aerenchyma), which is also treated as a diffusive flux. Gaseous CH4 can in addition
reach the atmosphere by ebullition. The original ebullition routine from LPJ-WhyMe was
completely replaced. The new CH4 routine was recalibrated for 7 sites (described in Chap. 3)
like in (Wania et al., 2010) after all major changes, which results in different values for the
tuning parameters in the different versions, i.e. LPJ-WhyMe, LPJ-Bern and LPX (see Ap-
pendix).

Again, all calculations are done for each soil layer separately. The relevant variables are
summarized in Tab. 2.1.

The existence of three gas species (CH4, CO2 and N2) is assumed in the bubbles (Tokida
et al., 2007).

The available volume per m2, V ′
available, is the layer height multiplied by the porosity and

corrected for the frozen volume. Again, note that Fair (air fraction) and Vair (air volume)
are not the same as Fgas and Vgas that are calculated within the CH4 routine for the gaseous
fraction and volume of CO2, CH4 and N2 from Favailable ( = Fwater · Dz) for the ebullition
and diffusion routine.

V ′
available = V ′

gas + V ′
diss = ρ ·Dz − V ′

ice [
m3

m2
] (2.20)

The soil is separated in the acrotelm (defined as the upper 0.3m which experiences a fluc-
tuating water table) and the catotelm, the underlying permanently inundated layers with a
fixed thickness of 1.7m. The respective porosities are ρacro = 0.9 for the three first layers,
ρcato = 0.8 for the 5 deeper layers. PE is the environmental pressure and therefore the sum
of the atmospheric pressure (101325Pa) and the hydrostatic pressure.

Initial conditions: the gaseous volume of N2 is assumed to be 1% (lower bound estimate, e.g.
Shannon et al., 1996) of the available volume in a layer (liquid phase and gas phase).

n′
CO2 = n′

CH4 = 0 (2.21)

V ′
gas = 1%V ′

available (2.22)

V ′
diss,N2 = 99%V ′

available (2.23)

The amount of N2 in each layer is then calculated via Henry’s law (Tokida et al. (2007) or
eq. 2.43).

n′
N2

=
PE · (V ′

gas + V ′
diss ·HN2)

RT
[
mol

m2
] (2.24)
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x gas species (CH4, CO2, N2)
V ′
available available volume for CH4, CO2, N2 (liquid and gas bubbles, not frozen) in a layer per m2 [m]

V ′
gas total gas volume for CH4, CO2, N2 per m2 [m]

V ′
diss,x dissolved volume of species x per m2 [m]

V ′
diss volume in which the gases can dissolve per m2 [m]

V ′
ice frozen volume in a layer per m2 [m]

ρ porosity
T temperature in a layer [K]
R universal gas constant
DZ thickness of layer z [m]
PE pressure at depth of layer z [Pa]
Hx dimensionless Henry constant

(ratio of aqueous to gaseous phase) for gas x
n′
x total number of moles of gas species x per m2 [mol/m2]

V ′
gas,ebull gas volume at threshold o ebullition [m]

Pgas,x partial pressure of gas species x [Pa]
Pgas total gas pressure [Pa]
∆V ′ total gas volume lost through an ebullition event per m2 [m]

∆n′
x change in total amount of gas species x [mol

m2 ]
∆m′

x total mass change in gas species x [ g
m2 ]

Mx molar mass of gas species x [ g
mol ]

Table 2.1: Overview of relevant variables in the ebullition routine.

Then, the produced or transported CH4 and CO2 is added to the layer (they are simulated in
the model; in contrast to LPX, LPJ-Bern takes the whole CH4 content as it can not separate
between dissolved and gaseous CH4) and recalculate the partial pressure for all gases (Tokida
et al., 2007; Kellner et al., 2006; Yamamoto et al., 1976; Wiesenburg & Guinasso, 1979; Weiss,
1970):

nCO2(t)
′ = nCO2(t− 1)′ +∆n′

CO2 (2.25)

nCH4(t)
′ = nCH4(t− 1)′ +∆n′

CH4 (2.26)

nCH4(t)
′ = nCH4(t− 1)′ +∆n′

CH4 (2.27)

Px,i = n′
x,iRTi

(
V ′
gas,i + V ′

diss,i ·Hx

)−1
(2.28)

For the ebullition, assume a critical threshold for a gas volume that exceeds 15% of the
available volume (FechnerLevy & Hemond, 1996; Rosenberry et al., 2003; Tokida et al., 2005)

V ′
gas ≥ 15%V ′

available (2.29)

and compute Pgas,x.

Pgas,x =
n′
xRT

V ′
gas + V ′

diss ·Hx
=

n′
xRT

15%V ′
availalbe + 85%V ′

available ·Hx
(2.30)

In the code, ebullition is triggered if the sum of all partial pressures is larger than the sum
of atmospheric and hydrostatic pressure:

Pgas =
∑
x

Pgas,x ≥ PE (2.31)
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The number of moles of CO2 and CH4 released per ebullition event is assumed to be 1% of the
available volume times the CO2 and CH4 partial pressure divided by R Ti, respectively. In
other words, a fifteenth of the CO2 and CH4 amount in the gas phase is released per ebullition
event. This assumption and that the gas volume is equal to 15% of the available volume are
not critical for the total emissions (see Chap. 3). Instead these parameters modulate the
frequency and the magnitude of ebullition events on a short scale.

∆V ′ = 1%V ′
available (2.32)

The change in the total amount of CO2 and CH4 is

∆n′
x =

∆V ′Px

RT
(molm−2) (2.33)

∆m′
x = ∆n′

x ·Mx(gm
−2) (2.34)

while n′
N2 is kept constant.

2.4.2 The methane routine in LPX

Differences in the CH4 routine between LPJ-Bern and LPX are as mentioned before in the
diffusion and the ebullition routine. The other parts and their order is as described in the
previous sections for LPJ-Bern.

2.4.2.1 Partition between dissolved and gaseous CH4 for diffusion

In LPX the amount of CH4 existing in dissolved and in gas form is explicitly calculated.
While in LPJ-Bern, the total amount of CH4 is used in diffusion transport and only the
diffusion constant is variable, CH4 diffusion in LPX considers only the actual amount of CH4

dissolved in water if the water phase is dominant for transport. The procedure in LPX is the
following:

1. If the gas volume per layer is more than 13% of the total available layer volume, it
is assumed that CH4 can diffuse through air in gas form which is much faster than
through water. As long as a layer is not saturated with water, it is assumed that a
new equilibrium between gas and water phase is reached instantaneously and all the
CH4 can be taken into account for diffusion. The diffusion constant is taken for gaseous
CH4.

2. If a layer is water saturated, only the dissolved part is taken into account for diffusion.
The according diffusion constant is used.

The separation between gaseous and liquid CH4 is also done in the new ebullition routine
(Chap. 2.4.2.2): Only CH4 in gas form is used in the ebullition calculation.

For diffusion and ebullition, the division between gaseous CH4 and CH4 dissolved in water
is calculated numerically by solving eq. 2.43 daily for each layer. Henry’s law (FechnerLevy
& Hemond, 1996; Rosenberry et al., 2003; Tokida et al., 2005, 2007) relates the amount of
dissolved and undissolved gases in each layer to the partial pressure of CH4, CO2 and N2,
available water and soil temperature.
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nx,gas = cx,gas · Vgas (2.35)

nx,diss = cx,diss · Vdiss (2.36)

Hx =
cx,diss
cx,gas

(2.37)

V nx,diss = cx,gas ·Hx · Vdiss (2.38)

nx = nx,gas + nx,diss = cx,gas · (Vgas +H · Vdiss) (2.39)

with the ideal gas law: Px =
ngas ·RT

Vgas
= cgas ·RT (2.40)

Px

RT
=

nx

Vgas +H · Vdiss
(2.41)

Ptot =
∑
x

Px (2.42)

Ptot [Pa] being the total partial pressure of CH4, CO2 and N2, that is assumed to be equal to
the environmental pressure at the start of the calculation; R is the universal gas constant, T
the soil layer temperature [K]; nx the total amount of gas x (x = CH4, CO2 or N2) [mol]; Vgas

the total gas volume of CH4, CO2 and N2 [m3] per layer, Vdiss the dissolved (unfrozen) water
volume [m3] per layer, Hx the dimensionless Henry constant of gas x (ratio of aqueous to gas
phase), nx,gas and nx,diss the total amount of gas x in gaseous or dissolved form [mol], cgas
and cdiss the concentration of gas x in gaseous or dissolved form [mol m−3]. The previous
calculations lead to Eq. 2.43:

Ptot

RT
=

nCH4

Vgas + Vdiss ·HCH4
+

nCO2

Vgas + Vdiss ·HCO2
+

nN2

Vgas + Vdiss ·HN2
(2.43)

Eq. 2.43 leads to a cubic equation for Vgas, as the total amount of CH4 and CO2, the liquid
(i.e. not frozen) water volume and the temperature are given. The water volume Vavailable

(=Vgas+Vdiss) within each layer is given by the layer thickness and the porosity for fully
water saturated conditions. The total amount of N2 is assumed to be constant, since it is
not simulated by our model. However, the change in the partitioning of N2 being dissolved
in water and gas form is considered.

Eq. 2.43 can be iteratively solved for Vgas starting with the assumption that the total gas
pressure is in equilibrium with the external pressure (= atmospheric and hydrostatic pres-
sure), and the following Henry constants depending on the soil temperature T (Yamamoto
et al., 1976; Wiesenburg & Guinasso, 1979; Weiss, 1970):

HN2 = 1/exp(−59.6274 +
85.7661 · 100

T
+ 24.3696 · ln( T

100
)) (2.44)

HCO2 = 1/exp(−58.0931 +
90.5069 · 100

T
+ 22.294 · ln( T

100
)) (2.45)

HCH4 = 1/exp(−68.8862 +
101.4956 · 100

T
+ 28.731 · ln( T

100
)) (2.46)

The iteration starts with Vgas = 0.01 Vavailable and the calculation of nN2 under this assump-
tion and Ptot = PE (= hydrostatic and atmospheric pressure). nx for CH4 and CO2 are set to
0. Then, a ”running” total partial pressure ptot is calculated for 0.1 · nN2 and the resulting
Vgas. Then, stepwise nCH4, nCO2 and nN2 are added and the new Vgas is calculated and the
total partial pressure ptot adjusted (The procedure to built up the amount of CH4, CO2 and
N2 and the pressure is done to ensure to find the best, i.e. realistic solution with the cubic
equation). This is iterated till all gas content is added and the result for Vgas is stable. If Vgas
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Figure 2.4: Example of partition into dissolved and gaseous CH4 in LPX. Blue line: total CH4 content per
m3 in a layer; red line: dissolved CH4 content per m3 in a layer; 1) Sanjiang (summer average over 1901-1930),
2) Sanjiang (autumn average over 1901-1930), 3) Boreas (autumn average over 1901-1930).

exceeds 20% of Vavailable, it is set to 20% of Vavailable and the three gas species are divided
into gaseous and liquid phase according to Henry’s law. The excess volume is considered to
be lost by ebullition. This partition between gaseous and dissolved CH4 is used in the dif-
fusion process and in the ebullition routine, where only the gaseous CH4 is taken into account.

Glaser & Chanton (2009) estimate the gas volume of CH4 to be 10-20% of the total soil
volume within both deep and shallow peat strata, Comas et al. (2008) 0-20%. FechnerLevy
& Hemond (1996) find that the mass of CH4, stored in gas bubbles as much as 3 times the
mass of dissolved CH4, depending on the season and Schaefer et al. (2012) estimate that if the
average gas volume is 5%, the average amount of CH4 [gCH4 ] in gas phase is 60% and 40% is
dissolved. Fig. 2.4 illustrates the part of dissolved CH4 simulated by LPX for test sides (input
data described in Chap. 3, details about these simulations and results will be presented in
Chap. 2.6.2 and 5). The average of simulations over 7 sites with LPX (description of the
set-up in Chap. 3) in time and over all layers is about 17% gas volume and one quarter of
CH4 is in dissolved form and three quarters are in gas form. To save computing time, the
old diffusion version from LPJ-Bern can be used. This leads in total to less diffusion due to
a weaker concentration gradient between the soil layers.

2.4.2.2 Ebullition routine in LPX

The new ebullition mechanism calculates how much of the CH4, CO2 and N2 actually is in
gas phase and how much is dissolved as described above. The restriction that the gas volume
can not exceed 20% of Vavailable as described above holds also here.
In the ebullition version for LPJ-Bern, the gas volume was only reduced by constantly 1% of
the water volume when it exceeded the threshold, regardless how much bigger the volume ac-
tually was. The modification in LPX now also takes into account by how much the threshold
is exceeded:

if Vgas >0.15 · Vavailable then

∆V = (Vgas - 0.15 · Vavailable) ·febull
∆nCH4 = ∆V · Pgas,CH4 / RT
∆nCO2 = ∆V · Pgas,CO2 / RT

with Pgas,CH4 + Pgas,CO2 + Pgas,N2 = Pgas. febull is set to 0.2 but can be changed (for
example to 0.5) to modulate the magnitude and frequency of ebullition events.
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Significant amounts of CH4 can be stored as gas bubbles and the gas bubble volume is fre-
quently large enough to serve as a significant buffer between microbial production of CH4,
and the release of CH4 to the atmosphere (FechnerLevy & Hemond, 1996). Changes in at-
mospheric pressure, temperature, and water-table position may result in modulation of the
ebullition CH4 flux. Periods of rapidly rising atmospheric pressure or equivalent pressure
changes due to water-table position are capable of arresting bubble volume growth, thereby
halting CH4 ebullition. Periods of rapid cooling of the bog could also temporarily halt ebulli-
tion, as thermally induced contraction of bubbles and dissolution of CH4 offset bubble volume
growth due to methanogenesis.

Glaser et al. (2004) suggest that the current estimates on northern peatland emissions (they
are half of the worlds wetlands and contribute about a third or less of the total CH4 emissions
from all wetlands) need to be scaled up according to increasing data on the dynamics of CH4

gas bubbles in peat deposits. They suggest that rates of methanogenesis may remain high
in deep peat strata because of the downward transport of labile root exudates permitting
the widespread production of gas bubbles. Their investigations using an array of methods
have reported episodic ebullition fluxes exceeding 35 gCH4 m−2 per event. Gas bubbles ac-
cumulate in overpressured pockets that episodically rupture in response to steep declines in
atmospheric pressure or declining water tables. Although these ebullition fluxes are highly
variable in both time and space, they appear to dominate the annual CH4 emissions from
northern peatlands and represent a major and underappreciated element of the global CH4

cycle (Glaser et al., 2004; Glaser & Chanton, 2009).

The tuning of all the adjustable parameters is described in Chap. 3 for LPJ-Bern and has
been redone in the same way for LPX (see Appendix). Again, the choice of the threshold
Vgas >0.15 Vavailable, ∆V and febull in a reasonable range are not critical for the total yearly
emissions. In most grid cells ebullition is the dominant pathway for CH4 to escape (in all
versions; see also Chap. 3). But the changes in the ebullition routine (especially when putting
febull = 1) have shifted the division between the three pathway by making especially plant
transport weaker. Therefore, plant transport is now the least occurring pathway while before
it was diffusion in most grid cells (see Chap. 2.6.2 for LPX and Chap. 3 for LPJ-Bern). LPX
simulates for the 7 test sites plant transport from 5%-35% of the total CH4 emissions, diffu-
sion from 5-25% and ebullition 50-70% and for a global map (also driven with CRU data), the
average partition is 16% plant transport, 21% diffusion and 63% ebullition. Bridgham et al.
(2013) summarized the present findings in measurements for the importance of the different
transportation pathways: the attribution to each of the three transportation pathways varies
widely from measurement site. Plant transport is believed to be an important factor for
emissions, but varies drastically depending on the system. For example, Dorodnikov et al.
(2011) measured the plant-mediated CH4 flux to account up to 30-50%. Also ebullition is
believed to be very important for the emissions: Tokida et al. (2007) measure contributions
from ebullition to be 50-65%.
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2.5 Implementation of methane isotopes

The δ13C(CH4) values attributed to wetland emissions are 13C-depleted relative to atmo-
spheric CH4 because the source is entirely biological. Fractionation of stable isotopes in CH4

in peatlands occurs at each stage of the process where microorganisms or plants are involved
(Gallego-Sala, 2010), i.e. during production, oxidation and transport. Also, the signature of
the starting material is important. In the following, experimentally measured fractionations
are listed as well as their implementation in the model. The atmospheric CH4 signature
is assumed to be constant at -47.7 permil for present day simulations and relevant for the
diffusion process between the uppermost soil layer and the atmosphere.

2.5.1 Precursor material

The methanogenic pathway is crucial for the extent of carbon isotope fractionation, as meth-
anogenesis by CO2 reduction exhibits a much stronger fractionation factor than acetoclastic
methanogenesis (Whiticar et al., 1986). For a long time, formation of wetland CH4 has been
attributed almost exclusively to methanogenic archaea that utilize the acetate fermentation
pathway because of a long-standing assumption that acetoclastic methanogenesis dominates
freshwater systems while CO2/H2 methanogenesis is most prevalent in marine sediments
(Whiticar et al., 1986).

Northern wetland CH4 exhibits a remarkable range of stable carbon isotope values consider-
ing that the gas is derived almost exclusively from degradation of C3 plant material having
a very limited range of δ13C values (e.g., approximately -30 to -24 permil, Hornibrook et al.,
2000). C4 plants have a δ13C of about -15 to -11 permil. Also LPX simulates different beha-
viour for 13C in the photosynthesis process for C3 and C4 plants (Gerber et al., 2003). The
δ13C values reported to date for wetland CH4 range from approximately -100 permil for gas
transported through aerenchyma of vascular plants (Chanton et al., 2002) to approximately
-42 permil for residual CH4 after preferential loss of 12C due to methanotrophy or diffusion
through plant aerenchyma (Gerard & Chanton, 1993). These examples at the negative and
positive ends of the δ13C value range exhibited by wetland CH4 are the result of secondary
processes. Controls on primary δ13C values of microbially formed CH4 are similarly com-
plex and include the biochemical pathway of methanogenesis (e.g., acetate fermentation or
CO2 reduction Whiticar et al., 1986), differences in the δ13C composition of organic matter
(Chanton et al., 1989), growth temperature (Whiticar, 1999), growth phase (Botz, 1996), and
energetics of methanogenesis.

LPX uses a different atmospheric CO2 concentration for mosses in the calculation of photo-
synthesis and GPP than for the grass PFT as mosses can access the CO2 dissolved in acrotelm
water (Wania, 2007; Smolders et al., 2001). For present day, this means instead of 340 ppm,
mosses can see about up to 930 ppm. If the water table is high, mosses can access all of
the acrotelm CO2, but as the water table drops, the CO2 concentrations available to mosses
are a mixture between atmospheric CO2 and acrotelm CO2. Generally, the calculation of
the fractionation of δ13C in LPX during fixation in the leaf is based on a model by Lloyd
& Farquhar (1994) which assigns the more positive values to the signature, the higher the
CO2 concentration is. This is not valid for mosses as it would lead to a signature for GPP
coming from mosses of -12 permil. But typical values for moss biomass signature are -30
permil (Hornibrook et al., 2000; Markel et al., 2010). Therefore, it is assumed in LPX, that
the Farquhar scheme holds not true for the additional CO2 in water for the moss PFTs and
the signature of moss GPP is set to constantly -30 permil. GPP coming from the grass PFT
is simulated to be in average -25 permil which is in the range for C3 plants. The average over
all northern hemisphere peatland grid cells (see Chap. 5, present day simulation) for GPP
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is about -27.6 permil. The averaged contribution to GPP from mosses is 53% and 47% from
grasses, while the averaged fractional cover per grid cell is 36% grass, 64% moss.

2.5.2 Fractionation by process

2.5.2.1 Production

In peatlands, the prevalence of one of the two main methanogenic pathways seems to vary
with the availability of labile substrates. The aceticlastic pathway is the most important
near the surface while the hydrogenotrophic pathway predominates at depth, where more
recalcitrant carbon is being utilised (Hornibrook et al., 1997). In peatlands of higher nutrient
status, i.e. fens, there seems to be a greater dominance of the acetate fermentation path-
way, while in bogs, the hydrogenotrophic pathway is the most important (Galand et al., 2005).

The plant matter (starting material) is decomposed by the fermentative bacteria and hy-
drolytic microorganisms, followed by syntrophic or homoacetogenic bacteria. Each of these
processes has an intrinsic KIE (kinetic isotope effect; the KIE is the fraction of the rates
of a reaction of a light isotope compared to the heavy isotope; see also Chap. 1.5) that im-
prints a stable isotope composition to the final material available to methanogens. The two
main methanogenic pathways can be distinguished because CH4 produced by the aceticlastic
pathway tends to be 13C-enriched, i.e. it has less negative δ13C values (about -65 permil to
-50 permil), than CH4 produced by the carbon dioxide reduction pathway (δ13C about -110
permil to -60 permil) (Whiticar et al., 1986; Gallego-Sala, 2010).

As LPX does not resolve CH4 production on the microbial level, an empirical approach to
simulate the isotopic signature of the CH4 produced is applied. LPX changes the isotopic
signature of CH4 during production according to a logarithmic relation in dependance of
the amount of the produced CH4 (Hornibrook, 2009). The goal was to parameterise the
production fractionation in such a way that it could reproduce in combination with all the
other fractionations occurring, the relation between signature and amount of emitted CH4

presented in (Hornibrook, 2009).

δ13Cprod = δ13CRH + ϵprod (2.47)

ϵprod = −c1 · log(12Cprod) + c2 (2.48)

with δ13Cprod and δ13CRH being the signatures of the produced CH4 and the precursor
material derived from RH [permil], 12Cprod the amount of CH4 [gCm−2 per layer per day].
c1 and c2 are chosen to agree with the findings of Hornibrook (2009).

2.5.2.1.1 Parametrisation

The parameters c1 and c2 for the fractionation during CH4 production were chosen to repro-
duce approximately the relation between δ13C values of CH4 flux into the atmosphere and
the logarithm of the CH4 emission rate found by Hornibrook (2009), see Fig. 2.5.

Fig. 2.6 shows again this regression line (y = 6.13 ln(x)− 100.8) together with model output
from LPX simulations for a global run forced with CRU climate data with c1 = 6.13 and c2
= - 25. Yearly output was taken and daily values over the 1991-2000 were calculated. The
site measurements used in Hornibrook (2009) span over very different time intervals (from
daily to yearly) and are performed at different times of the seasons (spanning from January
to December). The sites that differ most from the regression line exhibit quite a cold climate,
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have relatively low emissions and their emissions come mostly from only the uppermost layer
via diffusion into the atmosphere.

Figure 2.5: δ13C values of CH4 flux versus logarithm of CH4 emissions rate Hornibrook (2009). The fine
dashed line is the regression equation y = 14.18 log(x) - 86.6 permil (R2=0.81) reported by Bellisario et al.
(1999) determined from pore water δ13C(CH4) values and CH4 flux rates. The coarse dashed line is the
regression equation y = 6.13 ln(x) - 100.8 reported by Hornibrook & Bowes (2007) for flux rates of CH4

emissions (R2=0.63).

Figure 2.6: δ13C values of CH4 flux versus logarithm of CH4 emissions rate in LPX. The line is the regression
line found by Hornibrook (2009) with y = 6.13 ln(x) - 100.8. The blue dots are model output from a global
LPX simulation over the active seasons (June-October) from 1991-2000 derived from monthly data; the dots
highlighted in red are the three test sites.

2.5.2.2 Oxidation

Methane oxidation leads to a slight isotope fractionation because methanotrophs preferen-
tially oxidize 12CH4, leaving residual CH4 enriched in 13C. Values for the oxidation fractiona-
tion αox ranging from 1.008 (ϵ = 8 permil) (Bergamaschi et al., 1998), to 1.022 (Liptay et al.,
1998), 1.022 - 1.025 (Reeburgh et al., 1997), 1.017 - 1.029 Tyler et al. (1994), to 1.025-1.049
(Chanton & Liptay, 2000) are reported.
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LPX uses a constant fractionation effect of ϵox = -20 permil.

δ13Coxid = δ13Clayer + ϵox (2.49)

with δ13Coxid being the signature of the oxidized CH4, δ
13Clayer the signature of the CH4 in

the according layer of whom parts are oxidized. The signature of the layer after the oxidation
is corrected accordingly:

δ13Clayer,new =
δ13Clayer,old ·12 Clayer,old − δ13Coxid ·12 Coxid

12Clayer,old −12 Coxid
(2.50)

δ12Clayer,old being the amount of CH4 in a layer before oxidation [gCm−2 ]and δ13Clayer,old the
according signature [permil], and δ12Clayer,new and δ12Clayer,new the amount and signature of
CH4 in a layer after oxidation.

2.5.2.3 Plant transport

Vascular plants may be responsible for a large fraction of the CH4 emitted to the atmosphere
from peatlands (Bowes & Hornibrook, 2006). During active transport by submerged plant
tissue there is no fractionation. In contrast, during passive diffusion through vascular flora
there is further fractionation of the CH4 produced, and the emitted CH4 is 13C-depleted by
∼ 10 to 20� relative to CH4 in the pore water pool (Hornibrook & Bowes, 2003; Bowes &
Hornibrook, 2006). LPX uses a constant fractionation factor of ϵplant = -15 permil for the
CH4 that is emitted via plant transport.

δ13Cplant = δ13Clayer + ϵplant (2.51)

with δ13Cplant being the signature of CH4 leaving the layer via plant transport; at the same
time the layer content of CH4 is enriched in 13C (analogue to eq. 2.50).

2.5.2.4 Diffusion

The ratio of the diffusion coefficient of 12CH4 to the diffusion coefficient of 13CH4, αdiff,gas

was found experimentally to be 1.0178 ± 0.0009 in gas, close to the theoretically expected
value of 1.0195 (De Visscher et al., 2004). From theoretical considerations, it can be expected
that the binary diffusion coefficients of a mixture of two compounds A and B, is inversely
proportional to the square root of the reduced mass, MAMB/(MA+MB) (De Visscher et al.,
2004). For water phase diffusion, αdiff,diss was measured to be 1.0012 (Knox et al., 1992).

D13CH4,water = D12CH4,water · αdiff,water (2.52)

D13CH4,gas = D12CH4,gas · αdiff,gas (2.53)

D13CH4,water and D13CH4,gas being the diffusivity for 13CH4 [m2 d−1] in water or gas and
αdiff,gas = 1.0178 for diffusion in gas phase, αdiff,water = 1.0012 for water phase.

Diffusion creates a secondary effect because some of the CH4 is likely to be consumed by meth-
anotrophs at the oxic-anoxic interface. The methanotrophs preferentially consume 12CH4 and
the CH4 that remains and diffuses out to the atmosphere has therefore a more positive δ13C
value than primary CH4 in the peat matrix.

LPX simulates the diffusion fractionation as all tracers 12C, 13C and 14C diffuse separately
(see Chap. 2.4.1.4) with a modified (eq. 2.52 and 2.53) diffusion coefficient. For perfect
numerical match, a correction factor is applied to all layer contents after the diffusion process
to ensure mass conservation (higher order numerical problem). Each species of CH4 has its
own correction factor which is in the order of 10−5.
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2.5.2.5 Diffusion air-water

The kinetic isotopic fractionation effect during gas exchange is αairwater = 0.9992 ± 0.0002
or ϵairwater = 0.8 permil (Knox et al., 1992). LPX has a constant ϵairwater of 1 permil.

2.5.2.6 Equilibrium fractionation air/water

Equilibrium fractionation due to partitioning between water and gas phase, or in other words
the ratio of Henry’s law constants of 12CH4 and 13CH4, was experimentally found to be very
small (1.00033, (Fuex, 1980)), i.e. only a slightly higher amount of 13CH4 than 12CH4 is
dissolved in water at equilibrium. Zhang & Krooss (2000) as well report that if a solubility
fractionation exists, it is certainly much smaller than the fractionation effect resulting from
diffusion and below the limit of detection for their methods. Therefore, LPX does not take
this effect into account.

2.5.2.7 Ebullition

Ebullition is a fast process and one that does not result in a detectable fractionation (Gallego-
Sala, 2010).

In summary, LPX simulates fractionation during production, oxidation and the plant and
diffusive transport pathways. It also simulates the signature of the precursor material (RH
coming from the moss and the grass PFT). But it does not directly differentiate between
acetate fermentation or CO2 reduction.

2.6 Soil profiles for δ13C and δ12C

2.6.1 Measurement examples

The δ13C profile in the soil is dependent on the fractionation processes involved and the
pathway of methanogenesis. Fig. 2.7 and Fig. 2.8 show two examples of measured profiles.

Fig. 2.7 is a profile measured in a landfill cover soil (De Visscher et al., 2004). De Visscher
et al. (2004) demonstrated that not only oxidation is responsible for fractionation effects in
landfill cover soils but also the transport of CH4 through the soil. If oxidation was the only
fractionating process (assuming the production signature is equal throughout the soil), the
δ13C value should increase as the gas moves up the soil and would be maximal at the soil
surface. If there is fractionation due to diffusive transportation, the heavy isotope will dif-
fuse out of the system more slowly and accumulate making δ13C more negative closer at the
surface. This will increase the concentration gradient for diffusive transport out of the soil
until the increased gradient compensates the lower diffusion coefficient. This accumulation
will lead to a maximum of the δ13C value below the soil surface. The atmospheric CH4 sig-
nature is about -47 permil (lighter than the CH4 in the landfill cover soil) what influences the
boundary value at the soil surface. Their measurements (see Fig. 2.7) illustrate the existence
of fractionation during gas transport. They find stronger effects of transport fractionation
in laboratory setups than in field measurements and attribute this to the presence of CO2

(which is lacking in the laboratory setup) and fluctuating atmospheric pressure in reality
which both lead to mixing and transport without fractionation.

Fig. 2.8 is a profile of a deep peat bog (Steinmann et al., 2008). Steinmann et al. (2008)
explain the profile as follows: The isotopic composition of CH4 and CO2 traces the passage of
respiration-derived CO2 (from the near surface) through a shallow zone with methanogenesis
of low isotopic fractionation (splitting of fermentation-derived acetate). This gas composition
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then moves through the catotelm, where methanogenesis occurs by CO2 reduction (large
isotopic fractionation). In the upper part of the catotelm the 13C-depleted respiration-derived
CO2 pool buffers the isotopic composition of CO2; the δ13C of CO2 increases only slowly.
At the same time strongly depleted CH4 is formed as CO2 reduction consumes the depleted
CO2. In the lower part of the catotelm, the respiration-derived CO2 and shallow CH4 become
less important and CO2 reduction is the dominant source of CH4. The produced CH4 in the
peat bog has independent of the production pathway a more negative signature than the
atmospheric CH4. The contact of the uppermost soil region with the atmosphere therefore
increases the signature in this region. In summary, they attribute the signature profile to the
two different regimes of CH4 production pathway and use only ebullition and advection in
their transport model to explain the profile which both have an insignificant fractionation.

Figure 2.7: δ13C-CH4 vs. depth of landfill cover soils (De Visscher et al., 2004).

Figure 2.8: δ13C-CH4 vs. depth at Etang de la Gruyere (Steinmann et al., 2008). Squares represent
measurements, diamonds are δ13C values from a shallow profile. Circles are measurements from Sifton bog
(Hornibrook et al., 1997).
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2.6.2 Methane layer content of 12C and 13C in LPX

To illustrate the effect of the fractionation processes implemented in LPX on the 13C soil
profile, 3 sites with rather different climatic input (Tab. 2.2) are discussed in respect to 12C
and 13C profiles and prevailing transportation pathways. The 3 sites are Boreas, Sanjiang
and Abisko that were also used for the calibration of the methane routine (see Chap. 3 for de-
tails). They were forced with CRU climate data from 1901-2002 (with a 1000 years spin-up).
The figures in this section either show one year (1990) or an average over 30 years (1971-2000).

Site MAT MAP Info

Boreas -2◦C 480mm deeper layers change between frozen/unfrozen
Sanjiang 2◦C 620mm never frozen in deeper layers
Abisko -4◦C 610mm always frozen in deeper layers

Table 2.2: Average climatic input for the 3 test sites (1901-2002). MAT = Mean Annual Temperature; MAP:
Mean Annual Precipitation. Modelled percentage of GPP coming from grasses: Boreas: 63%, Sanjiang 62%,
Abisko 50%.

Fig. 2.9 shows the output for Boreas for the year 1990, Fig. 2.10 for Sanjiang and Fig. 2.11 for
Abisko. The 4 columns represent the averages over the 4 seasons (DJF: December, January,
February; MAM: March, April, May; JJA: June, July, August; SON: September, October,
November). The first row shows the total and the dissolved CH4 content per m3 in a layer.
Note that the layer contents are drawn in the middle of each layer and joined with a line
for better visibility. The second row shows the CH4 fluxes in (positive) and out (negative)
of each layer [g CH4 m−2 month−1]. Values are only plotted if |x| > 0.01. Also fluxes into
or out of a layer are plotted in the middle of the layer representing the change due to the
fluxes for the whole box. Therefore, the lines do not represent fluxes through the boundary
between two boxes; but the value in the middle of each box shows the change to the total
layer content because of the according flux. In the case of diffusion between the layers, the
plotted value is the sum of the fluxes into and from the layer above and below. Note that
the representation of the diffusion from the uppermost layer to the atmosphere is drawn as a
line in the first two layers and not only in the first one. This is done for better visibility. The
third row shows the signature of the fluxes shown in the second row [permil] (see eq. 1.3).
The fourth row presents the diffusive 13CH4 flux [g CH4 m

−2 month−1]. Finally, the fifth row
shows the prevailing conditions in each layer: the water and ice content per layer, as well as
the temperature [C]. Fice and Fwater are fractions (values between 0 and 1; see also eq. 2.10).
Note the two different axis in this plot. LPX uses the units g CH4 m−2 per layer for the layer
content and g CH4 m−2 per layer per day for fluxes. If not indicated otherwise, the layer
contents are always plotted in units of g CH4 m−3 (= model output corrected by layer thick-
ness Dz: g CH4 m

−2 / Dz) and fluxes in g CH4 m
−2 per layer per day (or per month or year).

To interpret the different plots, it is crucial to note that the different processes have different
thresholds for being active (see Tab. 2.3 and (Wania, 2007)) and to be aware of the order of
the processes in the routine (see Chap. 2.4.1). Temperature and water content are the crucial
factors to determine which processes are active. This again is crucial for the signature in
the soil layers as each process has a different fractionation factor. Note that the production
signature is kept constant for these first simulations here (ϵprod = -43 permil), while all other
fractionation processes described in Chap. 2.5 are active.
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Figure 2.9: Seasonal layer content and fluxes of 12C and 13C, soil temperature and water content simulated
for Boreas. Seasonal averages over all 3 month periods from 1901-1930 forced with CRU climate data (see
Chap. 3. 1. row: soil content; 2. row: fluxes; 3. row: signature of fluxes; 4. row: 13C diffusion flux; 5. row:
climatic information (note that the axis is in Celsius for the temperature and unitless for the water and ice
fraction (0-1)).
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Figure 2.10: Seasonal layer content and fluxes of 12C and 13C, soil temperature and water content simulated
for Sanjiang. Seasonal averages over all 3 month periods from 1901-1930 forced with CRU climate data (see
Chap. 3).
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Figure 2.11: Seasonal layer content and fluxes of 12C and 13C, soil temperature and water content simulated
for Abisko. Seasonal averages over all 3 month periods from 1901-1930 forced with CRU climate data (see
Chap. 3).
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Process conditions

production Fwater >water minimum
diffusion Fwater >water minimum

(and separation in diffusion in air or water depending on gas content)
oxidation no further confinement (O2 presence)
plant transport Fwater >water minimum and T >0◦C
ebullition Fwater >0.3 and T >0◦C

Table 2.3: Conditions for every process for being active; water minimum (=10% ·Vavailable) and Fwater are
fractions per layer volume.

Abisko is only active in the uppermost five layers. The lower layers are always inactive as
the average temperature in every season stays clearly below zero and the non frozen water
content never exceeds the minimum water content. Boreas is similar to Abisko but the tem-
peratures are a bit higher, allowing diffusion to be active in short periods also in the deeper
layers. Sanjiang in contrast has over an extended period and deep down a water content
above the minimum and almost never negative temperatures, wherefore production and all
transport pathways are active throughout almost all layers and the whole year (see also the
30 year average shown in Fig. 2.12-2.14): some CH4 accumulates in deeper layers but part
of it is also transported into the atmosphere later. Without the outgassing during freezing
(mechanism described in Chap. 2.3), Boreas would accumulate much larger quantities of CH4

than Sanjiang: During summer and autumn, production is high in the upper layers and diffu-
sion transports CH4 into the deeper layers. Slightly negative temperatures inhibit ebullition
and plant transport but not diffusion. CH4 could accumulate without the new mechanism of
outgassing. In Abisko no accumulation is possible in the deeper layers because the soil tem-
perature stays too negative throughout the whole year. Even diffusion is practically inhibited.

If the conditions are too cold and dry, nothing happens. If the conditions are warm and wet,
all processes can be active: a lot of CH4 is transported in both directions and most different
fractionations take place. For the conditions between the two extremes, diffusion is the most
important process and its fractionation dominant for the modification of the signature in the
soil. As the deeper layers are water saturated, the fractionation for diffusion in water is taken
(0.9988; see Chap. 2.5.2.4), which does only slightly change the signature.

The order of the processes is crucial (see Chap. 2.4.1). First, CH4 gets produced. Then, dif-
fusion reallocates CH4 more uniformly between the layers, adding distortions to the isotope
profile. If only diffusion is active in deeper layers, then CH4 isotopes are depleted with depth.
This is followed by oxidation and plant transport that are predominantly in the upper layer
and that isotopically enrich the layers. Ebullition transports the biggest amount of CH4 but
does not change the signature of the CH4 involved.

Note again that the first plots here are for one specific year only and that the budget for the
layers (fluxes in and out) do not have to be zero as the layer content can still change over
time. Especially Sanjiang has larger variations in the attribution and strength of the different
processes. This ist visible in Fig. 2.16 and Fig. 2.17 - the signature fluctuates even in the
deeper layers. For example, the trend (gain or loose) through diffusion in the deeper layers in
the summer and autumn season is not always the same. For the comparison plot (Fig. 2.15)
of all three sites together and a more general discussion, the 30 year average was taken to
better capture the overall trends. Fig. 2.12-2.14 are basically the same as Fig. 2.9-2.11, except
for the time period and that the production fractionation is not constant anymore.
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Figure 2.12: Seasonal layer content and fluxes of 12C and 13C, soil temperature and water content simulated
for Boreas. Seasonal averages over all 3 month periods from 1971-2000 forced with CRU climate data (see
Chap. 3).
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Figure 2.13: Seasonal layer content and fluxes of 12C and 13C, soil temperature and water content simulated
for Sanjiang. Seasonal averages over all 3 month periods from 1971-2000 forced with CRU climate data (see
Chap. 3).
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Figure 2.14: Seasonal layer content and fluxes of 12C and 13C, soil temperature and water content simulated
for Abisko. Seasonal averages over all 3 month periods from 1971-2000 forced with CRU climate data (see
Chap. 3.
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The main reason that the deepest layers in Sanjiang are isotopically a bit more positive than
Boreas is that only a small amount of CH4 is transported downwards in Boreas. This makes
the signature more negative with depth. In Sanjiang diffusion transports larger amounts of
CH4 downwards which then is released via plant transport making the remaining CH4 heavier
again (even if ebullition is the main transport pathway). In the middle layers, the opposite
effect occurs. Both sites have diffusion of CH4 into these layers but in Sanjiang, CH4 mostly
is transported to the atmosphere via ebullition, while in Boreas, plant transport is also an
active transport way that is making the remaining CH4 heavier. Therefore, Boreas middle
layers are isotopically heavier than Sanjiangs’.

Fig. 2.15 shows the layer content for the autumn and winter season in 12CH4 and 13CH4

for Boreas, Sanjiang and Abisko as above (but values are already plotted if > 0.001) and in
comparison to various measurements (see Tab. 2.4).

Generally, most papers published before 2007 assume that most of the CH4 in the soils is dis-
solved. Therefore, they only measured the dissolved CH4. Conrad (2005) state that it is not
possible for them to quantify the relative contribution of the major methanogenic pathways
by environmental data and Schaefer et al. (2012) report that soil and climate parameters do
not have a simple correlation.

Paper Site Period WTP Info diss./gas

Glaser, 09 Minne- 1990+91, - 34 bogs&fens porewater profile
sota average (assumed to

be total)
Schäfer, 12 Jutland Summer 2000 -30cm 3 temperate both

grassland (N-a Block)
Knorr, 08 Bayern 300d in 2008 -10cm temperate fen; gas phase

peatcore treatments (W-V long term)

Steinmann, 08 CH July 1999- -15cm peat bog porewater
Aug.2001 profile

Popp, 99 Alberta Aug.-Nov.1996 10cm fen porewater profile
Knorr, 08 Bayern 300d in 2008 -10cm temp. fen; gas phase

peatcore treatments

Table 2.4: Details for measurements used for comparison with simulated soil profiles. (N-a is a specification
of the measurement site (N = the one most north) and the block number (a); W-V stands for wet-vegetation
and is a specification of the treatment of the block.)

Measurements of CH4 emissions from ombrotrophic bogs typically come to -74.9 ± 9.8 permil,
while values from fens are -64.8 ± 4.0 permil (Hornibrook, 2009). The model emissions from
the three test sides (averaged over 1971-2000) are -62 permil for Boreas (with emissions of
11% from plant transport, 28% diffusion and 61% ebullition), -61 permil for Sanjiang (with
emissions of 9% from plant transport, 38% diffusion and 53% ebullition) and -65 permil for
Abisko (15% plant transport, 13% diffusion, 72% ebullition) with the constant production
fractionation of -43 permil (as used in the simulations in Chap. 2.6.2) and -69 for Boreas,
-67 for Sanjiang and -75 for Abisko with the parametrisation of the production discussed in
Sec. 2.5.2.1 (c1 = 6.13 and c2 = -25).
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Figure 2.15: Seasonal layer content of 12C (a for winter and c for autumn) and 13C (b for winter and d
for autumn) simulated for Boreas, Sanjiang and Abisko compared to measurements. 12CH4 amounts (with
corresponding signatures) are only plotted when they are greater than 0.0001 g

m3 . Plots e and f show the
fluxes from plant transport, diffusion to the atmosphere and ebullition for the three sites with their signatures
in autumn.
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To understand the form of the signature soil profiles and the emission signals, it is important
to know the proportion of the three different transport pathways in the soil layers. Another
factor playing an important role for the CH4 emission signature is the fractionation during
production that is dependent on the amount of produced CH4, i.e. sites with high production
tend to have heavier emissions (see Chap. 2.5.2.1). Further, the composition of the starting
material, i.e. sites with a higher contribution from mosses to RH have a slightly lighter sig-
nature in the starting material (see Chap. 2.5.1) and the fraction of oxidized CH4 influence
the δ13C profile and emissions.

Figure 2.16: Isopleth diagram showing the δ13 values for CH4 in the three test sites Boreas, Sanjiang and
Abisko. The first row shows the monthly layer signature over 10 years (CRU input data), the second and
third row the soil temperature and the water content as fraction of the soil volume.

Fig. 2.16 illustrates the monthly CH4 signature in the soil over time (1990-2000; CRU data)
for the three sites, Fig. 2.17 shows yearly averages over the time period of 100 years. For
the deeper layers, CH4 concentrations do not vary much over the seasonal cycle whereas the
upper layers are more strongly affected by seasonal variation of transportation and oxida-
tion. The signature (and CH4 content) in the upper three layers (0-30 cm) is fluctuating in
concert with temperature and non frozen water content: in summer and autumn, when the
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temperatures in the soil are higher and the soil is more moist, signatures are higher. Note
that the drastic signature rises are associated with almost empty layers. The signature as
well as the 12C content in the deeper 5 layers stays quite constant through the seasonal cycles
and over many years in Abisko and Boreas. The soil profile of Sanjiang varies more as even
the processes in the deeper layers are rarely shut down and change over time. Looking at the
budget for the layers in Sanjiang before has already hinted to the fact that the profile will
change over time.

Figure 2.17: Isopleth diagram showing the δ13 values for CH4 in the three test sites over a century. Note
that signatures are also plotted for very small CH4 content.

2.6.3 Effects by process

For the better illustration of the effect of every single fractionation process, the fractiona-
tions are turned on step-wise and discussed for the fall season of the test site Sanjiang and
shown in Fig. 2.18. Picture a) shows again the 12C fluxes. All soil layers are unfrozen (see
Fig. 2.16). Ebullition that does not fractionate in LPX is the most dominant transportation
pathway, followed by diffusion. Note that diffusion for 13C is always active. The fractionation
during diffusion can be turned off, but as soon as a gradient in the signature through another
process is present, diffusion can further modify the profile. Picture b) shows the signature
of the different fluxes and the layer content when the starting material’s signature is con-
stantly set to -21 permil and the production fractionation constantly to ϵprod = -43 permil,
while all other fractionations are turned off, i.e., no fractionation during oxidation (ϵoxid =
0), diffusion (αdiff = 1) and plant transport (ϵplant = 0). There is the same concentration
gradient between the layers for the diffusion in 12C and 13C when the production, oxidation or
plant transport do not change the signature, therefore both isotopes diffuse likewise and the
diffusion process does not change the relation between 12C and 13C. Picture c) shows what
happens when the fractionation for production is turned on (see eq. 2.5.2.1; ϵprod = 6.13 ln(x)
- 25). We now have a different gradient in the 12C and 13C layer content throughout the soil
profile, therefore, diffusion will also start to modify the profile further. The first 5 layers
loose CH4 through diffusion, making the layer isotopically more positive. The biggest gain
has layer 3. Relevant amounts of CH4 are only produced up to the 5th layer. The deeper
layers inherit their CH4 via diffusion through water, therefore the signature stays almost the
same as in the 5th layer. Picture d) shows the effect, when we consider the fractionation dur-
ing diffusion (to make the effect more visible, a slightly higher fractionation constant during
diffusion was used here, namely the one for air than water; if the layer is water saturated,
the diffusion in water is dominant which has only a small fractionation effect). The changes
to picture c) are not that large, as αdiff,gas = 1.0178 for diffusion in gas phase, αdiff,water

= 1.0012 for water phase. Picture e): In a next step, the oxidation fractionation is turned
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on (ϵoxid = -25). Oxidation occurs in this example mostly in the second layer. Thus, the
signature of the according layer is shifted to a heavier signature. Picture f): Finally, the plant
fractionation is also turned on (ϵplant = -15) which results in the final situation illustrated.
The plant transport is quite weak in this example - but still present. A small shift of the
layer signatures to more positive values can be seen.

The budget in each layer (change in content = fluxin-fluxout ) is preserved on a daily, monthly
and yearly time level. As an example, the budget of fluxes and layer content changes of one
specific day in Sanjiang is presented in Fig. 2.19.

Figure 2.18: 12C fluxes of CH4 (Fig. a) and isotopic signature of CH4 fluxes (Fig. b-f) as simulated for
Sanjiang and averaged over September, October and November. b) without fractionation in the CH4 routine;
stepwise adding c) fractionation in the production; d) fractionation in the diffusion; e) fractionation in oxida-
tion; f) fractionation in plant transport. Again, the production is plotted in black, diffusion between the layers
in orange, oxidation in red, diffusion into the atmosphere in claret-red, plant transport in green, ebullition in
dark blue and the layer content or signature in light blue.
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Figure 2.19: Example of a daily budget (Sanjiang, day 200 in 1989), (a) blue: change of the layer content
from the beginning of the day to the end of the day after all processes are executed (CH4 end-CH4 beginning),
red: budget of the fluxes -(Fin-Fout) in a day. The red and the blue line add up to zero. (b) 12CH4 fluxes
in and out the layers during the day; (c) 12CH4 content of the soil at the beginning of the day (note: the
units are per m2 per layer and not as before per m3. (d) same as Figure a) but for 13CH4; again, the budget
is perfectly closed. (e) same as Figure b) but for 13CH4. f) signature of each flux. Note that the ebullition
signature (no fractionation) is equal to the layer signature at the end of the day and therefore not visible in
the plot.
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Chapter 4

A model intercomparison project
(WETCHIMP)

This Chapter presents the results of a model inter-comparison project (WETCHIMP) where
the present ability to simulate wetland extent, characteristics and corresponding methane
emissions is investigated. As global wetlands are the largest natural emitters and very cli-
mate sensitive, their feedback to a future warming is important to predict as it is believed
to be positive. LPJ-Bern was one of ten models taking part in the comparison. Northern
peatlands were simulated as described in this thesis. For inundated areas, a parametrisation
was used to calculate emissions from inundated mineral soils. And a unique parametrisation
was used to simulate emissions beside the ones from peatland and inundated areas: emissions
from wet mineral soils (see Spahni et al. (2011)).

The 10 models covered the spectrum from simple to complex CH4 emission parameteriza-
tions and being tailored for either regional or global simulations. A common experimental
protocol was used to drive all models with the same climate forcings. Some models were able
to simulate the wetland extent, others used remotely sensed inundation datasets.

The major conclusions were that the models demonstrate a great disagreement in their simula-
tions of the wetland areal extend and methane emissions in space and time. Better agreement
was achieved in comparing zonally summed emissions. All models showed a strong positive
reaction from methane emissions and wetland area to increased atmospheric carbon dioxide
concentrations. It was stressed that we presently do not have sufficient wetland methane ob-
servations to evaluate model fluxes for a spatial scale comparable to model grid cells, which is
a severe restriction for a reliable modelling of emissions. The large disagreement in emission
rates suggests that large uncertainties exist in the model parameters and structure.

Chapter 4.2 is the follow-up paper to the WETCHIMP paper in Chap. 4.2 and provides
technical details for the six experiments that were conducted and about the models that took
part in the study.
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Abstract. Globalwetlandsarebelieved to beclimatesensi-
tive, andarethe largestnaturalemitters of methane(CH4).
Increasedwetland CH4 emissionscould act as a positive
feedbackto futurewarming.TheWetlandandWetlandCH4
Inter-comparisonof Models Project (WETCHIMP) inves-

tigated our presentability to simulate large-scalewetland
characteristicsandcorrespondingCH4 emissions.To ensure
inter-comparability, we useda commonexperimentalproto-
coldrivingall modelswith thesameclimateandcarbondiox-
ide (CO2) forcing datasets.The WETCHIMP experiments
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wereconductedfor modelequilibriumstatesaswell as tran-
sientsimulationscoveringthelastcentury. Sensitivity exper-
iments investigatedmodel responseto changesin selected
forcing inputs (precipitation,temperature,and atmospheric
CO2 concentration).Ten modelsparticipated,covering the
spectrumfrom simpleto relatively complex, including mod-
els tailored either for regional or global simulations.The
modelsalsovariedin methodsto calculatewetlandsizeand
location,with somemodelssimulatingwetlandareaprog-
nostically, while othermodelsreliedon remotelysensedin-
undationdatasets,or an approachintermediatebetweenthe
two.

Four major conclusionsemerged from the project.First,
the suite of modelsdemonstrateextensive disagreementin
theirsimulationsof wetlandarealextentandCH4 emissions,
in both spaceand time. Simple metrics of wetland area,
suchasthelatitudinalgradient, show largevariability , princi-
pallybetweenmodelsthatuseinundationdatasetinformation
andthosethatindependentlydeterminewetlandarea.Agree-
mentbetweenthemodelsimprovesfor zonallysummedCH4
emissions,but large variationbetweenthe modelsremains.
For annualglobalCH4 emissions,themodelsvaryby ±40%
of theall-modelmean(190TgCH4 yr−1). Second,all mod-
elsshow astrongpositive responseto increasedatmospheric
CO2 concentrations(857ppm) in both CH4 emissionsand
wetlandarea.In responseto increasingglobal temperatures
(+3.4◦C globally spatiallyuniform), on average,the mod-
elsdecreasedwetlandareaandCH4 fluxes,primarily in the
tropics,but the magnitudeand sign of the responsevaried
greatly. Modelswereleastsensitive to increasedglobalpre-
cipitation (+3.9% globally spatially uniform) with a con-
sistentsmall positive responsein CH4 fluxes and wetland
area.Resultsfrom the20thcenturytransientsimulationshow
that interactionsbetweenclimateforcingscouldhave strong
non-lineareffects.Third, we presentlydo not have sufficient
wetlandmethaneobservation datasetsadequateto evaluate
modelfluxesataspatialscalecomparableto modelgrid cells
(commonly0.5◦). This limitation severely restrictsour abil-
ity to modelglobalwetlandCH4 emissionswith confidence.
Our simulatedwetlandextentsarealsodifficult to evaluate
due to extensive disagreementsbetweenwetland mapping
and remotely sensedinundationdatasets.Fourth, the large
rangein predictedCH4 emissionrates leadsto the conclu-
sion that thereis both substantialparameterand structural
uncertaintyin large-scaleCH4 emissionmodels,even after
uncertaintiesin wetlandareas areaccountedfor.

1 Introduction

Global wetlandsare an important componentof the hy-
drologic and carbon cycles. Wetlands influence ground-
water recharge, gross water balance, flood response,
and river flow variability including base and low flows

(Bullock andAcreman, 2003). Geographically, about 44%
of global wetlands occur in the high northern latitudes
(OECD, 1996) wherethey canbe influencedby permafrost
controls on hydrology (Woo and Winter, 1993; Woo and
Young, 2006). Theremainderof globalwetlandsareprimar-
ily locatedin the tropicalandsubtropicalhumid regions;of
those,about30% occur in arid andsub-aridareas(OECD,
1996). The slow decompositionratesof organic matter in
wetlandsallow accumulationof carbonin the soil. Thus,
while wetlandscover about 6%–7% of the Earth’s surface
(OECD, 1996; Lehnerand Döll, 2004), they account for a
disproportionateshareof theterrestrialsoil carbonpool. The
vast majority of this wetlandcarbonis storedin peatland
soils,primarily in thenorthern borealandsub-arcticregions
where estimated peatcarbonstocksrangebetween∼ 270
and ∼ 600PgC (Gorham, 1991; Turunenet al., 2002; Yu
et al., 2010; Yu, 2012), with someimportantlocationsin the
tropicsestimatedto containa further∼ 90PgC (Pageet al.,
2011). Wetlands,especiallyeutrophicandmesotrophicwet-
lands,arealsooftenmoreproductive thanotherecosystems
in thesameclimaticzone.For example,Peregonetal. (2008)
estimatedaveragenet primary productivity (NPP) for wet-
landsof theWestSiberianLowlandsto be∼ 400gCm2yr−1,
whichis higherthantheaverageNPPof borealforests(about
200–250gCm2yr−1; Prenticeetal., 2001).

While wetlandvegetationtakesup and storescarbon, its
decompositionreleasescarbondioxide (CO2) andmethane
(CH4). Methaneproduction is promotedby saturated or
flooded conditions in wetlands leading to limited oxygen
availability for soil microbesand anaerobicdecomposition
(Whiticar, 1999). Wetlandsplayadominantrolein theglobal
methanebudgetwith a contribution estimatedto bebetween
15and40% of thetotalsourcebudget(Denmanetal., 2007).
Methaneis an importantgreenhousegas,with an estimated
global radiative forcing of 0.48Wm−2 sincethestartof the
Industrial Era (ca. 1750), roughly 30% that of CO2 (1.66
Wm−2) (Denmanet al., 2007). Although wetlandCH4 in-
fluencesclimate,wetlandsthemselvesarebelievedsensitive
to climatechangesandhavebeenimplicatedin pastchanges
in global atmosphericCH4 concentrationfollowing abrupt
(Chappellazet al., 1997; Brook et al., 2000; Huber et al.,
2006) and glacial/interglacial climate changes(Loulergue
et al., 2008). This apparentfeedbackbetweenwetlandsand
climatehasled globalwetlandsto behighlightedasanarea
of concernfor potentiallargeincreasesin CH4 emissionsun-
derfuturewarmingclimatesby theUS ClimateChangeSci-
enceProgram(CCSP, 2008). The CCSP(2008) reportsug-
geststhatwetlandmodelling shouldaim to quantify the im-
pactof climatechangeson CH4 emissions,andto improve
representationof wetland biogeochemistry, hydrology, and
permafrostdynamicsin bothEarthsystemandglobalclimate
models,for a greaterunderstandingof therisk this hypothe-
sizedpositiveclimatic feedbackposes.
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WetlandCH4 modellingbegantwenty-five yearsagowith
Matthews andFung (1987) combiningvegetation,soil and
fractionalinundationmaps,alongwith estimatesof CH4 flux
intensity, to generatea map of global wetlanddistribution
and an estimateof wetlandCH4 emissions.More process-
basedmodelling of CH4 production,oxidation, and trans-
port soonfollowed(ChristensenandCox, 1995; Christensen
etal., 1996; Caoetal., 1996; Walteret al., 1996; Potter, 1997;
WalterandHeimann, 2000), with muchrecentwork devoted
to improving theseparameterizations (Segersand Leffelaar,
2001; van Bodegom and Goudriaan, 2001; van Bodegom
et al., 2001; Zhuanget al., 2006) and using modelsto in-
vestigatetherecentpast(Ringeval etal., 2010; Hodsonetal.,
2011; Spahniet al., 2011), moredistantpast climates(Ka-
plan, 2002; van Huissteden, 2004; Valdeset al., 2005; Ka-
planetal., 2006; Beerlinget al., 2011; Hopcroftet al., 2011;
Singarayeret al., 2011), and to project responsesto future
climatechange(Shindell et al., 2004; Gedney et al., 2004;
Bohn et al., 2007; Bohn and Lettenmaier, 2010; Ringeval,
2011).

Giventheimportanceof accuratelysimulatingglobalwet-
landCH4 emissionsresponseto climatechange,it is impor-
tant to assesshow well the modelsperformandto evaluate
our currentunderstanding.The WETlandandwetlandCH4
Inter-comparisonof ModelsProject(WETCHIMP)wasiniti-
atedto coordinateandfacilitatethesystematicstudyof wet-
land andwetlandmethanemodelsfor simulations of large-
scalewetlandcharacteristicsand correspondingCH4 emis-
sions. To accomplishthis goal, the project was designed
arounda standardsetof simulationsperformedby eachpar-
ticipatingglobalor large-scaleregionalmodel.Thesesimula-
tionswererun over themoderninstrumentalperiodbecause
acceptablequality climate, observational data,topography,
land cover, andsoil dataexist for this period.The standard
simulationsexaminedmodel responsesto selective forcing
inputs (suchasprecipitation, temperature,andatmospheric
CO2 mixing ratios) to enableeasiercomparisonbetween
models.For full detailsof the modelling protocol,as well
asa detailedanalysisof the methodologicaldifferencesbe-
tweenmodels,seeWaniaetal. (2012). TheWETCHIMPpar-
ticipating modelsand simulations performedare described
in Sect.2. Model performancefor wetlandlocationdetermi-
nation is discussedin Sect.3.1, wetland CH4 emissionsin
Sect.3.2, andSect.3.3 discussesthe sensitivity test results.
Thefinal sectiondescribestheprojectconclusions.

2 Methodsand participatin g models

2.1 Wetland definition

For thepurposesof regional-to global-scalemodelling,wet-
landsare definedas grid cells, or fractionsthereof, where
thelandsurfacehasinundated,or saturated,conditions.The
presenceof the water table above, or close to the surface

(on the order of centimetres), allows for anaerobiccondi-
tions to develop. Anaerobicconditionscombinedwith de-
compositionof organic matterpermitsmethanogenicCH4
production.Varying amountsof CH4 areemittedto the at-
mospheredependentupontransportandconsumption mech-
anisms as well as characteristicsof a location such as
vegetationpresent,plant root depth, water table position,
andtemperature. Following theNationalWetlandsWorking
Group(1988)classification,wetlandscomprisethreegeneral
types:peatlands(includingbogsandfens),mineralwetlands
(which includesswampsand marshes),and shallow water
(NationalWetlandsWorkingGroup, 1988).

Eachwetlandtype hasdistinct characteristics.Peatlands
have fixed extents,at least on timescalesof decades,and
contrastinghydrologic and nutrient regimes betweendry
nutrient-poorbogsand wetnutrient-richfens. Mineral wet-
landsare dominatedby vascularplants that facilitate CH4
transportthroughtheir rootsand,alongwith shallow waters,
strong interactionswith water tables.Thesewetlandtypes
can be modelled explicitly or treatedas a genericwetland
type (whereno distinction is madebetweenthe hydrologic
regime,plantcommunities,andnutrientdynamicsof thedif-
ferentwetlands);thelatter is thegeneralstateof globalwet-
landmodellingwith theexception of a few peatlandspecific
modelsdevelopedfor theborealregion. LPJ-WHyMe,UW-
VIC, and LPJ-Bern(which embedsLPJ-WHyMeasa sub-
model)aretheonly participatingmodelsto modela wetland
type (peatlands)explicitly (Bohn et al., 2007; Waniaet al.,
2009a,b; Bohn andLettenmaier, 2010). Besidessimulating
peatlandsandinundatedareas,theLPJ-Bernmodelincludes
a uniqueparameterizationof CH4 emissionsfrom wet min-
eralsoils.Theseareasarenotwetlands,accordingto ourdef-
inition asoutlinedabove, but arearguedto be animportant
source;they aresimulatedto emit low flux densitiesbut over
largeareas(Spahnietal., 2011).

Generallyexcludedfrom considerationby large-scalewet-
landmodelsarelakes,rivers, riceagriculture,salineestuar-
ies,saltmarshes,andreservoirs.Thecarbon,hydrologic,and
anthropogenicmanagementandplant communitydynamics
of thesewaterbodiesareconsideredto bedistinctfrom those
of naturalwetlands.Salinesystems,in particular, may in-
volve processesthataremissing in freshwaterwetlandmod-
elssuchassulphatereduction(Bartlettet al., 1987). In prac-
tice however, the modelsarecommonlynot able to distin-
guishbetweenwetlandsandtheseothernon-wetlandwater
bodies;thusexclusionof thesesystemsis commonlyaccom-
plishedthroughmaskingof thegrid cellswith observational
datasets(TableA1).

2.2 Participating modelsand project simulations

2.2.1 Participating models

This paperdescribesthe first iterationof WETCHIMP. Ten
modelsparticipated(Table 1), eight of which areglobal in
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Table 1. List of WETCHIMP participatingmodels.Not all modelscontributed resultsto all experiments.The conceptualized,general
descriptionof net methaneflux, F , by eachmodel is adapted from Table 5 in Wania et al. (2012). This formulation is for illustrative
purposes;thusthemainvariablesandparametersusedin CH4 productionaredetailed,but oxidation,O, andatmosphericoxidation,Oatm,
arenot. For all resultspresentedin this paper, all Oatm valuesweresetto 0, allowing comparisonof modelledgrossfluxes.All variables
listedaredescribedin thetablefootnotes.Notethatidenticalparameters/variablesfor differentmodelsdo not imply identicalvaluesusedin
themodels.A full listing of contributedexperimentsandmodelset-upsfor theexperiments,aswell asgreaterdetailon themodels’methane
flux parameterizations,is providedin Waniaetal. (2012).

Model Resolution Coverage Wetlanddeterminationscheme CH4 flux parameterization Principalreferences
(long.× lat.) (seetablefootnotes)∗∗

CLM4Me 2.5◦
× 1.9◦ Global Model-simulated runoff and water table

depthusedin diagnosticequationthat was
parameterizedfor best fit to the GIEMS
dataset.

F =

(RhetrCH4:CfpHfpEQ10−

O)ftransport− Oatm

Riley etal. (2011)

DLEM 0.5◦
× 0.5◦ Global Maximal extents from inundation dataset

with simulatedintra-annualdynamics.
F = (PmaxClabilefT fpHf2 −

Otrans−Osoil)ftransport−Oatm

Tian et al. (2010, 2011); Xu
andTian (2012)

IAP-RAS 0.5◦
× 0.5◦ Global Prescribedextents from land cover dataset

(CDIAC NDP017).
F = fT f2Q10 Mokhov et al. (2007); Eliseev

etal. (2008)
LPJ-Bern 0.5◦

× 0.5◦ Global Prescribedpeatlandsand monthly inunda-
tion. Simulateddynamicwet mineral soils
(saturated,non-inundated).

Peat:
F = (RhetrCH4:CfrootfWTP−

O)ftransport Wetlands: F =

RhetrCH4:C Wet soils: F =

RhetrCH4:Cf2 − Oatm

Spahnietal. (2011)

LPJ-WHyMe 0.5◦
× 0.5◦ Peatlands

(> 35◦ N)
Prescribedpeatlandextents(Tarnocaiet al.,
2009) with simulatedsaturated/unsaturated
conditions.

F = (RhetrCH4:CfrootfWTP−

O)ftransport

Waniaetal. (2009a,b, 2010)

LPJ-WSL 0.5◦
× 0.5◦ Global Prescribedfrom monthlyinundationdataset. F = RhetrCH4:Cfecosys Hodsonetal. (2011)

ORCHIDEE 1.0◦
× 1.0◦ Global Meanyearly extent over 1993–2004period

scaled to that of inundation datasetwith
modelcalculatedintra- andinter-annualdy-
namics.

F =

(R0ClabilefWTPfT Q10−

O)ftransport

Ringeval etal. (2010, 2011)
Ringeval (2011)
Ringeval etal. (2012)

SDGVM 0.5◦
× 0.5◦ Global Independentlysimulatedextents. F =

RhetrCH4:CfWTPfT Q10− O

Hopcroftet al. (2011)
Singarayeretal. (2011)

UVic-ESCM 3.6◦
× 1.8◦ Global Independentlysimulatedextents. n.a. Avis etal. (2011)

UW-VIC 100km∗ W. Siberian
lowlands

Prescribedpeatlandextentswith inundation
datasetdynamicsmodulatedby internally
calculatedsaturated/unsaturatedconditions.

F = (R0fNPPfrootfT Q10−

O)ftransport

Bohn et al. (2007); Bohn and
Lettenmaier(2010)

∗ 100km polarazimuthalequal-areagrid (EASEgrid), resampledto 0.5◦
× 0.5◦.

∗∗ Summaryof variablenames:Clabile: labilecarbonpool;Osoil: oxidationin thesoil porewater;Otrans: oxidationassociatedwith transportthroughplants;
Pmax: maximumCH4production;Q10: factordescribingdependenceon temperature;Rhetr: heterotrophicrespiration;R0: CH4 productionrate;
fecosys: functionof ecosystemtype;fNPP: functionof theratioof monthlyto annualnetprimaryproduction(NPP);
fpE: functionof alternativeelectronacceptors;fpH: functionof pH value;froot: functionof verticalrootdistribution;
fT : functionof temperature;f2: functionof soil moisture;ftransport: functionof CH4 transport;fWTP: functionof watertableposition;andrCH4:C: fractionof C convertedto CH4.

extentwith twoadditionalmodelsspecific to smallerregions
(LPJ-WHyMeandUW-VIC). Onemodel,UVic-ESCM,sim-
ulatesthe global wetlandareabut doesnot presentlycon-
tain a parameterizationfor methaneemissions.The general
UW-VIC modelset-upis describedhere,but adetailedtreat-
mentof UW-VIC’s resultswill be discussedin a follow-up
paper(Bohnet al., 2013).Of theparticipatingmodels,there
is alargevariationin complexity andhow comprehensivethe
modelshaveattemptedto bein characterizingwetlandextent
andCH4 emissionprocesses.

The participating models use three generalapproaches
for determiningwetland areal extents: prescribedextents,
parameterization/forcingwith a remotelysensedinundation
dataset,or independentwetlandlocation determination via
the model’s hydrological model. Models with prescribed
extents include LPJ-WHyMe (peatlands), LPJ-Bern(peat-
lands), IAP-RAS (global wetlands),and UW-VIC (peat-
lands). Models that used a remotely sensed inundation
datasetincludeCLM4Me, DLEM, ORCHIDEE,LPJ-Bern,
UW-VIC, and LPJ-WSL. To ensure inter-comparability,

thesesix modelsusedthe Global InundationExtent from
Multi-Satellites(GIEMS) dataset(Prigentet al., 2007; Papa
et al., 2010) (Fig. 1d). Two models,SDGVM and UVic-
ESCM,usedsolely their internalhydrologicalmodelto de-
terminewetlandlocations.Maskingof riceagricultureareas,
largelakes,andlargeriverswasdoneby severalmodels (Ta-
bleA1).

The modelsthat usedthe GIEMS datasetto aid deter-
mination of wetlandlocation adopteddifferent procedures.
CLM4Me used the GIEMS datasetfrom 1993–2000(as
reported in Prigent et al., 2007) to constraina diagnos-
tic inundatedfraction that is usedfor CH4 and O2 reac-
tion transport.The water table in the diagnosticfraction
is either model-generated or at the surface. DLEM lim-
its their simulatedannualmaximal wetland extent to the
GIEMS datasetbut independentlysimulates intra-annual
wetland dynamics.The meansimulatedwetland areal ex-
tent of ORCHIDEE is scaledto matchthat of the GIEMS
dataset,with simulatedintra- and inter-annual variability
otherwiseunchangedfrom the model’s TOPMODEL-based
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approach(BevenandKirkby, 1979). LPJ-WSLdirectlyused
theGIEMSdatasetto determinewetlandextent.

TheCH4 emissionparameterizationsembeddedwithin the
modelsalsohave varying levels of complexity. The models
usewetland(DLEM, UW-VIC, LPJ-Bern– peatlands,and
LPJ-WHyMe)and/orupland(CLM4Me, DLEM, SDGVM,
LPJ-Bern – non-peatlands,LPJ-WSL, ORCHIDEE, IAP-
RAS) plant functional types (PFTs) to estimateNPP. The
PFT fractional cover is either prescribed(ORCHIDEE,
IAP-RAS, CLM4Me, UW-VIC) or determineddynami-
cally within themodel(LPJ-Bern,LPJ-WHyMe,LPJ-WSL,
SDGVM, DLEM, UVic-ESCM). Most modelsthen relate
CH4 emissionsto NPPwith theexceptionof IAP-RAS.IAP-
RAS hasa simple methaneparameterizationthat is sensi-
tive to temperature,but considerscarbonsubstrates to be
non-limiting in wetlands.Due to the simplicity of its ap-
proach,IAP-RAS is applicableonly for annualCH4 fluxes.
In othermodels,relatingNPPto CH4 emissionsis donevia
productionof exudatesor litter and soil carbonto yield het-
erotrophicrespirationestimates(Table 1). A proportionof
theheterotrophicrespirationestimateis thentakento beCH4
production.Somemodelsexplicitly simulateoxidative loss
duringtransportof theCH4 from siteof productionto theat-
mosphere(CLM4Me, LPJ-Bern– peatlands,LPJ-WHyMe,
and UW-VIC) or assigna fixed proportion of loss (LPJ-
WSL, SDGVM, LPJ-Bern – non-peatlands,ORCHIDEE,
DLEM, andIAP-RAS).A few modelsalsosimulate aerobic
soil uptakeof CH4 from theatmosphere(CLM4Me, DLEM,
andLPJ-Bern).TheWETCHIMP resultspresentedhereare
simulatedgrosswetlandCH4 emissions(therebyexcluding
soil uptake of atmosphericCH4 in bothwetlandandupland
ecosystems).The full differencesbetweenthemodels’ wet-
landandCH4 productionschemesaredescribedin detail in
Waniaetal. (2012).

2.2.2 Project simulations

Six experimentswereperformedfor WETCHIMP. Thesuite
of experimentswere designedto investigate model perfor-
manceunder transientconditions,as well as equilibrium
statesimulationswith step changesin climate forcing. The
first experimentwas an equilibrium simulationundera re-
peating1901–1931climateanda carbondioxideconcentra-
tion ([CO2]) of 303ppm.Thesecondexperimentwasa tran-
sientsimulationfrom 1901–2009usingobservedclimateand
[CO2] values(all datasetsusedand full experimentdetails
are describedin Wania et al., 2012). One exceptionto the
projectprotocolwasCLM4Me, whichkeptaconstant[CO2]
acrossthesimulation periodof Experiment2 (303ppm).The
comparisonperiodof 1993–2004waschosendueto theover-
lap with the GIEMS dataset,allowing the modelsthat re-
quire an inundationdatasetto be forcedwith observed val-
ues.A third experimentwasrun with similar constraintsas
the secondexperiment,but the modelswereallowed to run
in user-definedoptimalconditions(Waniaet al., 2012). The

third experimentallowed participants to investigatethe im-
pact of using their optimized forcing data for comparison
againstthe resultsof Experiment2. Since Experiment2 al-
lows for better inter-comparabilitybetweenthe models,all
transientresultspresented herearefrom Experiment2.

From each model’s equilibrium state (Experiment 1)
(Fig. A1), modelatmospheric[CO2] was instantaneouslyin-
creasedto 857ppm(SRESA2 year2100levelsIPCC, 2000,
Experiment4). Thesimulationwas thenrun until themodel
hadreacheda new equilibrium state(numberof yearswas
model dependent).Experiment5 investigatedthe effect of
an instantaneousincreaseof +3.4◦C in surfaceair temper-
ature (SAT). The magnitude of this +3.4◦C increasewas
takenfrom theSRESA2 yearmulti-modelmeanSAT warm-
ing for 2090to 2099relative to 1980to 1999(Meehlet al.,
2007). However, in our simulations this +3.4◦C increase
wasappliedto the meanclimateof 1901–1931,andnot to
1980–1999,thuscausinga slightly smallerinfluencethanit
would have hadagainsttheclimateof 1980–1999.Thefinal
experiment(#6)examinedmodel responseto changesin pre-
cipitation with an instantaneousincreaseof +3.9% (SRES
A2 2100level; 30yr global averagefor 2071–2100relative
to 1961–1990)(Prenticeetal., 2001). Both theSAT andpre-
cipitationsensitivity testswereappliedto all monthsandgrid
cells uniformly. While the magnitudesof the stepincreases
werechosento beof a similar magnitudeto projectedfuture
climatechanges,theuniform applicationof thesechangesis
unrealisticbut suitablefor thepurposeof thesensitivity tests,
wherewe aremostinterestedin the relative responsesfrom
the modelsratherthanprojecting absoluteresponsesto fu-
tureclimatechanges.Stepchangeswereadopted,ratherthan
transientsimulations,to allow for simpler interpretation of
theresultsandthedifferencesbetweenmodelresponses.For
statisticalanalysis of themodelresults,all Spearmancorre-
lationcoefficientsandpercentiledistributions(quantilefunc-
tion, type= 8, 5%, 25%, 75%, and95% distributions)were
calculatedusingtheR statistical package(v. 2.10.1).

2.2.3 Wetland observational datasets

Observationaldatasetsof wetlandsareusedto bothparame-
terizeand evaluatewetland CH4 models.The observational
datasetspresentlyavailable fall into two main categories:
remotelysensedinundationdatasets(suchas GIEMS; Pri-
gent et al., 2007; Papa et al., 2010, or Schroederet al.,
2010) and wetland and land cover mappingproducts(in-
cluding MODIS: ORNL DAAC, 2000, Lehner and Döll,
2004; and Kaplan 2007 in Bergamaschiet al., 2007). In
this study, we have comparedthe simulatedwetland ex-
tent to two observationally baseddatasets.The first dataset
is the remotely sensedinundation product, GIEMS (Pri-
gent et al., 2007; Papa et al., 2010), and the secondis
the Kaplan 2007 wetland mapping product (hereafterre-
ferredto asK07) (Fig. 1c), which wasoriginally presented
anddescribedin Bergamaschietal. (2007). Eachdatasethas
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Fig. 1. Simulatedmeanannualmaximalwetlandextent for 1993–2004.TheSDGVM andUVic-ESCMmodelresultsarefrom Experiment
2-Transient.TheGIEMS inundationdatasetis plottedasthemeanannualmaximumvalueacrossall years(1993–2004).

particularstrengthsandweaknessesfor applicationin wet-
landmodellingstudies.

WetlandmappingproductslikeK07andGLWD-3 (Lehner
andDöll, 2004) arebasedonaggregatingregionalandglobal
wetland and land cover maps.Wetland mappingproducts
have theadvantageof only selectingwetlandsfor inclusion,
excludingotherwater bodieslike lakesandrice agriculture.
However, they alsomight overestimatesomewetlands,such
as in arid or semiaridregionswhereintermittent wetlands’
frequency of turning into actualwetlandscouldbeextremely
rare (LehnerandDöll, 2004). Thesemappingproductsare
alsostaticin time, not allowing for seasonaldynamics, and
couldbeoutdatedgiven thatwetlandecosystemsarehighly
impactedby humans.For example,it is roughly estimated
that up to half of the world’s wetlandshave beendrained
for diseasevector control or agriculture,at a rate that has
increasedin recenttimes,makingit difficult for themappro-
ductionto keeppace(Dugan, 1993). Remotely sensedinun-
dationdatasets,suchasGIEMS,havetheadvantageof being
more up-to-date,allowing at leastmonthly resolution,and
havecloseto globalcoverage.Problemswith theuseof these
datasetsfor wetland modelling relatesto the non-specific
measurementof inundation,i.e. no informationabout depth
of waterponding;ambivalenceto type of waterbody (thus
necessitatingmaskingof non-wetlands);andpresentlyavail-
able datasetsare limited to detectingstandingwater at the
surface.Given thatmany wetlandswill continueto produce
CH4 at depth evenif thereis no standingwater, detectionof
saturated,non-inundatedconditionsis alsoimportant.

Before we use thesetwo datasetsto evaluatesimulated
wetlandextents,we shouldnote there is a fair amountof

discrepancy betweenthe inundation(GIEMS; Fig. 1d) and
the wetland mapping (K07; Fig. 1c) datasets that com-
plicatesour evaluation. The major areasof disagreement
are aroundLabradorand Nunavut in the CanadianArctic
(GIEMS shows morewetlands),the HudsonBay Lowlands
(HBL) (K07 shows morewetlands),andin Europe(GIEMS
showsextensive inundationwhile K07 shows few wetlands).
As well, both GIEMS and K07 show relatively small wet-
land extents in the humid tropics. Thesecharacteristicsof
thedatasetsappearto berelatedto four mainissues.

First, in borealandArctic Canada,theGIEMS inundation
datasetappearsto detectthe many small lakespresentand
classifythese asinundatedland(Walker et al., 2005). While
correct in principle, theseareas are not commonlydefined
aswetlandsdueto thediffering hydrologies,carbondynam-
ics,and plantcommunities.Thermokarstlakesarean impor-
tant exampleof a lake systemthat producesmethanefrom
carbonsourcesand processesdistinct from thoseof arctic
wetlandcomplexes(WalterAnthony et al., 2008; vanHuis-
stedenet al., 2011) and would not be adequatelycaptured
if modelledasa wetlandsystem.Thus,while it is perhaps
reasonablefor aninundationdatasetto not distinguishsmall
lakesfrom wetlandsif thedatasetis principally designedto
detectstandingwater, thishasimportantimplicationsfor the
useof thesedatasetsfor wetlandsimulations.Theselakesare
explicitly not includedin theK07 wetlandmappingdataset.

Second,theextensive peatlandcomplexesof theHBL are
not adequatelyresolved by the inundationdataset,asmany
of theseareashave ahigh water tablethat is below thepeat-
land surface,but retain saturated conditionsand the ability
to produceCH4 at depth (Bellisario et al., 1999). In the
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West Siberian Lowlands, the GIEMS datasetgives higher
inundationvalues in non-forestedregions, and lower val-
uesin forestedregions,thananotherremotelysenseddataset
(Schroederet al., 2010). For this region, after comparison
with high-resolutionPhased-ArrayL-BandSyntheticApera-
tureRadar(PALSAR), it appearsGIEMSunderestimatesin-
undationin forestedareasin this region (T. Bohn,personal
communication,2012).

Third, Europeappearsto have largeinundatedareasin the
GIEMSdataset,but very few wetlandswith theK07 dataset.
Many of theseinundatedareascouldbefloodedagricultural
fields andnot actualwetlandcomplexes.Given the popula-
tion densityandwell-mappednatureof Europe,it is unlikely
thatthewetlandmappingproductsaregreatlyin error.

Finally, boththeinundation andwetlandmappingdatasets
appearto be missing large areas of wetlandsin the hu-
mid tropics.Thepresenceof thesewetlandscanbe inferred
from SCIAMACHY satellite data indicating wide-spread
high CH4 emissionsin the tropics, e.g. over the Amazon
region (Frankenberg et al., 2008). Aerobic CH4 production
from plantsappearsto bea minor source(Houwelinget al.,
2006; Kirschbaumetal., 2006; Ferrettiet al., 2007), thusthe
dominantsourceof theCH4 shouldbesaturatedsoilsor wet-
lands.For example,Miller etal. (2007) estimatedwetlandsto
emit around70% of total CH4 emissionsin easternAmazo-
nia, yet theGIEMS datasetshows relatively little inundated
areain the region. Other indirect evidencecomesfrom the
GIEMS dataset’s high inundationreported alongthe north-
ernSaharanvegetationborderin Africa, droppingoff rapidly
insidethetropicalforestcover(Fig.1d).Theremotely sensed
GIEMSdatasetscouldhavedifficulty detectinginundatedar-
easunderthedenseforestcanopiesof theregion (similar to
the low inundationreportedin theWestSiberianLowlands,
as discussedearlier).While Prigentet al. (2007) statethat
the remotesensing approachallows for penetration of the
vegetationto a certainextent, it is possiblethat the dense
canopy of the tropical regionsdoesnot allow adequatepen-
etrationof themicrowave emissivities andbackscattercoef-
ficients.Wetlandmappingdatasets,like K07, rely uponland
surveysto determinethelandcover type– an approachpossi-
bly hamperedbysparseor incompleteinformation for remote
regions.

Problemsof consistency and accuratecoverageare not
limited to the K07 and GIEMS datasets,as other well-
known datasetsare also problematic.The Matthews and
Fung(1987) datasethasbeenusedin severalforwardandin-
verseCH4 modellingstudies(Funget al., 1991; Caoet al.,
1996; Hein et al., 1997). The Matthews and Fung (1987)
datasethas beensuggestedto be poorly suited for mod-
elling of wetlandCH4 emissionsasthedatasetcontainssalt
marshes(similar to GLWD-3; LehnerandDöll, 2004) and
denoteswetlandsbasedon indirect criteria (soils, vegeta-
tion and inundation) (Sanderson, 2001). Additionally, the
Matthews andFung(1987) dataset hasbeenshown (Sander-
son, 2001) to be missing large areasof wetlandsthat are

documentedin otherdatabasessuchastheRamsardatabase
(Wetlands International, 2002), a deficiency sharedwith
otherdatabasesincluding Cogley (1994) andGLCC (Love-
land et al., 2000). On a regional scale,remotepeatlandre-
gionsappearto beproblematic for bothwetlandmappingand
inundationdatasetsasreportedby Frey andSmith (2007) .
They collectedfield groundcover observationsover anarea
of ∼ 106km2 in West Siberiaand comparedthem to four
remotelysenseddatasetsandwetlandmapping productsfor
permanentwetlands,finding an agreementof only between
2 and56%, dependingon thedataset(althoughit shouldbe
notedthatneitherK07 norGIEMS waspartof their compar-
ison)(Frey andSmith, 2007).

Table 2 shows a three-fold differencebetweenvarious
observational-basedestimatesof global wetland area;some
of this differencecanbe relatedto earlier estimatesnot in-
cludingtransientwetlands(LehnerandDöll, 2004), however
the magnitudeand spatialdifferencesbetweendatasetsre-
mainslarge andpresentsdifficultiesfor appropriateparam-
eterizationof wetlandmodels,andevaluation of modelout-
puts.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Wetland areal extent

3.1.1 Maximal wetland areal extent

Themeanannualmaximalwetlandextentwascalculatedfor
themodelsover theperiod 1993–2004for Experiment2 (see
Sect.2 for description), correlatingto thesametimeperiodas
theGIEMSdataset.TheK07 datasetpossiblycontainssome
wetlandsmappedoverthatsametimeperiodbut is composed
primarily of wetlandsmappedduring earlier periods.The
resultsfor the SDGVM and UVic-ESCM models,the only
modelsthatarenotparameterizedwith aninundationdataset
or prescribedextents,andtheK07 andmeanannualmaximal
wetlandarealextentof GIEMS areshown in Fig. 1.

Looking first at the overall pattern of modelled maxi-
mal wetlandextent,theSDGVM modelgenerallysimulates
greaterwetlandareathanUVic-ESCMalongwith highersat-
urationof wetlandsin grid cellswith wetlandcover. For both
modelsthereis a tendency for large areasto be simulated
asalmost100% wetlandcover (thoughthegrid cell sizeof
UVic-ESCMis largerat3.6◦

×1.8◦ comparedto 0.5◦
×0.5◦

for SDGVM), which is not apparentin thewetlandmapping
andinundationdatasets.

Regionally, SDGVM simulatesmore wetland areathan
UVic-ESCMacrosslargeareasof theEasternUS andEast-
ernEurasia.Thegreatestsimilarity in modelledwetlandex-
tents is for the westernAmazonand Congo regions, with
bothmodelsshowing largeareasof highwetlandextents(ap-
proaching100% of grid cell area).Both modelsshow lit-
tle wetlandsin normallyarid regionslike CentralAustralia,
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Table 2. Meanannualmaximumwetlandextentfor participatingmodelsovertheperiod1993–2004(Experiment2-Transient).For adescrip-
tion of how eachmodeldetermineswetlandextent,seeTable1 andWaniaetal. (2012). GLCCis theUSGSGlobalLandCoverCharacteristics
database(Lovelandetal., 2000). MODIS is theMODerateresolutionImagingSpectroradiometerlandcoverproduct(ORNL DAAC, 2000).
Someof theobservationalestimatesdonot includetransientwetlands(GLCC& MODIS), andarenotspecificto the1993–2004periodwith
theexceptionof theGIEMSdataset.

Model Global Tropics(30◦ S–30◦ N) Extratropics(> 35◦ N)a

(106km2
± 1σ ) (106km2

± 1σ ) (106km2
± 1σ )

CLM4Me 8.8± 1.5 2.6± 0.2 5.1± 1.4
DLEM 7.1± 1.1 3.1± 0.4 3.3± 0.8
IAP-RAS 20.3 1.3 18.9
LPJ-Berna 81.7± 2.4 38.8± 1.8 36.4± 2.8

(7.9± 0.8)b (2.7± 0.2)b (4.5± 0.6)b

LPJ-WHyMe 2.7c .n.a. 2.7c

LPJ-WSL 9.0± 1.1 3.8± 0.3 4.2± 0.9
ORCHIDEE 8.6± 0.9 4.3± 0.3 3.4± 0.7
SDGVM 26.9± 3.6 13.2± 1.1 12.0± 3.8
UVic-ESCM 16.3± 1.4 10.6± 0.4 5.0± 1.2

Observationalestimates:
MatthewsandFung(1987) 5.3
Williams (1991)d 8.6
Cogley (1994) 4.3
Stillwell-Solleretal. (1995) 4.8
GLCCd 10.9
MODISd 12.9
Finlaysonetal. (1999) min. 12.8
Mitsch andGosselink(2000)d 7.0–9.0
GLWD-3 in LehnerandDöll (2004) 9.2
Grosswetlandsmapin LehnerandDöll (2004)e 11.7
K07 in Bergamaschietal. (2007) 6.2 2.8 2.8
GIEMSf 12.6± 0.8 6.0± 1.4 5.2± 1.2

a This includestheareaof wetmineralsoils in additionto peatlandsandmaskedinundatedareas.
b This includesonly themaskedinundatedareasandpeatlands.
c TheLPJ-WHyMemodelconsidersonly northern peatlands.
d As summarizedin LehnerandDöll (2004).
e This estimateis derivedin LehnerandDöll (2004) asthemaximumwetlandareapergrid cell in eitherMatthewsandFung(1987), Cogley (1994),
Stillwell-Solleretal. (1995), GLCC,or MODIS.
f TheGIEMS inundationdatasethasnothadany maskingapplied.Removing areasof riceagriculturegivesthesamemagnitudeof extentasLPJ-WSL.

the WesternUS, westernSouth Africa, and desertregions.
The easternCanadianArctic (> 65◦ N) differs betweenthe
modelswith UVic-ESCM simulating much higher wetland
extentsthanSDGVM andwith an oppositepatternin East-
ern Siberiawith morewetlandssimulatedby SDGVM than
UVic-ESCM.Thesehigh latitudedifferencesarelikely due
to themodeltreatmentof permafrostandsoil freezing.UVic-
ESCM hasfully dynamicpermafrostregions with freezing
andthawing of soil layers,which influencesoil hydrology.
Conversely, SDGVM has relatively simple precipitation-
evaporation/watertablefunctionsthatdo not allow freezing
of thesoil water. Bothof thesemodels,andindeedall models
in WETCHIMP, do not have lateral flow of waterbetween
grid cells, which limits their ability to simulatehydrologic
conditionsin regionswherelargecontributionsof waterflow
into a region from uplandareasvia riversinto floodplains.

The overall patternof wetland locations for the UVic-
ESCMmodelcompareswell to theK07 dataset,with theex-
ceptionof morewetlandsin EasternEuropeandmuchmore
in the Congofor UVic-ESCM. ComparingUVic-ESCM to
theGIEMSdataset showsreasonablegeneralagreementwith
the exceptionof greaterwetlandextentsin EasternSiberia
andSouthernAustraliain theGIEMS dataset.For SDGVM,
while it simulatesa larger wetland extent globally, there
aresomeareaswhereSDGVM simulateslesswetlandsthan
the observational datasets. Two examplesinclude Scandi-
navia, which hasmore wetlandsin both GIEMS and K07,
andtheCanadianareasof Labrador andNunavut, which ap-
pearprominentlyin the GIEMS dataset,but not in the K07
dataset.Both of thesehigherlatitudesitescouldbepoorlyre-
solvedby SDGVM dueto its simplesoil modelandinability
to simulatepermafrost.
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Comparingmaximalwetlandextentmodelledby SDGVM
and UVic-ESCM with the observational datasetsshows
a generaltendency of thesemodels to estimaterelatively
large global wetlandextents(Table 2). UVic-ESCM hasa
largertropicalwetlandareathansubtropical,while SDGVM
hasmoresimilar extents.Theothermodelsareaboutevenly
split with almosthalf the modelssimulatinga larger extra-
tropical wetlandarea,andthe otherhalf simulatinga larger
tropical wetlandarea(Table2). The observationaldatasets,
K07 andGIEMS,givemaximalwetlandextentsof 6.2×106

and12.6× 106 km2, respectively, with both datasetsshow-
ing similar wetland extentsin the extratropicsand tropics.
SDGVM simulatesa globalwetlandareaof 26.9× 106 km2

andUVic-ESCMsimulates16.9× 106 km2. Previousobser-
vationally basedstudieswould suggestthat global wetland
extent is in the rangeof 6–13× 106 km2 (Table2), possibly
in theupperpart of thatrange(LehnerandDöll, 2004). The
apparentoverestimateof wetlandextentsby SDGVM is are-
sultof thebinarynatureof its wetlanddeterminationscheme.
This overestimatewill not necessarilycarryover into its es-
timatedCH4 emissions,asoncea wetlandgrid cell is iden-
tified by SDGVM, the CH4 emissionsarecalculatedusing
simulatedwatertableposition(WTP),not wetlandarea,and
are correctedfor sub-grid orography. Someof the UVic-
ESCM model’s overestimationcould be due to the model
being parameterizedto the internal UVic-ESCM-modelled
climate,with its associatedbiases,andnot to the observed
climateusedin this inter-comparison. As well, UVic-ESCM
usesonly two parametersto definewetlandlocations:soil
moistureandslope.It appearsthat this simpleapproachre-
sults in overestimatedwetlandextent in regions not influ-
encedby permafrostdynamics,which is wherethe model
wasoriginally intendedto beapplied(Avis etal., 2011).

Theothermodelsparticipatingin WETCHIMPeitherhave
staticwetlandextents(IAP-RAS andLPJ-WHyMe)or have
beenparameterizedto yield a similar magnitudeof annual
wetlandextent to the GIEMS dataset(Table 2). One other
model,LPJ-Bern,hasa wetlandextent considerably higher
than K07 and GIEMS. The wet mineral soils parameteri-
zation of LPJ-Bernresults in very large areasof wet min-
eralsoils,non-inundatedwatersaturatedregions, thatareas-
sumedcapableof CH4 production.This large area(81.7×

106 km2) is not readily comparableto the othermodels,or
the observationaldatasets,and is uniqueto LPJ-Bern.This
“wet mineralsoils” sourceshouldnotbeconfusedwith “min-
eralwetlands”,awetlandtypeidentifiedby theNationalWet-
landsWorkingGroup(1988) asdescribedin Sect.2.1.

3.1.2 Inter- and intra-annual variability of wetland
areal extent

Simulatedchangesin wetlandareal inter- and intra-annual
extentarecomparedfor theperiod1993–2004for six mod-
els in Fig. 2 (SDGVM, UVic-ESCM, CLM4Me LPJ-Bern,
DLEM andORCHIDEE). TheGIEMS dataset,without any

maskingfor lakes and rice agriculture applied,is included
in the normalizedplot (Fig. 2g) for comparisonagainst
an observational dataset, with the caveatsas describedin
Sect.2.2.3, andtheadditionalconsiderationthattheGIEMS
datasetrepresentsinundatedarea,which is not necessarily
the sameas wetlandarea.It is assumedthat the temporal
patternof inundatedareais likely to correspond reasonably
with the temporalpatternof wetlandarea(seewetlanddef-
inition in Sect. 2.1). The K07 datasetcannot be usedhere
for comparisonasit is a staticdistribution. A discussionof
eachmodel’s simulatedchangesin wetlandarealextentsis
includedin AppendixA1.

If the GIEMS inundation datasetis assumedto be anac-
curateproxy for global wetlandarea,the modelsthat most
closely, onaverage,reproduceitsannualcycleareCLM4Me
andSDGVM, andto a lesserextentDLEM. Therelativedif-
ferencebetweenmaximumandminimumglobalwetlandex-
tentsfor the GIEMS datasetis much larger thanLPJ-Bern
andUVic-ESCM results,again morein line with CLM4Me
andSDGVM,andto alesserextentDLEM. Themodeldistri-
bution(grey areain Fig.2g) showsthat,onaverage,themod-
elssimulateanearlierpeakin wetlandextent thanthe inun-
datedareapeakin theGIEMSdataset,outsideof themodels’
5thpercentiledistribution for themonthsof May andJune.If
it is correctthattheGIEMS datasetis underestimatinginun-
datedareain thetropicsassuggestedearlier, globalwetland
extentfrom GIEMSwouldbebiasedto thenorthernhighlat-
itudes.Thiscouldcausea laterpeakin globalwetlandextent
astheregion is slow to losesnow coverand allow inundation
to develop.

Papaet al. (2010) founda ∼ 5.7% reductionin meanan-
nualmaximuminundationacrossthe1993–2004period, lo-
catedmostly in the tropics.This reductionis not evident in
themodels’results(seeFigs.2 and7), with theexceptionof
DLEM whoseannualmaximum is prescribedto bethesame
as the GIEMS dataset.The lack of trend in the simulated
wetlandextentscouldbedueto severalpossiblereasons: (1)
themodelsare inadequatelysimulatinginundation andsatu-
ratedconditions,(2) modelledwetlandextent,which canin-
cludeboth saturated/inundatedandunsaturatedareas(model
dependent,seeWaniaet al., 2012), doesnot correlateto in-
undatedarea,(3) the assumptionthat wetlandareais pro-
portionalto inundatedareais false,(4) themodels’inability
to laterally transferwaterbetweengrid cells produceserro-
neouslowlandwetlandextents,and(5) thetrendobservedin
the GIEMS datasetis due to artefactsin dataretrieval and
processingalthoughthe decreasein global extent occurred
primarily in the1990s,theyears of theGIEMS recordwith
thehighestconfidence(Papaetal., 2010).

Zonal sumsof the meanannualmaximalwetland extent
for all models show relatively poor agreement betweenthe
models(Fig.3). Theareaof bestagreementis thehighnorth-
ern latitudes(north of 45◦ N). CLM4Me predictsa promi-
nent peak in wetlandextent above 60◦ N. Thesewetlands
form in CLM4Me dueto impededdrainageon frozensoils
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Fig. 2. Monthly globalwetlandextentfor 1993–2004for all modelsthatdo not useanexternal datasetfor calculationof intra- and/orinter-
annualvariability. Plot (g) is thenormalizedmonthlyglobal wetlandextent for all modelsin plots(a)–(f), theunalteredGIEMS inundation
dataset,aswell as the meanextent of the models(excluding LPJ-Berndue to its wet mineral soils parameterization).The grey shading
denotesthe25thand75thpercentilesof themodeldistribution (excludingLPJ-Bern).Thegrey dashedlinesarethe5thand95thpercentiles.

(Riley etal., 2011). SDGVM hasa muchlargerborealpeak
thantheothermodelsasa resultof its simplesoil modeland
binary wetlandparameterization,as discussedearlier. Far-
thersouth,CLM4Me,SDGVM,andtheGIEMSdatasethave
a peakin wetlandextentaround20◦–30◦ N. This is a promi-
nentriceagricultureband,andthericegrowing regionshave
beenmaskedout of othermodels,reducingthenaturalwet-
land extent in theseareas(Table A1). Around the equator,
theuseof theGIEMS inundationdatasetby modelsis espe-

cially apparent.Both SDGVM andUVic-ESCM show very
largewetland extentsaroundtheequatorlarger than(UVic-
ESCM), or similar in size (SDGVM) to, the high northern
latitudepeaks.Theothermodelssimulatea smallerequato-
rial wetlandpeakextentthantheareaabove45◦ N.

Comparingthemodels’meanvalue(which excludesLPJ-
Bern’s wet mineral soils) to the K07 and GIEMS datasets
shows a generalagreement in pattern,but the modelmean
(andpercentiledistribution) is higherin mostlatitudes.The
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generalagreementin spatial patternis expectedconsidering
that several of the modelseitherusedirectly, or areparam-
eterizedto scalewith, the GIEMS dataset.Monthly zonally
averagedwetlandareaplots for 1993to 2004for eachmodel
arediscussedin AppendixA1.

Severalconclusionscanbedrawn from thesimulatedwet-
landextents.First,thereis little agreementbetweenthemod-
els for the magnitudeof maximal wetlandextent, with an
almostfour-fold differenceacrossthe suite of models(ex-
cluding herethe wet mineralsoils of LPJ-Bern). Estimates
from inundationandwetlandmapping datasetsconstrain the
observed maximal wetlandextent to the lower rangeof the
modelestimates,but thoseobservationaldatasetshave sev-
eral discrepanciesthat make their use problematic.Addi-
tionally, thereis little agreementbetweenthepublishedwet-
land extent estimates,with an almost three-folddifference
betweenthem(Table2).Second, themodelshavebestagree-
mentzonallyin thehighnorthernlatitudesabove45◦ N. The
greatestdifferencesarein the equatorialband,with models
that use the inundation datasetsimulatinga much smaller
peakin wetlandsthanthosethat find wetlandextentsinde-
pendently. Third, the seasonaldynamicsof wetlandextent
alsodo not show a stronglyconsistentpatternbetweenthe
models.A generalpatternof higher wetlandextent in the
borealsummeris supportedby most models,however the
months,andmagnitude,of peakwetlandextentarenot con-
sistent.The modelsalso fail to producea trend in wetland
areaacross1993to 2004asis reportedfor globalinundation
(Papaet al., 2010). Lastly, our presentuncertaintiesin mod-
elling globalwetlanddynamicswill only magnifyuncertain-
tiesin themethaneemissionssimulatedfrom thosewetlands.

3.2 Simulated methane emissions

3.2.1 Annual CH4 emissions

Annual global methaneemitted to the atmosphere for the
period 1993–2004is estimatedby the models to be be-
tweenabout140and 260TgCH4yr−1 with a meanvalue of
∼ 190TgCH4yr−1 (Table3). Thebasicparameterizationof
eachmodel’s CH4 schemeis listed in Table1, with greater
detail provided in Wania et al. (2012). The WETCHIMP
model estimates generallyfall within the rangeof inverse
model estimatesand are bracketed by someof the early
forward-modelresults.The WETCHIMP modelsestimate
a slightly higher fraction of CH4 emissionsto come from
thetropics(66%) andlessfrom theextratropics(27%) than
the recentinversemodellingresultsof Bloom et al. (2010)
(55% and 42%, respectively) and are similar to Bousquet
etal. (2006, 2011) (∼ 63% and∼ 30%, respectively). While
this seemsreassuringthat different model techniques(for-
wardandinverse)yield reasonablycloseestimates,thecon-
vergenceof theseestimatesprovidesno proof of their accu-
racy. Indeed,neithermodellingapproachesareindependent

of assumptions(priorsfor theinversemodelsandtuningfor
theforwardmodels),sosimilar resultsareexpected.

To comparethesimulatedCH4 emissionsto observation-
ally based estimates,we requiredatasetsthat areof similar
temporalandspatialscale.The temporalscaleof the emis-
sionspresented herearemonthly to annual,thuswe require
observationaldatasetsto spansimilar periodsof time. The
spatialscaleof the observational datasetsis especiallyim-
portantasthesmallestgrid sizepresentedhereis 0.5◦

×0.5◦.
Many observational studiesof CH4 emissionsarefor point
locations(e.g.MooreandRoulet, 1990; Chasaret al., 2000)
or take anapproachof upscalingfrom sparsemeasurements
(e.g.Smith et al., 2000; Melack et al., 2004). Upscalingof
pointmeasurements introduceslargeuncertaintiesdueto the
influenceof spatial heterogeneity, as well as uncertainties
aroundaccuratelycapturingemissionsfrom ebullition, dif-
fusion, and plant-mediatedtransport(van Bodegom et al.,
2002). Ideally, to ensure a consistent spatial reference,we
requiremeasurementsconductedover broadareassuchas
airmassbacktrajectoryanalysis,aircraft or largeflux tower
datasets,or concurrentchamberobservationsacrossrelevant
spatiallyheterogenousterrainfeatures.Specifically, theareas
shouldbelargeenoughto encompassseveralgrid cellsto re-
ducethe influenceof inaccuraciesin themodelinputs(such
as soil texture, climate, vegetation,and topography). With
theseconstraints,we arenot awareof any studiesconducted
in the tropicsthat would allow comparisonwith our model
results,althoughit doesappearthatsomepromisingprojects
arecurrentlyunderway (Guerreroet al., 2011). This lack of
comparative datasetsis a major deficiency in our ability to
evaluatethe models’ performancein the regions that con-
tribute thelargestshareof global CH4 emissions(Denman
etal., 2007) (Table3).

Theborealregion is betterstudiedon largespatialscales.
The HBL (Harrisset al., 1994; Rouletet al., 1994; Worthy
et al., 2000; Pickett-Heapset al., 2011) and West Siberian
Lowlands(Winderlich et al., 2010; Glagolev et al., 2011),
in particular, have several large-scalestudies that estimate
annualemissions.Focusingon the HBL (the WestSiberian
Lowlandswill bediscussedin afollow-uppaper, Bohnetal.,
2013in preparation),themostrecentanalysisestimatedan-
nual emissionsfor the period 2004–2008using ARC-TAS
and pre-HIPPOaircraft campaignsin May–July 2008 and
long-term monitoring from two sites locatednorth (Alert,
Northwest Territories) and south (Fraserdale,Ontario) of
the HBL. Theseobservations were interpretedwith wet-
land bottom-upmodelling integratedinto a global chemi-
cal transportmodel (GEOS-CHEM).Fromthisapproach,the
meanCH4 emissionswereestimatedto be2.3± 0.3Tgyr−1

(Pickett-Heapset al., 2011). This estimateis larger than
apreviousestimateof 0.5±0.3TgCH4yr−1 from theABLE-
3B/NOWES surfaceandaircraft field studyfrom July 1990
(Harrisset al., 1994; Roulet et al., 1994). The differences
in these estimatesdemonstratessomeof the challengesof
up-scalingmeasurementsto large regions, as was done in
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Fig. 3. Zonal sumof meanannualmaximalwetlandareafor 1993–2004for all modelsthat have dynamicwetlandextents.LPJ-Bernis
plottedhereexcluding its wet mineralsoils (keepinginundatedareasandpeatlands).Also includedaretheK07 andGIEMS datasets.The
grey shadingdenotesthe25thand75thpercentilesof themodeldistribution (excludingLPJ-Bern);thegrey dashedlines the5th and95th.
Thewetlandextentsaresummedacross3◦ bins.

the ABLE-3B/NOWES studies(Harrisset al., 1994; Roulet
et al., 1994), with much of the differencedue to spatial
heterogeneityacrossthe HBL region. From the sametwo
sitesusedby Pickett-Heapset al. (2011), anearlierstudyby
Worthy etal. (2000) usedinversemethodsto estimateanan-
nualCH4 flux of 0.2–0.5Tgyr−1 for theHBL.

Table3 lists the simulatedmeanCH4 emissionsover the
period 1993–2004.The wetland models on averageesti-
mateCH4 emissionsfor the HBL a little over doublethat
of Pickett-Heapset al. (2011) and an order of magnitude
greaterthan the estimatesof Harrisset al. (1994), Roulet
etal. (1994), andWorthy etal. (2000).

It is surprisingfor SDGVM to have arelatively low HBL
CH4 flux estimatebut beon thehigh endof globalCH4 es-
timates.For the HBL, the soil texture informationusedby
SDGVM couldbepartof the reason,as only part of the re-
gion is found to be wetlandsby the SDGVM dynamicwet-
lands scheme.The largest CH4 flux is simulated by LPJ-
Bern. This value is relatedto peaksin CH4 emissionfor
the 1998, 1999,and2001simulationyearsand is a model
artefact (full descriptionin Waniaet al., 2012). Outsideof
theseyears,LPJ-Bernsimulatesa meanHBL CH4 flux of
7.2± 1.7Tgyr−1. An additionalreasonthemodels couldbe
high comparedto theseother estimatesis the influenceof
1998 onthemeanof 1993–2004,which wasa yearof of ex-
ceptionalwarmthandmoisturein theborealregion thathas
beensuggestedto have greatly increasedborealCH4 emis-
sions(seediscussionin Sect.3.2.3).

3.2.2 Methane emissions spatial distribution

Themeanspatialdistribution of CH4 emissionswith merid-
ionalandzonalsumsfor 1993–2004areshown in Fig.4. The
spatialpatternof CH4 emissionspermodelis obviously de-
pendentupon the presenceor absenceof wetlands,yet the
intensityof emissionsreflectsinternalmodeldynamics.

The models, taken as a whole, simulate the strongest
methanefluxes in the tropical regionswith a general, non-
uniform declineinto higher latitudes.The meridionalsums
of themodelshave acommonpatternof a largepeakcorre-
spondingto the longitudesof theAmazon. Themodelsalso
generallysimulatea smallpeakat longitudescorresponding
to theCongoregionof Africa andamoderatepeakfor South-
eastAsia. Thesepatternsshow largevariability amongst the
models,with ageneraltendency for modelswith smallerwet-
landareassimulatinghighermethanefluxes.Furtherdiscus-
sionon thedifferencesbetweenmodelscanbefoundin Ap-
pendixA2.

Plottingthezonalsumsof themodelstogethershows rea-
sonableagreementbetweenthemodels(Fig. 5). Themodels
generallysimulatea large peakof CH4 emissionin thetrop-
ics(asis alsoevidentin Table3) andsmallersecondarypeaks
centredon 25◦ N and55◦ N. Thepeakaround25◦ N is likely
slightly overestimateddueto somemodelsnot maskingrice
agriculturethat is presentin that region (Leff et al., 2004)
(Table A1). ORCHIDEE standsout with prominentpeaks
in theSouthernHemispherethatarealsosimulatedby IAP-
RAS, aswell asa lower latitude borealpeakaround45◦ N.
IAP-RAS’s boreal CH4 emissionsare well within the mod-
els’ 25th to 75th percentile distribution, but outsideof this
region IAP-RAS is commonly anoutlier. This relatesto the
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Fig. 4. Globalmapsof meanannualCH4 flux intensitypermetersquaredof wetlandwith meridionalandzonalemissionsumsfor 1993to
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grid to allow inter-comparisonwith theothermodels.
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Table 3. Simulatedannualmeantotalmethaneemittedto atmospherefrom naturalwetlandsfor 1993–2004.All unitsareTgCH4yr−1
± 1σ ,

wherethe standarddeviation representsthe inter-annualvariation in the modelestimates.Note that estimatesfrom someother reference
studiesarenot for thesametimeperiod,or arefor slightly differentgeographicregions.Theseexceptionsarenotedin thetablefootnotes.

Model Global Tropics(30◦ S–30◦ N) Extratropics(> 35◦ N)a HBLb

LPJ-Bernc 181± 15 106± 2 65± 13 11.3± 7.9
CLM4Me 206± 6 134± 5 62± 6 3.4± 0.3
DLEM 141± 11 85± 7 39± 3 2.9± 0.2
IAP-RAS 164± 4 115± 2 43± 2 4.7± 1.1
LPJ-WHyMe 27± 2 5.5± 1.0
LPJ-WSL 174± 10 122± 7 42± 2 3.9± 0.3
ORCHIDEE 264± 12 184± 11 71± 4 9.1± 1.7
SDGVM 199± 5 135± 6 59± 3 2.2± 0.2

Mean± 1σ 190± 39 126± 31 51± 15 5.4± 3.2

Forward model estimates:
Fungetal. (1991) 35d

Caoetal. (1996) 92 55 30
Walteretal. (2001)e 260 ∼ 65

Inverse model estimates:
Heinetal. (1997) 231± 27
Worthy etal. (2000) 0.2–0.5
Houwelingetal. (2000)f 163± 16
Wangetal. (2004)g 176± 10
Mikaloff Fletcheretal. (2004)h 231± 46
ChenandPrinn(2006)i 145± 28
ReferencescenarioBousquetetal. (2006) 145± 10 91± 11 43± 4
andBousquetetal. (2011)j

Meanof alternatescenarios 151± 10 97± 10 43± 4
in Bousquetetal. (2011)j

Bloometal. (2010)k 165± 50 91± 28 69± 20 4.9± 1.4l

Observation-based estimates:
Pickett-Heapsetal. (2011) 2.3± 0.3

a Northernextratropicalregion low latitudelimit chosento coincidewith thelow latitudelimit of thepeatlanddistribution in Tarnocaietal. (2009) usedby the
LPJ-WHyMemodel.
b HudsonBay lowlandregion is includedto allow direct comparisonto independentestimatesfrom Pickett-Heapsetal. (2011) andencompasses50◦ N–60◦ N
and75◦ W–96◦ W.
c ExcludingCH4 emissionsfrom wetmineralsoilsfor LPJ-Berngiveslowerestimatesof global(93± 14), tropical(41± 1), extratropical(48± 13)andHBL
(11.1± 7.9)CH4 emissions.
d WetlandsandtundraCH4 emissions> 50◦ N.
e For theperiod1982–1993,andextratropicalwetlandsareconsidered> 30◦ N.
f Valueis for thepre-industrialperiod(pre-1850).
g Valueis for theperiod1988–1997.
h Swamps,bogs,andtundrafor 1998–2000.
i This estimateimplicitly includesriceemissions.
j Valuesarea2012updatefor thereferencescenario (P. Bousquet,personalcommunication,2012).
k Estimateis anaverageof years2003and2004.Meanvaluesfor thefiveyearperiod,2003–2007,are171± 52 (global),92± 28 (tropics),74± 22
(extratropics),and5.1± 1.5(HBL).
l Estimatecorrespondsto roughlythesameareabut on theoriginal3◦ grid.

sparsewetlands,outsideof the borealregion, that are pre-
scribedfor IAP-RAS. DLEM is alsocommonlyoutsideof
themodels’25th to 75thpercentiledistribution, particularly
closeto theequator.

The relative latitudinalcontributionsandseasonaltiming
of CH4 fluxesvariesgreatlybetweenthemodels(seeFig. 6
with furtherdiscussionin AppendixA1). Thereis, however
a consistentpatternof peakglobalCH4 emissionsin boreal
summeracrossall models.Theprincipalcontributing latitu-
dinalbandof thatincreaseis 40◦–90◦ N.
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Table4. Spearmancorrelationcoefficients(ρ) for monthlywetland
areaandCH4 emissionsover theperiod1993–2004(seeFigure7).
The model meanexcludesLPJ-Berndue to its wet mineral soils
parameterization.

Model Global Tropics Extratropics
(30◦ S–30◦ N) (> 35◦ N)a

LPJ-Bernb 0.067 0.511 0.267
CLM4Me 0.931 0.247 0.980
DLEM 0.885 0.877 0.848
LPJ-WSL 0.910 0.798 0.990
ORCHIDEE 0.920 0.508 0.944
SDGVM 0.845 0.910 0.979
ModelMean
(excl. LPJ-Bern) 0.898 0.668 0.948

a Northernextratropicalregion low latitudelimit chosento coincidewith thelow
latitudelimit of thepeatlanddistribution in Tarnocaietal. (2009) usedby the
LPJ-WHyMemodel.
b Excludingthewetmineralsoilsof LPJ-Bernresults in ρ valuesof 0.843
(global),0.908(tropics),and0.940(extratropics).

3.2.3 Simulatedwetland arealextentand CH4
emissionsfor the 1993–2004period

Normalizing the monthly global wetland areal extent and
CH4 fluxes facilitates a comparisonbetween model re-
sponsesto inter-annualandintra-annualchangesin climate
(left-handcolumn of Fig. 7). To normalizeeachmodel,all
valuesweredivided by the maximumvalue for that model
overtheperiod1993–2004,giving afractionalvaluebetween
0 and1. Themodelshave somestriking differencesin both
themagnitudeandtiming of CH4 emissionsrelative to wet-
land area.CLM4Me hasa strongearly peakin CH4 emis-
sions that declinesin magnitudebefore the declineof the
wetlandextent in mostyears(Fig.7a).Thisearly borealsum-
mer peakin CH4 flux, that dropsbeforewetlandextent, is
alsoaprominentfeatureof LPJ-Bern(Fig.7c),howeverLPJ-
Bern alsohasa strong secondarypeakin wetland/wetsoils
extent thatonly slightly increasesCH4 emissions.This sec-
ondarypeakis drivenby thelow CH4 producingwetmineral
soilsparameterization(Fig. 2c).

CLM4Me alsohasa similar relative changein emissions
andwetlandextentover thecourseof a year, indicatingthat
wetlandarea explains a large amountof the model’s CH4
variations.Indeed,the global Spearman correlationcoeffi-
cient(ρ), calculatedbetweenglobalmonthlywetlandextent
and CH4 emissions,for CLM4Me is 0.931with the extra-
tropicseven higher(0.980),andthe tropicsweaker (0.247)
(Table 4). Conversely, DLEM simulatesmuch larger rela-
tive changesin CH4 fluxes than wetlandextent, indicating
otherfactorsstronglyinfluenceCH4 emissionsin theirmodel
(Fig. 7b). DLEM alsocommonlyhasits methaneemissions
peakat the peakof wetlandextent, not biasedtowardsthe
earlypartof thewetlandextentpeakasin CLM4Me or LPJ-
Bern.ThecorrelationbetweenwetlandextentandCH4 emis-

sionsfor DLEM is similar to the modelmeanwith a simi-
lar valuebetweenthetropicsandextratropics.LPJ-Bernhas
the smallestrelative changesin wetland/wetsoils areaof
∼ 30%, again dueto thewet mineralsoilsparameterization,
but therelative changesin CH4 emissionsarestill relatively
largeat∼ 40%. LPJ-Bernhasnocorrelationbetweenglobal
wetlandareaandCH4 emissions(0.067),but removing con-
siderationof wet mineral soils raisesthe global ρ value to
0.843,well in linewith theothermodels. LPJ-WSLsimulates
a consistentpatternof similar magnituderelative changes
in wetlandextent and CH4 emissions(Fig. 7d). A slightly
larger drop in CH4 emissionsrelative to wetlandextent is
simulatedduring theborealwinter for mostyears.TheOR-
CHIDEE relationshipbetweenwetlandareaandCH4 emis-
sionsis slightly above average(0.920)with a global value
similar to theall-modelmean(0.898),thoughwith lesscor-
relation in the tropics (0.508)thanthe meanof the models
(0.668).SDGVM also hasclose links betweenthe timing
andmagnitudeof wetlandextent andCH4 emissions(Fig.7f)
similar to CLM4Me andLPJ-WSL.

The relative changesin wetlandareaandCH4 emissions
inter-annually show good similarity betweenthe models
(righthandside of Fig. 7). All modelssimulate1998 to be
a year of high CH4 emissionsover the 1993–2004period.
DLEM andLPJ-WSLsimulatetotalCH4 emissionsfor 1998
to be lessthan1993and1994;both yearshave higherwet-
land extent in the GIEMS dataset.ORCHIDEE simulates
slightly lessCH4 emissionsin 1998 than 2000. LPJ-Bern
has a very prominent1998 peak in CH4 emissions.This
peakcorrespondsto a largereleaseof CH4 in theborealre-
gionsashasbeendiscussedearlierandis likely anoveresti-
mate(seeWaniaetal., 2012, for full discussion).All models
show smallerCH4 emissionsin 1997 than 1998. This pe-
riod is of interestasit coversthe largestmagnitudeEl Niño
on record.Dlugokencky et al. (2001) reporta significantin-
creasein the global atmospheric [CH4] growth rate corre-
spondingto an additional24TgCH4yr−1 imbalancein the
sourcesandsinksof CH4 for 1998comparedto the previ-
ous threeyears.They useda versionof the Walter (1998)
model to estimatea global wetland CH4 flux increaseof
7.3% for 1998 over 1997.TheWETCHIMP models,on av-
erage,estimatea 6% increasein global CH4 emissionsfor
1998 over 1997(excluding LPJ-Bern this increasedropsto
4.5%). ChenandPrinn(2006) usedan inversemodelto es-
timatea slightly higherwetlandCH4 flux increase(∼ 10%)
betweenthe same two years.An increasein wetlandCH4
emissionsfor 1998 was also found by Mikaloff Fletcher
et al. (2004) usinga 13CH4/12CH4 and[CH4]-informed in-
versemodelfor 1998–1999.They estimatedthewetlandcon-
tribution for 1998 was 40TgCH4yr−1 (or ∼ 20%) larger
than1999.TheWETCHIMPmodelsestimateamoremodest
meandifferenceof 4.1% (∼ 5Tgyr−1, 3% excluding LPJ-
Bern) for 1998 over 1999,suggestingtheMikaloff Fletcher
et al. (2004) value is an overestimate.Not all studiesfind
large changes.For example,Bousquetet al. (2006) usedan
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inversemodel to estimategenerally stablenaturalwetland
CH4 emissionsover the 1997–1998period,with a drop in
northernwetland CH4 emissionsin 1997 and an increase
in southernemissionsin 1998.Bousquetet al. (2006) also
show a consistenttrendof declining wetlandemissionsaf-
ter1998,coincidingwith thesmallerinundatedareaglobally
asobserved by Papaet al. (2010). Thereis not a consistent
patternof maximal wetlandextent correspondingwith the
peakin CH4 emissionsin 1998, howeverall modelsdoshow
1997 to have below averagewetlandextent for the period.
The WETCHIMP modelsalsodo not show a trend in wet-
land areaover the 1993–2004 period(the two modelswith
astrongtrend,LPJ-WSLandDLEM, havetheirannualmax-
imal wetlandextentsetto theGIEMSdataset).

Importantly, the modelsdo not appearto respondsolely
to warmertemperatures,as2002and2003wereessentially
as warm as 1998 (Hansenet al., 2010), but the modelsdo
not show elevatedCH4 fluxes asin 1998.The main differ-
encebetween2002/2003and1998arethat1998wasa very
strongEl Niño yearwhile 2002and 2003hadmuchmilder
El Niño conditions.Globalprecipitationfor 1998washigh,
particularly in the northernextratropics with record levels
in thoseregions (latitudebandsspanning85◦ N–55◦ N and
55◦ N–30◦ N), while 2002 and 2003 were both below the
1961–1990global average(NOAA NationalClimatic Data
Center, 2003).

Wecanconcludefour mainpointsabouttheWETCHIMP
models’ simulatedmethaneemissions.First, the models’
simulatedglobal total CH4 emissionsarein-line with previ-
ousestimatesfrom bothforwardandinversemodels,a result
thatis expectedgiventheassumptionsinherentto bothtech-
niques.However, given the large rangebetweenthe models
(∼ ±40% of themodels’mean),forward models,atpresent,
appearunableto furthernarrow theuncertaintyof globalwet-
landCH4 emissions.Regionally, we lack appropriateobser-
vationaldatasetsto evaluatethemodels.For onewell-studied
area,the HBL, many modelsappearto overestimateemis-
sions,sometimesseveral-fold over previous estimates.Sec-
ond,themodelshavesimilardisagreementin therelativetim-
ing of emissionsthroughoutthe yearasthey do for periods
of maximumwetlandextent. Given that the models’ mean
globalcorrelationρ valuebetweenCH4 emissionsandwet-
land extent is 0.898, it is evident that errors in the timing
andspatialextentof wetlandswill stronglyimpactpredicted
CH4 emissions,as hasbeenshown before(Petrescuet al.,
2008). Third, modelagreementfor zonalmethaneemissions
hasbetterinternal agreementbetweenthe modelsthan the
simulatedwetlandextent,with mostmodelsshowing a large
tropicalandsmallerborealCH4 emissionspeak.Lastly, the
modelsestimatea meanincreasein globalwetlandCH4 for
1998 over1997of about4.5%,onthelow-endof inverseand
observationally basedestimates.This increasecorresponds
to oneof thestrongestEl Niñoson recorddemonstratingthe
models’sensitivity to transientwarmand wetevents.

3.3 Sensitivity tests

3.3.1 Sensitivity of CH4 emissions and wetland area to
increased atmospheric CO2 concentrations

Thechangein simulatedwetlandextentandCH4 emissions
from equilibriumdueto increasing[CO2] (stepincreasefrom
∼ 300 to 857ppm) is shown in Fig. 8 and annualpercent
changein Table 5. All models estimatea significant in-
creasein global, tropical, and extratropical CH4 emissions
andglobalwetlandextentunderelevated[CO2]. While,glob-
ally, the netchangeis an increasein CH4 flux andwetland
area,spatially, somemodelsshow areasof decreasingwet-
land extent, especiallyORCHIDEE,but also SDGVM and
CLM4Me.Themodelwith thelargestsensitivity to increased
[CO2] is ORCHIDEE, with a ∼ 160% increasein global
CH4 flux. Excluding ORCHIDEE, the meanglobally inte-
gratedincreasedropsfrom 73.2± 49.1% to 55.4± 25.5%.
ORCHIDEE, while having the strongestresponsein CH4
emissions,simulatesonly the third largestincreasein wet-
land area.This reflectsthe moremixed patternof increase
anddecreasein wetlandextent for ORCHIDEE(Fig. 8d).

Theincreasein globalwetlandarealextentwashighestfor
UVic-ESCM at ∼ 13%. Increasesin UVic-ESCM wetland
area,and indeedthe rest of the modelsas well, are likely
dueto reducedevapotranspiration(ET). Elevated[CO2] al-
lows plantsto increase stomatalclosure,reducingwater loss
by theplant.Thedecreasedwaterlossreduceswaterdemand
from the soil, increasingsoil moisture and thus increasing
wetlandextent.For UVic-ESCM,themodelET parameteri-
zationis stronglysensitive to CO2, andthewetlanddetermi-
nationschemeis directly derived from soil moisture,so the
modelrespondsstronglyto increasing[CO2]. While thewet-
landdeterminationof UVic-ESCMis directly relatedto soil
moisture,the mechanismof wetland arealextent expansion
dueto reducedET is common to themodels.

The generalincreasein CH4 emissionsunder elevated
[CO2] is alsodue to CO2 fertilization promotionof higher
NPP. Large increasesin modelled NPP under increased
[CO2] is commonly reported, including a study of eleven
coupledclimate–carbonmodelsaspartof C4MIP (Friedling-
steinetal., 2006). Observationshaveshown thatwith higher
NPP, more plant photosynthatesare allocated to the rhizo-
spherewhere the root exudatesprovide increasedcarbon
for soil microbial communities’reductionto CH4 (Chanton
et al., 1995; Vann andMegonigal, 2003; Whiting andChan-
ton, 1993). Few modelsexplicitly simulate exudates(Wa-
nia et al., 2012), so in the majority of models, the link-
agebetweenthe CO2 enrichmentandenhancedCH4 emis-
sionscomesfrom prescribingCH4 emissionsasadirectfrac-
tion of NPP, or prescribingemissionsas a fraction of het-
erotrophicrespiration(Rh), which is relatedto NPP(Table
1). This differencebetweenthe modelapproachescould be
important,asthereis presentlyno consensuson changesin
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theratio betweenNPPandRh underfutureclimatechanges
(Friedlingsteinetal., 2006).

Most modelsshow a strongerenhancementin CH4 emis-
sionsunderelevated [CO2] for thetropicsover theextratrop-
ics. The strongerresponsefrom the tropics is primarily due
to a greaterchangein NPPfor theregion over theextratrop-
ics. NPPenhancementis a stronglever on CH4 emissions,
as ORCHIDEE’s strongNPP enhancementunderelevated
[CO2] partiallyexplainsits strongincreasein globalwetland
CH4 emissions.This pattern in NPPresponsehasbeenre-
portedpreviously (for the LPJ model)(Hickler et al., 2008;
Poulteret al., 2010). CLM4Me hastheopposite patternwith
a three-timesstrongerresponsefrom the extratropics.This
model responsecomesfrom a combination of factors:(1)
astrongerNPPenhancementin theextratropicsthanthetrop-
ics, (2) a strong increasein the ratio of emittedto produced
CH4 in the extratropics,and(3) an increasein soil temper-
atureof up to 2.5◦C in the extratropicswith a decreasein
thetropics.Theincreaseanddecreasein soil temperaturein
the extratropicsand tropics, respectively, occurred because
of theimpactsof [CO2] on stomatalconductance,leadingto
achangedsurfaceenergy balance,soil evaporation, andtran-
spiration.Thesecomplexities arediscussedin moredetail in
Subinetal. (2012).

Thegeneralincreasein methaneemissionsfrom CO2 en-
richment,assimulatedby themodels,is supportedby empir-
ical evidence.Wetlandecosystemsandmesocosmsexposed
to elevatedatmospheric[CO2] have generallyshown an in-
creasein CH4 fluxes acrossmany studies(Hutchin et al.,
1995; Megonigal andSchlesinger, 1997; SaarnioandSilvola,
1999; Saarnioet al., 2003), with somenotableexceptionsof
nosignificantchange(Kangetal., 2001), or evenadeclinein
emissions(Silvolaetal., 2003). Thereis alsorecentevidence
that differentwetlandtypes,suchasbogsvs. fens,respond
differently to CO2 enrichment(Boardmanet al., 2011), and
otherinfluencessuchasnitrogen(N) depositioncouldcoun-
teracttheeffectof theCO2 enrichment(SaarnioandSilvola,
1999) or affect litter quality, decreasingCH4 fluxes(Pancotto
et al., 2010). vanGroenigenet al. (2011) performeda meta-
analysisof studiesinvestigatingtheeffectof increasedatmo-
spheric[CO2] to projectedfuture increasesin emissionsof
CH4 andN2O in soils.They anticipateanincreasefrom natu-
ral wetlandsof 13.2% (95% bootstrappingconfidenceinter-
valof −4.8%to35.7%,n = 24)for anatmospheric[CO2] of
between473–780ppm.Our models’averageis muchhigher
than this, but we performedour testswith a higher [CO2]
(857ppm)thantheupperboundof their range.Additionally,
it is difficult to tell if the resultsareappropriateto compare
duetodifferingratesof perturbation,andthatoursimulations
wererununtil equilibriumwasre-established.

While themodels’resultsaregenerallyconsistentwith the
majority of empirical CO2 enrichmentstudies,the models
arelikely too simplistic in the limits they placeon the con-
versionof substrateto CH4. No participatingmodeldistin-
guishesdifferent wetlandtypes,suchas bogsvs. fens,ex-

plicitly. This lack of distinctionlimits themodels’ ability to
simulatedivergentresponsesto CO2 enrichment,suchasthat
observedby Boardmanet al. (2011). Nutrient limitations to
future increasesin NPPareprojectedto be important(Hun-
gate et al., 2003), but only a few of our modelspresently
incorporateexplicit accountingof theN cycle (SDGVM and
CLM4Me). The lack of incorporationof nutrientcyclesin-
troducesuncertaintyas studiesexplicitly accountingfor N
(Zaehleetal., 2010) andN andphosphorus(Goll etal., 2012)
show amoremutedNPPresponseto CO2 fertilization.

3.3.2 Sensitivity of CH4 emissions and wetland area to
increased air temperature

WetlandareaandCH4 flux anomaliesdueto increasedsur-
faceair temperature(SAT) arepresentedin Fig. 9 andTa-
ble 5. Wetlandareaexperiencesa moderatedecline in all
modelswith ameandropof 7.9±6.0% underelevatedSAT.
CH4 emissionshave ageneral slight,non-significant,decline
underwarmerSAT (−4.5± 20.9%). IAP-RAS is the only
modelto simulatealargeincreasein CH4 emissions.Thisre-
sponseis a resultof theIAP-RAS prescribedsoil hydrology
andwetlandextent thatdoesnotallow increasedevaporation
underwarmerSAT andno changein wetlandarea.Methane
productionin IAP-RAS is thenaugmentedby the increased
SAT with an additionalboost in the high latitudesdue to
shorterperiodswith snow cover, allowing summerwarmth
to penetratedeeperinto thesoil column.Excludingtheresult
of IAP-RAS givesa small significantdecreasein estimated
globalCH4 emissionsof −11.5± 11.2%.

Thedecreasein CH4 flux is not uniform acrosslatitudes.
On average,the tropicsdecreasein CH4 flux while the ex-
tratropicsincrease,with both latitude bandsshowing large
differencesbetweenmodels(Table5). Excludingthe results
of IAP-RASgivesthetropicsa largermeandecreasein CH4
flux (−18.0± 13.0%), while theextratropicsmeanresponse
becomesneutral (3.2± 25.4%). It is difficult to determineif
the tropical decreaseis a realistic response.IncreasedSAT
can causewater stress/drought for the vegetation;however
this water stressshouldnot necessarilyhave animpactupon
the vegetationgrowing in wetlandareas(asthey could still
have standingwaterconditions),but themodelsarenot able
to distinguishthis effect. Presently, mostof the modelsthat
simulatetropicalwetlandsdonotseparatelytreatwetlandvs.
terrestrialhydrology. A separatetreatmentof wetlandvs.ter-
restrialhydrology would alsoimprove CH4 flux simulation
becauseprocessessuchasinhibition of soil respirationunder
saturatedconditionscouldbebettercaptured(Sulmanet al.,
2012). Interestingly, DLEM, the only WETCHIMP model
that doesseparatewetlandvs. terrestrial hydrology, simu-
latesthelargestnegativetropical CH4 flux anomalyof all the
models.The samereasoningcould also apply for sub-grid
treatmentof methanogenesissubstrate.For example,OR-
CHIDEE partially allows for sub-gridtreatmentof hydrol-
ogythroughits couplingto TOPMODELconcepts.However,
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Table 5. Percentchangebetweenthesensitivity tests(CO2 increase– Experiment4; air temperatureincrease– Experiment5; andprecipi-
tationincrease– Experiment6) andtheequilibrium modelstate(Experiment1 – Equilibrium). “n.a.” indicatesthemodeldoesnot produce
outputfor thatregionor variable.

Percentchange([CO2] Exp.4–Exp.1) Percentchange(TemperatureExp.5–Exp.1) Percentchange(PrecipitationExp.6–Exp.1)
Wetland CH4 Wetland CH4 Wetland CH4

Model area Global Tropicsa Extratropicsb area Global Tropicsa Extratropicsb area Global Tropicsa Extratropicsb

LPJ-Bern 9.5 54.0 61.1 39.0 −1.9 −0.7 −11.5 21.1 1.3 1.3 1.1 1.4
CLM4Me 8.5 84.2 54.1 147.3 −8.9 −25.3 −19.9 −37.0 2.6 6.8 5.8 8.8
DLEM 2.2 22.4 29.1 14.0 −2.8 −15.1 −40.9 24.5 1.4 2.2 1.3 4.3
IAP-RASc n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 36.9 32.9 47.8 n.a. 0.0 0.0 0.1
LPJ-WHyMe n.a. n.a. n.a. 40.1 n.a. n.a. n.a. 24.1 n.a. n.a. n.a. 6.9
LPJ-WSLd n.a. 76.3 87.8 44.1 n.a. −8.1 −11.1 −0.5 n.a. 0.6 0.5 1.2
ORCHIDEE 8.6 162.0 176.6 118.2 −18.7 −21.8 −21.5 −26.1 5.0 13.7 14.6 10.4
SDGVM 0.3 40.1 46.2 26.7 −7.4 2.3 −3.3 16.6 2.0 7.6 9.4 3.2
UVic-ESCMe 12.7 n.a. n.a. n.a. −7.4 n.a. n.a. n.a. 2.3 n.a. n.a. n.a.

Mean± 1σ 7.0± 4.7 73.2± 49.1 75.8± 53.0 61.3± 50.5 −7.9± 6.0 −4.5± 20.9 −10.8± 22.6 8.8± 28.3 2.4± 1.4 4.6± 5.0 4.5± 3.8 4.7± 5.6
(n) (6) (6) (6) (7) (6) (7) (7) (8) (6) (7) (7) (8)

a Thetropicsaredefinedhereas30◦ S to 30◦ N.
b Extratropicalregion low latitudelimit (> 35◦ N) chosento coincidewith thelow latitudelimi t of peatland
distribution in Tarnocaietal. (2009) usedby theLPJ-WHyMemodel.
c IAP-RAS is not sensitive to [CO2], sowedid notperformthisexperiment(seeEliseev etal., 2008; Waniaetal., 2012). Additionally, IAP-RAShasfixedwetland extents.
d LPJ-WSLhasprescribedwetlandextentsfrom theGIEMS inundationdatasetandarethusunchangingacrosstheexperiments.
e UVic-ESCMdoesnotpresentlysimulateCH4 emissions.

thereis no ORCHIDEEPFT functioningasa true wetland
PFTwhoseextentis linkedto thediagnosedwetlandfraction.
Insteadof this,themeangrid-cellsoil labilecarboncontentis
usedto estimatethemethanogenesissubstrate,which makes
thesubstrateoverly sensitive to soil watermodification.

ORCHIDEEsimulatedthegreatestdrop in wetlandextent
with an almost 20% decline.A similar responsewasnoted
for ORCHIDEEunderaSRESA2 scenarioby Ringeval etal.
(2011). The largest areasof wetland loss for ORCHIDEE
werein thehigh northernlatitudeswherethereis a largein-
creaseduringborealsummerin potentialevaporationdriving
changesin theregion’s hydrologic regime.

ReducedCH4 emissionsin thetropicscouldalsobedueto
increasedtemperatures,in alreadyverywarmregions,result-
ing in a down-regulationof photosynthesis, decreasingNPP
and reducingsubstrateavailable for CH4 production.This
effect is likely to be importantin relatively few regionsand
thusthebroadtropical responseis morelikely dueto water
stress/droughtasthedominantdriver. Outsideof areaswith
increasedwaterstress/drought,theeffect of increasingSAT
shouldbe to increase CH4 flux due to a directenhancement
of methanogenesisandanindirecteffectvia NPP. Thiseffect
is visible in partsof thehighlatitudesfor many of themodels
(Fig. 9) (seealsoKovenet al., 2011). Acrosstheextratropi-
cal region asa whole,while the modelshave no significant
trendwith a largerangeof up to ∼ 40% increaseor decrease
dependentuponthemodel, mostmodelshaveenhancedCH4
emissionsabove∼ 50◦ N in partsof CanadaandEurasia.The
effect of model treatmentof processessuchas permafrost
dynamics,snow pack,and surfacerunoff influencethe re-
sultsin theseregionsheavily. Areasthatloseunderlyingper-
mafrosthave enhanceddrainageresulting in drier soils less
conducive to CH4 production.This effect is primarily re-
sponsiblefor theCH4 flux patternssimulatedby CLM4Me,

while thiseffect is notcapturedby LPJ-Bernwhosewetmin-
eralsoilsexpanddueto thaw activationof soil processes.As
IAP-RAS doesnot allow changesto its hydrologydueto in-
creasedSAT, theresponseof IAP-RASin thehigherlatitudes
is demonstratingtheinfluenceof temperaturesolely.

Attributing differencesin the modelCH4 flux anomalies
to particularmodelparameters,suchasCH4 productionQ10
values,is difficult dueto confoundingeffectsof simultaneous
changesto wetlandextents,landsurfacecharacteristics(such
aspermafrost,snow cover, andvegetationdynamics), NPP,
andCH4 productionandoxidationrates.

3.3.3 Sensitivity of CH4 emissions and wetland area to
increased precipitation

The models’responseto the precipitationincreasesensitiv-
ity testis uniformly low with globalwetlandarealextent in-
creasingmodestly(2.4±1.4%) (Table5). Thisincreaseis the
smallestof thesensitivity tests,andall modelsshow asmaller
percentchangein wetlandareathanthestepincreasein pre-
cipitation(+3.9%) exceptfor ORCHIDEE.While theglob-
ally uniformspatialpatternof increasein precipitationis not
realistic,thisdemonstratesthatthereisnotasimple1 : 1 rela-
tionshipbetweenprecipitationandpredictedglobal wetland
extent.

Theglobalmeansimulatedchangein CH4 emissionsis an
increasethat,while not significant,is observed in all of the
models(Table 5). This increaseis alsoevident in the trop-
ics and boreal regions. The leastand most sensitive mod-
elsareagain IAP-RAS andORCHIDEE,respectively. IAP-
RAS, dueto its prescribedhydrology, shows no responseto
precipitationchanges,aswouldbeexpected.Thegeneralpat-
ternof increasedCH4 emissionswith increasedprecipitation
is relateddirectly to two mainprocesses.Thefirst is asimple
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Fig. 8. ModelwetlandareasandCH4 flux anomaliesfrom themodelstatewith elevatedatmospheric[CO2] (Experiment4) comparedto the
equilibriumsimulation(Experiment1). Methaneflux anomaliesarereferencedto grid cell m2.
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Fig. 9. Model wetlandareasandCH4 flux anomaliesfrom themodelstatewith a uniform 3.4◦C increasein air temperature(Experiment5)
comparedto theequilibriumsimulation(Experiment1 –Equilibrium)Methaneflux intensitiesarereferencedto grid cell m2.
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increasein wetlandextentdueto higherwatertableposition
(WTP). Thesecondis dueto higherWTP reducingtheoxic
portion of the soil column, thus decreasingoxidative loss
of CH4 during transportfrom the site of methanogenesisto
theatmosphere.In areasthatarewater-limited, theincreased
precipitationcould increaseNPPof the vegetationbecause
of reducedwater stress.This process is minor and mostly
relatedto unrealisticmodelling of terrestrialhydrology for
wetlandlocations(discussedin Sect.3.3.2).

3.3.4 Combined impacts of [CO2], SAT, and
precipitation change

In WETCHIMP, we did not performtestsfor the combined
effect of [CO2], SAT, andprecipitationchange;however we
cancomparetherelative contributionsof thesethreedrivers.
Thestrongestresponsein modelledCH4 emissionis dueto
CO2 fertilization. If the increasein CH4 dueto CO2 fertil-
ization is of similar magnitudeto our models’ mean,this
representsa very strongfeedbackto rising levels of atmo-
sphericCO2. Becauseof this strongfeedback, the relative
importanceof CH4 in global climateforcing may increase.
Theresponseof thewetlandsystemswill, however, likely be
temperedby increasingSAT, whichgenerallycausesareduc-
tion inglobalmethaneproduction.Precipitationhasasmaller
influence,but our testis likely poorly representative of how
global wetlandswill respondto a more spatially heteroge-
neouschangein globalprecipitation.

Our transientsimulation does allow some insight into
simulatedwetlands’responseto relatively small changesin
SAT andprecipitation.Themodels’meanCH4 emissionsin-
creaseof ∼ 5% (relativeto 1997)in record-breakinghot,and
wet, 1998 but little responseto othersimilarly hot, but dry,
years(2002and2003)demonstratestheeffectof theclimate
driversworking in tandem.Thepossibilityof non-linearef-
fects,asall threeof thesedrivers([CO2], SAT, andprecipita-
tion) changeinto thefuture,greatlyincreasesuncertaintyof
any projectionsbasedon thesensitivity testspresentedhere.

Other sourcesof uncertainty include processesin the
modelsthat arepoorly represented,missing,or even incor-
rectlyrepresented.For example,Sulmanetal. (2012) demon-
stratedthat observed grossecosystemproductivity (GEP)
andecosystemrespiration(ER) for fens werehigherduring
dry periodsthanwet periods.A suiteof wetlandmodelsrun
for the threesitesstudiedpredictedeithertheoppositerela-
tionshipor no significantdifference.The incorrectresponse
of themodelswassuggestedto bedueto modeltreatmentof
hydrology (not wetland-specific)anda lack of inhibition of
GEPandERundersaturatedconditions.

While not especiallyapparentin earlier simulations,the
differencesin model complexity are more apparent in our
sensitivity tests.Theresponseof themodels to increasedSAT
in the boreal regions especiallydemonstratesthe marked
differencebetweenmodelsthat resolve permafrostdynam-
ics (CLM4Me, UVic-ESCM,LPJ-Bern,LPJ-WHyMe,OR-

CHIDEE) againstthosethat do not (SDGVM, DLEM, IAP-
RAS, LPJ-WSL). This is also evident in the CH4 flux re-
sponseof IAP-RAS, themostsimplisticmodel,to increased
SAT, asthemodelhydrologycannot adaptto the increased
water demandand therebysimulatesan erroneouslyhigh
CH4 flux increase.Gainingcomplexity in amodeldoescome
with risk.Modelsthatattemptto representmechanisticdetail
requiremoreparameters,morerepresentationof relatedpro-
cesses(suchasO2 concentrations),and a moredetailedrep-
resentationof spatialheterogeneity. However, for many pa-
rametersusedin thesemodels(e.g.Vmax andKm for oxida-
tion, aerenchymaarea,diffusivity, seasonaldynamics),there
simply is not enoughdata to properlyconstrainthemacross
the globe (Riley et al., 2011). Therefore,increasedmodel
complexity canresultin problemsassociatedwith equifinal-
ity of parameterizations(Tang andZhuang, 2008), raisingle-
gitimatequestionsaboutthevalueof increasedmodelcom-
plexity and stressingthe importanceof a balancebetween
capturingtheimportantprocesses,but assimply aspossible.

4 Conclusions

Ten large-scale wetland and wetland CH4 modelspartici-
patedin the WETCHIMP. The modelscover a wide-range
of complexity in their parameterizationsto mechanistically
determinewetlandextentandassociatedCH4 fluxes.Model
resultspresentedhereincludea transientsimulation,forced
with observed climateand [CO2] through1993to 2004,as
well asthreesensitivity testsrun asequilibriumsimulations
for increased[CO2], surfaceair temperature(SAT), andpre-
cipitation.

The participating models adopted three distinct ap-
proachesto estimatingwetland location and extent: pre-
scribed extents, parameterization/forcingwith a remotely
sensedinundationdataset,or independentwetlandlocation
determinationvia a hydrologicalmodel.Themodels’simu-
latedwetlandextentshaveanalmostfour-fold differencebe-
tweenthelower andupperestimates(8.6 to 26.9× 106 km2,
excluding the modelswith prescribedextents and the wet
mineral soils of LPJ-Bern).This degree of uncertaintyis
only slightly worse than literature estimatesfrom inunda-
tion and wetland mappingsources, which vary three-fold
(4.3 to 12.9× 106 km2). The models independentlydeter-
mining wetland location via their hydrologic model simu-
latedlargerwetlandextentsthanthoseinformedby inunda-
tion datasets.The lattermodelswerealsomorein line with
observationalestimatesof global wetlandextents,but those
observationaldatasetshave several discrepanciesthat make
their useproblematic.Given the disagreementsbetweenin-
undationandwetlandmappingdatasets,it appearsthat model
relianceupon inundationdatasetsdoesnot ensureaccurate
wetland location determination, and underlinesa needfor
improvedaccuracy in observationaldatasets.
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Theparticipatingmodels’ wetlandzonalextentshavebest
agreementamongstthemselvesin thehighnorthernlatitudes
above45◦ N, but pooragreementin theequatorialband.The
seasonaldynamicsof wetlandextentalsoshow wide-spread
disagreementbetweenthemodels,save ageneralpattern of
higherglobalwetlandextentin theborealsummer. Thesim-
ulatedmonths,andpeakmagnitudes,of global wetlandex-
tent alsovary greatlybetweenthe models.Acrossthe tran-
sientsimulation(1993–2004),themodelssimulateno trend
in globalwetlandextent,at oddswith a reporteddecreasein
globalremotelysensedinundation (Papaetal., 2010).

Simulatedglobal CH4 flux estimatesby the participat-
ing models(141 to 264TgCH4yr−1 with a meanvalue of
190TgCH4yr−1) arein-line with literatureforward andin-
versemodelvalues.Given the large rangeencompassedby
theWETCHIMP modelestimates(∼ ±40% of themodels’
mean),we arenot ableto greatlyreducethe uncertaintyof
globalwetlandCH4 estimates.

To furtherevaluateour simulationresults,we requireob-
servationdatasetsat appropriatespatialandtemporalscales
for the coarseresolutionof global-scalemodels.The com-
mon use of intermittent and spatially non-representative
chamber-basedobservations, without ancillary ecosystem
measurements(see,e.g.Bartlett andHarriss, 1993), is in-
sufficient to test the mechanisticallycomplex modelsused
for global CH4 emissionestimates.As pointedout by Ri-
ley et al. (2011), it is possibleto simulatethefluxeswell for
a given location,but with incorrectcontributing processes,
suchasproduction,oxidation, or transport.Therefore,there
is a needfor site-level observations of both CH4 fluxesand
the physical and biogeochemicalstate variablesassociated
with the large rangeof mechanismsrepresentedin these
typesof models(e.g.NPP, labilecarbonproduction,soil tem-
perature,watercontent,watertableposition,soil depth,plant
speciespresent,CH4 andO2 contentin soil, soil pH, etc.).
Theobservationsneedto occurat sufficient frequency to re-
solverapid,randomevents(i.e.ebullition); occurovera long
enoughtime to capture seasonaldynamicsin substratepro-
duction, aerenchyma changes, etc.; and accuratelycapture
the impactsof spatialheterogeneity. Studieswith site-level
observations are well suited for evaluating model compo-
nentsandensuringthat the modelsimulationsof processes
suchas CH4 productionand oxidation are appropriate.In-
clusionof modellersin designingmeasurementprotocolsfor
a samplingcampaigncould be of greatvalue.Areasof pri-
ority could include the equatorialbandand parts of South
America extending down into the Pampasregion. Recent
work in this regionby Becketal. (2012) is encouraging.The
climatespaceof globalwetlandscouldalsoprovideguidance
for effectively fil ling dataandknowledgegaps,by collecting
datafrom wetlandsacrossthefull spectrumof wetlandtem-
peratureandprecipitationregimes.Expandingbeyondlarge-
scaleobservationaldatasets,an inter-comparisonof inverse
CH4 modelscould be useful for informationaboutthe lat-
itudinal gradient of CH4 emissions.FurtherWETCHIMPs

couldalsobeusedfor morein-depthcomparisonof theun-
derlyingprocessesof wetland determinationandCH4 emis-
sion,givencarefulplanningof projectexperiments.

The currentpaucityof appropriateobservationaldatasets
presentsa largeobstacleto improving ourunderstandingand
ability to model global wetlands.For one of the few well-
studiedlargeregions,theHudsonBayLowlands,many of the
WETCHIMPmodelsappearto overestimateCH4 emissions,
sometimesseveral-fold overobservationallybasedestimates.

As expected,given the wetlandextent modellingresults,
the modelsdisagreein the relative timing of CH4 fluxes
throughout the year, as they do for wetland extent. The
demonstratedclose correlationbetweenwetland extent and
CH4 emissions(models’ mean global ρ value of 0.898)
makes it evident that errors in the wetland extent propa-
gateto theCH4 emissionssimulated.Indeed,asthewetland
CH4 modelsthemselvesare integratedinto vegetationmod-
els,they aresusceptibleto thebiasesin thevegetationmodels
for variablessuchasnet primary productivity, soil physics
andhydrology, andvegetationdynamics.

Thethreesensitivity testsshow a strongsensitivity of the
modelsto increased[CO2] (increasein CH4 and wetland
area),amoremixedandmoderateresponseto increasedSAT
(decreasein globalwetlandareaanddecreasein tropicalCH4
emissions),and a weak responseto increasedprecipitation
(increasein globalwetlandextentandCH4 emissions).It is
worth noting that all modelsrespondedwith an increasein
wetlandareaandCH4 emissionsunderelevated[CO2], while
theothertwo sensitivity testsyieldedmoredivergentmodel
responses.It is likely themagnitudeof the model response
to [CO2] is overestimateddueto missingmodelsprocesses
(suchas NPP nutrient limitations, wetlandspecifichydrol-
ogyandvegetation,etc.),but thedirectionof changeappears
robust.

Thisstudyclearlydemonstratesthatto reducethelargeun-
certaintiesin wetlandresponseto projectedclimatechange
further work is neededto betterparameterize and evaluate
themodels.Thelargerangein predictedCH4 emissionrates
leadsto theconclusionthatthereis substantialparameterand
structuraluncertaintyin large-scaleCH4 emissionmodels,
even after uncertaintiesin wetlandareasareaccountedfor.
Of paramountimportancefor improving the modelsis in-
creasesin availability of accurateandsuitableobservational
datasetsof both wetlandextent andCH4 emissionsat large
spatialscales.Furtherinter-comparisonsof the modelswill
aid our understandingof which natural processesare key
to making large improvementsin model accuracy. The re-
sults of this first iteration of WETCHIMP are designedto
beabaseline,onwhich furtherimprovementscanbegauged
andprioritiesidentified.
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Appendix A

A1 Wetland variability by model

CLM4Me showssubstantialintra-but little inter-annualvari-
ability with apeakglobalwetlandextentstartingin Juneand
continuinginto August/September(Fig. 2a).HereCLM4Me
is responding only to climatechangesacrossthis period as
the [CO2] was held constant(this is the only model with
constant[CO2]). For CLM4Me, theborealsummeris anim-
portantcontrol of global wetlandarea,with their simulated
wetland extent dropping off quickly after September. The
lowestsimulatedglobal wetlandextent in the borealwinter
monthsacrossall modelsis simulatedby CLM4Me with an
averagevalueunder2× 106 km2 in December/January. This
patternis likely an artefact of the modellingschemeasthe
modelledinundatedareasare set to zero when the ground
freezes(Riley etal., 2011). CLM4Me alsohasthefastestrel-
ativerateof increasein globalwetlandareaduringtheboreal
spring(Fig. 2g). The generalpatternof rapid borealspring
wetlandexpansionandborealautumnwetlandcontractionis
alsoseenin SDGVM (Fig. 2e).

DLEM fixes the annualmaximal wetlandextent of each
yearto that from theGIEMS dataset;thus,theannualmaxi-
mal valuesarenot independentof this dataset.However, the
intra-annualvariability is calculatedwithin the model and
shows low variability with a broadpeakin maximumwet-
landextentconsistentlyaroundJuly andwith a minimumin
February(Fig. 2b). Theduration of elevatedglobalwetland
extentis thelongestof all modelswith aconsistentsix month
period of relatively high wetland extentsspanningMay to
October.

The largestmaximal wetlandarealextentof all modelsis
simulatedby LPJ-Bernwith apeakextentof ∼ 25×106 km2,
althoughthisdoesincludetheirwetmineralsoilsparameter-
ization (Fig. 2c). The LPJ-Berntiming of minimum global
wetland/wetsoils areaoccursin May, which is in contrast
to the other models that generally show a boreal winter
minimum, with the exception of UVic-ESCM (boreal au-
tumn minimum). The intra-annualwetland extent dynam-
ics of LPJ-Bernareevidently heavily controlledby the wet
mineral soils parameterizationas the inundatedwetlands
andpeatlands,which arealsoconsideredby LPJ-Bern,fol-
low the GIEMS datasetor arestatic, respectively. The wet
mineralsoils parameterizationappearsto almosthave abi-
modaldistribution for monthlymaximalwetlandextentwith
a peakin August/Septemberand a smallerpeakin Febru-
ary/March.This uniqueseasonal patternhighlightsthe fun-
damentaldifferencesbetweentheparameterizationof “wet-
land/inundated”areasand wetmineralsoilsasdeterminedby
LPJ-Bern.

ORCHIDEEconsistentlyhasa smallannualpeakin wet-
land extent with a maximum extent of only ∼ 5× 106 km2

(Fig. 2d), only slightly smallerthanCLM4Me. The pattern
of ORCHIDEEsimulatedwetlandextentis generallyconsis-

tentwith CLM4Me andSDGVM, giving amaximalwetland
extent aroundJuly anda minimum aroundDecember. The
relativedifferencebetweenmaximumandminimumwetland
extentsis, however, lower for ORCHIDEEthanCLM4Me,
SDGVM andGIEMS(Fig. 2g).

SDGVM hasmorevariability in monthsof maximaland
minimum wetland extents comparedto most of the other
models with the maximal extent occurring betweenJune
and August and the minimum extent in either Februaryor
November(Fig. 2e). Thevariability is a reflectionof thebi-
narynatureof themodelparameterizationwherethegrid cell
haseithertotal or no wetlandextent.Thatsimpleparameter-
ization doesnot precludeSDGVM from fairly closely fol-
lowing the annualpatternof the GIEMS inundationdataset
(Fig. 2g), althoughthe inundationdataset peakoccursprin-
cipally in Augustwhile the SDGVM peakoccurson aver-
agebetweenJuneandAugust.SDGVM likely canhavepeak
wetlandextentearlierdueto its lackof freezingsoils.

UVic-ESCMhasanannualpatternstronglycontrastingto
thatof theSDGVM andtheGIEMSdatasets,andalmostan-
tiphaseto LPJ-Bern.Theannualglobalpeakin wetlandarea
is simulatedto occurin May to June,but wetlandextentsare
elevatedgenerally from JanuarythroughJuly. UVic-ESCM
is similar to SDGVM with relatively higher variability in
timing of themonthof minimum/maximumwetlandextents.
UVic-ESCMand LPJ-Bernarethelonemodelsto show ele-
vatedwetlandextentsin theborealwinter thoughthereasons
behindthispatterndiffer. A largeportionof theUVic-ESCM
wetlandextent comesfrom the tropical regions,wherethe
model results are likely questionablefor reasons discussed
earlier. However, as LPJ-Bern’s global wetlandextent pat-
tern is principally driven by its wet soils parameterization,
thesimilarity betweenthetwo models demonstratesthat the
UVic-ESCMparameterizationfunctionssimilarly to thewet
mineral soils of LPJ-Bern,but UVic-ESCM does include
a topographiccriteriathatis notpartof theLPJ-Bernparam-
eterization.The timing of changesin UVic-ESCM wetland
extentin theborealregionsfollowsthoseof theothermodels
andtheGIEMSdatasetmuchmoreclosely(seediscussionin
Sect.3.1.2).

Monthly zonally averagedwetlandareaplots for 1993to
2004areshown in Fig. A2. CLM4Me hasa patternof ex-
tensive borealsummerwetlandsabove 60◦ N with no wet-
landsevidentoutsideof thesummermonths(Fig. A2a),sim-
ilar to the patternsimulatedby SDGVM (Fig. A2e) and
UVic-ESCM(Fig. A2f). This patternis alsoobservedby the
GIEMSdataset(Fig. A2g), althoughthiscouldbeinfluenced
by thesnow covermaskusedin generatingthedataset.

The lack of wetlands outside of summer months for
CLM4Me is relatedto theparameterizationof no wetlands:
(1) if there is snow on the ground,or (2) if the soil tem-
peratureis below freezing.Outside of the boreal regions,
CLM4Me shows relatively little variation inter- and intra-
annuallyfor latitudinal bandscentredaround30◦ N andthe
equator. An equatorialbandwith little variation in wetland
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Fig. A1. Maximalwetlandextentandmeanannual CH4 flux densitiesfor Experiment1 for all models.

extent is a characteristic sharedwith DLEM (Fig. A2b).
DLEM, however, doessimulateamuchstrongerseasonalcy-
cle in the10◦ N–30◦ N latitudinalbandandalsohasaweaker
seasonalcycle in the NorthernHemisphereborealregions.
DLEM andORCHIDEE (Fig. A2d) overall share many sim-
ilarities in their wetlandextentpatterns,with only slight dif-

ferencessuch as a broaderboreal summerwetland extent
peakin DLEM andamoreseasonallyvaryingequatorialwet-
landextentsimulatedby ORCHIDEE.

LPJ-Bern has wetland areas at all latitudes during all
periodsof the year. The high latitude winter wetland ar-
eas in Fig. A2c are prescribedpeatlands.The variability
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Fig. A1. Continued.

in “wetland” extent for LPJ-Bern was determinedbased
upon CH4 emissions.This was to allow a consistentdefi-
nition of “wetland” for comparisonasthemodelalsosimu-
lateswet mineral soils, inundatedwetlands,and peatlands.
The peatland area in reality is constant,but the area of
methaneemissionsin peatlandsis varying.During the win-
ter, somesmallCH4 emissionscouldoccur(on theorderof
0.01gCH4m−2month−1) makingthesegrid cells appearas
wetlands.TheLPJ-Bernwetland/wetsoilspeakextenttraces
a rapid rise atthe start of the borealsummerwith a more
gradualdeclinewith latitudeasthe borealsummer ends.In
the tropical regions, LPJ-Bernhasa strongseasonalcycle
of wetland/wet soils areawith high extents in the south-

ern tropics during the australsummer and high extents in
thenortherntropicsduringtheborealsummer. Theseasonal
patternsimulatedby LPJ-Bern sharessomecharacteristics
with SDGVM andUVic-ESCM. Both SDGVM andUVic-
ESCM show strongseasonalityin the tropics and subtrop-
ics, with bothmodelsfollowing thepatternsof precipitation
in thoseregions.Interestingly, the GIEMS datasetdoesnot
show astrongseasonalcycle following precipitation patterns
as evident in LPJ-Bern,SDGVM and UVic-ESCM. Both
SDGVM andUVic-ESCMadditionallyhave strongpeaks in
theborealsummerwith little to no wetlandsduringthewin-
ter at latitudesas low as40◦ N. Giventhecloseresemblance
betweenUVic-ESCMandtheGIEMS datasetfor theboreal
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regions,it appearscorrectto assumethatthedominantdriver
of the global patternof wetland extent for UVic-ESCM in
Fig. 2f is the model’s tropical regions. Interestingly, while
SDGVM doesnothavefreezingsoils, it hasasimilar tempo-
ral patternto UVic-ESCM,but hasgenerallyhigherpercent
wetlandsat thesamelatitudes.SDGVM couldbesimply re-
spondingto thegeneralsummerpeakin precipitationatthese
latitudes,particularlyasthewetlandareawasconstrainedun-
der two conditions:(1) themonthlyair temperaturemustbe
above 5◦C, and (2) if the temperaturein a given grid cell
during the current year is alwaysgreaterthan0◦C, thenin
a given month the evapotranspiration mustnot exceedpre-
cipitation.

A2 Methanefluxesby model

CLM4Me hashigh CH4 flux intensityin thetropics,primar-
ily theAmazon,Congo,andIndonesia,andin theborealre-
gionsneartheeasternRussia–Chinaborder, andtheWestand
CentralSiberianlowlands(Fig. 4a). Thesehotspotsof CH4
emissionsarevisible in the meridionalandzonalemission
sums(which accountfor the actualwetlandextent per lati-
tude/longitudeband).The peakaroundlatitudes20◦–30◦ N
is anareaof intensericeagriculture.Thesericepaddieshave
not beenmasked from the CLM4Me outputs.The intense
tropical CH4 fluxes,in part, result from a well-known trop-
ical NPP bias in CLM4Me (Bonanet al., 2012) providing
largeamountsof substratefor methanogenesis.Theseemis-
sionsfrom CLM4Me couldbebiasedlow dueto themodel
seeinga constant[CO2] of 303ppm (it is the only model
withoutanevolving [CO2] in this experiment).

TheDLEM modelhasa morediffusepatternof methane
emissionsthan CLM4Me with a lower CH4 flux intensity
(Fig. 4b). TheCH4 flux intensitymapshows a largenumber
of individual grid cellswith high emissionsintensityandlit-
tle consistentpatternof high emissionregions.China shows
strongemissionsin the extratropics,as well as the central
EasternUS.

IAP-RAS has a meridional and zonal emissionspat-
tern primarily influencedby its wetlanddistribution dataset
(Fig. 4c). CH4 emissionsintensity is generallylow andnot
highly variableacrossmuchof theborealregion,with some
notableexceptionsin theHBL andareasof thesouthern West
SiberianLowlandswhereCH4 emissionsintensityis almost
an orderof magnitudelarger thanthe restof the borealre-
gion. This patternrelatesto thedifferencesin soil depthbe-
tween peat and mineral soils in the model input datasets.
IAP-RAS active layer thickness is heavily influencedby the
thermophysical parametersof the peator mineral soil, im-
pactinguponthesoil temperatureandhydrology. IAP-RAS’s
CH4 emissionsfrom the small amountof tropical andsub-
tropical wetlandsareof relatively high intensityand,since
they are100% wetlandcover, havestrongpeaksin thezonal
andmeridionalsumplots.

Thewet mineralsoilsparameterizationof LPJ-Berngives
zonalandmeridionalCH4 sumplotswith broadpeaksmore
similar to the results of DLEM than either IAP-RAS or
CLM4Me (Fig. 4d). LPJ-Bernalso accountsfor rice agri-
culture,reducingthe naturalwetland emissionsin thesere-
gionssimilar to DLEM. The wet mineralsoils of LPJ-Bern
donotcontributea largeamountof CH4 astheareasof high-
estCH4 fluxesarethosethatwerepartof eitherthe inunda-
tion,or peatland,datasets(seeFig.A1f). TheLPJ-Bernareas
of highestannualCH4 emissionsintensityarethe Pantanal,
India, andeasternChina.Therearealsoareasof high CH4
emittingwetlandsin north-centralAfrica thatare partof the
GIEMS inundationdataset.LPJ-BernhasstrongborealCH4
emissionsin NorthernCanadaandEasternSiberia.This in-
tensityof CH4 emissionscomesfrom inundatedregions,as
theseareasarenotprescribedaspeatlands.

LPJ-WHyMesimulatesapatternof CH4 emissionsunique
from theglobal-scalemodels(Fig. 4e).High CH4 flux inten-
sity is simulatedfor theBritishIslesbyLPJ-WHyMe,aresult
not foundby theothermodels.Theclimateof this region,as
well asthe Pacific coastof North Americaandthe Atlantic
coastof Europe,hasmild wintersthat allow CH4 emissions
to continueyear-round,yielding high annualemissionsin-
tensityfor LPJ-WHyMe.

LPJ-WSLshows a strong gradientbetweenlatitudeswith
tropical regionsgenerallysimulatedwith higherCH4 fluxes
thendecreasingrelatively steadilypoleward (Fig. 4f). This
patternis due to the model parameterizationof CH4 flux
as an exponential function of respirationthat is sensitive
to surface temperatures.Somezonesof exceptionexist to
this trend, primarily in the HBL and West Siberian low-
land regions.The overall meridionaland zonal patternsof
CH4 fluxes of LPJ-WSL are most similar to ORCHIDEE.
Spatially, ORCHIDEECH4 flux density is moreevenly dis-
tributedacrosswetlandareas(Fig. 4g). ORCHIDEE simu-
latesbroadareasof strongCH4 emissionsacrossthetropics,
aswell astheGangesdeltaandeasternChina.Borealemis-
sionsarestrongestacrossbroadareasof theNorthernUSand
EasternEuropeinto WesternSiberia. Theuseof an inunda-
tion datasetfor modelparameterizationis alsovisible,giving
apatchy appearanceto areassuchastheAmazon(seeFig.1).

SDGVM hasa muchlower overall CH4 flux density, with
thestrongestCH4 emissionssimulatedin theAmazonregion.
This low CH4 flux densitycompensatesfor thehighwetland
extent simulatedby the model.SDGVM hasthe smoothest
patternof meridionalandzonalCH4 sumsacrossall models
(CLM4Me’s predictionsappearrelatively smoothdueto the
coarseresolutionof its grid cells),with its largestzonalpeak
in emissionsat theequatorandsmallersecondarypeaksfor
theGangesdeltaandsouthernChina,aswell asabroadpeak
betweenabout40◦–60◦ N. The meridional CH4 sumplot is
dominatedby alargepeakrepresentingthecontributionfrom
theAmazonRivercatchment.
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Fig. A2. Monthly zonallyaveragedwetlandareafor 1993–2004for all modelsthathave independentcalculation of intra-annualvariability.
Theinundationdataset,GIEMS, is includedasanapproximateobservedwetlandarea.

When the wetlandmethaneemissionsare looked at dy-
namically, the seasonal timing and relative contributions
from latitudinalbandsto CH4 fluxesarehighly variablebe-

tweenthemodels(Fig.6). CLM4Me hasanearlyglobalpeak
in CH4 emissionsdrivenby theborealband(40◦–90◦ N), ap-
pearinginJune(Fig.6a)andcorrespondingto theirsimulated
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Table A1. Listing of masksusedto correctsimulatedwetlandar-
easfor non-natural wetlandwaterbodiespermodel.GICEW is the
globalland,iceandwatermaskfrom Hurtt et al. (2006).

Model MaskingApplied
Major rivers Largelakes Riceagriculture

LPJ-Bern GICEW GICEW Leff etal. (2004)
CLM4Me
DLEM
IAP-RAS n.a. n.a. n.a.
LPJ-WHyMe n.a. n.a. n.a.
LPJ-WSL Leff etal. (2004)
ORCHIDEE Leff etal. (2004)
SDGVM
UVic-ESCM
UW-VIC

maximalglobalwetlandextent(Fig.2a).CLM4Mesimulates
relatively smallseasonalityin thetropics(30◦ S–30◦ N), with
anintra-annualchangeontheorderof 5TgCH4yr−1, consis-
tent with the simulatedrelatively small changein wetland
area(Fig. A2a). The much smaller maximum in northern
subtropical(20◦–40◦ N) CH4 fluxespeakslater thanboreal
emissions(in July),althoughtheentireannualrangefor this
latitudinalbandis alsoonly about5TgCH4yr−1.

DLEM has a distinctly different global CH4 flux pat-
ternwith peakemissionsoccurringin August(Fig. 6b), two
monthsafterCLM4Me, but again relatively consistentto the
patternof DLEM simulatedwetland extent (Fig. 2b). As
well, the main sourceof variation in the DLEM emissions
peakis primarily driven by the tropical, boreal,andnorth-
ern subtropicalbands.The DLEM tropical bandhasa CH4
emissionspeakin August, againtwo monthsafterCLM4Me,
but this peakis not obviously dependentuponwetlandex-
tent(Fig. A2b). LPJ-Bernsimulatesa globalCH4 emissions
peakin August,with a strongcontribution from the boreal
region in that month,but also strongly emitting from July
into September (Fig. 6c). The LPJ-Berntropical bandalso
contributeswith a broadborealsummerpeakin emissions.
This timing slightly leadsthe usualmonthof greatestwet-
land/wetsoils extent,simulatedby LPJ-Bernto beSeptem-
ber(Fig. 2c). Giventhepatternof LPJ-BernCH4 emissions,
it appearsthat the wet mineral soils arecontributing small
CH4 flux densities (but large areas)for much of the year
(compareFig. 6c to Fig. 2c), but with a roughly equalflux
contributedby theinundatedandpeatlandfractions.

LPJ-WSLshowsanintermediatetimefor peakglobalCH4
emissions,peakingin July, with contributionsfairly equally
from theentireNorthernHemisphere(Fig. 6d). This pattern
is dueto themodelparameterizationrespondingto thegradi-
entin surfacetemperaturepoleward.ThemodelCH4 param-
eterizationscalesheterotrophicrespirationby surfacetem-
peratureandtwo latitudinalscaling factorsto calculateCH4
flux densities(seedescriptionin Hodsonet al., 2011; Wania

et al., 2012). Like mostmodels,LPJ-WSLshows a reason-
ably stronganticorrelationbetweenthe northernandsouth-
ern tropical region CH4 fluxes, with the northernregion’s
peakemissionsoccurringin thenorthernsummer. This trop-
ical CH4 flux anticorrelationpatternis alsopresentin there-
sultsof CLM4Me,but it is theweakestof all themodels.OR-
CHIDEEhasasimilar timing of peakglobalCH4 emissions,
occurringin July, to LPJ-WSL(Fig. 6e). The ORCHIDEE
globalCH4 emissionspeakis stronglydrivenby thenorthern
borealregion.ORCHIDEE alsohasa strongCH4 flux cycle
in thesoutherntropics,muchstrongerthanthatof thenorth-
ern counterpart.SDGVM simulatesa strongseasonalcycle
of CH4 emissionsin the southerntropical region (Fig. 6f),
while thelargestdriverof peakglobalemissionsfor SDGVM
is thenorthernborealregion. SDGVM sharessomesimilar-
ity with ORCHIDEE in its CH4 flux patternfor thesouthern
tropical bandwith a strongseasonalcycle of higherfluxes
aroundMarchandlowerfluxesaroundAugustto September.
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Abstract. The Wetland and Wetland CH4 Intercomparison

of Models Project (WETCHIMP) was created to evaluate our

present ability to simulate large-scale wetland characteristics

and corresponding methane (CH4) emissions. A multi-model

comparison is essential to evaluate the key uncertainties in

the mechanisms and parameters leading to methane emis-

sions. Ten modelling groups joined WETCHIMP to run eight

global and two regional models with a common experimen-

tal protocol using the same climate and atmospheric carbon

dioxide (CO2) forcing datasets. We reported the main conclu-

sions from the intercomparison effort in a companion paper

(Melton et al., 2013). Here we provide technical details for

the six experiments, which included an equilibrium, a tran-

sient, and an optimized run plus three sensitivity experiments

(temperature, precipitation, and atmospheric CO2 concentra-

tion). The diversity of approaches used by the models is sum-

marized through a series of conceptual figures, and is used to

evaluate the wide range of wetland extent and CH4 fluxes

predicted by the models in the equilibrium run. We discuss

relationships among the various approaches and patterns in

consistencies of these model predictions. Within this group

of models, there are three broad classes of methods used to

estimate wetland extent: prescribed based on wetland distri-

bution maps, prognostic relationships between hydrological

states based on satellite observations, and explicit hydrolog-

ical mass balances. A larger variety of approaches was used

to estimate the net CH4 fluxes from wetland systems. Even

though modelling of wetland extent and CH4 emissions has

progressed significantly over recent decades, large uncertain-

ties still exist when estimating CH4 emissions: there is little

consensus on model structure or complexity due to knowl-

edge gaps, different aims of the models, and the range of

temporal and spatial resolutions of the models.

1 Introduction

In order to study the importance of wetlands in the global

water and carbon cycle a variety of hydrological and bio-

geochemical models have been developed over the last three

decades. The first studies of global-scale wetland CH4 mod-

elling appeared twenty-five years ago (Matthews and Fung,

1987). Matthews and Fung (1987) combined vegetation,

soil and fractional inundation maps along with estimates

of CH4 flux intensity to generate a map of global wetland

distribution and an annual wetland emissions estimate of

∼ 100 Tg CH4 yr−1. Aselman and Crutzen (1989) soon fol-

lowed developing their own wetland distribution datasets,

and assumed CH4 emission flux rates, yielding a wetland

emissions estimated range of 40–160 Tg CH4 yr−1. These

early approaches are limited by uncertainties inherent in up-

scaling point measurements to large regions, and an inabil-

ity to predict changes to wetland systems due to changes in

climate and hydrology because of the use of static wetland

extent and simple scaling-based estimates of CH4 emissions.

As an attempt to circumvent these limitations, process-

based modelling of global CH4 emissions from wetland sys-

tems was first pioneered by Fung et al. (1991) followed by

Christensen and Cox (1995), Christensen et al. (1996), and

Cao et al. (1996). While those early global studies used

the static wetland maps of Matthews and Fung (1987), they

differed in their approach to simulate the CH4 emissions.

Christensen and Cox (1995) was the first study to introduce

a formulation for oxidation and a soil vertical discretiza-

tion in a one-dimensional, single-column model. The sim-

ple approach of Christensen et al. (1996) estimates net CH4

emissions as a fraction of heterotrophic respiration calcu-

lated by an equilibrium vegetation model (BIOME2) giving

a climate sensitive, but perhaps simplistic CH4 emissions es-

timate. A more mechanistic approach was adopted by Cao

et al. (1996) whose CH4 emission model assumes substrate

supply to methanogens is controlled by plant primary pro-

ductivity and soil organic matter decomposition. Methane

production is then modelled as a function of soil tempera-

ture, soil organic matter decomposition, water table position,

and a fixed ratio of CH4 production to decomposed organic

carbon. Oxidation of produced CH4 is assumed to scale with

gross primary productivity (GPP) and to increase to a fixed

fraction under non-inundated conditions (Cao et al., 1996).

None of these initial modelling studies performed transient

simulations and the models originally accounted for hydro-

logic variability only in the vertical dimension, not spatially

within model grid cells. Other process-based models soon

followed but were not applied on a global scale, at least ini-

tially (Walter et al., 1996; Potter, 1997; Walter and Heimann,

2000). These initial papers included mechanistic modelling

of such processes as diffusive, aerenchymal, and ebulli-

tion gas and oxygen transport. More recent work has de-

voted much effort to improving modelling of these processes

(Segers and Leffelaar, 2001; van Bodegom et al., 2001a,b;

Zhuang et al., 2006) and other controls on CH4 production

such as pH (Zhuang et al., 2004). Oxidation in the oxic por-

tion of the soil, water column, and rhizosphere has also been

parameterized (Ridgwell et al., 1999; Segers and Leffelaar,

2001; Zhuang et al., 2006; Curry, 2007, 2009). Model sim-

ulations have also moved on from equilibrium-only simula-

tions to transient simulations (Walter et al., 2001a,b; Shin-

dell et al., 2004; Gedney et al., 2004; Zhuang et al., 2006).

Regional- to global-scale models have now been applied for

the recent past (Ringeval et al., 2010; Hodson et al., 2011;

Spahni et al., 2011; Riley et al., 2011), more distant past

climates (Kaplan, 2002; Valdes et al., 2005; Hopcroft et al.,

2011; Singarayer et al., 2011; Beerling et al., 2011), and to

project responses to future climate change (Shindell et al.,

2004; Gedney et al., 2004; Bohn et al., 2007; Bohn and Let-

tenmaier, 2010; Ringeval, 2011). Wetland and wetland CH4

models are now becoming included in intermediate complex-

ity (Shindell et al., 2004; Gedney et al., 2004; Avis et al.,

2011) and comprehensive (Riley et al., 2011) global climate

and earth system models.
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Table 1. Description of the WETCHIMP modelling protocol.

Name Experiment Climate years Description

Experiment 1-equil Equilibrium 1901–1931 Spin-up of models with 1901–1931 climate until equilibrium.

Experiment 2-trans Transient 1932–2009 Continuing from equilibrium, models are run transiently.

Comparison phase is 1993–2004.

Experiment 3-opt Optimized User-defined Model run with user selected “optimal” configuration.

Comparison phase is 1993–2004.

Experiment 4-CO2 Atmospheric [CO2] sensitivity 1901–1931 From the model state at end of Experiment 1-equil simulation,

apply a globally uniform step increase in [CO2] to reach SRES

A2 2100 levels (857 ppmv). Run model until equilibriuma is

re-established.

Experiment 5-T Temperature sensitivity 1901–1931 From the model state at end of equilibrium run, apply a step

increase in air temperature reflecting mean SRES A2 2100 in-

crease (multi-model mean SAT warming for 2090 to 2099

relative to 1980 to 1999: ≈ +3.4 ◦C). Run model until

equilibriuma re-established.

Experiment 6-P Moisture sensitivity 1901–1931 From the model state at end of transient equilibrium run, a step

increase in precipitation to reflecting mean SRES A2 2100 in-

crease (30 yr average 2071 to 2100 relative to 1961 to 1990:

≈ +3.9%b). Run model until equilibriuma re-established.

a Each modelling group used their own criteria for what equilibrium meant: LPJ-WHyMe, LPJ-Bern, SDGVM used the stability of the soil C pool; UVic-ESCM used soil

moisture and temperature variables; DLEM specified an upper limit for inter-annual changes in total ecosystem C storage (< 0.1 gCm−2), soil moisture (< 0.1), and

nitrogen storage (< 0.1 gNm−2). LPJ-WSL used soil and vegetation carbon. IAP-RAS is an equilibrium model and thus does not require spin-up. b As the IPCC AR4

report does not contain a globally averaged number for the mean precipitation change, this value is from the IPCC TAR Report of 2001.

A number of models have also integrated approaches al-

lowing for dynamic wetland response to climate changes.

Approaches to simulate wetland distribution in order to study

the interaction between climate and free water bodies were

developed by Coe (1997, 1998) and Krinner (2003). The ear-

liest attempt at wetland modelling for the purpose of estimat-

ing wetland CH4 emissions was designed to estimate wetland

emissions during the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM, ∼ 21 ka;

Kaplan, 2002). The simple scheme of Kaplan (2002) used

threshold values of slope and soil moisture content to define

wetland areas, with the soil moisture calculated by an equi-

librium vegetation model (BIOME4); an approach adopted

by other models (Shindell et al., 2004; Weber et al., 2010;

Avis et al., 2011). Later schemes used land cover datasets to

outline peatland regions (Wania et al., 2009a, 2010; Spahni

et al., 2011), and/or satellite-derived inundation datasets

to prescribe wetlands either directly (Hodson et al., 2011;

Ringeval et al., 2010), or indirectly (Ringeval et al., 2011;

Riley et al., 2011). Other wetland distribution schemes use

internally calculated water table positions or soil moisture

thresholds to locate wetlands (Chen et al., 2012).

In this context, the Wetland and Wetland CH4 Inter-

comparison of Models Project (WETCHIMP) was designed

to offer the first multi-model comparison highlighting sim-

ilarities and differences between modelling approaches and

results. The advantage of using a multi-model comparison

is that the range of the current state-of-the-art model esti-

mates for wetland extent and CH4 emissions can be studied

in parallel. This approach allows us to study the sources of

uncertainties and spatial and temporal differences in model

behaviour. The results of this multi-model comparison are

presented in Melton et al. (2013). In this paper, we provide

the technical background for WETCHIMP, presenting de-

tails of the modelling protocol (Sect. 2), descriptions of the

models as used for WETCHIMP (Sect. 3), conceptual com-

parisons of the models involved and results from the model

default simulation to illustrate the differences between mod-

els are presented in Sect. 4. Following the definitions set out

in Melton et al. (2013), we define wetlands for the purpose

of large-scale modelling as grid cells, or fractions thereof,

where the land surface has inundated, or saturated, condi-

tions. Peatlands are a form of wetlands characterized by fixed

extent, at least on timescales of decades, and contrasting

hydrologic and nutrient regimes between dry nutrient-poor

bogs and wet nutrient-rich fens (Melton et al., 2013). Inun-

dated areas are assumed to be wetlands (unless masked out

with a rice agriculture or lake dataset) with the water table

above, or at the soil surface, but do not include areas that are

unsaturated at the soil surface but saturated at depth.

2 Modelling protocol

The models participating in WETCHIMP followed a com-

mon modelling protocol outlined in Table 1 and adhered to it

as closely as possible; divergences from the modelling proto-

col are described in the individual model description section.
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Table 2. List of experiments (described in Table 1) performed by each of the participating modelling groups. “Prognostic” indicates that

a model located at least part of its wetlands based either on an inversion to GIEMS and modelled hydrological state or used GIEMS as

a spatial or temporal constraint. “Prescribed” means that the model used a distribution map for wetlands and “simulated” means that the

model did not input any kind of wetland observational data to locate wetlands (see Sect. 4.1).

Model Areal extent Wetlands CH4 fluxes Experiments performed Contact

CLM4Me global prognostic simulated 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 W. J. Riley

DLEM global prognostic simulated 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 H. Tian

IAP-RAS global prescribed simulated 1, 2, 3, , 5, 6 A. V. Eliseev

LPJ-Bern global prognostic simulated 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 R. Spahni

LPJ-WHyMe 35–90◦ N prescribed simulated 1, 2, , 4, 5, 6 R. Wania

LPJ-WSL∗ global prescribed simulated 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 E. L. Hodson

ORCHIDEE global prognostic simulated 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 B. Ringeval

SDGVM global simulated simulated 1, 2, , 4, 5, 6 P. O. Hopcroft

UVic-ESCM global simulated n/a 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 C. A. Avis

UW-VIC W-Siberia prognostic simulated 1, 2, 3, , , T. Bohn

∗ LPJ-WSL uses the “prognostic” approach for Experiment 3-opt, using GIEMS as guidance for the wetland distribution.

As briefly described in Melton et al. (2013), WETCHIMP

consisted of six experiments, including both a transient sim-

ulation and several equilibrium state simulations with step-

changes to climate forcing. The first experiment (“Experi-

ment 1-equil”) was an equilibrium simulation under repeat-

ing 1901–1931 climate and a carbon dioxide concentration

([CO2]) of 303 ppmv. The second experiment (“Experiment

2-trans”) was a transient historical simulation from 1901–

2009, using observed climate and atmospheric CO2 concen-

tration ([CO2]), with the final (equilibrium) state of Exper-

iment 1-equil as its initial state. Some models require ob-

served fractional inundation values as an input; these were

provided and cover the period 1993–2004 by the Global In-

undation Extent from Multi-Satellites (GIEMS) dataset (Pri-

gent et al., 2007; Papa et al., 2010). Thus, the period 1993–

2004 was selected from Experiment 2-trans for comparison

of model results. A third experiment (“Experiment 3-opt”)

was run for the same time period as Experiment 2-trans, but

allowed the models to run under user-defined optimal config-

urations (e.g. running coupled into an earth system model or

using different meteorological forcing or remotely sensed in-

undation datasets than those common to Experiment 2-trans).

The remaining three experiments applied step-changes to

each model’s equilibrium state from Experiment 1-equil. The

fourth experiment (“Experiment 4-CO2”) applied an instan-

taneous increase in atmospheric [CO2] to 857 ppmv (SRES

A2 year 2100 levels from IPCC, 2000) while holding the

other meteorological inputs identical to Experiment 1-equil;

this perturbed simulation was then run until each model had

reached a new equilibrium state. Experiment 5 (“Experiment

5-T”) investigated the effect of an instantaneous increase of

+3.4 ◦C in surface air temperature (SAT). The magnitude of

this increase was chosen from the SRES A2 year 2100 multi-

model mean SAT warming for the period 2080–2099 rela-

tive to 1980–1999 (Meehl et al., 2007). The final experiment

(“Experiment 6-P”) examined model responses to changes

in precipitation with an instantaneous increase of +3.9 %

(SRES A2 2100 level; 30 yr global average for 2071–2100

relative to 1961–1990) (Prentice et al., 2001). In all cases,

the step increases were applied to all months and grid cells

uniformly. While actual changes in climate are projected to

vary in both space and time, these uniform changes are suit-

able for the purpose of sensitivity tests (Melton et al., 2013).

An overview of which groups conducted which simulations

is shown in Table 2.

All data are freely available for download on http://arve.

epfl.ch/pub/wetchimp, please send request for a username

and password to joe.melton.sci@gmail.com.

2.1 Datasets

2.1.1 Climate data

The CRU (Climate Research Unit) TS3.1 time series

(Mitchell and Jones, 2005; Jones and Harris, 2008) was used

for monthly climate forcing data and – dependent on the

model – precipitation, 2 m air temperature, percentage cloud

cover, number of wet days, and vapour pressure were used

from this dataset. Models that required data with a higher

temporal resolution used the CRUNCEP (CRU and National

Centre for Environmental Prediction) data, which is the cor-

rection of the 6 hourly NCEP reanalysis by the CRU TS3.1

data (Viovy and Ciais, 2011). CRUNCEP provides incoming

long- and short-wave radiation, air specific humidity (used to

compute the relative humidity), pressure, total precipitation,

temperature, and the zonal and meridional components of the

wind. UVic-ESCM (University of Victoria – Earth System

Climate Model) used surface winds and diurnal temperature

range from the NCEP reanalysis directly.
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Fig. 1. Mean annual maximum fraction of inundated land between

1993 and 2004 identified by a multi-satellite approach (Papa et al.,

2010). White areas indicate areas of no inundation.

2.1.2 Soil and wetland distribution data

The soil data used in WETCHIMP are given in Table 3 and

are allocated to each model in Table 4. The model require-

ments for soil data are too broad to accommodate a uniform

soil dataset easily. Soil datasets used, and model treatment

of soil textural information, are thus considered part of the

wetland model itself.

There are several wetland distribution maps that were used

for our simulations: (i) remotely sensed inundation area from

GIEMS (Prigent et al., 2007; Papa et al., 2010) (Fig. 1),

(ii) northern peatland distribution from NCSCD (Northern

Circumpolar Soil Carbon Database; Tarnocai et al., 2007,

2009) (Fig. 2), and (iii) peatland distribution for the West

Siberian Lowlands (Sheng et al., 2004) (Fig. 3). In addition,

some groups made use of the rice distribution dataset by Leff

et al. (2004) (Fig. 4) and the GICEW water bodies and land

ice dataset (Fig. 5) to exclude areas from their wetland dis-

tribution map.

2.1.3 Global Inundation Extent from Multi-Satellites

(GIEMS)

As the GIEMS dataset is used extensively by several mod-

els, and forms a comparison for the model outputs in Melton

et al. (2013), it will be described in more detail here. The

GIEMS dataset (Fig. 1) is a global, multi-year product quan-

tifying the monthly variations of the distribution and ex-

tent of episodic and seasonal inundations, wetlands, rivers,

lakes and irrigated agriculture at 0.25◦ resolution at the

equator. GIEMS is derived from a complementary suite

of satellite observations including passive microwave ob-

servations (SSM/I (special sensor microwave/imager) emis-

sivities), active microwave observations (ERS scatterome-

ter), along with AVHRR-NDVI (Advanced Very High Res-

olution Radiometer-normalized difference vegetation index).

The complete methodology is described in detail in Prigent

et al. (2007) and Papa et al. (2010) and is briefly summarized

here. First, an unsupervised classification of the three sources
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Fraction of gridcell under peatland

Fig. 2. Fraction of land covered by northern peatlands at present

(Tarnocai et al., 2007, 2009).
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Fig. 3. Fraction of land covered by peatlands at present in the West

Siberian Lowlands. Data were taken from Sheng et al. (2004) and

aggregated to a 0.5◦
× 0.5◦ grid by T. Bohn.

of satellite data is performed, and pixels with satellite signa-

tures likely related to inundation are retained. For each inun-

dated pixel, the monthly fractional coverage by open water

is obtained using the passive microwave signal and a lin-

ear mixture model with end-members calibrated with scat-

terometer observations to account for the effects of vegeta-

tion cover. We use here the dataset available at a monthly

timescale for the period 1993–2004. More detailed informa-

tion concerning the seasonal and inter-annual behaviour of

GIEMS dataset can be found in Prigent et al. (2012) for the

global-scale analysis and in Papa et al. (2006) and Papa et al.

(2008) for for the tropical and boreal regions, respectively.

3 Participating models

In this section, we describe each model briefly and refer to

published papers where more detailed information can be

found. Modifications to models that were made after recent

publications or specifically for WETCHIMP are described in

the respective model section. An overview of which models

performed which experiments is given in Table 2 and a list of

forcing data for each model is provided in Table 4. The mod-

els follow the prescribed modelling protocol listed in Table 1

unless otherwise stated in the respective model description.
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Table 3. Names and types of input datasets together with references and a list of models that used the data.

Name of dataset Description Used by Reference

CRU TS3.1 Climate All modelsa Mitchell and Jones (2005); Jones and Harris (2008)

CRUNCEP Climate All modelsa Viovy and Ciais (2011)

Law Dome Composite CO2 All models http://grkapweb1.epfl.ch/pub/ARVE tech report2 co2spline.pdf

Dentener et al. (2006) Nitrogen deposition DLEM Dentener et al. (2006)

FAO Soil texture classes ORCHIDEE Batjes (1997)

HWSD Soil texture classes LPJ-Bern FAO/IIASA/ISRIC/ISSCAS/JRC (2009)

IGBP-DIS Soil texture classes CLM4Me, DLEM Global Soil Data Task Group (2000)

ISLSCP I Soil texture classes SDGVM Sellers et al. (1996)

ISLSCP II Soil texture classes, UVic-ESCM ISLSCP-II (2009)

soil carbon density

MODIS Distribution of plant UW-VIC Bartalev et al. (2003)

functional types (PFTs)

ETOPO 2v2 Topography SDGVM, UVic-ESCM ETOPO (2006)

HYDRO1k Topography ORCHIDEE http://webgis.wr.usgs.gov/globalgis/metadata qr/metadata/hydro1k.htm

CLM soil colours Soil colours CLM4Me Lawrence and Chase (2007)

GIEMS Monthly inundated CLM4Me, DLEM, Prigent et al. (2007); Papa et al. (2010)

wetland area LPJ-Bern, LPJ-WSL,

ORCHIDEE, UW-VICb

1993–2004 (Fig. 1)

Schroeder et al. (2010) Remotely sensed UW-VICc Schroeder et al. (2010)

inundation dataset

CDIAC NDP017 Wetland area IAP-RAS http://cdiac.esd.ornl.gov/ndps/ndp017.html

GLWD Global land cover DLEM Lehner and Döll (2004)

NCSCD Annual fractional LPJ-Bern, Tarnocai et al. (2007, 2009)

cover of northern LPJ-WHyMe

peatlands (Fig. 2)

Sheng Peatland fraction (Fig. 3) UW-VIC Sheng et al. (2004)

and peat depths

Leff Annual fractional cover of DLEM, Leff et al. (2004), Spahni et al. (2011)

rice fields scaled by LPJ-Bern,

monthly inundation (Fig. 4) LPJ-WSL

Fries et al. (1998) Global land cover DLEM Fries et al. (1998)

GICEW Waterbodies and land LPJ-Bern http://luh.sr.unh.edu/

ice excluding ice sheets (Fig. 5)

a These datasets were required for use in Experiments 1, 2, 4, 5, and 6. b Used in experiments 1 and 2. c Used in experiment 3.
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Fig. 4. Annual maximum fraction of land covered by rice fields

(Leff et al., 2004).

3.1 CLM4Me

The version of CLM4Me used for this project is described

in Riley et al. (2011), and is incorporated into the Com-

munity Land Model 4 (CLM4; Lawrence et al., 2011), the

land-surface component of CESM1 (Community Earth Sys-

tem Model 1). Using the hydrology, soil carbon cycling, and

soil thermal physics predicted in CLM4, net CH4 fluxes are

computed separately in inundated and non-inundated areas in

each grid cell, including uptake of atmospheric CH4. The re-

action and transport equations for CH4 and oxygen (where

applicable) include production, consumption, aerenchyma

transport, ebullition, and diffusion.

3.1.1 WETCHIMP set-up

The CH4 model code deviates slightly from that described in

Riley et al. (2011); these changes resulted in less than a 5 %

difference from the global budget presented in Riley et al.

(2011). The changes in the code include: (i) the calculation

of below-ground root mass for determining aerenchyma area

now uses the time-lagged (1 yr decay time) belowground-to-

aboveground NPP (net primary productivity) ratio, instead of

the instantaneous one, and (ii) in calculating the water avail-

ability for permafrost vegetation, root fraction is weighted

over all soil layers down to last year’s maximum active

layer depth, rather than the instantaneous active layer depth,

thereby causing a slight delay in growth in the spring.
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Table 4. A list of the models that contributed simulations to WETCHIMP. The “Wetland types” gives a quick overview of what kind of

wetlands are used or simulated by each model. The explanations for the wetland types and soil datasets, as well as the full references are

given in Table 3.

Model Resolution Wetland types Climate Soil data

(lon × lat) forcing

CLM4Me 2.5◦
× 1.9◦ Simulated inundated area based on CRUNCEP IGBP-DIS

predicted water table and runoff and

an inversion to GIEMS

DLEM 0.5◦
× 0.5◦ Mixture between prescribed and CRUNCEP IGBP-DIS

simulated, rice mask by Leff

IAP-RAS 0.5◦
× 0.5◦ Olson data for wetlands CRU3.1 Peat in peatlands,

(bogs/mires, swamps, heaths/ loam elsewhere

moorlands, tundra)

LPJ-Bern 0.5◦
× 0.5◦ Peatlands from NCSCD, inundated CRU3.1 HWSD

wetlands from GIEMS, rice mask

by Leff, permanent water or ice

from GICEW, simulated wet soils

LPJ-WHyMe 0.5◦
× 0.5◦ Peatlands from NCSCD CRU3.1 n/aa

LPJ-WSL 0.5◦
× 0.5◦ Inundated area from GIEMS, rice CRU3.1 FAO

mask by Leff for all experiments

except 3b

ORCHIDEE 1◦
× 1◦ Simulated, but annual mean over CRUNCEP FAO for mineral

1993–2004 adjusted to mean of

GIEMS

SDGVM 0.5◦
× 0.5◦ All simulated CRU3.1 ISLSCP I

UVic-ESCM 3.6◦
× 1.8◦ All simulated CRU3.1+NCEPc ISLSCP II

UW-VIC 100 kmd Simulated lakes and peatlands CRUNCEP FAO for mineral

soils, Sheng for

peatland fraction

a LPJ-WHyMe is a peatland only model, thus no “soil” data is required. b LPJ-WSL Exp. 3 is a mix between prescribed (GIEMS) and simulated

inundation area based upon an empirical relationship between simulated water runoff and GIEMS. c Surface winds and diurnal temperature are

taken from the NCEP reanalysis. d 100 km polar azimuthal equal area grid (EASE grid), resampled to 0.5◦
× 0.5◦.

The CLM model requires a number of forcings in addi-

tion to the lower atmospheric boundary conditions and fluxes

specified in the CRUNCEP forcing. For all the experiments

except Experiment 3-opt, the standard CLM4 year 2000 con-

ditions are used for atmospheric [CO2] experienced by plant

stomata (except Experiment 4-CO2), atmospheric nitrogen

deposition, atmospheric aerosol deposition, and vegetation

distributions. For Experiment 3-opt, the same configuration

as in Riley et al. (2011) is used, namely a spin-up to “1850”

conditions using the 1850 [CO2], nitrogen, aerosols, and

vegetation distributions, and then repeated 1948–1972 (Qian

et al., 2006) corrected-NCEP forcing. A transient simulation

from 1850–2004 is run using transient data for [CO2], ni-

trogen, aerosols, and vegetation, using repeated 1948–1972

forcing through 1972, at which point the model is switched

to actual-year forcing through 2004.

The model is run at 1.9◦
× 2.5◦ resolution and the stan-

dard CLM4 datasets are used, except that the default CLM4

1 × 106 km2 of inland non-vegetated wetland area that were

used in Riley et al. (2011), were eliminated. As described in

that paper, the CLM4Me model requires three parameters at

each grid cell to calculate the inundated fraction as a function

of the modelled water table and lagged surface runoff, based

on an inversion to Prigent et al. (2007) satellite observations

for 1994–1998. For WETCHIMP, the parameters generated

in a previous model described in Riley et al. (2011) were

used (similar to Experiment 3-opt); however, the parameters

were not re-optimised with the CRUNCEP forcing, hence the

CRUNCEP 1990s inundated area (e.g. Experiment 2-trans)

may differ from that simulated in Experiment 3-opt.

3.2 DLEM

The Dynamic Land Ecosystem Model (DLEM) is a process-

based model that simulates daily carbon, water and nitrogen

fluxes and pool sizes for land and riverine ecosystems. These

pools and fluxes are influenced by changes in atmospheric

chemistry (CO2, ozone concentration and nitrogen deposi-

tion), climate, land cover and land use change, management

practices (e.g. irrigation, fertilization, rotation, and technol-

ogy improvement), and other disturbances (e.g. fire, hurri-

cane, insects, disease, and forest harvest) (Tian et al., 2010,

2011a,b, 2012). For WETCHIMP, the disturbance submodel
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Fig. 5. Fractional grid cells covered by permanent water bodies or

ice are not considered to be wetlands (GICEW, http://luh.sr.unh.

edu/). The Greenland ice sheet is masked out.

and the influence of ozone chemistry were not used due to

a lack of spatially explicit driving data.

The soil biogeochemistry module simulates CH4 uptake

in upland ecosystems and emissions in wetland ecosystems.

The mechanisms and algorithms for simulating CH4 fluxes

have been described in Tian et al. (2010, 2011b); Xu et al.

(2010). DLEM requires input datasets for daily climate (av-

erage, maximum, and minimum air temperature, precipita-

tion, gross radiation, and relative air humidity), atmospheric

composition ([CO2], nitrogen deposition and ozone), annual

land use information, soil condition information (soil texture,

pH, and soil depth), and topographic data (elevation, slope,

and aspect).

Wetlands are defined as those areas that are inundated or

saturated by surface water at a frequency and duration suffi-

cient to support vegetation growth, which leads to five wet-

land types: (i) rice paddy, (ii) permanent herbaceous wetland,

(iii) permanent woody wetland, (iv) seasonal herbaceous

wetland and (v) seasonal woody wetland. The distribution

map for different wetland types are determined based on the

data from Stillwell-Soller et al. (1995); Aselman and Crutzen

(1989) and Lehner and Döll (2004). DLEM simulates water

transport to rivers based upon catchments, but does not ex-

plicitly move water through grid cells and thereby does not

influence conditions in neighbouring grid cells. The version

of DLEM used to simulate CH4 fluxes for WETCHIMP has

been described by Tian et al. (2010, 2011a); Xu et al. (2010).

The CH4 exchanges between ecosystems and the atmosphere

are a combination of CH4 production, oxidation, and trans-

port from soil/water to the atmosphere. DLEM only consid-

ers CH4 production from dissolved organic carbon (DOC),

which is indirectly controlled by environmental factors in-

cluding soil pH, temperature, soil texture and soil moisture

content.

3.2.1 WETCHIMP set-up

The input data except those specifically mentioned in the ex-

perimental designs were kept constant at 1993 levels during
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Fig. 6. Conceptual overview of how the participating models de-

rive their “CH4 producing area” (MPA). Each model (and in some

cases, version) is represented by a different colour. The flow of

a particular model starts with the model’s name and ends at the

“CH4 producing area”. The simplest models rely on “Prescribed

constant wetland extents” to define their MPAs (LPJ-WHyMe, LPJ-

Bern peatlands, IAP-RAS), whereas UW-VIC uses “Prescribed con-

stant wetland extents” only as maximal boundaries. LPJ-WSL and

LPJ-Bern wetlands use remotely sensed inundation directly. “Soil

moisture” is exclusively simulated by a “Hydrological model” and

is used to either derive “Unsaturated” MPAs directly (LPJ-Bern

wetsoils) or in combination with “Topography” (UVic-ESCM). Of

the remaining models that use “Topography”, all but SDGVM de-

pend on “Remotely-sensed inundation” data to arrive at the “Wa-

ter table position”, which CLM4Me, DLEM, ORCHIDEE, UW-

VIC and SDGVM use in combination with the other factors (e.g.

CLM4Me also uses runoff) to determine “Unsaturated” and “Satu-

rated/inundated” MPAs. LPJ-WSL (Exp. 3) uses “Water table po-

sition” to obtain only the “Saturated/inundated” MPA. The order in

which processes are calculated do not always strictly follow the path

used in this schematic representation.
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the WETCHIMP simulations. DLEM was run at a daily time

step and a 0.5◦
× 0.5◦ spatial resolution. For experiments 1,

4, 5, and 6, DLEM used wetland extent data in 1993 as in-

put, while for experiments 2 and 3, transient wetland extent

data was used. Before running it at the global scale, DLEM

was first calibrated against field experimental and observa-

tional data. The parameters and their values were described

in Tian et al. (2010) and Xu et al. (2010). The water cycle

module in DLEM used for the WETCHIMP simulations dif-

fers from the previous version used in DLEM publications

(e.g. Tian et al., 2012). The main difference can be found

in the water cycle module, which simulates the dynamics

of inundated surface water extent and water table position

Liu et al., 2012. The new water cycle module uses compo-

nents of previously published models, TOPMODEL (Topog-

raphy based hydrological model; Beven and Kirkby, 1979),

SIMTOP (Simple TOPMODEL; Niu et al., 2005) and CLM

(Oleson et al., 2008), to improve its soil and surface water

dynamics (Liu et al., 2012).

To integrate the GIEMS inundation fraction and rice paddy

(Leff et al., 2004) datasets with the DLEM-simulated wet-

land distribution, some of the DLEM parameterizations were

adapted for a semi-prognostic approach to determine wet-

land area. DLEM separately simulated the extent of two ma-

jor natural wetland types: permanent and seasonal wetlands.

For the permanent natural wetland distribution, areas of the

GIEMS dataset that were continually inundated during the

growing season (May to August) of 1993–2004 were re-

garded as permanent wetlands. In these areas, the soil mois-

ture was prescribed at saturation. Excluding areas of perma-

nent wetlands, seasonal wetlands were determined using the

DLEM prognostic parameterizations as discussed previously.

Thus minimum annual wetland area is controlled by the

GIEMS dataset, but daily and seasonal wetland area dynam-

ics above this were determined by internal DLEM model dy-

namics and controlled by the maximum wetland extent data.

The maximum (or potential) wetland extent data was gener-

ated based on GIEMS data by taking the largest inundated

percentage in each grid cell during 1993–2004. DLEM did

not specifically separate peatland from other wetland types.

Instead, we separated the five wetland types (listed above) –

based on the soil moisture condition and land cover types

– for which the CH4 module is run. The remaining non-

inundated fraction in each grid cell was treated as upland

land cover. We separately ran each fraction of the grid cells.

Before simulations lakes and rivers were masked out using

the GWLD (Global Wetland and Lakes Database) dataset

(Lehner and Döll, 2004) and rice with the Leff datset (Leff

et al., 2004).

3.3 IAP-RAS model

The present version of the IAP-RAS (Institute of Applied

Physics – Russian Academy of Sciences) wetland CH4

emission module is described by Mokhov et al. (2007).

The module consists of two parts; one for soil temperature

calculations, and a second for calculations of CH4 emis-

sions. Soil temperature is calculated based on the model by

Kudryavtsev et al. (1977). This model represents a gener-

alized solution of Stephan’s problem with annual temper-

ature variations at the lower boundary of the atmosphere,

while accounting for the influence of snow and moss cover.

Moss cover is prescribed as a layer of 10 cm thickness in

presence of boreal and tundra vegetation. The depth of sea-

sonal thaw/freeze depends on the annual variation of the

near-surface temperature and precipitation. The influence of

the effect of snow metamorphism is ignored. The seasonal

thaw depth was assessed based on the thickness of the active

layer and temperature of the soil surface. Only soil layers

to a certain limit depth were included in the calculations.

In the standard version, the depths of 15 and 60 cm were

used for tropical and extratropical zones, respectively. Simi-

lar depth values are obtained for the organic carbon content

in soil at the characteristic peat density of 200 kgm−3 based

on data from http://soils.usda.gov/use/worldsoils/mapindex/

soc.html. Deeper layers were ignored in calculations of CH4

emissions by wetlands. The amount of water in wetlands is

considered to be always sufficient for inundation. Methane

emissions are calculated based on the empirical model of

Christensen and Cox (1995).

3.3.1 WETCHIMP set-up

For WETCHIMP simulations, the model was run at 0.5◦
×

0.5◦ resolution using CRU TS3.1 dataset as climate forcing

(Mitchell and Jones, 2005). Wetland areal extent was pre-

scribed according to the CDIAC (Carbon Dioxide Informa-

tion Analysis Center) NDP017 dataset, also known as the Ol-

son database (http://cdiac.esd.ornl.gov/ndps/ndp017.html).

In this dataset, only areas with ecosystem codes 44

(“bog/mire of cool or cold climates”), 45+72 (“warm and hot

wetlands”), 64 (“heath and moorland”), and 53 (“tundra”) are

considered as wetlands. The inclusion of tundra regions as

methane–producing area was specifically for WETCHIMP;

earlier applications of IAP-RAS model neglected their con-

tribution. Outside of wetlands, soil thermophysical parame-

ters are homogeneously prescribed as loam everywhere.

3.4 LPJ-Bern

LPJ-Bern is a subsequent development of the Lund-Potsdam-

Jena dynamic global vegetation model (Sitch et al., 2003;

Joos et al., 2004; Gerber et al., 2003) that combines process-

based, large-scale representations of terrestrial vegetation dy-

namics, soil hydrology (Gerten et al., 2004; Wania et al.,

2009a), human induced land use changes (Strassmann et al.,

2008; Stocker et al., 2011), permafrost and peatland estab-

lishment (Wania et al., 2009a,b) and simulation of biogeo-

chemical trace gas emissions, such as CH4 (Wania et al.,

2010; Spahni et al., 2011; Zürcher et al., 2013).
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3.4.1 WETCHIMP set-up

The CH4 model within the LPJ-Bern version differs

slightly from the LPJ-WHyMe (LPJ Wetland Hydrology and

Methane) CH4 model that was used in Wania et al. (2010)

and Spahni et al. (2011). The main differences with respect

to CH4 emissions concern peatland modelling, global carbon

cycle parameters and input data. The differences between the

model as used in this study and Spahni et al. (2011) (and

thus to LPJ-WHyMe version 1.3.1, Wania et al., 2010) are

described below ordered by CH4 source and sink category.

LPJ-Bern uses a different ebullition mechanism for CH4

emissions from peatlands, which includes variations in par-

tial pressure of CO2 (Zürcher et al., 2013). The carbon bal-

ance over all layers is now preserved after every gas diffu-

sion time step, whereas in LPJ-WHyMe a correction factor

for carbon balance is applied at the end of the year. The pos-

sible plant functional types in peatlands are limited to flood-

tolerant graminoids and Sphagnum mosses. Additionally, the

prescribed fractional peatland cover per grid cell is taken

from NCSCD (Tarnocai et al., 2007, 2009). NCSCD cov-

ers histels and histosols in the northern high-latitudes with

a total area of 2.7 × 106 km2, which is larger than the ex-

tent (2.06×106 km2) used in Spahni et al. (2011). The global

scaling factor used by Wania et al. (2010) to account for the

lack of microtopography in the model is thus reduced from

75 to 26 % to constrain CH4 emissions from peatlands in

2004 to 28.2 Tg CH4 yr−1 (Spahni et al., 2011).

For CH4 emissions in inundated areas the GIEMS monthly

fractional inundation dataset for 1993–2004 was averaged by

month (e.g. mean January, mean February, etc.). The frac-

tional area of inundation per grid cell is further limited by

the fraction of land available, i.e. land not covered by per-

manent water or ice (GICEW, http://luh.sr.unh.edu/). In grid

cells containing peatlands (35–90◦ N), the inundated fraction

was assumed to include peatlands. If the inundated fraction

exceeds the constant peatland fraction, the difference is inter-

preted as the inundated fraction of mineral soils. This is dif-

ferent to the treatment in Spahni et al. (2011), where the inun-

dated fraction was explicitly set to zero north of 45◦ N. The

fraction of inundated areas was further divided into natural

wetlands and rice agriculture using the scheme as described

in Spahni et al. (2011). For these two categories the CH4 to

CO2 conversion tuning parameter was adjusted to obtain total

CH4 emissions in 2004 of 81.3 Tg CH4 yr−1 for natural wet-

lands and of 43.1 Tg CH4 yr−1 for rice agriculture (Spahni

et al., 2011).

For CH4 emissions in wet mineral soils, the above changes

were included and the remaining non-inundated and non-

peatland land cover was taken as fractional area of mineral

soils. These mineral soils can either function as a CH4 source

or sink, depending on their soil moisture (Spahni et al.,

2011). For this study the CH4 to CO2 conversion factor –

a global scaling factor – for CH4 emissions from wet min-

eral soils was scaled to obtain emissions of 63.1 Tg CH4 yr−1

for 2004. For the CH4 uptake the concentration-to-flux tun-

ing factor was reduced to reach a global consumption of

25.8 Tg CH4 yr−1 (Spahni et al., 2011).

While the peatland fraction is a separate tile in each

grid cell with its own carbon and soil water pools, the

other three CH4 source types and the sink share the

same tile. So, for the non-peatland areas, there is no

interaction between water table position and vegetation

growth. Compared to Spahni et al. (2011), an updated soil

type map based on the World Harmonized Soil Database

(FAO/IIASA/ISRIC/ISSCAS/JRC, 2009) was used by select-

ing the dominant soil type in each 0.5◦
×0.5◦ grid cell. How-

ever, soil properties for the corresponding 9 soil types were

not changed to previous simulations (Spahni et al., 2011).

When model results were compared to other WETCHIMP

models a unique feature was observed in CH4 emissions from

northern peatlands as simulated by LPJ-Bern. Emissions for

the years 1998, 1999 and 2001 are extremely high for some

sites compared to average peatland emissions (Melton et al.,

2013). Investigating the model output showed the high emis-

sion peaks in those years originates from CH4 gas reservoirs

within and below frozen peat layers. Two processes are re-

sponsible for the establishment of these CH4 gas reservoirs.

First, in LPJ-Bern, frozen peat layers act as a barrier for gas

diffusion thus allowing CH4 to accumulate beneath. Second,

if environmental conditions are suitable methanogenesis can

occur in unfrozen layers, regardless whether layers above are

frozen. Normally, CH4 production in deeper layers is neg-

ligible, but for the WETCHIMP simulations a considerable

amount of CH4 gas accumulated beneath a frozen layer dur-

ing the model spin-up procedure (1000 yr). This stored CH4

could not escape to the atmosphere until the year 1998 in

the transient run, the first year showing an exceptional boreal

warming that led to thawing of peat layers and burst emis-

sions of CH4. While the process as such could be questioned,

the magnitude of CH4 emissions is certainly too large, as can

be concluded from the model–data comparison in the Hud-

son Bay lowlands (Melton et al., 2013).

3.5 LPJ-WHyMe

Methane emissions for peatlands north of 35◦ N were sim-

ulated using LPJ-WHyMe (Wania et al., 2009a,b, 2010;

Spahni et al., 2011). Location and fractional cover of peat-

lands are taken from NCSCD (Tarnocai et al., 2007, 2009).

Monthly air temperature, precipitation, percentage cloud

cover and number of wet days are taken from CRU TS3.1

to force all simulations. The data from 1901–1930 are used

repeatedly to spin-up the model for 1000 yr before running it

transiently, either for 1901–1930 or 1901–2009.

3.5.1 WETCHIMP set-up

Instead of running LPJ-WHyMe only once for an average to-

pographical microform, two parallel runs were executed for
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each experiment. One run represents the wetter microform,

lawns, which emit more CH4, and the other one represents

the drier microform, hummocks. The model modifications to

approximate these two microforms include setting the daily

drainage rate to 0.2 mm (lawns) and to 0.6 mm (hummocks),

whereas it was 0 mm in Wania et al. (2010). These modifi-

cations lower the water table position in hummocks com-

pared to lawns. The vegetation for hummocks is restricted

to Sphagnum mosses, whereas lawns are able to grow any

plant functional type depending on the water table position

(Wania et al., 2009b). Methane emissions from the two par-

allel runs are averaged under the assumption that hummocks

and hollows cover approximately the same surface area.

3.6 LPJ-WSL

The LPJ-WSL CH4 model used in this analysis is the same

as presented in Hodson et al. (2011), but has been recali-

brated to a new set of regional CH4 fluxes as noted below.

The wetland CH4 flux (E) at each 0.5◦
× 0.5◦ grid cell (x)

and monthly time step (t) is calculated as a linear function of

two scaling factors (rCH4:C and fecosys), wetland extent (A)

and heterotrophic respiration (Rhetr) according to the follow-

ing equation:

E(x, t) = rCH4:C · fecosys(x) · A(x, t) · Rh(x, t). (1)

The notation in Eq. (1) has been modified from Hodson

et al. (2011) to follow Table 5 (to convert between the no-

tation in Eq. (1) and Hodson et al. (2011): rCH4:C = β ;

fecosys = F ; A = S).

Together, rCH4:C and fecosys(x) comprise the scaling ra-

tio F(x), which converts C to CH4 fluxes and is a function of

two weighted-regional scaling factors, one representing trop-

ical (T) and another representing boreal (B) wetland climates

(with temperate conditions represented as a combination of

tropical and boreal). This approach allows the model to ac-

count for broad ecosystem differences in CH4-emitting ca-

pacity between wetland types (Eq. 2). The weighting of wet-

land type (i.e. tropical vs boreal) in each grid cell is calcu-

lated based on surface temperature (Eq. 3).

F(x) = rCH4:C · fecosys(x) = σ(x)FT + (1 − σ(x))FB (2)

σ(x) = exp((T (x)− Tmax)/8), (3)

where T (x) is the mean near-surface temperature between

1960 and 1990, and Tmax = 303.35 ◦K. σ(x) cannot exceed

1. Equations 2 and 3 correct unintentional omissions in both

equations as written in Hodson et al. (2011).

3.6.1 WETCHIMP set-up

For WETCHIMP, we constrained the scaling ratios, FT

and FB, by minimizing the error between our model fit,

inverse modelling results (Spahni et al., 2011) and a re-

gional flux estimate from the Hudson Bay Lowlands (Pickett-

Heaps et al., 2011), yielding FT = 0.152 and FB = 0.049.

Total global wetland and rice fluxes were constrained at

215.8 Tg CH4 yr−1, wetland and rice fluxes north of 45◦ N

at 39.6 Tg CH4 yr−1 (Spahni et al., 2011), and wetland and

rice fluxes from 50–60◦ N and 75–96◦ W at 2.3 Tg CH4 yr−1

(Pickett-Heaps et al., 2011). These are different constraints

than were used in Hodson et al. (2011).

Rhetr was calculated using the LPJ-WSL dynamic global

vegetation model (DGVM), based on the LPJv3.1 DGVM

(Sitch et al., 2003; Gerten et al., 2004). The monthly clima-

tology inputs (precipitation, mean temperature, cloud cover,

wet days) were taken from CRU TS3.1 and the non-gridded

annual CO2 concentration inputs to LPJ-WSL are described

in Hodson et al. (2011). In addition, as in Hodson et al.

(2011), soil texture was prescribed from the Food and Agri-

culture Organization (Zobler, 1986), using a 2-soil layer hy-

drological model with a total soil depth of 1.5 m. For scenar-

ios 2 and 3, a 1000 yr spin-up was implemented by recycling

the first 30 yr of climate data (1901–1930) with preindustrial

CO2 concentrations to equilibrate soil and vegetation carbon

pools, followed by a transient climate and CO2 simulation

running from 1901–2005. For scenarios 1, 4, 5, and 6, instead

of using a repeating 1901–1930 climate, first a 12 monthly

mean annual dataset was created and repeated until equilib-

rium is reached. The default soil respiration equation in LPJ

was used for all scenarios except experiment 3.

We used the same temperature and moisture dependent

equation as in Hodson et al. (2011), which allows the soil

respiration to drop to zero when soil moisture is zero. For

experiment 3, we used the soil moisture–respiration equation

from Sitch et al. (2003) that fixes the soil respiration to a min-

imum of 0.25 in the upper one meter of soil, even when soil

moisture drops to values below 0.25.

For all experiments except experiment 3, wetland extent

(A) represents natural wetlands and lakes and is the origi-

nal, monthly varying GIEMS inundation dataset processed

to 0.5◦
×0.5◦ spatial resolution with rice growing regions re-

moved (Leff et al., 2004). For experiments 1, 4, 5, and 6, this

wetland area satellite product was averaged across all years

from 1993–2004 to create a 12 month mean wetland area

product. For experiment 3, a combined satellite and model

product was used, which is described in Hodson et al. (2011).

3.7 ORCHIDEE

The ORCHIDEE (Organising Carbon and Hydrology in Dy-

namic Ecosystems) model (Krinner et al., 2005) has been

implemented with a wetland CH4 emissions scheme. This

version of ORCHIDEE has been previously used to simulate

the evolution of wetland CH4 emissions under future climate

change (Koven et al., 2011) and to study the feedback be-

tween climate, atmospheric CH4, and CO2 (Ringeval et al.,

2011). Simulations of ORCHIDEE for the current time pe-

riod have also been performed and evaluated against top–

down simulations to investigate the role of wetlands in the
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Table 5. A general description of the dependencies of CH4 production, CH4 oxidation (does not include atmospheric CH4 oxidation) and

CH4 flux. All of the fluxes are modulated by a CH4-producing area (see Fig. 6). Parameters and variables used in the models were harmonized

where possible, but identical names do not indicate identical values in the different models.

Model CH4 production (P ) CH4 oxidation (O) Atmospheric CH4 oxidation (Oatm) Net CH4 flux (F )

CLM4Me P = RhetrCH4:CfpHfpEQ10 O = Omaxf[O2]
f[CH4]

f2Q10 Oatm = Ro,maxf[O2]
fatm[CH4]f[CH4]

f2Q10 F = (P − O)ftransport − Oatm

DLEM P = PmaxClabilefT fpHf2 Otrans = Otrans,maxfplanttransfT

Osoil = Osoil,maxf[CH4]
fTsoil

fpHfoxid,2 Oatm = Oatm,maxfatm[CH4]fTair
fpHfoxid,2 F = (P − Otrans − Osoil)ftransport − Oatm

IAP-RAS P = fT – – F = Pf2Q10

LPJ-Bern peat P = RhetrCH4:CfrootfWTP O = f[O2]
f[CH4]

rO2
– F = (P − O)ftransport

LPJ-Bern wetlands P = RhetrCH4:C – – F = P

LPJ-Bern rice P = RhetrCH4:C – – F = P

LPJ-Bern wetsoils P = RhetrCH4:Cf2 – Oatm = fatm[CH4]fT f2fsoil F = P − Oatm

LPJ-WHyMe P = RhetrCH4:CfrootfWTP O = f[O2]
f[CH4]

rO2
– F = (P − O)ftransport

LPJ-WSL P = RhetrCH4:Cfecosys – – F = P

ORCHIDEE P = R0ClabilefWTPfT Q10 O = fWTPf[CH4]
Q10 – F = (P − O)ftransport

SDGVM P = RhetrCH4:CfWTPfT Q10 O = 0.9P – F = P − O

UW-VIC P = R0fNPPfrootfT Q10 O = f[CH4]
Q10 – F = (P − O)ftransport

current atmospheric CH4 concentration growth rate (Pison

et al., 2013).

The wetland CH4 emissions, ECH4
(g, t), are computed for

each grid cell, g, and for each time step, t , through the fol-

lowing equation:

ECH4
(g, t) =

∑

WTPi

SWTPi
(g, t)DWTPi

(g, t), (4)

where SWTPi
is the fraction of g covered by a wetland whose

water table position (WTP) is equal to WTPi . DWTPi
is the

CH4 flux (i.e. g CH4 (m−2 ofwetland) time−1) for a wetland

whose water table position is equal to WTPi . SWTPi
and

DWTPi
are, respectively, computed by (i) the coupling be-

tween a TOPMODEL (Beven and Kirkby, 1979) approach

and ORCHIDEE, and (ii) the coupling between a (slightly

modified) version of the Walter et al. (2001a) model and OR-

CHIDEE.

The main modification to the Walter et al. (2001a) model,

as described in Ringeval et al. (2010), concerns the methano-

genesis substrate. A fraction, α, of the natural labile car-

bon pool computed by ORCHIDEE is used to estimate the

methanogenesis substrate. The α parameter also encom-

passes the methanogenesis base rate at the reference tem-

perature (see Ringeval et al., 2013). α has been optimized

against three sites then extrapolated on all grid cells sharing

the same vegetation type (boreal, temperate or tropical).

In contrast to LPJ-WHyMe and its derivatives, OR-

CHIDEE did not implement wetland-specific PFTs (plant

functional types). Instead, a fraction of the mean natural la-

bile carbon pool over the grid cell is used to estimate the

substrate supply.

For the computation of SWTPi
in each grid cell, TOP-

MODEL allows distribution of the mean water deficit com-

puted by ORCHIDEE according to the sub-grid topographic

index distribution. This leads to the diagnostic of the grid-

cell fraction with a null deficit. The mean deficit over the grid

cell is computed from a gap to the field capacity (and not to

the saturation, which cannot be reached in ORCHIDEE). The

saturated wetland extent is computed from these “field capac-

ity extents” using a shift of the topographic index distribution

into each grid cell. The value of this shift is the same for all

grid cells and has been chosen to obtain a global coverage

by wetlands close to 4 %. The simulated wetland extent has

been evaluated both through the induced modification on the

simulated river flows and against the GIEMS data (Ringeval

et al., 2012). The TOPMODEL approach is used to simulate

not only the saturated wetland extent but also the wetland

extent with a WTP below the soil surface.

3.7.1 WETCHIMP set-up

In the simulations performed for the WETCHIMP inter-

comparison, the WTPi values chosen for each grid cell are:

0, −3 and −9 cm. A value of water table position equal to

0 means that the water is at the soil surface while negative

values corresponds to water table position below the soil sur-

face. Thus, for each time step, three fractions of each grid

cell are given: (i) a fraction covered by a saturated wetland,

(ii) a fraction covered by a wetland with a mean WTP equal

to −3 cm (i.e. where the deficit is between 0 and −6 cm) and

(iii) a fraction covered by a wetland with a mean WTP equal

to −9 cm (i.e. where the deficit is between −6 and −12 cm).
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As in Ringeval et al. (2011) the wetland extent is corrected

to subtract the systematic biases of the model by normalizing

the mean yearly wetland extent to the GIEMS data (i.e. both

the seasonal and year to year variability come from TOP-

MODEL). In the WETCHIMP simulations, a Q10 equal to 3

(close to the mean value in Ringeval et al., 2010) has been

chosen for all grid cells. As in Ringeval et al. (2013), the

reference temperature for methanogenesis is defined as the

mean surface temperature computed by ORCHIDEE when

forced by the 1960–1991 CRUNCEP climatology.

3.8 SDGVM

The SDGVM (Sheffield Dynamic Global Vegetation Model;

Woodward et al., 1995; Beerling and Woodward, 2001)

was used in conjunction with a modified version of the

Cao et al. (1996) wetland emissions model to perform the

WETCHIMP simulations. The modelling set-up follows the

approach of Singarayer et al. (2011), however in that study an

equilibrium approach was taken wherein the vegetation and

CH4 models were forced with averaged (30 yr) climatologies

from a series of general circulation model simulations. For

WETCHIMP, a transient approach was required whereby the

models were forced sequentially with monthly climatic in-

puts. The SDGVM and CH4 models were therefore run in

a similar manner as described by Hopcroft et al. (2011), in

which a transient set-up of the model is described.

SDGVM requires monthly mean inputs of surface air tem-

perature, precipitation and relative humidity, as well as a map

of soil texture and global annual mean atmospheric CO2 con-

centrations. The CRU vapour pressure was converted to rel-

ative humidity using standard formulae, whilst the tempera-

tures and precipitation were used without modification.

In the CH4 model, the supply of carbon substrate for

methanogenesis is taken to scale with 1 m soil heterotrophic

respiration as simulated in SDGVM. 1 m is the model’s soil

depth. CH4 production, Mprod, is then given by

Mprod = RhetrP0fw(WTP)fT (T ), (5)

where Rhetr is the soil heterotrophic respiration rate

(g C m−2 month−1) from SDGVM, P0 represents the frac-

tion of decomposed matter converted to CH4 under optimal

conditions (0.47, see Cao et al., 1996). fw and fT are dimen-

sionless scaling functions, which parameterize the effects of

water table position (WTP, in cm, positive up from the soil

surface) and temperature (T in ◦C) on emission rates. These

are given by

fw(WTP) = 0.383e0.096×WTP, WTP ≤ 10 cm; (6)

fT (T ) =
e0.0405×T

3.375
, 5 ◦C < T ≤ 30 ◦C, (7)

where fw is 1.0 for WTP > 10 cm and fT is 1.0 for T >

30 ◦C and 0.0 for T ≤ 5.0 ◦C. Emissions thus increase with

increasing water table depth (up to 10 cm). fw follows obser-

vations from Roulet et al. (1992) and Eq. (7) implies a Q10

value of 1.5. 90 % of CH4 produced is assumed to be oxi-

dised. The water table position in each grid cell is calculated

from the SDGVM simulated 1 m total soil moisture content

using the relations from Cao et al. (1996) for tundra (their

Eqs. 15, 16) and a constant global soil porosity.

SDGVM also includes the biogeochemical coupling be-

tween the above- and below-ground carbon and nitrogen

cycles. This is an important feature of modelling realistic

changes in land surface primary production, which depends

on, and should be in line with, realistic biological and an-

thropogenic nitrogen fixation rates (Hungate et al., 2003).

In SDGVM, litter production influences soil carbon and ni-

trogen pools via the Century soil nutrient cycling model

(Parton et al., 1993), which in turn feedback to influence the

primary production of vegetation; details are provided else-

where (Beerling and Woodward, 2001).

3.8.1 WETCHIMP set-up

The model output saved from SDGVM simulations includes

annual NPP, soil carbon content, monthly heterotrophic res-

piration, soil moisture content, and GPP. The monthly out-

puts of CH4 emissions and water table position were saved

from the CH4 model. The experiment protocol called for

monthly and annual maximum wetland area (mmax weta,

amax weta). Wetland area in this model is not used by the

emissions model, which is instead a function of water ta-

ble position (see Eq. 5). CH4 emitting area could be used

as a proxy for wetland area, but this would include grid cells

with a water table far from the surface and with very small

CH4 fluxes. Since most of the other models in the inter-

comparison were parameterized using inundated area from

satellite observations, the SDGVM output was tailored to be

somewhat comparable. The wetland area was here taken as

simulated inundated area. Since there is no sub-grid hydrol-

ogy in the model, in each grid cell this area will either be

0 or the area of the grid cell. However, the model includes

a correction for sub-grid orography based on the ETOPO5

dataset, which is applied to CH4 emissions. The orographic

correction, Fcorr is computed as:

Fcorr =
0.01 − Smax

0.01
, (8)

where Smax is the maximum gradient between a grid cell and

its 8 nearest neighbours.This correction was also applied to

the calculated inundation area. Two climate-dependent con-

ditions on CH4 emissions are also currently used within the

model: (i) the monthly air temperature must be above 5 ◦C,

and (ii) if the temperature in a given grid cell during the cur-

rent year is always > 0 ◦C, then in a given month, the evapo-

transpiration must not exceed precipitation. These two condi-

tions were both also used to correct the simulated inundated

area, so that it is more directly relevant to the simulated CH4

emissions.
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3.9 UVic-ESCM

The UVic Earth System Climate Model (Weaver et al., 2001;

Meissner et al., 2003) is an intermediate complexity climate

model consisting of several coupled components: an energy–

moisture balance atmospheric model, a three-dimensional

ocean general circulation model, a dynamic–thermodynamic

sea ice model and a land surface scheme, which includes

a representation of vegetation dynamics. The model was re-

cently modified to include a representation of permafrost and

global wetlands (Avis et al., 2011). Wetlands in the UVic

model are determined using empirically derived threshold

values for unfrozen soil moisture content and terrain slope

so that wetlands are present where ground is sufficiently wet

and flat (Kaplan, 2002). Wetlands are either “on or off” in

a particular grid cell. If they satisfy the soil moisture crite-

rion they are “on” and they occupy the fraction of the grid

cell with the requisite terrain slope. Organic and mineral soil

properties were specified by using the ISLSCP-II (Interna-

tional Land-Surface Climatology Project II) datasets as the

model is presently incapable of generating the observed high

soil carbon values in northern high latitudes (none of the par-

ticipating models is able to couple soil biogeochemical with

thermal characteristics yet).

3.9.1 WETCHIMP set-up

The UVic model is nominally run in a fully coupled con-

figuration with coupling between atmospheric, ocean, land

surface and other model components. For the purpose of

participating in WETCHIMP, the land surface scheme was

decoupled from the other model components and run in

an offline configuration. This offline configuration uses the

monthly CRU data to drive the land surface scheme. The

model smoothly interpolates between these CRU fields to

obtain data for a particular time step. Some of the atmo-

spheric code from the coupled model’s energy–moisture bal-

ance model (Weaver et al., 2001) was retained to calculate

factors such as incoming solar radiation, which needs to be

specified to the land surface scheme and was not specified in

the monthly CRU datasets.

Surface air temperature, precipitation and relative humid-

ity were specified from the CRU data, while surface winds

and the diurnal temperature range were drawn from the

NCEP reanalysis. Incoming long- and short-wave radiation

are calculated within the model’s atmospheric module.

The land surface scheme also has the capacity to simulate

vegetation dynamics using the TRIFFID (Top-down Rep-

resentation of Interactive Foliage and Flora Including Dy-

namics) dynamic vegetation model (Cox, 2001). As vegeta-

tion parameters were derived based on the coupled model

climate, for the purposes of the WETCHIMP simulations,

the vegetation distribution and characteristics were fixed and

set equal to their mean year-1900 values from an equili-

brated version of the coupled model, rather than adjusting

vegetation parameters to fit the CRU climate data. Monthly

mean fields of vegetation fraction, leaf area index (LAI),

vegetation height and litterfall are then obtained from the

mean year-1900 model output. The vegetation dynamics are

consequently switched off for the offline run, and vegeta-

tion parameters for a given model time step are specified by

smoothly interpolating between these monthly fields. Non-

plant competition based vegetation parameters do remain in-

teractive in the model. For example, plant stomata still open

and close in response to factors like changing soil moisture

or atmospheric CO2 concentration.

For the equilibrium run, the model was forced repeatedly

with 1901–1931 data for 2000 yr. This time period was found

to be sufficient to allow for equilibration of soil moisture

and temperature variables. When applying the CO2, temper-

ature and moisture runs, the 1901–1931 spin-up period was

repeated for an additional 2000 yr to allow a new equilibrium

to be established.

3.10 UW-VIC

The University of Washington team used the Variable

Infiltration Capacity (VIC) model, version 4.1.2, with

some extensions specifically tailored for the modelling

of boreal peatlands described in Bohn et al. (2007) and

Bohn and Lettenmaier (2010). UW-VIC is a large-scale hy-

drologic model that balances the water and energy budgets

of the land surface at an hourly time step and spatial resolu-

tions ranging from 1◦ to 5 km. Most of the model physics

are described in Liang et al. (1994). Land cover is repre-

sented as a collection of “tiles”, each containing a different

plant functional type, overlaying a single soil column divided

into 3 hydrologic layers, down to varying depths, but gener-

ally no deeper than 3 m. While UW-VIC does not track the

storage of carbon in biomass, it computes NPP via a scheme

taken from the BETHY (Biosphere Energy-Transfer and Hy-

drology) model (Knorr, 2000). The seasonal cycle of LAI

is prescribed at each grid cell based on the MODIS (Mod-

erate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer) LAI product

(Myneni et al., 2002). Stomatal resistance is a function of

day length, temperature, soil moisture, and vapor pressure

deficit. UW-VIC models permafrost and the soil tempera-

ture profile via the finite difference scheme of Cherkauer

and Lettenmaier (1999) with an exponential node distribu-

tion down to 50 m depth and a no-flux bottom boundary

condition. Thermal properties of organic soil are also taken

into account (Farouki, 1981). To account for dynamic surface

water storage (lakes and seasonally flooded wetlands) UW-

VIC’s lake/wetland model was employed (Bowling and Let-

tenmaier, 2010). This feature allocates one land cover tile to

contain a combination of a lake (representing all lakes in the

grid cell) and its surrounding catchment. Within the tile, the

inundated area fraction is dynamic, changing as a function of

storage and bathymetry. The extent of permanent lakes were

assumed equal to the minimum annual observed inundation
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extent from the remotely observed inundation datasets (either

Schroeder et al. (2010) or GIEMS, see Table 3). Thus, while

the minimum and maximum possible extent of inundation

within a grid cell are prescribed, the actual inundated extent

is a dynamic function of environmental conditions. In the ex-

posed portion of the tile, the water table position is assumed

to have a distribution based on peatland microtopography:

the peatland consists of a mix of hummocks (or ridges) and

hollows (or pools), with the peat underneath hummocks up to

70 cm thicker than under the deepest points of the hollows.

The fraction of peatland covered by hummocks is a calibrated

parameter. Local water table position under any given point

is computed as a function of soil moisture via the formula-

tion described in Frolking et al. (2002). Methane emissions

were computed for the lakes, inundated wetlands, and each

point in the water table position distribution in the exposed

wetlands as a function of water table position, soil tempera-

ture, and NPP via the model of Walter and Heimann (2000).

A lake emission rate of 375 mg CH4 m−2 d−1 was originally

assumed during the ice-free season and half that rate during

ice-covered season. This rate was found to be in error due to

an artefact in the satellite data used to parameterize the lake

emission rates. A value of 0 mg CH4 m−2 d−1 is now used.

The new lake emission rate results in lake CH4 emissions

that more closely resemble observations from the area. The

influence of the new value can be observed by comparing

from Melton et al. (2013) Fig. A1j (375 mg CH4 m−2 d−1)

and Fig. 8j (0 mg CH4 m−2 d−1).

3.10.1 WETCHIMP set-up

For these simulations, each grid cell was separated into two

parts: an upland fraction, underlain by mineral soils, with

soil textures supplied by the FAO Digital Soil Map of the

World (Batjes, 1997); and a lake/wetland fraction, under-

lain by peat soils, with peat depths given by the database of

Sheng et al. (2004) and other characteristics taken from Letts

et al. (2000). Simulations were run separately for each por-

tion of the grid cell. The lake/wetland portion of each grid

cell was determined as the superset of the Sheng et al. (2004)

peatland map; wetlands, wet tundra, and croplands (so that

nearby lakes could have a surrounding catchment) given by

the Bartalev et al. (2003) land cover classification; and lakes

given by the Global Lake and Wetland Database (GLWD;

Lehner and Döll, 2004). Bathymetries for the lake/wetlands

were estimated by combining lake size distributions from

the GLWD; average lake depths from literature for bog

pools, Arctic thaw lakes, and other boreal lakes; and to-

pography of surrounding wetlands from the ASTER (Ad-

vanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection Ra-

diometer) (Hayakawa et al., 2008) and STRM (Shuttle To-

pography Radar Mission; Digital Elevation Model ) (Farr

and Kobrick, 2000) DEMs. When lake storage increased be-

yond the bounds of the “permanent” lake, it was allowed to

flood the surrounding wetlands, with drainage rate controlled

by a calibrated parameter. Both this parameter and the area

fraction of hummocks within the peatland were calibrated

to optimize the match with global inundation datasets. For

the optimized runs (Experiment 3), the global daily AMSR-

E/QuickSCAT-based dataset of Schroeder et al. (2010) was

used; for all other runs, the GIEMS dataset was used (Pri-

gent et al., 2007; Papa et al., 2010). Parameters for the CH4

emissions model were calibrated to optimize the in situ ob-

servations of Glagolev et al. (2010) across West Siberia. For

experiments other than experiment 3, UW-VIC’s parameters

were calibrated to match the June/July/August average inun-

dation given by the GIEMS dataset over the period 1993–

2004 and used for years outside of that range.

4 Results and discussion

We provide two conceptual overviews of the participating

models highlighting similarities as well as differences be-

tween the chosen approaches. These overviews are designed

to assist discussions of the differences in modelling results

(Melton et al., 2013), but they also represent the first attempt

at conceptually describing the state-of-the-art approaches

used in wetland extent and wetland CH4 modelling. For the

conceptual figures describing the modelling approaches, we

defined two variables of interest: the CH4 producing area

(Fig. 6) and CH4 flux (Fig. 7). We used these metrics to ex-

plore the dominant processes responsible for differences be-

tween the models.

4.1 CH4 producing area

We use the term “CH4 producing areas” (MPAs) to include

all terrestrial areas that may produce CH4 biogenically. We

include wet mineral soils, presently only simulated by LPJ-

Bern, that are proposed to function as a CH4 source or sink

depending on the soil moisture level. The participating mod-

els use a large diversity of methods to determine MPAs

(Fig. 6). We identified the features of the models that we

found most strongly controlled the MPAs and visualized the

concepts of the models.

The starting points to locate MPAs are either “Prescribed

constant wetland extents”, “Remotely-sensed inundation” or

a “Hydrological model” (Fig. 6). The simplest case of esti-

mating MPAs is where “Prescribed constant wetland extents”

are taken from annually, non-varying distribution maps, and

are used without modifications. This approach is applied

by LPJ-WHyMe and LPJ-Bern (peatlands), which use the

northern peatland map from NCSCD (Tarnocai et al., 2007,

2009), and IAP-RAS, which uses the Olson dataset for global

MPA location. A similar approach takes seasonally vary-

ing “Remotely-sensed inundation” to prescribe MPAs. LPJ-

Bern wetlands uses an averaged monthly mean extent from

GIEMS, while LPJ-WSL (all experiments except 3) uses the

GIEMS dataset without modification. A further step up the
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complexity ladder is LPJ-Bern wetsoils, the most basic wet-

land extent that uses model output. LPJ-Bern wetsoils uses a

“Hydrological model” to derive “Soil moisture” and “Unsat-

urated” MPAs. “Unsaturated” means that the pore-space in

the soil is not completely filled with water. This could be the

case when – even though a water table position is calculated

– it is below the surface or when the soil moisture is esti-

mated as a homogeneous average over the soil depth and its

values do not reach saturation. Next, we include approaches

that comprise of “Topography” in addition to “Hydrological

model” as an additional factor to locate “Unsaturated” areas

(UVic-ESCM). SDGVM uses a similar approach to UVic-

ESCM but simulates “Water table position” before determin-

ing “Unsaturated” as well as “Saturated/inundated” MPAs.

CLM4Me, DLEM, ORCHIDEE, UW-VIC and LPJ-WSL

(Exp. 3) all use “Remotely sensed inundation” (GIEMS)

data in their approaches, but they use these data in differ-

ent ways: e.g. ORCHIDEE guides the mean simulated wet-

land extent over the 1993–2004 period and CLM4Me uses

the GIEMS dataset to invert for parameters that allow the

hydrological state (i.e. water table depth and runoff) to be

used to determine wetland extent. More details on the use

of GIEMS can be found in the description of each model

(Sect. 3). Once the “Water table position” is determined,

CLM4Me, DLEM, ORCHIDEE, and UW-VIC identify the

MPAs that are either “Unsaturated” or “Saturated/inundated”

while LPJ-WSL (Experiment 3-opt) determines MPAs which

are “Saturated/inundated” only. The UW-VIC model is the

most complex model and takes advantage of all of the fea-

tures included in Fig. 6, using the fractional peatland cover

by Sheng et al. (2004) only as maximal boundaries, rather

than as a fixed map.

From the conceptual overview (Fig. 6) one can see that the

only two models that simulate MPAs without the guidance

of other wetland-relevant observations are the UVic-ESCM

and the SDGVM. The difference between these two models

is that the UVic-ESCM uses only soil moisture (as well as to-

pography) to find “Unsaturated” areas, whereas the SDGVM

also calculates the water table position to find “Unsaturated”

as well as “Saturated/inundated” areas. As the UVic-ESCM

model was designed to identify wetland areas, not specifi-

cally MPAs (it presently has no CH4 model), the model uses

grid-cell mean unsaturated soil moisture values and terrain

slope as a mean of approximating saturated areas.

An additional area of uncertainty that should be noted is

the influence of anthropogenic changes to the land surface.

Models that explicitly use the GIEMS dataset account for

rice agriculture by masking out those regions (Table 3) while

also implicitly including areas of human alteration such as

wetland drainage, conversion to farmland, etc. Models that

independently simulate wetland extent will not be sensitive

to these alterations and this could lead to an overestimate of

wetland area in these regions. Small lakes could also con-

tribute to an overestimated wetland area for some models.

Presently only LPJ-Bern and UW-VIC masks these lakes

(Table 3).

4.2 CH4 flux

The second variable we analyse in detail is the “CH4 flux”

calculation by nine out of the ten participating models –

the UVic-ESCM does not yet include CH4 fluxes. Figure 7

shows which pools and processes models consider to deter-

mine CH4 flux. All models but IAP-RAS base their CH4 pro-

duction on some kind of carbon flux, where two groups can

be distinguished – one that uses “Wetland PFTs” and one

that uses “Upland PFTs” to simulate vegetation net primary

production (NPP); only DLEM utilizes NPP (and also GPP)

simulated by both types of PFTs for CH4 production. The

UW-VIC model uses NPP in the algorithm for CH4 produc-

tion, ORCHIDEE uses a fraction of the most labile of the

“Litter + soil C” pool and all remaining models use “Het-

erotrophic respiration” as the basis for their “CH4 produc-

tion” (see also Table 5). LPJ-Bern, LPJ-WHyMe and DLEM

add “Exudates”-derived carbon to the “Heterotrophic respi-

ration” calculation.

All models calculate CH4 production and half of the

models consider “Transport” mechanisms such as ebulli-

tion, plant-mediated transport, and diffusion to derive “CH4

fluxes” (Fig. 7, Table 5). This table also gives insight into

which models include oxidation of soil-derived CH4 and

how they combine production and oxidation rates to simu-

late the final net CH4 flux. Only three of the models include

atmospheric CH4 oxidation (CLM4Me, DLEM, LPJ-Bern

wet soils). Thus, we include soil oxidation of atmospheric

methane in Table 5 for completeness, but we excluded soil

oxidation of atmospheric methane from model results as far

as possible in order to compare gross CH4 fluxes. The separa-

tion of gross CH4 fluxes and atmospheric CH4 uptake fluxes

was not completely feasible in CLM4Me as the CH4 uptake

occurs implicitly in the reaction-transport solution, although

for Melton et al. (2013) an estimate was determined to allow

better comparison between models. Across the models, the

complexity of equations for CH4 production covers a wide

range. The IAP-RAS model is the simplest model relating

CH4 production only to temperature, whereas all other mod-

els use some estimate of the available carbon flux rate. All but

two models (IAP-RAS and LPJ-WSL) include some kind of

soil-derived CH4 oxidation, which can be as simple as reduc-

ing production by a fixed fraction (SDGVM) or by including

up to five different terms in the equation (Table 5).

4.3 Methane producing area and methane flux

Mean annual maximum extent of wetland area and mean an-

nual CH4 fluxes for Experiment 1-equil are shown in Fig. 8.

Total MPAs and CH4 emissions for each model are listed in

the bottom left corner of each sub-figure. Two of the models

are regional models (LPJ-WHyMe and UW-VIC), the rest
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are global models in which the UVic-ESCM does not simu-

late CH4 fluxes. CLM4Me, DLEM, LPJ-Bern (without min-

eral soils), LPJ-WSL, and ORCHIDEE share similar wet-

land distributions due to their varying degrees of reliance

on remotely sensed inundation data (see Fig. 6). The sim-

ilarity of approaches is also reflected in the total MPA of

these models (CLM4Me: 6.8 × 106, DLEM: 7.9 × 106, LPJ-

Bern without mineral soils: 7.9 × 106, LPJ-WSL: 7.4 × 106,

and ORCHIDEE: 9.2 × 106 km2). Two models (IAP-RAS

and LPJ-Bern with wet mineral soils) stand out visually be-

cause of their large areas of 80–100 % MPA per grid cell.

The IAP-RAS model uses a binary approach – either a grid

cell is a wetland or it is not – resulting in a total MPA

of 20.3 × 106 km2, which is an entirely prescribed amount.

Given the definition of the wet mineral soils as CH4 source,

the LPJ-Bern wet mineral soils map should be interpreted as

a map of “potential CH4 emissions in at least one month per

year”. Since LPJ-Bern does not use a sub-grid-cell hydrol-

ogy for wet mineral soils to estimate the CH4 production ca-

pacity, the wet mineral soils component of LPJ-Bern is also

a binary approach. However, the extent of wet mineral soils

in a given grid cell can be reduced by peatland area and in-

undated area so that they jointly sum to 100 %, but as soon as

a grid cell qualifies as wet mineral soils, the MPA of that grid

cell is 100 %. This approach leads to the largest total MPA of

76.6 × 106 km2 of the WETCHIMP models.

The only two models that use an explicit water balance

scheme to simulate wetland extent without relying on wet-

land or inundation datasets are the SDGVM and the UVic-

ESCM (Fig. 8). They show a similar spatial distribution but

differ notably in Eastern Siberia, the western United States

and northern Canada. SDGVM uses soil moisture content to

first diagnose water table position and then MPAs, whereas

UVic-ESCM uses soil moisture directly to derive MPAs. The

differences between these two models could be related to

parameterization of permafrost (present in UVic-ESCM, but

absent in SDGVM) and other soil physics or hydrology pa-

rameters, i.e. hydraulic conductivity, porosity, etc. Further,

the percentages of grid cells covered by wetlands are gen-

erally higher for SDGVM than for the UVic-ESCM lead-

ing to a higher overall wetland area of 34.9 × 106 km2 vs

14.9 × 106 km2, respectively.

Of the two regional models, LPJ-WHyMe uses a fixed

peatland distribution (Fig. 8e) whereas the UW-VIC model

uses the most sophisticated method of all participating mod-

els to simulate saturated and unsaturated wetland areas in the

West Siberian Lowlands (Fig. 8j). A comparison focused on

the West Siberian Lowlands is planned to evaluate the differ-

ences between a highly regionalized model like the UW-VIC

model and the rest of the WETCHIMP models (T. Bohn, per-

sonal communication, June 2012).

Simulated CH4 fluxes of nine of the participating models

are shown on the right hand side in Fig. 8. Methane fluxes

ranged from 0 to over 250 g CH4 m−2 of wetland yr−1 with

CLM4Me, DLEM, LPJ-WSL, and ORCHIDEE showing
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Fig. 7. Conceptual overview of the pathways from the carbon source

to “CH4 flux” (CH4 flux per m2 of wetland) in the participating

models. Each model (and in some cases, version) is represented by

a different colour. The flow of a particular model starts with the

model’s name. The hatching of the lines indicates that the CH4

model is not influenced by wetland hydrology (beyond changes

in extent). “Wetland PFTs” means that the model uses wetland-

specific PFTs, whereas “Upland PFTs” indicates that the model

uses the already existing PFTs used for upland ecosystems. “NPP”

stands for net primary production, “Exudates” are root exudates car-

bon pool. All models but the IAP-RAS model use NPP as a precur-

sor of the carbon used directly in CH4 production or indirectly in

CH4 production by estimating “Litter and Soil C”, “Exudates”, and

“Heterotrophic respiration”. The models then calculate “CH4 pro-

duction” and the oxidation based on the equations given in Table 5.

Some models include the effect of “Transport” mechanisms explic-

itly, whereas others include transport only implicitly by either pro-

ducing less CH4 or oxidizing it before emitting it to the atmosphere.

All models use some sort of temperature dependence when calculat-

ing NPP, heterotrophic respiration, and/or CH4 production. In this

figure, “LPJ-Bern nonpeat” includes both wetlands and wetsoils,

which also incorporate plant exudates (graphical simplification).
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Fig. 8. Mean annual maximum extent of prescribed or simulated wetland area and mean annual CH4 flux for Experiment 1-equil over the

1901–1931 period. Global total wetland area (Mkm2 = Million km2) and CH4 emissions (Tg = Tg CH4 per year) have been added to each

plot.

widespread high fluxes (Fig. 8a, b, g, h) and IAP-RAS, LPJ-

Bern, LPJ-WHyMe, SDGVM, and UW-VIC showing low

fluxes (Fig. 8c, d, e, i, j). Of the five models that show

widespread high fluxes, three base their CH4 flux on up-

land PFTs (CLM4Me, LPJ-WSL, ORCHIDEE), and one on

both wetland and upland PFTs (DLEM) (Fig. 7). Of the four

models that show low CH4 fluxes, three rely on wetland

PFTs (LPJ-Bern, LPJ-WHyMe, and UW-VIC), one on up-

land PFTs (SDGVM) and one does not rely on PFTs at all

(IAP-RAS). This could indicate a general tendency to higher

CH4 fluxes when upland PFTs instead of wetland PFTs are

used to simulate NPP. Some of the models show higher fluxes
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Fig. 8. Continued.

in the tropics than in the extra-tropics (CLM4Me, IAP-RAS,

SDGVM), whereas others show equally high fluxes (DLEM,

LPJ-Bern, LPJ-WSL, ORCHIDEE), which may be linked

to the model-inherent temperature sensitivities of, e.g. NPP,

heterotrophic respiration or CH4 production, but without spe-

cific parameter sensitivity studies it is impossible to evaluate

where the differences arise from.

The patterns of CH4 fluxes do not always match the

pattern of wetland distribution (e.g. compare wetland area

and CH4 fluxes for the Amazon from CLM4Me). To-

tal CH4 emissions for a grid cell are calculated as the

product of fluxes and wetland area (except for CLM4Me,

which also considers production in upland soils). Therefore,

models may simulate similar global CH4 emissions with

completely different MPAs and CH4 fluxes (e.g. CLM4Me:

186 Tg CH4 yr−1 vs SDGVM: 183 Tg CH4 yr−1, or IAP-

RAS: 154.2 Tg CH4 yr−1 vs LPJ-Bern: 156.6 Tg CH4 yr−1

vs LPJ-WSL: 151.5 Tg CH4 yr−1) (Fig. 8). The compara-

bility of these simulated global CH4 emissions emphasizes

the fact that most models are tuned to some degree towards

a global total CH4 emissions value, which allows the MPAs

to vary more between the models than global CH4 emissions.

As highlighted in Melton et al. (2013), the fact that the mod-

els agree fairly well on global CH4 emissions with very dif-

ferent MPAs and CH4 fluxes underlines the importance of

regional-scale observational estimates to constrain this di-

chotomy.
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Table 6. Explanation of variable names used in Table 5.

Variable name Description

Clabile labile carbon pool

Oair soil oxidation of atmospheric CH4, i.e. CH4 uptake

Oair,max maximum soil oxidation of atmospheric CH4 rate

Osoil oxidation in the soil pore water

Osoil.max maximum oxidation rate in the soil pore water

Otrans oxidation associated with transport through plants

Otrans,max maximum oxidation associated with transport through plants

Omax maximum oxidation rate

Pmax maximum CH4 production

Q10 factor describing dependence on temperature

Rhetr heterotrophic respiration

R0 CH4 production rate

f[CH4]
function of pore water CH4 concentration

fatm[CH4] function of atmospheric CH4 concentration

fecosys function of ecosystem type

fGPP function of the ratio of monthly to annual net primary production (NPP)

f[O2]
function of pore water O2 concentration, determined by rate of O2

diffusion through soil water and aerenchyma

fpE function of alternative electron acceptors

fpH function of pH value

fplanttrans function of plant-mediated CH4 transport

froot function of vertical root distribution

fsoil function of soil type

fT function of temperature

f2 function of soil moisture

ftransport function of CH4 transport

fWTP function of water table position

rCH4:C fraction of C converted to CH4

rO2
fraction of O2 used for CH4 oxidation

5 Summary and conclusions

WETCHIMP is the first multi-model comparison of wet-

land extent and wetland CH4 emissions. Our analysis demon-

strates how diverse modelling approaches, wetland defini-

tions, and wetland extent can be, while still leading to com-

parable values of global CH4 emissions. In terms of mod-

elling CH4 producing areas (MPAs), there are three main

approaches: (i) the fixed MPA (IAP-RAS, LPJ-Bern (peat-

lands and wetlands), LPJ-WHyMe), (ii) the guided MPA

(CLM4Me, DLEM, LPJ-WSL, ORCHIDEE, UW-VIC) and

(iii) the fully simulated MPA (UVic-ESCM, SDGVM, LPJ-

Bern wetsoils). Total MPA can vary significantly between

models depending on their definitions, which also influ-

ences CH4 fluxes, but does not have as much impact on the

global CH4 emissions. Achieving similar global CH4 emis-

sions with very different MPA distributions also means that

the CH4 fluxes between the models differ greatly. A wide

range of parameterization complexity is used to simulate

CH4 fluxes in the participating models, which influences not

just the present day flux but also its sensitivity to climate fac-

tors.

Each individual model’s approach needs to be considered

carefully when interpreting results, especially past and future

climate change experiments or sensitivity experiments such

as those that were conducted as part of WETCHIMP (Melton

et al., 2013). There are several factors that need to be kept in

mind: a fixed wetland distribution as used by some models or

a seasonally varying distribution based on presently observed

patterns is unlikely to be representative of past or future con-

ditions. Another limitation is the absence of wetland specific

PFTs in most models. Models that lack wetland specific PFTs

(i.e. CLM4Me, LPJ-WSL, SDGVM, LPJ-Bern non-peatland,

ORCHIDEE, IAP-RAS) may overestimate NPP due to an

unrealistic lack of plant stress that would be caused by in-

undation or nutrient limitation. We expect these models to

show different responses to changes in temperature, precip-

itation and CO2 fertilization than the models that include

wetland specific PFTs (i.e. DLEM, LPJ-WHyMe, LPJ-Bern

peatlands, UW-VIC). For example, changes in precipitation

will affect wetland specific PFTs that grow under inundated

conditions differently than upland plants. Also, the effect of

CO2 fertilization on wetland plants is still unclear (Berendse

et al., 2001; Heijmans et al., 2001, 2002a,b; Boardman et al.,
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2011) and therefore wetland NPP under CO2 fertilization

calculated by models that include wetland specific PFTs re-

mains highly uncertain.

There are features that are still missing, or are crudely rep-

resented, in almost all of the models, partially due to the

difficulties of simulating small-scale processes in large-scale

models. Such features include (i) lateral transport of water

and groundwater dynamics within (beyond the assumptions

of the TOPMODEL formulation) and between grid cells, and

explicit treatments of floodplains and mangroves; (ii) plant

nutrients (nitrogen, phosphorus and sulphur) and their in-

teractions (presently only SDGVM, DLEM, and CLM4Me

include carbon–nitrogen interactions); (iii) microtopograph-

ical features such as lawns, hollows or hummocks and their

impacts upon overall CH4 dynamics; (iv) vertically resolved

carbon pools and soil organic matter remineralization mod-

elling; (v) permafrost-preserved carbon; (vi) feedbacks be-

tween peat or carbon dynamics and thermal and hydrologi-

cal processes in soil; (vii) hydrology affected by thawing per-

mafrost; (viii) wetland specific vegetation (improvements for

boreal peatlands, introduction of tropical wetland PFTs); and

(ix) anthropogenic disturbance (such as wetland drainage)

and management (such as dams and reservoirs).

WETCHIMP provides a the first multi-model platform to

explore the current knowledge, recent improvements, and

necessary future developments of models simulating wetland

extent and wetland CH4 emissions. The design of future it-

erations of WETCHIMP will be focused on analysing and

understanding the different uncertainties and sensitivities of

participating models with the goal of greatly improving the

performance of the models for both wetland and wetland

CH4 modelling. The simulations conducted in WETCHIMP

are available (http://arve.epfl.ch/pub/wetchimp, please con-

tact J. R. Melton for immediate access) and their use is en-

couraged to advance research in this area.
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Chapter 5

Methane isotopes - model
simulations and sensitivity tests

In Chapter 2, the implementation of CH4 isotopes in LPX was described. Information about
the precursor material and the following processes was given. The fractionation during pro-
duction was parameterized via present day simulations for NH peatlands (see Chap. 2.5.2.1),
the different fractionation effects due to oxidation and transport pathway were analysed in
site simulations and the simulated soil profiles were compared to recent measurements (see
Chap. 2.6.2). In this Chapter, simulations for the NH peatlands are presented in more detail
for present day and over the Holocene. The sensitivity of the isotopic signature of methane
emissions to the different plant types simulated in the peatland area are investigated. Further,
the correlation between the emitted CH4 signature and input parameters like temperature
or precipitation or model parameters like the fraction of one transport pathway to the total
transported CH4 are presented. Finally, the impact of NH peatland CH4 emissions on the
atmospheric signal during the Holocene is studied.

5.1 NH runs for present day

5.1.1 Input data

For the simulations presented in this Chapter, LPX was used as described in Chap. 2.4.2.
Peatland fractions for present-day northern peatlands were used from the Northern Circum-
polar Soil Carbon Database (NCSCD, Tarnocai et al., 2007) with a total area of 2.71 · 106
km2 (for more details see (Spahni et al., 2013)). As climatic input (temperature, precipit-
ation, number of wetdays per month and cloud cover; see also Chap. 3 for details on input
data needed by LPX), CRU data TS 3.1 from 1901-2008 was taken (Harris & Lister, 2013)
with a 1000-year spin-up, which means that the soil pools are in equilibrium. The average
temperature and monthly precipitation for 1991-2008 are illustrated in Fig. 5.1c and d.

5.1.2 Results

Global runs were driven with CRU data and with the newly implemented and calibrated frac-
tionation processes (see Chap. 2.5 and with the parametrisation of the production discussed in
Sec. 2.5.2.1). Fig. 5.1 shows the total emission flux per year (sum of plant transport, diffusion
into the atmosphere and ebullition events) per m−2 and the corresponding signature per grid
cell averaged from 1991-2008. The simulated range is -101 to -49 permil. To have a better
resolution in the areas with the main contribution to the CH4 emissions, only the range of
-80 to -62 permil is shown. Very few grid cells lay beyond this range (compare with Fig. 2.6).
The areas with the main contribution to the total NH peatland emissions have an isotopic
flux signature around -67 to -74 permil. The total flux weighted average over all peatland
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grid cells is about -71 permil. The results are in range with measurements of CH4 emissions
from ombrotrophic bogs that are typically -74.9 ± 9.8 permil and of fens that are -64.8 ± 4.0
permil (Hornibrook, 2009). The range of δ13C values reported to date for peatland CH4 emis-
sions starts at about -100 permil for gas transported through aerenchyma of vascular plants
(Chanton et al., 2002) and ends at about -42 permil for residual CH4 after preferential loss of
12C due to methanotrophy or diffusion through plant aerenchyma (Gerard & Chanton, 1993).

Generally, emissions are correlated to the temperature and precipitation: high soil temper-
atures and sufficient water result in high CH4 emissions. Therefore the pattern of the total
emissions resembles the pattern of the temperature and precipitation. The signature of the
emissions shows a pattern that has more negative values for lower emission rates and more
positive values for higher emission rates. The signature is not only influenced by the amount
of emitted CH4, but as well depends on the temperature distribution in the soil and the wa-
ter content in the soil as different transport pathways prevail for different climatic conditions.

For grid cells with moderate to high emissions (20-50 gCm−2yr−1) the following observations
can be made: Grid cells that have higher temperatures and, therefore deeper active layers,
tend to emit heavier CH4. Oxidation and plant transport are important processes here and
enrich the soil over time with 13CH4. Also, diffusion is much stronger if deeper active layers
prevail: a strong gradient can establish and more CH4 produced in the upper layers is trans-
ported downwards. Grid cells with lower temperature have mainly emissions by ebullition in
the upper or middle layers (as soon as they enter the thawing phase), whose signature follows
the layer signature it originates from. The layer signature in turn in these cells is close to the
production signal. Usually, it is a bit heavier than the production signature due to oxidation
in the upper layers. The grid cells with more positive emissions have plant transport as a
more dominant pathway. An additional effect of a strong plant transport is that also more
O2 is transported into the soil, enriching the soil with 13C. This is the case for moderate
temperatures during the active phase (to prevail over diffusion) and not enough available
water to trigger the ebullition and inhibit oxidation (see Tab. 2.3 and Chap. 2.6.2).

The most extreme signatures (positive and negative) can be found in grid cells with low CH4

production and emission. They usually experience a very cold climate and only the upper-
most layers thaw in the warm season and only few CH4 is deposited in the layers. To which
extreme the emissions tend, depends again on the strength of the transport pathways and
oxidation. In the case of very positive emissions, the contribution of plant transport and/or
oxidation is very high, while ebullition is relatively low. The signature is very negative for low
temperatures combined with moderate precipitation during the active production phase. The
emission is close to the production signal (which is relatively light due to the parametrization
that attributes a light signature to a small production) and transported mainly by ebullition.

Note that the maps here are averages from 1991-2008. This means that it is not always
possible to verify the explanation above for every grid cell: the yearly average temperature
and precipitation are not exactly representative for the heat and water profile in the soil dur-
ing the active phases. For a detailed illustration of the connection between heat and water
profile, dominating transport pathways and resulting emission signatures, see also Chap.2.6.2
and the following section where scatter plots illustrate the correlation of climate and model
variables with the resulting signature of CH4 emissions.

Beside the fractionation effects in the CH4 routine, the calculation of the signature of the
precursor material also slightly influences the resulting CH4 emissions. GPP in regions where
mosses are dominant has a lighter signature than a GPP from a grass dominated region (see
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Chap. 2.5.1). In Europe and the lower parts of North America and Siberia, the fractional
cover of grasses are 40-45% and the contribution to GPP 60-65%, while in the higher parts,
the partition is about 30% grass and 70% moss with a contribution from the grass PFT to
the total GPP of about 45%.

Figure 5.1: a) Simulated total CH4 emissions per grid cell averaged over the time period 1991-2008. b)
Simulated isotopic signature of CH4 emission flux. c) Average input data for temperature. d) Average
precipitation per month.
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5.1.2.1 Correlation of δ13CH4 with climate and model parameters

In the following, correlations between the signature of the annual emission flux of a grid cell
and the respective climate variables or other model variables are presented in scatter plots.
Fig. 5.2 shows the flux signature vs. the following variables: a) fraction of ebullition to
the total emitted CH4, b) fraction of plant transported CH4 to the total emitted CH4, c)
average monthly temperature, d) average monthly precipitation, e) average CH4 production
per month, f) minimal thaw depth during June-October. All variables were averaged over
the monthly output for June-October 1991-2000. This is continued in Fig. 5.3 with the flux
signature vs. g) the average production signature per month, h) the total emissions and i)
the fraction of GPP coming from grass (and not moss).

The correlation between the fraction of ebullition to the total emitted CH4 and the resulting
signature of the emitted CH4 is clearly visible, and to a lesser extend as well for the fraction of
plant transport. The more important ebullition events are for the total emissions, the lighter
the emissions are and the more important the plant transport is, the heavier the emissions
are. Cells with a higher fraction of plant transport develop more positive layer signatures and
therefore more positive emissions. But there are other possibilities to have heavier emissions:
grid cells with a high fraction of oxidation or diffusion through air emit isotopically more
enriched CH4 as well.

The comparison of the signature and the temperature shows as well a correlation. The warmer
the average summer and autumn temperature is, the heavier the emissions. As described be-
fore, soils with an extended thawed profile over time and depth have a high production rate,
an active diffusion, a considerable amount of plant transport and oxidation. Grid cells with
very low temperatures and emissions tend to emit mainly in the relatively short warm phases
either via large ebullition events (if enough water is available) or via diffusion in air and plant
transport, therefore occupying the whole range of signatures. For the monthly precipitation,
no such clear trend is visible. Grid cells with low precipitation can have signatures from the
lowest simulated to the highest. While temperature scales the strength of the transportation
pathways and production more directly (influencing for example the diffusion coefficients for
diffusion and plant transport, RH, or the ebullition, see Chap. 2.4), the water content in the
soil either serves more as a threshold (minimum water availability) or is less limiting to the
processes in the CH4 routine.

The picture of the minimal thaw depth over summer and autumn (layer 0 is the uppermost
layer) does not show a clear trend. Minimal thaw depth here means that this layer and
the layers above are permanently unfrozen during the active phase. There is also no clear
relation visible for the fraction of GPP coming from mosses. The comparison of the average
produced CH4 with the corresponding signature of the emission shows the expected trend.
The production is high in areas with a warm and long active phase and in these areas, plant
transport and oxidation are high as well, leading to more positive δ13C. The average pro-
duction signature and the average emissions signature are as well correlated. Depending on
the importance of the different transportation pathways and oxidation, the emission signal is
differently changed from the starting production signature. The more positive the produced
CH4 is, the more positive the signature of the emissions are. Cells with enriched produced
CH4 and emissions are mostly cells with a large amount of CH4 emissions, warmer temperat-
ure and stronger plant transport. This even increases the effect of enrichment. The relation
between the total emissions and their signature is already shown in Fig. 2.6 with a logarithmic
scale for the total emissions and was used for the calibration of the production fractionation.
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Figure 5.2: δ13CH4 isotopic signature of CH4 flux to atmosphere [permil] vs. a) fraction of ebullition to
the total emitted CH4 (R2 = 0.71, a = -45.0, b = -49.8) , b) fraction of plant transported CH4 to the total
emitted CH4 (R2 = 0.16, a = 22.6, b = -84.6), c) average monthly temperature [C], (R2 = 0.11) d) average
monthly precipitation [mm m−2] (R2 = 0.04), e) average CH4 production rate[gC m−2 month−1] (R2=0.16),
f) average thaw depth (R2=0.01).
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Figure 5.3: CH4 flux signature [permil ] vs. g) average production signature [permil ](R2 = 0.4, a = 1.3, b
= 39), h) average emissions [gC m−2 month−1](R2 = 0.19) and i) the fraction of GPP coming from grass (R2

= 0.06).

The strongest correlation can be found between the ebullition fraction and the emission sig-
nature with an R2 of 0.71. All the correlation factors R2 are summarized in the according
captions. If the correlation is higher than 0.2, the according values for a and b for the regres-
sion line are given as well. Note that for this calculations, all grid cells are weighted equally.

There is no simple, clear correlation between one climate input parameter or model para-
meter with the signature of CH4 emissions. The interaction between production signature,
fractionation through oxidation, plant transport, diffusion and ebullition is very complex.
They are influenced by the available substrate for CH4 production, the water and temperat-
ure profile in the soil, which are in turn mainly controlled by the temperature, precipitation
and atmospheric CO2. To better constrain the LPX CH4 routine, it would be crucial to have
more site measurements of CH4 emissions including their signatures and the corresponding
temperature, water and CH4 profile in the soil to have a better insight in actual correlations
that the model should reflect.
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5.2 Overview of the understanding of the atmospheric 12CH4

and δ13CH4 in the last 10’000 years

The general strong coupling between circum-N. Atlantic climate and CH4 variations (e.g.,
Loulergue et al., 2008) does not hold during the Holocene: while the CH4 record is bowl
shaped and has a clear minimum around 5 ka BP, the temperature record is stable (see Fig.
5.4). As the concentration history of CH4 is disconnected from isotope records of δ13CH4

and δDCH4, multiple factors seem to be needed to explain concentration and isotope records
during the Holocene.

Figure 5.4: Holocene record for atmospheric CH4 from GISP II and GRIP, δ13CH4 and δDCH4 from GISP
I, copied from Sowers (2010).

5.2.1 12CH4

In the early Holocene, climate in the NH experienced elevated summer insolation and in-
creased seasonality providing ideal conditions for wetland development and high CH4 emis-
sions from NH wetlands. From 9 ka BP onwards, the insolation and seasonality declined again,
reducing wetland emissions in the NH and SH (MacDonald et al., 2006). Desertification in
the African and Asian subtropics, shifts in NH temperate forest types and modest south-
ward migration of the Arctic tree line, as well as anthropogenic deforestation and draining
of wetlands concentrated in Asia, Mediterranean and Europe would attribute the reason for
the decrease of CH4 emissions mainly to the NH (Wanner et al., 2008), while the increasing
interpolar gradient in CH4 concentration (IPG) between 10.5 and 4 ka BP suggest that SH
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emissions decreased even stronger than NH emissions (Chappellaz et al., 1997). Between 4
and 1 ka BP, the IPG declined pointing to a strong increase of SH during a general rise in
global emissions.

5.2.2 δ13CH4

From 11 to 4 ka BP, there is an almost linear trend in δ13CH4 from heavier values of -46
permil at 11 ka BP to -48 at 4 ka BP. From 4ka BP to 1.8 ka BP, records show little change in
the CH4 concentration (Sowers, 2010). δ13CH4 was relatively stable and close to present-day
values from about 2 ka BP to 0.5 ka BP, then decreased to a minimum around 1700 CE,
remained low until the late 18th century, and then rose exponentially to present-day values
(Mischeler et al., 2009). Sowers (2010) suggest to attribute the development over the last few
centuries to anthropogenic CH4 emissions that are isotopically enriched. However, the causes
are not well understood (Etheridge et al., 1998; Ferretti et al., 2005). For the time from 0 to
1000 CE, biomass burning emissions are believed to be high and then reduced by 70% in the
following 700 years influenced by both natural climate change and human activities, while
agricultural sources increased (Mischeler et al., 2009; Ferretti et al., 2005).

5.2.3 Different theories to explain the 12CH4 and δ13CH4 records during
the Holocene

Generally, there exist various hypotheses in the recent literature to explain the CH4 record
in the Holocene. Atmospheric CH4 levels are the result of changes in sources, sinks or a
combination of the two.

Ruddiman (2003) claim that early civilizations influenced the atmospheric CH4 concentra-
tion from 5 ka BP onwards. Rice agriculture yielded to higher CH4 emissions and a growing
anthropogenic impact on atmospheric CH4 levels. The basis of this theory is the strong
coupling between CH4 and NH insolation seen during previous interglacial periods and the
decline in the interpolar CH4 gradient (IPG) between 4 and 0.8 ka BP that could be caused
by a population increase centered on the equator. Sowers (2010) find that the Ruddiman hy-
pothesis is not supported by isotope data of δ13CH4 and δDCH4. It is not possible to predict
the characteristic isotope signature associated with the hypothesized agricultural emissions.
Under the assumption that present day isotope values for rice and ruminants are usable for
the new agricultural emissions between 4 and 1 ka BP, then these inferred isotope values are
lower than the flux-weighted global emission values at 4 ka BP (see Sowers (2010)).

Singarayer et al. (2011) investigated the question whether the source of the increase in atmo-
spheric CH4 since the mid Holocene is due to early rice cultivation or an increase in natural
wetland emissions from tropical and boreal sources. Their simulations hint to the explana-
tion that natural changes in Earth’s orbital configurations led to enhanced emission in the
SH tropics.

Chappellaz et al. (1997) believe that changes in the tropical wetland emissions are the primary
driving force. The broad CH4 minimum at 5 ka BP is driven by lower tropical CH4 emissions
in this hypothesis, which are the largest natural source, while the high IPG record is driven by
moderate changes in tropical emissions and subtle changes in NH wetland emissions. Between
4 and 1 ka BP, the interhemispheric gradient declined suggesting a disproportionate increase
of SH emissions during the rise in global loading.
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Other theories stress the importance of northern peatlands (MacDonald et al., 2006, described
in Chap. 5.3), the changes in the sink term or a release of marine clathrates. If the low values
of CH4 during the mid Holocene were caused by an increase in the atmospheric sink, one
would expect the isotope records to closely follow the concentration curve. As this is not the
case, one can safely say other factors have had the major impact on the atmospheric loading
and isotope record. A high importance of clathrates is not likely in the time from 4 to 1 ka,
as no change in δ13C can be seen. More details and argumentations on the different theories
can be found in Sowers (2010).

Sowers (2010) used a top-down model approach with two boxes to explain the CH4 and
13CH4

record during the Holocene (see Fig. 5.4). He measured a δ13CH4 decrease in the atmosphere
throughout the Holocene of 2 permil (from -46.4 to -48.4 permil). His argumentation is for-
tified with data for δDCH4, CH4 and δ13CH4. He believes this drop to be a combination
of increased CH4 emissions from Arctic lake ecosystems, an increase in the ratio of C3/C4

plants in wetlands due to an elevated atmospheric CO2 level and newly exposed land areas
north of 40◦N associated with ice retreat and an increase in communities using the CO2 reduc-
tion and not the acetate fermentation pathway and an activation of NH (see also Chap. 2.5.1).

Present day estimates of thermokarst lakes in the Arctic region are up to 20-30 TgCH4 emis-
sions per year and their isotopic signature is extremely depleted. Therefore, an increase
in thermokarst CH4 emissions could explain part of the atmospheric signal, but would also
require a decline in other areas in order to maintain the total global emissions. A better
constrained δDCH4 between 10.5 and 4 ka BP would be needed to support this theory with a
more pronounced shift than it is visible in the record. Nevertheless, at the beginning of the
Holocene, increased CH4 emissions from Arctic lakes would be in line with the δDCH4 record
that shows a slight decrease.

The ratio of C3/C4 increases when CO2 is rising which holds true for the Holocene. Sowers
(2010) find that in order to fully account for the 2 permil δ13CH4 decrease of NH CH4 emis-
sions between 10.5 and 4 ka BP by a change in C3/C4 rates, one would need the percentage
of C4 plants to account for 40% in the early Holocene of the GPP in wetlands which then
decrease to present day values of about 20%. This theory is further supported by the fact that
high NH ecosystems were activated during the Holocene, where C3 type plants are dominant.
Emissions from circum-Arctic wetlands increased in a slow response to warmer, stable Holo-
cene conditions, a mechanism that is supported by δ13CH4 measurements from Greenland
ice cores (Fischer et al., 2008).

In the time between 4 and 1 ka BP, the δDCH4 increases by 20 permil while δ13CH4 remains
nearly constant. A possible explanation is a shift towards the tropical emissions. This is con-
sistent with the decreased IPG over this time. But if the CH4 emissions shifted significantly
from high latitudes to the tropics, also a shift in δ13CH4 should be seen or the increased trop-
ical emissions would need to have the same signature that from the higher latitudes. There
are too few studies to verify this theory. A gradual onset of clathrate release with enriched
δDCH4 could explain as well the records of δDCH4 and δ13CH4 in this period.
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5.3 The effect of a change in the ratio of plant functional types
in peatlands

The potential effect of a shift from the peatland grass to moss PFT on atmospheric δ13CH4

is investigated, simulating a process like the passage from fens to bogs.

5.3.1 Change in vegetation composition in northern peatlands

Northern peatlands have accumulated large carbon stocks since the last deglaciation acting
as an important atmospheric sink. For example, Hunt et al. (2013) examined the effect of
climate on vegetation composition at a peatland complex in Alaska in the last 15’000 years.
They find an abundance of Sphagnum moss and high C accumulation typical for a warm cli-
mate during the Holocene Thermal Maximum. Throughout the mid Holocene, a wet climate
prevailed. They find high organic mater deposits and a peak in Sphagnum at 5.8-4.6 ka BP.
After 4.6 ka BP, a transition to low C accumulation rates sets in and Sphagnum decreases.
Periods where the climate was dry and cold, led to increase in woody material and grass
population. Wet regional conditions increased the moss species amount and decreased grass
species. They found a recent warming in the last century leading again to an increase of
Sphagnum. In Central Europe for example, a vegetation change from fen to ombrotrophic
bog vegetation that happened 2.1 ka BP can be seen again in the last century (Dudova et al.,
2013).

MacDonald et al. (2006) attribute the late-Holocene increase in CH4 to an expansion of
northern wetlands due to neoglacial climatic cooling after the Holocene thermal maximum.
Based on typical peatland succession stages, higher summer insolation in the early Holocene,
and evidence of peatland vegetation and type from peat cores taken in Siberia, they suggest
that it is likely that many of these newly developed peatlands were warm and wet minero-
trophic fens. Such fens emit CH4 at much greater rates than the ombrotrophic Sphagnum
bogs common in the north today. (MacDonald et al., 2006) suggest further that the observed
decline in peatland initiation at 8 ka BP (while peatland area was still increasing till 6 ka
BP) and the transformation from high CH4 efflux fens to Sphagnum bogs to contribute to
the decline in atmospheric CH4 between 8 and 6 ka BP. Also, they used δ13CH4 values of ice
from the Pakitsoq outcrop in western Greenland to infer the origins of early-Holocene atmo-
spheric CH4. It has been suggested that major terrestrial sources contributing CH4 during
the period from 11 to 8 ka BP likely produced CH4 with δ13C values of between -50 and -60.
They conclude that as northern peatlands dominated by ombrogenous bogs typically emit
CH4 with about -60 permil and as emissions of boreal fens are relatively enriched in 13C
(-50 to -60 permil), that these values are consistent with an early northern peatland complex
dominated by minerotrophic fens.

Rapid transitions from fens to bogs can occur within a few years when the water table de-
creases significantly (Finsinger et al., 2012). Tahvanainen (2011) claim that dramatic changes
in boreal peatlands can occur as a result of climate change: for example, temperature increase
will lead to the development of raised bogs from aapa mires (a large, complex, cold-climate
fen) in Finland that shift into ombrothrophic mires within a few decades in response to drain-
age changes.

The presented simulations with LPX should help to estimate the potential contribution of a
shift from fens to bogs to a change in the atmospheric CH4 signature.
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5.3.2 LPX simulations per PFT

Two simulations were performed with LPX to test the potential effect of shifts in the con-
tribution to the different plant types C3 grass and moss from NH peatlands. Once, only the
C3 grass PFT was used as peatland PFT, once only the moss PFT. For the simulations with
the moss PFT only, the plant transport pathway in the CH4 routine was blocked for gas
transport. The resulting signature of the emission fluxes are presented in Fig. 5.5a) and b).
The total amount of CH4 emissions (Fig. 5.5c) and d)) from moss and grass varies by about
20%. Compared to the standard simulation in Fig. 5.1, the emissions drop almost by 25%
when only taking the grass PFT into account instead of both. In the simulations for both
PFTs together, LPX simulates for the time period 1901-2008 a contribution to the GPP from
the grass PFT of 47% and the moss PFT for 53%. Fig. 5.5e) shows the signature of the global
emission flux from northern peatlands simulated for 1991-2001 for the different scenarios of
the peatland PFTs growing.

The simulated signature for GPP coming from mosses is -30 permil, and -25 permil for GPP
coming from the grass PFT. The fractionation of δ13C during fixation in the leaf is based
on a model by Lloyd & Farquhar (1994) for all PFTs except the moss PFT for which the
fractionation is set to a fixed value (see Sec. 2.5.1).

If we take the two extreme scenarios 100% grass/ 0% moss and 0% grass/ 100% moss and the
simulation for about 50% grass / 50% moss (this is the distribution of GPP between grass
and moss if both PFTs are allowed to grow and compete in the period of 1991-2008), LPX
would simulate a possible maximal change in the signature of NH peatland emissions of +1.5
permil (to grass only) and -2.5 (to moss only).

Chappellaz et al. (1997) find that during the early Holocene, the contribution from north-
ern peatlands to the total wetland contribution may have been 30%. Assuming peatland
emissions make up for 15-30% of natural CH4 emissions (see Chap. 1.3.2), a shift from the
current distribution to moss dominated peatlands could cause a shift in the signature of CH4

emissions of about -0.35 to -0.75 permil, a shift from grass dominated peatlands to moss up
to -0.6 to -1.2 permil. The simulated decrease in δ13C goes into the right direction but it can
only explain parts of the decrease found by Sowers (2010). Further, this value is an upper
limit as it requires a transition to a completely moss vegetation and as northern peatlands
could make up for less than 15-30% of natural CH4 emissions during the Holocene. The
climate in the early Holocene is thought to be much like the present (Kobashi et al., 2007),
while CO2 values were much lower. Therefore, CH4 emission estimates from peatlands in the
early Holocene are more an upper bound.

Note that even if we do not directly prescribe one PFT, only the two peatland PFTs can
grow in the peatland area of a grid cell. In the remaining fraction of a grid cell, 9 natural
PFTs are possible to grow. LPX’s only C4 plant is a tropical grass which does not grow in
the latitudes where peatland is located if it has to compete against the other natural PFTs.
If we use the PFT characteristics of the C4 PFT and force LPX to take it as his only peatland
PFT, there is almost no GPP (and therefore no RH and CH4 emissions). Therefore a shift
from C4 plants to C3 was not possible to estimate with this model version which is focussing
on the CH4 isotopes in NH peatlands and not all wetlands.
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of a run with the grass PFT only and a run with the moss PFT only. a) and b)
are the average weighted signatures of the total emission fluxes per grid cell for the grass PFT and the moss
PFT, c) and d) the according CH4 fluxes. Plot e) shows the global average peatland CH4 emission signature
for both scenarios and the case with both PFTs together.
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5.4 NH runs over the Holocene

A simulation for the NH peatland CH4 emissions from the LGM till present was performed
to assess the variability of δ13CH4 and the possible contribution of peatland emissions to the
measured drop of atmospheric δ13CH4 of 2 permil during the Holocene (see Chap. 5.2).

5.4.1 Input data

The setup for the simulation presented in this Section is described in Spahni et al. (2013).
The goal of this work was to to simulate peatland development in the northern high-latitudes
since the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM). LPX is forced by climate anomalies relative to
present-day from a transient simulation since the LGM with a coupled ocean-atmosphere
climate model (TraCE21ka CCSM3, Collins et al., 2006; Liu et al., 2009), the climate anom-
alies are simulated for every month, and added present-day observed gridded climate (CRU,
Mitchell & Jones, 2005)). The climate simulation includes millennial-scale variability like the
Younger Dryas. CO2 was prescribed following ice core data (see Joos & Spahni (2008)) and
LPX was run with a dynamic nitrogen cycle (see Chap. 2.3.1, Appendix and Spahni et al.
(2013)). N deposition plays a crucial role for the peatland N availability and therefore for
the peatland productivity. An implicit N source as N inputs and atmospheric N deposition
are implemented in LPX. The N source can be interpreted as N2 fixation and other N input
processes that allow LPX to simulate different availability of nutrient sources. Modern NPP
over peatlands is down-regulated by about 50% with the dynamic N cycle (Spahni et al.,
2013). The spin up is 2500 yr, and an analytical solution is used to ensure that all C pools
have established equilibrium conditions at the beginning of the LGM. A minimum peatland
area fraction is set to 0.0001 in every grid cell.

5.4.2 Results

Fig. 5.6 shows the total simulated CH4 flux (a) and δ13CH4 (b) from NH peatlands from
14 ka BP till present day together with the climate input data, i.e. average temperature (c)
and average precipitation (d) in grid cells with a peat area fraction larger than 0.0001, the
modelled total peatland area (e) and the foliar projective cover fraction weighted by GPP of
grasses (f). All plots show averages over ten years and the smoothed curve in Fig. b) is a
running-mean average over 100 years. The time from the LGM till 14 ka BP is not shown in
the Figures as the peatland area and emissions were almost zero.

CH4 emissions start to rise at about 14 ka BP and reach annual emissions of 30TgCyr−1 at
present day. The rise in CH4 emissions is essentially driven by the simulated peatland area
growth (including ice sheet retreat) and modulated with temperature. E.g., the drop in total
emissions at 2 ka BP originates from a widespread emission drop over many grid cells and is
reflected in the decrease of average temperature over peat land grid cells. The strong drop
visible in temperature and precipitation at about 12 ka BP reflects the Younger Dryas (YD)
event. The impact of climate change during the YD on CH4 emissions is overruled by the
strong peatland area growth at the beginning of the simulation.

Note that in reality, peatland emissions are not zero during the transition or glacial periods.
In this simulation, only modern day peatland area is taken into account and only the ice
mask is varying and the area is gradually growing from zero to present day extent. Peatlands
that only existed in the past are not considered. Actual measurements suggest a southward
shift from peatlands that existed during the glacial. Also, the visible climate change during
the Younger Dryas would in reality decrease CH4 emissions from peatlands existing at that
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time, while in the simulation the ice mask further decreases and peatland area increases for
modern peatlands (see Fig. 5.6f)).

Figure 5.6: Simulated decadal CH4 (a) and δ13CH4 (b) and from 14 ka BP till present. Emissions are
linearly scaled to have present day CH4 emissions of 30TgCH4 per year (see Chap. 3). The running mean
was calculated over 100 years. The inlay in (a) shows δT [C ] between the time slices at 7994 and 8004 BP
and the inlay in (b) the change in emissions [gC m−2 yr−1] between 6000 and 2000 BP; (c) Average annual
mean temperature in all grid cells with NH peatlands. (d) Average annual precipitation over grid cells with
NH peatlands. (e) Total areal extent of peatlands. (f) Foliar projective cover fraction weighted by GPP for
grasses.

The sharp rise in CH4 emissions at about 8 ka BP is a non-linear effect caused by a few grid
cells in North America. The area extent does not change abruptly but the temperature in
this region rises significantly (which is not visible in the average temperature signal but in the
inlay plot) and the soil temperatures switch from slightly negative to positive leading to high
emissions. This jump is identified as the end of the 8.2 kyr event caused by freshwater forcing
in the climate model. The effect of anthropogenic N deposition towards 0 BP is visible in the
total emissions (see Spahni et al. (2013); Stocker et al. (2013)).
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The foliar projective cover fraction weighted by GPP contributed from grasses follows the
precipitation signal. Both moss and grass GPP grow in concert with the increasing peatland
area, but mosses grow faster making the relative contribution from grasses to become smaller.
The simulation is therefore not a simple shift from fen to bog (as for example suggested by
Sowers (2010) as a possible explanation), but there is a decrease of about -3% in the emission
contribution from grasses. This effect is small compared to the effect of area growth (in the
order of 0.1 permil). A decreasing grass cover fraction reduces the growth of emissions as
grasses have a higher GPP than mosses (see Chap. 2.5.1), but again, the effect is to weak
to be seen in the emission signal. Generally, the moss PFT is most dominant in regions
more north, while the grass PFT has its highest contributions in the southern regions of NH
peatlands.

The simulated δ13C of NH peatlands varies over the last 14’000 years between -69.5 and -83.5
permil (Fig. 5.6). Between 14 and 11 ka BP, signatures stay in the range of -71.5 ± 2 permil,
then start to drop during the Holocene till 3 ka BP to a a level of about -76 permil and fluc-
tuate around this level till present day. Note that the short scale variations (the resolution
is a decade) are of the order of the long term shifts and that variations become significantly
higher with time (also true for emissions). As ice core records of atmospheric δ13CH4 in the
past average over many decades or more, this large fluctuations could not be seen in the ice.

The depletion in δ13C in the simulation stems from the stepwise activation of some grid cells
in the very North of America and Russia. They have generally a lighter emission signal than
regions more south (see Chap. 5.1.2). Their contribution grows over time and becomes very
high, making the overall emission signal more negative. The simulated contributions from
plant transport, diffusion and ebullition to the total emissions averaged over all peat land grid
cells only vary within a few percent (7.5± 1.5% plant transport, 16±1% diffusion, 76.5±1.5%
ebullition).

What effect would the simulated peatland 12CH4 and
13CH4 changes have on the atmospheric

CH4? The measured atmospheric CH4 becomes steadily lighter between 11 and 4 ka BP, stays
almost at a constant level from 4 to 1 ka BP and drops to a Minimum at about 1750 to rise
again till present day (Fig. 5.4). The simulated NH peatland contribution drops as well dur-
ing the Holocene and stays at a constant level from 3 ka BP onwards. Thus, the simulated
signature from NH peatlands shows the same trend as the measured atmospheric δ13C. But
there are two different effects: 1) the direct shift in δ13CH4 in NH peatlands and 2) the overall
contribution of peatland CH4 emissions (as a depleted source) to the total emissions and the
global budget.

The effect of a shift in the peatland emission signature is weaker than the effect of the overall
increase in strength of the peatland source. Assuming peatland emissions make constantly
up for 15% of natural CH4 emissions during the Holocene (see Chap. 1.3.2), a shift of 4 per-
mil in the peatland signature causes a change in atmospheric signature of almost 0.5 permil.
For an estimation of the second effect, a simple box model was used and illustrated in Fig. 5.7.

In the presented simulation, the source strength of NH peatlands grows. It gains importance
to the overall mix over time when the total sources are kept constant (see Fig. 5.7) in this
simple box model. The measured atmospheric CH4 concentration in Fig. 5.4 can be translated
into total atmospheric CH4 burden M (with a unit conversion factor of 2.78 Tg CH4 ppb−1,
see Chap. 3). Under the assumption of a steady state every ten years, the total source and
sink strength can be calculated from the atmospheric CH4 load with the assumption of a
lifetime τ of atmospheric CH4 of 9 years (Prinn, 1994). Assuming further that the source
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mix and the fractionation of the sinks are constant, the following equation can be solved for
the atmospheric δ13CH4:

Figure 5.7: Simulated NH peatland emissions (a) and signature (b) in blue together with atmospheric 12CH4

measurements (green, top) and assumptions for other sources (red) leading to a estimate of the resulting
atmospheric 13CH4 (green, bottom).

Qpeat · δ13Cpeat +Q0 · δ13C0 = S · δ13CS (5.1)

with

δ13CS = δ13Catm + ϵS (5.2)

S =
1

τ
·M (5.3)
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Qpeat [Tg CH4 y−1] being the peatland source, Q0 the other sources and S the atmospheric
sink. δ13Cpeat, δ

13C0 and δ13CS [permil] the according signatures and δ13Catm the atmo-
spheric signature. ϵS is the sink fractionation and is set to -8.8 permil (Platt et al., 2004;
Brenninkmeijer et al., 1995; Gierczak et al., 1997; Quay et al., 1999), M the atmospheric
burden [Tg CH4 ]. Qpeat and δ13Cpeat were taken from the TraCE21ka simulation where CH4

increases significantly. The atmospheric CH4 concentration in Fig. 5.4 was used to estimate
the sink strength (steady state assumption). The atmospheric concentration during 12 to
4 ka BP decreases by about 150 ppb, while the measured δ13CH4 decreases by 2 permil. All
other sources Q0 were calculated as Q0 = S-Qpeat and their signature was set to -54 permil
(the source mix is assumed to stay constant), similar to the reported emissions signatures for
the largest natural CH4 source, the tropical wetlands.

Under these assumptions, the changing contribution of peatlands, i.e. the change in peatland
area extent and distribution together with the shift of the peatland emission signature can
cause a change in atmospheric δ13CH4 of 2 permil as shown in Fig. 5.7 and 5.8.

Fig. 5.8 shows again the simulated behavior of δ13CH4 during the Holocene in more detail
together with the measured atmospheric δ13CH4 signal by Sowers (2010) and the projected
δ13CH4 signal calculated with the simple box model. Sowers (2010) explanation of the shift via
a combination of increased CH4 emissions from Arctic lake ecosystems and an increase in the
ratio of C3/C4 plants in wetlands can not be tested with the presented simulation. However
in LPX, the atmospheric shift in δ13CH4 during the Holocene can be entirely explained with
the development of present day peatlands.

Figure 5.8: Simulated δ13CH4 over the Holocene in LPX together with measurements by Sowers (2010) as
shown in Fig. 5.4. Note that the source strength of NH peatlands are only about 15% of the total source
strength during the Holocene (see Chap. 1.3.2). The left y-axis is valid for the NH peatland emissions (orange),
the y-axis to the right for the measured (blue) and simulated (red) atmospheric δ13CH4.
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Chapter 6

Outlook

The scope of this work was to implement a CH4 routine with CH4 isotopes included into a
dynamic global vegetation model. The model is able to simulate peat hydrology, heat and
water diffusion in the soil, peatland vegetation, permafrost distribution and peatland meth-
ane production, oxidation and transport with the according fractionation processes. The CH4

emission fluxes and signatures were calibrated against site measurements and the model was
used for the simulation of CH4 emissions from peatlands during an abrupt climate change
(Chap. 3), to reproduce reasonable soil profiles in 12C and 13C (Chap.2.6) and total peatland
emissions (Chap.3,6). Further, it was used as a part of an inter-comparison study with 10
different wetland and wetland CH4 4 models (Chap. 4,5). Other recent works published
with LPJ-Bern or LPX are Spahni et al. (2013), where transient simulations of the carbon
and nitrogen dynamics in northern peatlands, peatland development and soil-C built-up from
the last glacial maximum to the 21st century are discussed, Stocker et al. (2013), where the
implementation of the nitrogen cycle in the model is described and Steinacher et al. (2013),
where the model is used as a part of an Earth system model to assess the future allowable
carbon emissions if multiple climate targets have to be met.

As highlighted in the sections about the parameter calibration of the CH4 routine with meas-
urement sites (Chap. 2, 3), it would be crucial to have more site measurements with a suited
resolution in time and space to calibrate the model for a better performance on the local
scale, especially for the seasonality. Ideally, more data would exist from measurement sites
with temperature and precipitation information, and the resulting heat and water content
distribution in the soil; the CH4 content profile in 12C and 13C and measurements of depth-
resolved emissions from plants, by diffusion and ebullition events. This could help to reduce
the discrepancies between modelled and observed site emissions, and heat diffusion and wa-
ter table modelling. Effects like drainage or surface water inflow are not included in the model.

Global runs (Chap. 3, 6) and also the inter-comparison study (Chap. 4 and 5) make it
apparent, that constraints for a coarser resolution - like it is used in global-scale models -
are missing. Observation datasets for larger regions are not existing and the common use
of intermittent and spatially non-representative chamber-based observations, without the
related ecosystem measurements, is insufficient to test the mechanistically complex models
used for global CH4 emission estimates. In addition, a better knowledge of the peatland
distribution or even of the partition between fens and bogs etc. would be desirable.

Spatial heterogeneity is not yet captured in the model. Such effects are only taken into ac-
count with a scaling factor for the total emissions per grid cell (see Chap. 3).

Approaches for improvements for the direct future that either could be integrated or already
are worked on include:
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1. Instead of prescribed maps for peatland area, a dynamical peatland area simulation
will be included based on inundation

2. A differentiation between different peatland types could be integrated. For example,
hummocks or hollows could be included (and separately treated) as a new topographical
feature

3. Additional information on nutrient availability could be used to model pattern forma-
tion in ecosystems like peatlands

4. New PFTs as shrubs could be included as suggested by Wania (2007)

5. A better parametrization for the fractionation in the calculation of GPP for mosses
could be included and the moss PFT could be limited to the uppermost soil layer
instead of be treated as a grass

6. In case broader and more complete measurement data would exist for comparison, a
new parameter optimization could be done. For example with Monte Carlo simulations
for a broad spectrum of parameter variation

7. The simulated CO2 emissions or the O2 soil profile in the CH4 routine could be invest-
igated and used as a further constraint

8. The most important tuning parameter is the fraction of HR transformed into methane.
It should be better constrained by observations

9. The model calculates the potential carbon pool for methanogenesis based on the HR
which is not given per layer to the methane routine but only in total, using turnover
rates that depend on the soil moisture and temperature at 25cm depth, before splitting
the HR carbon into the different soil layers. A better approach would be to use the HR
per layer and calculate turnover rates and actual available carbon for methanogenesis
with the water content and temperature of each layer separately.
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Appendix A

Parameter Tuning for Different
Versions

The adjustable parameters fCH4/CO2, fO2 and ftiller were optimized once for the LPJ-Bern
version (see Chap. 3), and once for the LPX version with both the nitrogen cycle tuned on and
off. Table A summarizes the according parameters and figure A.1 shows the site emissions for
the 7 tuning sites. The threshold was in both version set to Vgas >0.15 Vavailable, in LPJ-Bern
∆V = 1% Vavailable and in LPX febull = 0.25.

fCH4/CO2 fO2 ftiller RMSE (all sites;

weighted by length of measurements)

Bern-LPJ 0.17 0.5 0.0035 102.9
LPX without nitrogen 0.09 0.3 0.0035 128.9
LPX with nitrogen 0.20 0.3 0.0035 117.1

Table A.1: Overview of optimized model parameters

Figure A.1: Daily methane emissions measured at seven sites compared to LPX model output; analogue to
the parameter optimisation done for LPJ-Bern, Fig. 2, Chap.3.



Appendix B

Source code and revision numbers

B.1 Compilation of revision numbers of LPJ-Bern and LPX
used

Chapter version location in the subversion system in Bern
3,4,5 rev. 2471 /lpj/branches/wetland
2.5ff, 6 rev. 2598 /lpj/trunk/

Table B.1: Revision numbers of LPJ-Bern and LPX used in the different Chapters

B.2 Code of the methane routine in LPX

Revision number: 2598
The main part of the methane routine is shown here. Variable declarations, writing of output
or analogue parts to already listed code are omitted and indicated with a short comment.

c //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
c SUBROUTINE METHANE
c //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

subroutine methane ( jpngr , minit , co2 atm , ch4 atm , year )

−− arguments , include f i l e s , i n i t i a l i s a t i o n s −−−

c ROOT DISTRIBUTION
c −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
c The root d i s t r i b u t i o n i s taken from the combination o f
c Angela Gallego−Sala and Bernard & Fia la 1986 data .

j = 1
do i = IDX, n l aye r s

depth = so i l middepth ( j ) / (−10.0d0 ) ! c onve r t from [mm] to [ cm ]
b = 25.1695 d0
co r r = 2.0795837 d0 ! w i t h new middepth (9)=−850
r o o t i n i t ( i ) = exp ( depth / b) / co r r
j = j + 1
i f ( depth .LT. −200.0d0 ) r o o t i n i t ( i ) = 0 .0 d0

enddo

c gas t r a n s f e r v e l o c i t y o f SF6 [ cm h−1] normal i sed to a Schmidt
c number o f 600 : k 600 i s f i x ed as U10 i s assumed to be zero .

k 600 = 2.07 d0 + 0.215 d0 * U10 ** 1 .7 d0

endif
−−− s t a r t i n g da i l y loop− i n i t i a l i s a t i o n s −−−

c SET LAYER DIFFUSIVITIES
c −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
c Ca lcu la te the d i f f u s i v i t y o f methane in a i r in dependence
c o f temperature in each s o i l l a y e r
c −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
c Ca lcu la te the d i f f u s i v i t i e s f o r each gas and f o r water
c and a i r once per day and then allocate i t as nece s sa ry

c From Lerman (1979) [ cm2 s−1]
D CH4 air ( i ) = 0.1875 d0 + 0.0013 d0 * Tso i l (d , i , luwet )

#i f methane co2 ca l c
D CO2 air ( i ) = 0.1325 d0 + 0.0009 d0 * Tso i l (d , i , luwet )

#endif
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D O2 air ( i ) = 0.1759 d0 + 0.00117 d0 * Tso i l (d , i , luwet )

c Method f o l l ow ing Broecker and Peng (1974) [ cm2 s−1]
D CH4 water ( i ) = (0 .9798 d0 + 0.02986 d0 * Tso i l (d , i , luwet ) +

$ 0.0004381 d0 *Tso i l (d , i , luwet ) ** 2 .0 d0 ) * 1 .0d−5
#i f methane co2 ca l c

D CO2 water ( i ) = (0 .939 d0 + 0.02671 d0 * Tso i l (d , i , luwet ) +
$ 0.0004095 d0 *Tso i l (d , i , luwet ) ** 2 .0 d0 ) * 1 .0d−5

#endif
D O2 water ( i ) = (1 .172 d0 + 0.03443 d0 * Tso i l (d , i , luwet )

$ + 0.0005048 d0 * Tso i l (d , i , luwet )** 2 .0 d0 ) * 1 .0d−5

enddo

c DIFFUSIVITY IN ACROTELM
c −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

do i = IDX, n l aye r s − ncatotelm
c Use Mi l l i ng ton and Quirk 1961 (MQ) Model t e s t ed in
c Iiyama and Hasegawa 2005.

Pair=Fair (d , i , luwet)−Fgas
Ptot=acrote lm por−Fgas
i f ( Pair . gt . 0 . 0 5 d0 ) then

D CH4( i ) = Pair ** ( 10 . 0 d0 / 3 .0 d0 ) /
$ Ptot ** 2 .0 d0 * D CH4 air ( i )

f D i ( i ) = 0.9825 d0 ! gas
#i f methane co2 ca l c

D CO2( i ) = Pair ** ( 10 . 0 d0 / 3 .0 d0 ) /
$ Ptot ** 2 .0 d0 * D CO2 air ( i )

#endif
D O2( i ) = Pair ** ( 10 . 0 d0 / 3 .0 d0 ) /

$ Ptot ** 2 .0 d0 * D O2 air ( i )
else

c i f Fair . l e . 0 . 05 , the slow d i f f u s i v i t y o f water dominates the
c o v e r a l l d i f f u s i v i t y

D CH4( i ) = D CH4 water ( i )
#i f methane co2 ca l c

D CO2( i ) = D CO2 water ( i )
#endif

D O2( i ) = D O2 water ( i )
f D i ( i ) = 0.9992 d0 ! water

endif
enddo

c DIFFUSIVITY IN CATOTELM
c −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
c D i f f u s i on in water

do i = IDX + nacrotelm , n l aye r s
D CH4( i ) = D CH4 water ( i )

#i f methane co2 ca l c
D CO2( i ) = D CO2 water ( i )

#endif
D O2( i ) = D O2 water ( i )
f D i ( i ) = 0.9992 d0 ! water

enddo
−−− conve r s i ons o f un i t i e s , t i l l e r setup −−−

c *************************************************************************

c CH4 and CO2 PRODUCTION
c *************************************************************************

do i = IDX, n l aye r s

c Decide i f ANAEROBIC CONDITIONS preva i l , apply ON/OFF switch .
c −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

anoxic = 1 − Pair

c CH4 and CO2 PRODUCTION
c −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
c Ca lcu la te how much CH4 and CO2 i s produced CH4 prod [ g CH4−C layer −1 d−1]
c and CO2 prod [ g CO2−C layer −1 d−1] . When there i s more i c e than water ,
c don ’ t a l low CH4 and CO2 product ion

i f ( Fwater (d , i , luwet ) . l t . water min ) then
CH4 prod (1) = 0 .0 d0

#i f methane co2 ca l c
CO2 prod (1) = 0 .0 d0

#end i f
#i f compc13

CH4 prod ( 2 : ncvar ) = MISSING VALUE
#i f methane co2 ca l c

CO2 prod ( 2 : ncvar ) = MISSING VALUE
#end i f
#end i f

e l s e
CH4 prod (1) = drh (d , 1 ) * root ( i ) * CH4toCO2 * anoxic

#i f methane co2 ca l c
CO2 prod (1) = drh (d , 1 ) * root ( i ) − CH4 prod (1)

#end i f
#i f compc13

c Frac t i onat i on during product ion − approach : prop . to log ( prod ) [ Hornibrook 2009 ]
c y = a log ( prod ) + b ; Hornibrook f i nd s f o r f l u x e s to atm . : a = 6 .13 , b= −100.8
c −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
c

de l taa = 6.13 * l og (CH4 prod ( 1 ) ) − 25 .
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c de l taa = −43 ! constant f r a c t i o n a t i o n
CH4 prod ( 2 : ncvar ) = drh (d , 2 : ncvar ) + de l taa

#i f methane co2 ca l c
CO2 prod ( 2 : ncvar ) = drh (d , 2 : ncvar )

#end i f
#end i f

end i f

c Add CH4 and CO2 product ion to CH4 pool [ g CH4−C layer −1]
c and CO2 pool [ g CO2−C layer −1]
c −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

i f (CH4 prod ( 1 ) . gt . 0 . 0 d0 ) then
c a l l addc (

$ CH4(d , i , : ) ,
$ CH4 prod (1 ) ,
$ CH4 prod ( 2 : ncvar )
$ )

c a l l addc (
$ dCH4 prod ( : ) ,
$ CH4 prod (1 ) ,
$ CH4 prod ( 2 : ncvar )
$ )

dCH4 prod l ( i , : ) = CH4 prod ( : )

end i f

#i f methane co2 ca l c
i f (CO2 prod (1) . gt . 0 .0 d0 ) then

c a l l addc (
$ CO2(d , i , : ) ,
$ CO2 prod (1 ) ,
$ CO2 prod ( 2 : ncvar )
$ )

c a l l addc (
$ dCO2 prod ( : ) ,
$ CO2 prod (1 ) ,
$ CO2 prod ( 2 : ncvar )
$ )

end i f
#end i f

enddo

c *************************************************************************

c DIFFUSION OF OXYGEN
c *************************************************************************

c *************************************************************************

c PLANT TRANSPORT OF OXYGEN
c *************************************************************************

−−−both analogue to d i f f u s i o n and plant t ranspor t o f CH4 and CO2−−−

c *************************************************************************

c DIFFUSION OF METHANE: PART 1
c *************************************************************************

c Caculate Schmidt number and gas t r a n s f e r v e l o c i t y in the top s o i l
c l ay e r . For another way to c a l c u l a t e k f o r CH4 look at
c Happel l e t a l . ( 1 995 ) . They used −2/3 f o r ngtrans .
c −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

i f ( Tso i l (d , IDX, luwet ) . l e . 4 9 . 0 d0 ) then
ScCH4 = 1898.0 d0 − 110 .1 d0 * Tso i l (d , IDX, luwet )

$ + 2.834 d0 * Tso i l (d , IDX, luwet )**2 .0 d0
$ − 0.02791 d0 * Tso i l (d , IDX, luwet )**3 .0 d0

e l s e
ScCH4 = 23.950 d0

end i f

kCH4 = k 600 * (ScCH4 / 600.0 d0 ) ** ngtrans
c Go from cm h−1 to m d−1

kCH4 =kCH4 / 100 .0 d0 * 24 .0 d0
c Tpos ( : ) = 0 .0 d0

do i = IDX, n l aye r s
k henry ln CH4 = −68.8862d0 + 101.4956 d0 * 100 .0 d0 /

$ (Tpos ( i ) + 273.15 d0 ) + 28.7314 d0 *

$ dlog ( ( Tpos ( i ) + 273.15 d0 ) / 100 .0 d0 ) ! [ ml g/ ml w] (Bunsen )
k henry CH4 ( i ) = 1 .0 d0 / dexp ( k henry ln CH4 ) ! [ ml w/ml g ]
k henry CH4average ( i )= k henry CH4average ( i )+ k henry CH4 ( i )/365 .0 d0

enddo

hen ry c o e f f = k henry CH4 (IDX)/(8 . 314 d0 * (273 .15 d0+Tpos (IDX)) ! [ ml w/ml g ] −> [ l atm mol−1]

c pp CH4 [ micro−atm ] / 1E6 to get [ atm ] Ceq i s in [ mol C L−1]
c Convert Ceq from [ mol C L−1] to [mmol C m−3]
c * 1000 to get to [mmol ]
c * 1000 to get from [L−1] to [m−3]
c => Ceq /1E6 *1000 *1000 = Ceq
c −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

Ceq (1) = pp CH4 / hen ry co e f f ! [ mmol m−3]
#i f compc13

Ceq ( 2 : ncvar ) = ch4 atm ( 2 : ncvar )
#end i f

c convert concent ra t i on from [ g C layer −1] to [mmol m−3] :
c / cmass to get mol , / V water to get per m−3,
c * 1000 to get mmol
c f o r i s o t op e s get from [ permi l ] to [mmol m−3]
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c −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
waterhe ight = 0 .0 d0
mycounter = 0

do i = IDX, n l aye r s

cc s t a r t s epa ra t i on d i s s o l v ed / gas
cc −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
cc p a r t i t i o n o f the av a i l a b l e CH4 f o r d i f f u s i o n
cc in d i s s o l v ed and gaseous part
cc when d i f f u s i o n c o e f f i c i e n t i s taken in water ,
cc d i s s o l v ed part d i f f u s e s , o therwi se a l l
cc −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
cc pV = nRT
cc H = c g / c w ( d imens i on l e s s Henry constant ve r s i on bunsen )
cc H / RT = c w / Pgas
cc P tot / RT = n CH4 / ( v g + v w / H CH4) + n CO2 / ( v g + v w / H CO2) + n N2 / ( v g + v w / H N2)
cc −> cubic equat ion f o r v g ( i )
cc g iven : Rstd , P tot ( assumption : e q u i l i b . with ex t e rna l p r e s su r e ) , Tpos ( i )+ 273.15d0 ,
cc k henry N2/CH4/CO2, V water ( i )
cc n = m / M

waterhe ight = waterhe ight + Total water ( i ) ! [m]
hydro pres s = rho H2O * grav * waterhe ight ! [ Pa ]
P tot = atm press + hydro pres s ! t o t a l p a r t i a l p r e s su r e o f CH4,CO2 and N2 [ Pa ]

k henry ln N2 = −59.6274d0 + 85.7661 d0 * 100 .0 d0 /
$ (Tpos ( i ) + 273.15 d0 ) + 24.3696 d0 *

$ l og ( ( Tpos ( i ) + 273.15 d0 ) / 100 .0 d0 )
k henry N2 = 1.0 d0 / ( dexp ( k henry ln N2 ) ) ! [ ml w/ml g ]

k henry ln CO2 = −58.0931d0 + 90.5069 d0 * 100 .0 d0 /
$ (Tpos ( i ) + 273.15 d0 ) + 22.294 d0 *

$ l og ( ( Tpos ( i ) + 273.15 d0 ) / 100 .0 d0 )
k henry CO2 ( i ) = 1 .0 d0 / ( dexp ( k henry ln CO2 ) ! [ ml w/ml g ]

$ / 101.325 d0 * Rgas * (273 .15 d0+Tpos ( i ) ) )

i f (CH4(d , i , 1 ) . gt . 0 . 0 d0 ) then
n CH4 = CH4(d , i , 1 ) / cmass ! from g to mol
n CO2 = CO2(d , i , 1 ) / cmass
vo l ga s ( i ) = 0.01 d0*V water ( i ) ! [m3]
Vtot = V water ( i )+Fgas*Dz( i )− 0 .01 d0*V water ( i ) ! [ m3]

n N2 = P tot /( ( Tpos ( i )+273.15d0 )*Rgas )* ( 0 . 0 1 d0*V water ( i )
$ + V water ( i ) / k henry N2 ) ! [ mol ]

ptot = P tot
L=3

var A = 0.0 d0 ! n CH4
var B = 0.0 d0 ! n CO2
var C = n N2 *0 .01 ! a r b i t r a r y !

ptot = ( var C /( V water ( i )/ k henry N2 ) )
$ * (Rgas * (Tpos ( i )+273.15d0 ) )

var D = ptot / (Rgas * (Tpos ( i )+273.15d0 ) )
var E = V water ( i ) / k henry CH4 ( i )
var F = V water ( i ) / k henry CO2 ( i )
var G = V water ( i ) / k henry N2

v g l s g ( i ) = 0 .0 d0
v g o ld = 0 .0 d0

do step=1,10

var A = var A + n CH4*0 .1 d0
var B = var B + n CO2*0 .1 d0
var C = var C + n N2 *0 .1 d0

var input (4) = 1
var input (3) = var G+var F+var E − ( var A+var B+var C )/ var D
var input (2) = var G*var F + var E*var G + var E*var F −

$ ( var A*var F+var A*var G+var B*var E+var B*var G+var C*var E
$ +var C*var F ) / var D

var input (1) = var E*var F*var G − ( var A*var F*var G +
$ var B*var E*var G + var C*var E*var F ) / var D

ccc SUBROUTINE CUBIC(A,X,L)
cC A( 0 : 3 ) ( i ) vec tor conta in ing the polynomial c o e f f i c i e n t s
cC X( 1 :L) ( o ) r e s u l t s
cC L ( o ) number o f va l i d s o l u t i o n s ( beg inning with X(1 ) )
cC ==================================================================
c a*xˆ3 + b*xˆ2 + c*x + d = 0
c var input (4) = 1 ! a
c var input (3) = −2 ! b
c var input (2) = −1 ! c
c var input (1) = 2 ! d

c a l l CUBIC( var input , v g ( i , : ) , L)

d i f f = 0 .2 d0*V water ( i )
v g o ld = v g l s g ( i )
do l o s =1,3

i f ( v g ( i , l o s ) . gt . 0 . 0 d0 ) then
tmpdi f f = abs ( v g o ld−v g ( i , l o s ) )
d i f f 2 = min ( tmpdif f , d i f f )
i f ( d i f f 2 . l t . d i f f ) then
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v g l s g ( i ) = v g ( i , l o s )
d i f f = d i f f 2

end i f
end i f

enddo

i f ( v g l s g ( i ) . l e . 0 .0 d0 ) then
v g l s g ( i ) = 0 .0 d0
n CH4 gas ( i ) = 0 .0 d0
n CO2 gas ( i ) = 0 .0 d0

e l s e
i f ( v g l s g ( i ) . ge . 0 .2 d0*V water ( i ) ) then

v g l s g ( i ) = 0 .2 d0*V water ( i )
end i f
n CH4 gas ( i ) = n CH4/(1 . 0 d0+V water ( i )/ v g l s g ( i )/ k henry CH4 ( i ) )
n CO2 gas ( i ) = n CO2/(1 . 0 d0+V water ( i )/ v g l s g ( i )/ k henry CO2 ( i ) )

end i f

ptot = ( var A /( v g l s g ( i )+V water ( i )/ k henry CH4 ( i ) )
$ + var B /( v g l s g ( i )+V water ( i )/ k henry CO2 ( i ) )
$ + var C /( v g l s g ( i )+V water ( i )/ k henry N2 ) )
$ * (Rgas * (Tpos ( i )+273.15d0 ) )

var D = ptot / (Rgas * (Tpos ( i )+273.15d0 ) )

mycounter = mycounter+1

enddo ! whi le loop

dCH4 gas (d , i , 1 ) = n CH4 gas ( i ) * cmass
dCO2 gas (d , i , 1 ) = n CO2 gas ( i ) * cmass
dCH4 water (d , i , 1 ) = CH4(d , i ,1)− dCH4 gas (d , i , 1 )
dCO2 water (d , i , 1 ) = CO2(d , i ,1)− dCO2 gas (d , i , 1 )

dCH4 diss l (d , i , 1 : ncvar ) = dCH4 water (d , i , 1 : ncvar )

c [ p a r t i t i o n i s in average about 25% of mass in d i s s o l v ed form , 75% in gas ]
c end pa r t i t i o n d i s s o l v ed /gas
c−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

c note : with the new pa r t i t i on , a c tua l l y more d i f f u s i o n can take p lace
c because o f a s t r onge r g rad i ent between the l a y e r s . To use to old vers ion ,
c uncomment the f o l l ow ing l i n e

dCH4 water (d , i , 1 ) = CH4(d , i , 1 )

CH4di f fbe fore ( i , : ) = CH4(d , i , : )
CH4di f fbe fore ( i , 2 : ncvar ) = ( CH4di f fbe fore ( i , 2 : ncvar ) / 1000.0 d0 + 1 .0 d0 ) *

$ R std ( 2 : ncvar ) * CH4(d , i , 1 )

CH4d i f f a f t e r ( i , : ) = CH4di f fbe fore ( i , : )

i f ( ( Fair (d , i , luwet)−Fgas ) . gt . 0 . 05 ) then ! gas dominant ; whole content d i f f .
C( i , 1 ) = CH4(d , i , 1 ) / cmass / V water ( i ) * 1000.0 d0

e l s e ! water dominant ; only water part d i f f u s e s
i f ( (CH4(d , i , 1 ) − dCH4 water (d , i , 1 ) ) . ge . 0 .0 d0 ) then

CH4(d , i , 1 ) = CH4(d , i , 1 ) − dCH4 water (d , i , 1 ) ! sav ing gas part ; untouched ; same s i gn .
dCH4 water (d , i , 2 : ncvar ) = CH4(d , i , 2 : ncvar )
C( i , 1 ) = dCH4 water (d , i , 1 ) / cmass / V water ( i ) * 1000.0 d0
e l s e

stop
end i f

end i f

#i f compc13
i f (C( i , 1 ) . gt . 0 . 0 d0 ) then

i f ( ( Fair (d , i , luwet)−Fgas ) . gt . 0 . 05 ) then
C( i , 2 : ncvar ) = (CH4(d , i , 2 : ncvar ) / 1000.0 d0 + 1.0 d0 ) *

$ R std ( 2 : ncvar ) * C( i , 1 ) ! [mmol m−3]
e l s e

C( i , 2 : ncvar ) = ( dCH4 water (d , i , 2 : ncvar ) / 1000.0 d0 + 1 .0 d0 ) *

$ R std ( 2 : ncvar ) * C( i , 1 ) ! [mmol m−3]
end i f

e l s e
C( i , 2 : ncvar ) = 0 .0 d0

end i f
#end i f

Di ( i ) = D CH4( i ) ! [m2 d−1]
enddo

c Set the boundary cond i t i on on the top o f the s o i l
c −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

c When the water t ab l e r i s e s above the sur face , then the CH4
c concent ra t i on in the su r f a c e l ay e r i s suddenly very low as i t
c didn ’ t have a concent ra t i on a l l o c a t ed . Therefore , I ’ l l add
c the water volume o f the standing water to the top l ay e r and
c spread the methane concent ra t i on over 2 l a y e r s now . This w i l l
c mean that you ’ l l s ee a drop in CH4 concent ra t i on in the top
c s o i l l a y e r when the wtp goes above the su r f a c e .

s u r f c on c ( 1 : ncvar ) = C(IDX , 1 : ncvar ) ! [ mmol m−3]

c Do one t imestep o f the Crank−Nicholson method . The CN so l v e r i s an
c approximation and doesn ’ t g ive exact r e s u l t s in terms o f conservat ion ,
c i . e . when having a t o t a l C content summed over a l l l a y e r s o f e . g .
c 248.149216 be fo r e c a l l i n g cnstepgas , I end up with a t o t a l C content o f
c 248.149368 a f t e r c a l l i n g i t .
c −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

i f ( Fwater (d , IDX, luwet ) . gt . water min . or .
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$ Fwater (d , IDX+1, luwet ) . gt . water min . or .
$ Fwater (d , IDX+2, luwet ) . gt . water min ) then

csum1a = 0.0 d0
csum1b = 0.0 d0
csum1c = 0.0 d0
do i = IDX, n l aye r s

csum1a = csum1a + C( i , 1 ) * V water ( i ) !* cmass / 1000.0 d0
#i f compc13

csum1b = csum1b + C( i , 2 ) * V water ( i ) !* cmass / 1000.0 d0
#i f compc14

csum1c = csum1c + C( i , 3 ) * V water ( i ) !* cmass / 1000.0 d0
#end i f
#end i f

enddo

time=0.0d0
do whi le ( time . l t . 1 . 0 d0 )

c a l l cnstepgas (IDX, C( : , 1 ) , Di , Dz , s u r f c on c (1 ) ,Dt)
#i f compc13

c a l l cnstepgas (IDX, C( : , 2 ) , Di* f Di , Dz , s u r f c on c (2 ) ,Dt)
#i f compc14

c a l l cnstepgas (IDX, C( : , 3 ) , Di* f Di , Dz , s u r f c on c (3 ) ,Dt)
#end i f
#end i f

time=time+Dt
enddo

csum2a = 0.0 d0
csum2b = 0.0 d0
csum2c = 0.0 d0
do i = IDX, n l aye r s

C( i , 1 ) = max(C( i , 1 ) , 0 . 0 d0 ) ! prevent numerical negat ive r e s u l t s
csum2a = csum2a + C( i , 1 ) * V water ( i ) !* cmass / 1000.0 d0

#i f compc13
C( i , 2 ) = max(C( i , 2 ) , 0 . 0 d0 ) ! prevent numerical negat ive r e s u l t s
csum2b = csum2b + C( i , 2 ) * V water ( i ) !* cmass / 1000.0 d0

#i f compc14
C( i , 3 ) = max(C( i , 3 ) , 0 . 0 d0 ) ! prevent numerical negat ive r e s u l t s
csum2c = csum2c + C( i , 3 ) * V water ( i ) !* cmass / 1000.0 d0

#end i f
#end i f

enddo

i f ( csum2a . l e . 0 . 0 d0 ) then
csum1a = 1.0 d0
csum2a = 1.0 d0

end i f

i f ( csum2b . l e . 0 . 0 d0 ) then
csum1b = 1.0 d0
csum2b = 1.0 d0

end i f

i f ( csum2c . l e . 0 . 0 d0 ) then
csum1c = 1.0 d0
csum2c = 1.0 d0

end i f

do i = IDX, n l aye r s

C( i , 1 ) = C( i , 1 ) * csum1a / csum2a
#i f compc13

C( i , 2 ) = C( i , 2 ) * csum1b / csum2b
C( i , 3 ) = C( i , 3 ) * csum1c / csum2c

#end i f

i f ( ( Fair (d , i , luwet)−Fgas ) . gt . 0 . 05 ) then ! gas
CH4(d , i , 1 ) = C( i , 1 ) * cmass * V water ( i ) / 1000.0 d0

e l s e ! water
dCH4 water (d , i , 1 ) = C( i , 1 ) * cmass * V water ( i ) / 1000.0 d0

end i f

#i f compc13
i f (C( i , 1 ) . gt . 0 . 0 d0 ) then

i f ( ( Fair (d , i , luwet)−Fgas ) . gt . 0 . 05 ) then ! gas
CH4(d , i , 2 : ncvar ) = ( (C( i , 2 : ncvar ) / C( i , 1 )

$ / R std ( 2 : ncvar ) ) − 1 .0 d0 ) * 1000.0 d0 ! [ permi l ]
e l s e ! water
dCH4 water (d , i , 2 : ncvar ) = ( (C( i , 2 : ncvar ) / C( i , 1 )

$ / R std ( 2 : ncvar ) ) − 1 .0 d0 ) * 1000.0 d0 ! [ permi l ]
end i f

e l s e
i f ( ( Fair (d , i , luwet)−Fgas ) . gt . 0 . 05 ) then ! gas

CH4(d , i , 2 : ncvar ) = MISSING VALUE
e l s e ! water

dCH4 water (d , i , 2 : ncvar ) = MISSING VALUE
end i f

end i f
#end i f

enddo
end i f ! water in upper l a y e r s

do i = IDX, n l aye r s

i f ( ( Fair (d , i , luwet)−Fgas ) . gt . 0 . 05 ) then ! gas
!

e l s e ! water
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i f ( dCH4 water (d , i , 1 ) . gt . 0 .0 d0 ) then
c a l l addc (

$ CH4(d , i , 1 ) ,
$ dCH4 water (d , i , 1 ) ,
$ dCH4 water (d , i , 2 : ncvar )
$ )

e l s e

end i f
end i f

CH4d i f f a f t e r ( i , 1 ) = CH4(d , i , 1 )
CH4d i f f a f t e r ( i , 2 : ncvar ) = (CH4(d , i , 2 : ncvar ) / 1000.0 d0 + 1 .0 d0 ) *

$ R std ( 2 : ncvar ) * CH4(d , i , 1 )

dCH4 di f f lay (d , i , 1 : ncvar ) = CH4di f fbe fore ( i , 1 : ncvar ) − CH4d i f f a f t e r ( i , 1 : ncvar )

enddo
enddo

c *************************************************************************

c CH4 OXIDATION
c *************************************************************************

dCH4 oxid (1) = 0 .0 d0
dCH4 oxid ( 2 : ncvar ) = MISSING VALUE

do i = IDX, n l aye r s

c Assume that 1/2 o f the O2 i s u t i l i z e d by other e l e c t r on accepto r s
O2(d , i ) = ox i d f r a c *O2(d , i )

c O2 i s in [ mol layer −1] , 2 moles o f O2 per 1 mol o f CH4 are needed
c convert O2 from [ mol layer −1] to [ g C layer −1]

CH4 oxid (1) = min (CH4(d , i , 1 ) , 0 .5 d0 * O2(d , i ) * cmass )

i f ( CH4 oxid ( 1 ) . gt . 0 . 0 d0 ) then
#i f compc13

CH4 oxid (2) = CH4(d , i ,2)+ f ch4 ox i d
CH4 oxid (3) = CH4(d , i ,3)+ f ch4 ox i d *2 .0 d0

#end i f
CH4old ( : ) = CH4(d , i , : )
CH4(d , i , 1 ) = CH4old(1)−CH4 oxid (1)

i f ( CH4(d , i , 1 ) . gt . 0 . 0 d0 ) then
CH4(d , i , 2 : ncvar ) = (CH4old (1)*CH4old ( 2 : ncvar)−CH4 oxid (1)

$ *CH4 oxid ( 2 : ncvar ) )/CH4(d , i , 1 )
e l s e
CH4(d , i , 2 : ncvar ) = MISSING VALUE
CH4 oxid ( 2 : ncvar ) = CH4old ( 2 : ncvar )
end i f

c a l l addc (
$ dCH4 oxid ( : ) ,
$ CH4 oxid (1 ) ,
$ CH4 oxid ( 2 : ncvar )
$ )

dCH4 oxid l ( i , : )= CH4 oxid ( : )

c 2 moles o f O2 per 1 mol o f CH4 are needed
O2(d , i ) = max(0 . 0 d0 ,O2(d , i )−2.0d0*CH4 oxid (1)/ cmass ) ! [ mol layer −1]

#i f methane co2 ca l c
c a l l addc (

$ CO2(d , i , : ) ,
$ CH4 oxid (1 ) ,
$ CH4 oxid ( 2 : ncvar )
$ )

#end i f
end i f

enddo

c *************************************************************************

c turn on/ o f f :
c da i l y check i f l a y e r i s f r o z en . I f so , 90 % of content i s added to the l ay e r
c above . I f s u r f a c e l ay e r i s f rozen , the l e av ing f l ux i s added to e b u l l i t i o n .
c *************************************************************************

do i = nlayers , IDX−1, −1
i f ( f r o z en ( i ) ) then

CH4(d , i −1 ,1) = CH4(d , i −1,1)+ 0 .9 d0*CH4(d , i , 1 )
CH4(d , i , 1 ) = 0 .1 d0*CH4(d , i , 1 )
CH4(d , i , 2 : ncvar ) = CH4(d , i , 2 : ncvar )
i f ( (CH4(d , i −1 ,1)+0.9d0*CH4(d , i , 1 ) ) . gt . 0 . 0 d0 ) then

CH4(d , i −1 ,2: ncvar ) = (CH4(d , i −1 ,2: ncvar )*CH4(d , i −1,1)+
$ 0 .9 d0*CH4(d , i , 2 : ncvar )*CH4(d , i , 1 ) ) /
$ (CH4(d , i −1 ,1)+0.9d0*CH4(d , i , 1 ) )

e l s e
CH4(d , i −1 ,2: ncvar ) = MISSING VALUE

end i f
end i f
i f ( f r o z en (IDX)) then

c a l l addc (
$ CH4 ebull (d , : ) ,
$ 0 .9 d0*CH4(d , IDX, 1 ) ,
$ CH4(d , IDX, 2 )
$ )
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CH4(d , IDX, 1 ) = 0 .1 d0*CH4(d , IDX, 1 )
CH4(d , IDX , 2 : ncvar ) = CH4(d , IDX , 2 : ncvar )

end i f
enddo

c *************************************************************************

c DIFFUSION OF METHANE: PART 2
c *************************************************************************

c Set the boundary cond i t i on on the top o f the s o i l
c −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
c F = k (Cm − Ce) in
c UNITS : k [m d−1] , s u r f c on c and Ceq [mmol m−3]
c [mmol m−3] mu l t i p l i ed by [m d−1] g i v e s
c f l ux un i t s o f [mmol m−2 d−1]
c
c Here , an an a l y t i c a l s o l u t i o n i s used to c a l c u l a t e in one step
c how much gas d i f f u s e s in or out from a l aye r within 1 day .
c C( t+1) = Ceq + (C( t ) − Ceq) * e(−k/dz )
c dz i s r ep laced by V water [m3] / Area [m2] , where Area i s 1m2
c
c Water content must be l a r g e r than a thre sho ld ( water min ) to a l low
c methane d i f f u s i o n in to the top l ay e r .
c −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

i f ( Fwater (d , IDX, luwet ) . gt . water min ) then

C(IDX, 1 ) = CH4(d , IDX, 1 ) / cmass / V water (IDX) * 1000.0 d0
CH4old ( : ) = CH4(d , IDX , : )

#i f compc13
C(IDX , 2 : ncvar ) = CH4(d , IDX , 2 : ncvar )

#end i f
Cnew(1) = C(IDX, 1 ) * exp(−kCH4*dTschmidt/V water (IDX) )

#i f compc13
Cnew( 2 : ncvar ) = C(IDX , 2 : ncvar )

#end i f

c a l l addc (
$ Cnew ( : ) ,
$ Ceq (1) * ( 1 . 0 d0−exp(−kCH4*dTschmidt/V water (IDX) ) ) ,
$ Ceq ( 2 : ncvar )
$ )

c A) Flux from top l ay e r to the atmosphere
c −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

i f (C(IDX , 1 ) . gt .Cnew(1 ) ) then

c Cnew(1) [mmol m−3] to Cnew(1) in [ gC layer −1]
c a l l addc (

$ CH4 di f f (d , : ) ,
$ (C(IDX,1)−Cnew(1 ) )* cmass * V water (IDX) / 1000.0 d0 ,
$ C(IDX , 2 : ncvar ) + f ch4 a i rwa t e r
$ )

dCH4 d i f f l (d , IDX , : ) = CH4 di f f (d , : )
e l s e

c B) Flux from atmosphere in to the top l ay e r
c −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
c Cnew(1) and C(IDX, 1 ) [mmol m−3] to Cnew(1) in [ gC layer −1]

c a l l addc (
$ CH4 uptake (d , : ) ,
$ (Cnew(1)−C(IDX , 1 ) ) * cmass * V water (IDX) / 1000.0 d0 , ! [ g layer −1 d−1]
$ ch4 atm ( 2 : ncvar ) − f c h 4 a i rwa t e r
$ )

end i f

CH4(d , IDX, 1 ) = Cnew(1) * cmass * V water (IDX) / 1000.0 d0
#i f compc13

i f (C(IDX , 1 ) . gt .Cnew(1 ) ) then
c CH4(d , IDX , 2 : ncvar ) = Cnew( 2 : ncvar )

CH4(d , IDX , 2 : ncvar ) = (CH4old ( 2 : ncvar )* CH4old (1) −
$ ( (C(IDX,1)−Cnew(1 ) )* cmass*V water (IDX)/1000 .0 d0 )*
$ (C(IDX , 2 : ncvar ) + f ch4 a i rwa t e r ) ) /
$ CH4(d , IDX, 1 )

e l s e
i f (CH4(d , IDX, 1 ) . gt . 0 .0 d0 ) then

CH4(d , IDX , 2 : ncvar ) = (CH4old ( 2 : ncvar )* CH4old(1)+
$ ( ch4 atm ( 2 : ncvar ) − f c h 4 a i rwa t e r )* (Cnew(1)−C(IDX , 1 ) ) *

$ cmass * V water (IDX) / 1000.0 d0 )/CH4(d , IDX, 1 )
e l s e

CH4(d , IDX , 2 : ncvar ) = MISSING VALUE
end i f

end i f

c *************************************************************************

c PLANT TRANSPORT OF CH4
c *************************************************************************

do i = IDX, n l aye r s

c convert concent ra t i on from [ g C layer −1] to [mmol m−3]
c / cmass to get mol
c / V water to get per m−3
c * 1000 to get mmol

c Weight p lant t ranspor t by the area o f porous root cross−s e c t i o n s .
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c p l an t t r an s ( i ) [mmol layer −1 d−1]
c −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

i f ( Fwater (d , i , luwet ) . gt . water min ) then

C( i , 1 ) = CH4(d , i , 1 ) / cmass / V water ( i ) * 1000.0 d0
#i f compc13

C( i , 2 : ncvar ) = CH4(d , i , 2 : ncvar )
#end i f

Cnew(1) = C( i , 1 ) * exp(−kCH4*dTschmidt /( V water ( i )/ t i l l e r a r e a ( i ) ) )
#i f compc13

Cnew( 2 : ncvar ) = C( i , 2 : ncvar )
#end i f

c a l l addc (
$ Cnew ( : ) ,
$ Ceq (1) * ( 1 . 0 d0 − exp(−kCH4*dTschmidt / ( V water ( i )
$ / t i l l e r a r e a ( i ) ) ) ) ,
$ Ceq ( 2 : ncvar )
$ )

c A) Flux from laye r i to the atmosphere
c −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

i f (C( i , 1 ) . gt .Cnew(1 ) ) then

c a l l addc (
$ CH4 plant (d , : ) ,
$ (C( i ,1)−Cnew(1 ) ) * cmass * V water ( i ) / 1000.0 d0 , ! [ g layer −1 d−1]
$ C( i , 2 : ncvar)+ f ch4 p l an t (1 )
$ )

dCH4 plant l (d , i , 1 ) =(C( i ,1)−Cnew(1 ) )* cmass*V water ( i )/1000 .0 d0
dCH4 plant l (d , i , 2 : ncvar ) = C( i , 2 : ncvar)+ f ch4 p l an t (1 )

e l s e

c B) Flux from atmosphere in to the top l ay e r
c −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
c Cnew(1) and C( i , 1 ) [mmol m−3] to Cnew(1) in [ gC layer −1]

c a l l addc (
$ CH4 uptake (d , : ) ,
$ (Cnew(1)−C( i , 1 ) ) * cmass * V water ( i ) / 1000.0 d0 , ! [ g layer −1 d−1]
$ ch4 atm ( 2 : ncvar )
$ )

end i f

CH4(d , i , 1 ) = Cnew(1) * cmass * V water ( i ) / 1000.0 d0
#i f compc13

i f (C( i , 1 ) . gt .Cnew(1 ) ) then

CH4(d , i , 2 : ncvar ) = ( C( i , 1 )*C( i , 2 : ncvar ) − (Cnew( 2 : ncvar )
$ +f ch4 p l an t ( 1 : 2 ) ) *(C( i ,1)−Cnew(1 ) ) )/Cnew(1)

e l s e
i f (Cnew(1) . gt . 0 .0 d0 ) then

CH4(d , i , 2 : ncvar ) = ( C( i , 1 )*C( i , 2 : ncvar ) +
$ ch4 atm ( 2 : ncvar ) *(Cnew(1)−C( i , 1 ) ) )/Cnew(1)

e l s e
c no change

end i f
end i f

#end i f

end i f
enddo

c *************************************************************************

c DIFFUSION OF CO2: PART 1 & 2
c *************************************************************************

c *************************************************************************

c PLANT TRANSPORT OF CO2
c *************************************************************************

−−−analogue to CH4, with d i f f e r e n t constants−−−

c *************************************************************************

c EBULLITION OF CH4 & CO2
c *************************************************************************

c Using the r e l a t i o n s
c P tot = P CH4 + P CO2 + P N2
c C x = P x * V g /R*T + P x / H x * V w / R*T ( eq . 1 ) [ Tokida et a l . , 2003 ]
c P x : p a r t i a l p r e s su r e o f a gas
c V g : gas volume ( a l l gases )
c V w : water volume
c H x : d imens i on l e s s Henry constant f o r gas x in Bunsen ve r s i on ( gas per l i q u i d )
c C x : # [ mol ] ( t o t a l mass o f a gas s p e c i e s )
c scz : Equations c o r r e c t f o r H in uni t gas per l i q u i d ; Diss Zuercher :
c H de f ined as l i q u i d per gas ( normal d e f i n i t i o n f o r u n i t l e s s Henry const . ) and
c equat ions d i f f e r e n t t h e r e f o r e (H ins t ead o f 1/H)

#i f methane co2 ca l c
#e l s e

CO2( : , : , 1 ) = 0 .3 d0 ! [ gC per l ay e r ]
#end i f

waterhe ight = 0 .0 d0
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do i = IDX, n l aye r s

c i f ( Fwater (d , i , luwet ) . gt . water min ) then
i f ( Fwater (d , i , luwet ) . gt . 0 .3 d0 . and . Tpos ( i ) . gt . 0 .0 d0 ) then

waterhe ight = waterhe ight + Total water ( i ) ! [m]
hydro pres s = rho H2O * grav * waterhe ight ! [ Pa ]

vo l ga s ( i ) = 0.01 d0*V water ( i ) ! [m3]
Vtot = V water ( i )+Fgas*Dz( i )−vo l ga s ( i ) ! [m3]

P tot = atm press + hydro pres s ! t o t a l p a r t i a l p r e s su r e o f CH4,CO2 and N2 [ Pa ]

k henry ln N2 = −59.6274d0 + 85.7661 d0 * 100 .0 d0 /
$ (Tpos ( i ) + 273.15 d0 ) + 24.3696 d0 *

$ l og ( ( Tpos ( i ) + 273.15 d0 ) / 100 .0 d0 )
k henry N2 = 1.0 d0 / ( dexp ( k henry ln N2 ) ) ! [ ml w/ml g ]

k henry ln CO2 = −58.0931d0 + 90.5069 d0 * 100 .0 d0 /
$ (Tpos ( i ) + 273.15 d0 ) + 22.294 d0 *

$ l og ( ( Tpos ( i ) + 273.15 d0 ) / 100 .0 d0 )
k henry CO2 ( i ) = 1 .0 d0 / ( dexp ( k henry ln CO2 ) ! [ ml w/ml g ]

$ / 101.325 d0 * Rgas * (273 .15 d0+Tpos ( i ) ) )

i f (CH4(d , i , 1 ) . gt . 0 . 0 d0 ) then
n CH4 = CH4(d , i , 1 ) / cmass ! from g to mol
n CO2 = CO2(d , i , 1 ) / cmass
vo l ga s ( i ) = 0.01 d0*V water ( i ) ! [m3]
Vtot = V water ( i )+Fgas*Dz( i )− 0 .01 d0*V water ( i ) ! [ m3]

n N2 = P tot /( ( Tpos ( i )+273.15d0 )*Rgas )* ( 0 . 0 1 d0*V water ( i )
$ + V water ( i ) / k henry N2 ) ! [ mol ]

ptot = P tot
L=3

var A = 0.0 d0 ! n CH4
var B = 0.0 d0 ! n CO2
var C = n N2 *0 . 0 1 ! a r b i t r a r y . . .

ptot = ( var C /( V water ( i )/ k henry N2 ) )
$ * (Rgas * (Tpos ( i )+273.15d0 ) )

var D = ptot / (Rgas * (Tpos ( i )+273.15d0 ) )
var E = V water ( i ) / k henry CH4 ( i )
var F = V water ( i ) / k henry CO2 ( i )
var G = V water ( i ) / k henry N2

v g l s g ( i ) = 0 .0 d0
v g o ld = 0 .0 d0

do step=1,10

var A = var A + n CH4*0 .1 d0
var B = var B + n CO2*0 .1 d0
var C = var C + n N2 *0 .1 d0

c v g o ld ( i ) = v g l s g ( i )

var input (4) = 1
var input (3) = var G+var F+var E − ( var A+var B+var C )/ var D
var input (2) = var G*var F + var E*var G + var E*var F −

$ ( var A*var F+var A*var G+var B*var E+var B*var G+var C*var E
$ +var C*var F ) / var D

var input (1) = var E*var F*var G − ( var A*var F*var G +
$ var B*var E*var G + var C*var E*var F ) / var D

ccc SUBROUTINE CUBIC(A,X,L)
cC A( 0 : 3 ) ( i ) vec tor conta in ing the polynomial c o e f f i c i e n t s
cC X( 1 :L) ( o ) r e s u l t s
cC L ( o ) number o f va l i d s o l u t i o n s ( beg inning with X(1 ) )
cC ==================================================================
c a*xˆ3 + b*xˆ2 + c*x + d = 0
c var input (4) = 1 ! a
c var input (3) = −2 ! b
c var input (2) = −1 ! c
c var input (1) = 2 ! d

c a l l CUBIC( var input , v g ( i , : ) , L)

d i f f = 0 .2 d0*V water ( i )
v g o ld = v g l s g ( i )
do l o s =1,3

i f ( v g ( i , l o s ) . gt . 0 . 0 d0 ) then
tmpdi f f = abs ( v g o ld−v g ( i , l o s ) )
d i f f 2 = min ( tmpdif f , d i f f )
i f ( d i f f 2 . l t . d i f f ) then

v g l s g ( i ) = v g ( i , l o s )
d i f f = d i f f 2

end i f
end i f

enddo

i f ( v g l s g ( i ) . l e . 0 .0 d0 ) then
v g l s g ( i ) = 0 .0 d0
n CH4 gas ( i ) = 0 .0 d0
n CO2 gas ( i ) = 0 .0 d0

e l s e
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i f ( v g l s g ( i ) . ge . 0 .2 d0*V water ( i ) ) then
v g l s g ( i ) = 0 .2 d0*V water ( i )

end i f
n CH4 gas ( i ) = n CH4/(1 . 0 d0+V water ( i )/ v g l s g ( i )/ k henry CH4 ( i ) )
n CO2 gas ( i ) = n CO2/(1 . 0 d0+V water ( i )/ v g l s g ( i )/ k henry CO2 ( i ) )

end i f

ptot = ( var A /( v g l s g ( i )+V water ( i )/ k henry CH4 ( i ) )
$ + var B /( v g l s g ( i )+V water ( i )/ k henry CO2 ( i ) )
$ + var C /( v g l s g ( i )+V water ( i )/ k henry N2 ) )
$ * (Rgas * (Tpos ( i )+273.15d0 ) )

var D = ptot / (Rgas * (Tpos ( i )+273.15d0 ) )

mycounter = mycounter+1
enddo ! whi le loop

i f ( v g l s g ( i ) . gt . 0 .15*V water ( i ) ) then

P par CH4 = ( var A /( v g l s g ( i )+V water ( i )/ k henry CH4 ( i ) ) )* (Rgas * (Tpos ( i )+273.15d0 ) )
P par CO2 = ( var B /( v g l s g ( i )+V water ( i )/ k henry CO2 ( i ) ) )* (Rgas * (Tpos ( i )+273.15d0 ) )

d e l t a v o l = ( v g l s g ( i ) −0.15d0*V water ( i ) ) * ebul lmodul ! [m3]
delta CH4 = de l t a v o l *P par CH4/ (Rgas *(Tpos ( i )+273.15d0 ) ) ! [ mol ]
delta CO2 = de l t a v o l *P par CO2/ (Rgas *(Tpos ( i )+273.15d0 ) ) ! [ mol ]

i f ( delta CH4 . l e . 0 .0 d0 ) then
delta CH4 = 0.0 d0
delta CO2 = 0.0 d0

end i f
end i f

c a l l addc (
$ CH4(d , i , : ) ,
$ − delta CH4* cmass , ! [ g m−2 d−1]
$ 1 .0 d0*CH4(d , i , 2 : ncvar )
$ )

c a l l addc (
$ CH4 ebull (d , : ) ,
$ delta CH4* cmass , ! [ g m−2 d−1]
$ 1 .0 d0*CH4(d , i , 2 : ncvar )
$ )

dCH4 ebul l l (d , i , : )= CH4 ebull (d , : )
#i f methane co2 ca l c

c a l l addc (
$ CO2(d , i , : ) ,
$ − delta CO2* cmass , ! [ g m−2 d−1]
$ 1 .0 d0*CO2(d , i , 2 : ncvar )
$ )

c a l l addc (
$ CO2 ebull (d , : ) ,
$ delta CO2* cmass , ! [ g m−2 d−1]
$ 1 .0 d0*CO2(d , i , 2 : ncvar )
$ )

#end i f
e l s e

delta CH4 = 0.0 d0
#i f methane co2 ca l c

delta CO2 = 0.0 d0
#end i f

end i f
end i f ! water min

enddo

c Ca lcu la te monthly t o t a l s
c −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
c Fluxes are in g C d−1 ( da i l y f l u x e s ) and g C month−1 (monthly f l u x e s )

c a l l addc (
$ mCH4 plant ( jpngr ,m, : ) ,
$ CH4 plant (d , 1 ) ,
$ CH4 plant (d , 2 : ncvar )
$ )

−−− done f o r a l l t r anspor t f l u x e s ( t o t a l and per l ay e r)−−−

i f ( dCH4 di f f lay (d , i , 1 ) . ne . 0 .0 d0 ) then

mCH4 lay d i f f l ayo ld ( : ) = mCH4 lay di f f lay ( jpngr ,m, i , : )

mCH4 lay di f f lay ( jpngr ,m, i ,1)= mCH4 lay di f f lay ( jpngr ,m, i ,1)+
$ dCH4 di f f lay (d , i , 1 )

i f ( ( mCH4 lay d i f f l ayo ld (1)+ dCH4 di f f lay (d , i , 1 ) ) . ne . 0 .0 d0 ) then
mCH4 lay di f f lay ( jpngr ,m, i , 2 : ncvar)=

$ ( mCH4 lay d i f f l ayo ld ( 2 : ncvar )* mCH4 lay d i f f l ayo ld (1)+
$ dCH4 di f f lay (d , i , 1 )* dCH4 di f f lay (d , i , 2 : ncvar ) )/
$ ( mCH4 lay d i f f l ayo ld (1)+ dCH4 di f f lay (d , i , 1 ) )

e l s e

end i f
e l s e

end i f
enddo ! day loop

end i f ! f r o z en (IDX)
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c *************************************************************************

c END OF THE YEAR
c *************************************************************************

−−−Save concent ra t i on s f o r next year and c a l c u l a t e annual f l uxe s−−−−
re turn
end subrout ine methane

c //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
c ******************************************************************************
!−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
!
! SUBROUTINE cnstepgas
!
! Crank−Nicholson t imestepper f o r temperature d i f f u s i o n equat ion .
! This rout ine performs a s i n g l e t imestep ( o f l ength dt ) o f the heat
! d i f f u s i o n equat ion
!
! 6 T 6 / 6 T \
! −−− = −−− | D( z ) −−− |
! 6 t 6 z \ 6 z /
!
! where here , T( z , t ) i s the temperature , the ’ 6 ’ s r ep r e s en t p a r t i a l
! d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n , and D( z ) i s the ( depth−dependent ) d i f f u s i o n
! constant . The boundary cond i t i on s are a p r e s c r i b ed su r f a c e
! temperature , and no heat f low at the bottom of the s o l u t i on domain .
!
! INPUT PARAMETERS:
!
! n l aye r s Total number o f l a y e r s r epre s ented in temp , d and
! dz ar rays . Not a l l o f the l a y e r s have to be a c t i v e
! at one time , but t h i s parameter i s used to cons t r a in
! the s i z e s o f the depth−based arrays .
!
! l aye r0 Index o f the f i r s t a c t i v e l ay e r . The d i f f u s i o n
! equat ion w i l l be so lved f o r a l l l a y e r s in the range
! l aye r0 − n laye r s i n c l u s i v e , and the su r f a c e temperature
! boundary cond i t i on w i l l be app l i ed to the top o f l ay e r
! index l aye r0 .
!
! conc The concen t ra t i on s in each l ay e r at the s t a r t o f the
! t imestep .
!
! d The d i f f u s i v i t i e s f o r the t r a c e r in each l ay e r .
!
! dz The th i ckne s s o f each l ay e r .
!
! s u r f c on c The su r f a c e concent ra t i on boundary cond i t i on .
!
! dt The t imestep .
!
!
! NOTE ON UNITS : no un i t s are s p e c i f i e d here f o r any o f these
! inputs ; the only con s t r a i n t on un i t s i s that the l ay e r
! th i ckne s s e s , the d i f f u s i o n constant and the t imestep should be
! measured in c on s i s t e n t un i t s . For instance , i f the l ay e r
! t h i c kn e s s e s are measured in metres , and the t imestep in days , then
! the d i f f u s i o n constants should have un i t s o f m2 / day .
!
! OUTPUT PARAMETERS
!
! conc The concen t ra t i on s in each l ay e r at the end o f the
! t imestep . Only l a y e r s l aye r0 − n laye r s w i l l have
! va l i d concent ra t i on s va lues a f t e r a c a l l to cnstep .
! Al l l a y e r s with index l e s s than laye r0 w i l l have
! miss ing value s e t ( a value o f −1.0E35 ) .
!
!−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

subrout ine cnstepgas ( layer0 , conc , Di , dz , su r f conc , dt )

IMPLICIT NONE

#inc lude ”para . inc ”
#inc lude ” s o i l . inc ”

! −−− PARAMETERS −−−

INTEGER laye r0 ! Index o f f i r s t a c t i v e l ay e r .
REAL*8 conc ( n l aye r s ) ! Layer concen t ra t i on s .
REAL*8 Di ( n l aye r s ) ! Layer d i f f u s i o n constants .
REAL*8 dz ( n l aye r s ) ! Layer t h i c kn e s s e s .
REAL*8 su r f c on c ! Sur face concent ra t i on f o r c i n g .
REAL*8 dt ! Timestep .

! −−− LOCAL VARIABLES −−−

! Layer counters : note that there are two d i f f e r e n t l ay e r counting
! schemes used , one f o r the input and output parameters ( ve c to r s o f
! l ength n l aye r s ) and one f o r the va lues used in the Crank−Nicholson
! s o l v e r ( ve c to r s o f l ength a c t i v e l a y e r s )
INTEGER layer , l idx , a c t i v e l a y e r s

! D i f f u s i on constants averaged over adjacent l a y e r s .
REAL*8 dplus , dminus
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! Layer−dependent weight ing f a c t o r s in Crank−Nicholson scheme .
REAL*8 dz fa c to r , Cplus , Cminus
REAL*8 dzhere , dzminus , dzplus
REAL*8 chere , cominus , cop lus

! Leading diagonal , l e f t and r i gh t subd iagona l s f o r Crank−Nicholson
! matrix .
REAL*8 diag ( n l aye r s − l aye r0 + 1)
REAL*8 l e f t ( n l aye r s − l aye r0 + 1)
REAL*8 r i gh t ( n l aye r s − l aye r0 + 1)

! Right hand s i d e vector f o r Crank−Nicholson scheme equat ions .
REAL*8 rhs ( n l aye r s − l aye r0 + 1)

! So lu t i on vector f o r Crank−Nicholson scheme equat ions .
REAL*8 s o l u t i on ( n l aye r s − l aye r0 + 1)

REAL*8 MISSING VALUE
PARAMETER (MISSING VALUE = −9999.0d0 )

! −−− CODE STARTS HERE −−−

! Not a l l l a y e r s in the input ar rays are a c tua l l y used . Ca lcu la te
! how many l a y e r s we have to dea l with here .

a c t i v e l a y e r s = n laye r s − l aye r0 + 1

!−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
!
! BUILD TRIDIAGONAL MATRIX AND KNOWN RIGHT HAND SIDE
!

! End members f o r o f f−diagona l e lements .
l e f t (1 ) = 0 .0 d0
r i gh t ( a c t i v e l a y e r s ) = 0 .0 d0

! Process the a c t i v e l a y e r s .
do l i d x = 1 , a c t i v e l a y e r s

! Deal with d i f f e r e n t l ay e r count ing schemes .
l ay e r = l i d x + laye r0 − 1

! Ca lcu la te d i f f u s i o n constants averaged over adjacent l a y e r s .
! The d i f f u s i o n constant at the bottom laye r i s clamped to zero
! to en f o r c e the no conc f low boundary cond i t i on there .

i f ( l a y e r . eq . n l aye r s ) then
dplus = 0 .0 d0

e l s e
dplus = 0 .5 d0 * (Di ( l ay e r ) + Di ( l ay e r + 1))

end i f
i f ( l a y e r . eq . l aye r0 ) then

dminus = Di ( l ay e r )
e l s e

dminus = 0 .5 d0 * (Di ( l ay e r ) + Di ( l ay e r − 1) )
end i f

! Extract s e n s i b l e va lues to use f o r concent ra t i on and
! th i ckne s s o f the cur rent layer , the l ay e r above and the l ay e r
! below , tak ing account o f padding l a y e r s and end ca se s .
dzhere = dz ( l ay e r )
chere = conc ( l ay e r )
i f ( l ay e r .LE. n l aye r s − 1) then

dzplus = dz ( l ay e r + 1)
cop lus = conc ( l ay e r + 1)

end i f

c i f ( l ay e r . eq . 1) then
i f ( l ay e r . eq . l aye r0 ) then

dzminus = dz ( l ay e r )
cominus = conc ( l ay e r )

e l s e i f ( l ay e r .LE. n l aye r s + 1) then
dzminus = dz ( l ay e r − 1)
cominus = conc ( l ay e r − 1)

end i f

! Ca lcu la te layer−dependent weight ing f a c t o r s .
d z f a c t o r = 0.25 d0 * ( dzplus + 2 * dzhere + dzminus )
Cplus = dplus * dt / d z f a c t o r / ( dzplus + dzhere )
Cminus = dminus * dt / d z f a c t o r / ( dzhere + dzminus )

! F i l l in matrix d iagona l and o f f−diagona l e lements .
! S e t t ing the diag (1) to 1 .0 and r i gh t (1) to 0 .0 means
! that the su r f a c e concent ra t i on i s a l l o c a t ed to the top
! l ay e r .
i f ( l i d x . eq . 1) then

diag ( l i d x ) = 1 .0 d0
e l s e

diag ( l i d x ) = 1 .0 d0 + Cplus + Cminus
end i f
i f ( l i d x . gt . 1 .0 d0 ) l e f t ( l i d x ) = −Cminus
i f ( l i d x . l t . a c t i v e l a y e r s ) then

i f ( l i d x . gt . 1 .0 d0 ) then
r i gh t ( l i d x ) = −Cplus

e l s e
r i gh t ( l i d x ) = 0 .0 d0

end i f
end i f
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! Ca l cu la te r i gh t hand s i d e vector va lues .
i f ( l i d x . eq . 1 .0 d0 ) then

rhs ( l i d x ) = su r f c on c
e l s e i f ( l i d x . eq . a c t i v e l a y e r s ) then

rhs ( l i d x ) = (1 . 0 d0 − Cminus ) * chere + Cminus * cominus
e l s e

rhs ( l i d x ) = (1 . 0 d0 − Cplus − Cminus ) * chere +
$ Cplus * cop lus + Cminus * cominus

end i f
end do

!−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
!
! SOLVE TRIDIAGONAL SYSTEM
!
c a l l t r i dag ( a c t i v e l a y e r s , l e f t , diag , r ight , rhs , s o l u t i o n )

!−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
!
! FORMAT OUTPUT PARAMETERS
!

! Trans fer the s o l u t i on to the concent ra t i on array .
do l i d x = 1 , n l aye r s

i f ( l i d x . l t . l aye r0 ) then
conc ( l i d x ) = MISSING VALUE

e l s e
conc ( l i d x ) = so l u t i on ( l i d x − l aye r0 + 1)

end i f

end do

end subrout ine cnstepgas

c subrout ine : s o l v i ng cubic equat ion f o r p a r t i t i o n d i s s o l v ed and gas CH4
c−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
C So lut i on o f a cubic equat ion
C ******************************************************************

C A(0 : 3 ) ( i ) vec tor conta in ing the polynomial c o e f f i c i e n t s
C X( 1 :L) ( o ) r e s u l t s
C L ( o ) number o f va l i d s o l u t i o n s ( beg inning with X(1 ) )
C ==================================================================

SUBROUTINE CUBIC(A,X,L)
IMPLICIT NONE

c Arguments
REAL*8 A( 0 : 3 ) ,X(3 ) , L

c Local Vars
REAL*8 PI , THIRD
PARAMETER(PI=3.1415926535897932d0 ,THIRD=1.d0 /3 . d0 )
REAL*8 U(3 ) , W, P, Q, DIS , PHI
INTEGER I

c Function Value
r e a l *8 CBRT

C ==== determine the degree o f the polynomial ====
C

IF (A( 3 ) .NE. 0 . d0 ) THEN
C
C cubic problem

W=A(2)/A(3)*THIRD
P=(A(1)/A(3)*THIRD−W**2)**3
Q=−.5d0 * ( 2 . d0*W**3−(A(1)*W−A(0) )/A(3 ) )
DIS=Q**2+P
IF (DIS .LT . 0 . d0 ) THEN

C three r e a l s o l u t i o n s !
C Confine the argument o f ACOS to the i n t e r v a l [ −1 ; 1 ] !

PHI=ACOS(MIN( 1 . d0 ,MAX(−1.d0 ,Q/SQRT(−P) ) ) )
P=2.d0*(−P)** ( 0 . 5 d0*THIRD)
DO I=1,3

U( I )=P*COS( (PHI+DBLE(2* I )*PI )*THIRD)−W
ENDDO
X(1)=MIN(U(1 ) ,U(2 ) ,U(3 ) )
X(2)=MAX(MIN(U(1 ) ,U( 2 ) ) ,MIN(U(1 ) ,U( 3 ) ) ,MIN(U(2 ) ,U( 3 ) ) )
X(3)=MAX(U(1 ) ,U(2 ) ,U(3 ) )
L=3

ELSE
C only one r e a l s o l u t i o n !

DIS=SQRT(DIS)
X(1)=CBRT(Q+DIS)+CBRT(Q−DIS)−W
L=1

END IF
C

ELSE IF (A( 2 ) .NE. 0 . d0 ) THEN
C
C quadrat i c problem

P=0.5d0*A(1)/A(2)
DIS=P**2−A(0)/A(2)
IF (DIS .GE. 0 . d0 ) THEN

C two r e a l s o l u t i o n s !
X(1)=−P−SQRT(DIS)
X(2)=−P+SQRT(DIS)
L=2

ELSE
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C no r e a l s o l u t i o n !
L=0

END IF
C

ELSE IF (A( 1 ) .NE. 0 . d0 ) THEN
C
C l i n e a r equat ion

X(1)=−A(0)/A(1)
L=1

C
ELSE

C no equat ion
L=0

END IF
C
C ==== perform one step o f a newton i t e r a t i o n in order to minimize
C round−o f f e r r o r s ====
c DO 110 I=1,L
c X( I )=X( I )−(A(0)+X( I )* (A(1)+X( I )* (A(2)+X( I )*A( 3 ) ) ) )
c * /(A(1)+X( I ) * ( 2 . d0*A(2)+X( I )*3 . d0*A(3 ) ) )
c 110 CONTINUE

RETURN
END

c Function CBRT − cubic root
c −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
c

r e a l *8 func t i on CBRT(Z)

imp l i c i t none

c Arguments
r e a l *8 Z

c Local Vars
r e a l *8 THIRD
parameter (THIRD=1.d0 /3 . d0 )

c de f i n e cubic root as statement func t i on
CBRT(Z)=SIGN(ABS(Z)**THIRD,Z)

end

cc Note : The boundary cond i t i on s in the heat d i f f u s i o n
cc dT/dz −> 0 at the bottom of the computational domain i s
cc ok as dT in the deepest l ay e r i s in the reg ion o f 0 .5 − 2
cc Watt ; t h e r e f o r e the boundary cond i t i on T −> 0 i s va l i d and
cc the geothermic f l ux smal l .
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